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Federal Labor Relations Authority Political Leadership 
 
FLRA Chairman and Authority Members  
 
FLRA Chairman:  Carol Waller Pope 
 


On November 12, 2013, Carol Waller Pope returned to the Federal 
Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) as Chairman, having been re-
nominated by President Barack Obama and confirmed by the U.S. 
Senate.  Chairman Pope retired as Chairman of the FLRA in January 
2013, a position to which she was originally designated by the President 
in 2009.  Nominated previously by both President William J. Clinton 
and George W. Bush, she has served as a Member of the Authority 
since November 2000.  She is the first FLRA career employee to serve 
as Chairman and Member.  As FLRA Chairman, she serves as member 
of the National Council on Federal Labor-Management Relations.  


Chairman Pope began her federal career as an attorney with the Employee Benefits Division of 
the Office of the Solicitor, U.S. Department of Labor in 1979.  She began her FLRA career in the 
FLRA’s Office of the General Counsel Boston Regional Office in February 1980.  In 1994, she 
joined the Office of the General Counsel headquarters staff in Washington, DC, serving first as 
Executive Assistant to the General Counsel and then as an Assistant General Counsel.  As 
Assistant General Counsel, she had responsibility for management of the administrative-review 
process of over 400 unfair labor practice charge dismissals annually.   
 
A native of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Chairman Pope earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from 
Simmons College, and a Juris Doctor degree from Northeastern University School of Law.  
Chairman Pope is admitted to practice before the Supreme Court of the United States, the U.S. 
Courts of Appeals for the First and Fifth Circuits, and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.  She 
is the recipient of distinguished achievement and leadership awards from the American Bar 
Association's Federal Labor and Employment Law Section and Simmons College. 
 
Authority Member:  Ernest DuBester 
 


Ernest DuBester began serving his second term as a Member of the 
Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) on November 12, 2013.  
Appointed by President Barack Obama and unanimously confirmed by 
the U.S. Senate to both of his terms, Member DuBester has served as an 
FLRA Member since August 2009, and he also served as FLRA 
Chairman from January to November of 2013.  Member DuBester was 
previously nominated by President Clinton and served as Chairman and 
Member of the National Mediation Board from 1993 to 2001. Member 
DuBester has almost 40 years of experience in labor-management 
relations.  He began his career at the National Labor Relations Board, 


serving as counsel to former Chairman and Member John Fanning.  He also served as a Union 
attorney with the firm of Highsaw & Mahoney, and as legislative counsel to the AFL-CIO.  He 
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previously taught collective bargaining and arbitration at the Catholic University of America 
School of Law. 
 
In addition, Member DuBester served as Professor and Director of the Dispute Resolution 
Program at George Mason University School of Law.  During his time at George Mason, he also 
worked as an arbitrator and mediator of labor and employment matters, including many federal-
sector cases. 
 
Member DuBester received his undergraduate degree from Boston College, his law degree from 
the Catholic University of America School of Law, where he was Recent Developments Editor 
of the Law Review, and his Masters of Law in Labor Law from the Georgetown University Law 
Center. 
 
Authority Member:  Patrick Pizzella 
 


Patrick Pizzella was sworn in as a Member of the Federal Labor 
Relations Authority on November 12, 2013.  He was nominated by the 
President on August 2 and confirmed by the U.S. Senate on October 16.  
Prior to that he was Principal at Patrick Pizzella, LLC, a position he held 
since 2009.  Member Pizzella served as Assistant Secretary of Labor for 
Administration and Management at the U.S. Department of Labor from 
2001 to 2009.  Member Pizzella was designated by President George W. 
Bush to serve as a member of the Board of Directors of the Overseas 
Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) from January 18, 2004 to April 
26, 2005.  Previously, he worked at Preston Gates Ellis & Rouvelas 


Meeds, LLP as a Government Affairs Counselor from 1998 to 2001 and Director of Coalitions 
from 1996 to 1997.  From 1990 to 1995, Member Pizzella was Director of the Office of 
Administration at the Federal Housing Finance Board, and from 1988 to 1989, Deputy Under 
Secretary for Management at the U.S. Department of Education.  He has previously held 
positions at the U.S. Office of Personnel Management, the U.S. Small Business Administration, 
and the U.S. General Services Administration.  Member Pizzella received a B.S. in Business 
Administration from the University of South Carolina, and he is a graduate of Iona Preparatory 
School, and a native of New Rochelle, NY. 
 
Office of the General Counsel 
 
General Counsel:  Julie Akins Clark 
 


Julia Akins Clark was appointed on August 8, 2014, to a second five-year 
term as the General Counsel of the FLRA. Ms. Clark was initially 
appointed FLRA General Counsel by President Obama on August 10, 
2009. Ms. Clark was nominated by the President for a second term in 
February and was confirmed by the U.S. Senate on July 23, 2014. 
Ms. Clark received her J.D. in 1980 from the American University, 
Washington College of Law, and her B.A. in 1977 from Oklahoma 
Baptist University. 
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As General Counsel, Ms. Clark heads the FLRA Office of the General Counsel (OGC), 
which is the independent investigative and prosecutorial component of the FLRA. 
 
Federal Service Impasses Panel (FSIP) 
 
Chair:  Mary Jacksteit 
 


Mary Jacksteit has over 20 years of experience in mediation, facilitation 
and negotiation working for non-profit organizations, government 
agencies and community organizations.  Jacksteit previously served on the 
Federal Service Impasses Panel for seven years during the Clinton 
Administration.  She began her legal career as a labor attorney for the 
American Federation of Government Employees, AFL-CIO, where she 
later served as Deputy General Counsel.  In the late 1980’s she began 
practicing as a labor arbitrator in the public and private sectors, serving on 
panels of the American Arbitration Association, Federal Mediation and 
Conciliation Service, and U.S. Postal Service.  For 10 years, she worked at 
Search for Common Ground - a conflict resolution organization.  Since 


2007 she has been associated with the Public Conversations Project in Watertown, 
Massachusetts and has maintained a private practice focused on community, public policy, 
organizational planning, and conflict management.  Jacksteit has a law degree from Georgetown 
Law School, an M.S. from George Mason University’s Institute for Conflict Analysis and 
Resolution, and a B.A. from the University of Pittsburgh. 
 
FSIP Member:  Martin H. Malin 
 


Martin H. Malin is a Professor of Law and the Director of the Institute for 
Law and the Workplace at Chicago-Kent College of Law, Illinois 
Institute of Technology.  He teaches courses in labor law, collective 
bargaining, arbitration, public sector labor law, employment law, 
contracts and jurisprudence. Malin has published five books, including 
Public Sector Employment:  Cases and Materials (West 2004), the 
leading law school casebook on public sector labor law;  and more than 
60 articles on labor law and dispute resolution.  An active arbitrator and 
mediator, Malin previously served on the Board of Governors of the 
National Academy of Arbitrators and is currently on the Board of 


Governors of the College of Labor and Employment Lawyers.  He also serves on the Executive 
Committee of The Labor Law Group, is currently the Secretary of the ABA Section on Labor 
and Employment Law, and is a past chair of the Association of American Law Schools Section 
on Labor Relations and Employment Law.  From 2004 - 2008, Malin served as Reporter for the 
Association of Labor Relations Agencies’ Neutrality Project.  He was the principal drafter of 
ALRA’s Neutrality Report, a mini-treatise on labor board and mediation agency impartiality.  
During the mid-1980s, he served as a consultant to Illinois’ public employment labor boards and 
drafted the regulations implementing Illinois’ newly-enacted public sector labor relations acts.  
Malin joined the Chicago-Kent faculty in 1980, after teaching at Ohio State University and 
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serving as Law Clerk to U.S. District Judge Robert DeMascio in Detroit.  He holds a J.D. from 
George Washington University and a B.A. from Michigan State University. 
 
FSIP Member:  Barbara B. Franklin 
 


Barbara B. Franklin is an arbitrator and mediator in Washington, D.C.  She serves on 
arbitration rosters administered by the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, the American 
Arbitration Association and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority.  She is a mediator for 
the U.S. Court of Appeals and District Court for the District of Columbia.  She also served for 
over 14 years as a Public Member of the D.C. Police and Firefighters Retirement Board, a 
position that is appointed by the Major of D.C.   Prior to her retirement from the Federal 
Government in 1997, Ms. Franklin was Chief Counsel to Members Pamela Talkin and Donald S. 
Wasserman of the Federal Labor Relations Authority.  From 1977 to 1989, she served as a staff 
attorney and then supervisory attorney for the National Labor Relations Board in the Office of 
General Counsel (Division of Advice).  Franklin received her J.D. from The Catholic University 
of America's Columbus School of Law, where she was Associate Editor for the Law Review, and 
her B.A. from Northwestern University. 
 
FSIP Member: Edward F. Hartfield 
  


Edward F. Hartfield is a Member of the FSIP, a role he has held since 2010, 
and previously held from 1994 to 2002.  Concurrently since 2010, he is also 
President of Hartfield Resolution Group.  He has served as a full time mediator 
and arbitrator since 1976.  From 1988 to 2010, he was Executive Director of 
the National Center for Dispute Settlement (NCDS).  From 1979 to 1988, Mr. 
Hartfield served as Commissioner with the Federal Mediation and Conciliation 
Service, and State Mediator for the New Jersey Office of Dispute Settlement 
from 1976 to 1979.  He has also served as the International President of the 
Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution (SPIDR) and served on the 


Michigan Supreme Court Dispute Resolution Task Force.  Mr. Hartfield also is a member of 
various arbitration panels, including the Federal Mediation & Conciliation Service, the National 
Mediation Board, the Michigan Employment Relations Commission, and the Employment 
Relations Boards for the states of Ohio and Iowa.  Mr. Hartfield received a B.A. from Oberlin 
College and an M.A. from the University of Detroit. 
 
FSIP Member: Donald Wasserman 
 


Donald Wasserman has been a labor relations professional his entire career.  Since 2001, 
he has been an arbitrator/mediator, specializing in all levels of the public sector. He is a Member 
of the D.C. Public Employee Relations Board (DC PERB) and the Metropolitan Washington 
Airports Authority Employee Relations Council (MWAA-ERC). Wasserman is also on the labor 
rosters of the American Arbitration Association, Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service and 
National Mediation Board.  In December 1995, he was appointed by former President Clinton as 
a Member and then as Chairman of the FLRA, where he served until 2001.  Wasserman began 
his career at the Communications Workers of America and then the International Association of 
Machinists.  From 1967 until his appointment to FLRA, Wasserman held various top positions at 
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the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees where he served as Director 
of the Department of Collective Bargaining and Assistant to the President.  His major 
responsibilities included serving as chief negotiator in establishing initial collective bargaining 
agreements with several state governments and large local governments.  He frequently testified 
before legislative bodies on key collective bargaining issues such as bargaining unit structure and 
impasse resolution procedures, as well as matters including government reinvention/redesign and 
civil service reform. Wasserman received an M.B.A from the University of Pennsylvania and a 
B.S. from Temple University. 
 
FSIP Member:  Marvin E. Johnson 


 
Marvin E. Johnson is an internationally recognized mediator, arbitrator, and 
trainer with more than 30 years of dispute resolution experience.  He is 
Founder and Executive Director of the Center for Alternative Dispute 
Resolution.  Mr. Johnson received his Doctorate of Jurisprudence from 
Catholic University and has a Bachelor of Science Degree in Business 
Administration from Kent State University and a Master of Science Degree in 
Industrial Relations from the University of Wisconsin.  He has worked for the 
Department of Labor, the FLRA, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation 
Service, the National Treasury Employees Union, the National Football 


League Players’ Association, the National Academy of Conciliators, and was Professor of Labor 
Relations, Law, and Dispute Resolution at Bowie State University and Adjunct Professor of 
Dispute Resolution at Catholic University School of Law.  Mr. Johnson has served as a Member 
of the FSIP (1999-2002 and 2009-2012), the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel (June 
2000-January 2002) and the Foreign Service Grievance Board (2005-2007).  He serves on 
numerous national and regional dispute resolution panels, including, the American Arbitration 
Association National Roster of Neutrals, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, JAMS 
the Resolution Experts, and the CPR Institute for Dispute Resolution.  Mr. Johnson has held 
positions on numerous national and international dispute resolution boards, including, the 
Association for Conflict Resolution, the ABA-Section of Dispute Resolution, and the 
International Academy of Mediators.   
 
FSIP Member:  David E. Walker 
 
David E. Walker was born and raised in south Louisiana, Mr. Walker attended Louisiana State 
University in Baton Rouge, graduating with a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering in 1960.  He then 
attended George Washington University and after receiving a Master’s degree in political science 
entered military service in the U.S.A.F. as a commissioned officer.  In 1963-1964 he volunteered 
for service in the Republic of Vietnam, spending a year in that theater of conflict.   After his 
discharge in 1965 he enrolled in the Harvard Law School, graduating in 1968 with an L.L.B. 
cum laude.  In 1968 he began a career in the private practice of law, forming his own law firm in 
1981.  His practice specialized in labor relations and over 34 years he represented a number of 
management clients as well as labor unions.   In 2004 Mr. Walker applied for and was placed by 
the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service on its Roster of Arbitrators, which placement 
prompted his retirement from the private practice of law.  Since that time he was selected to hear 
over fifty arbitration disputes, with published decisions in about half of those cases.  In that same 
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time period he was selected and served as a permanent arbitrator on an Expedited Arbitration 
Panel of the U.S.P.S. and the National Mail Handlers Union, a panel maintained by the Midgulf 
Association of Stevedores and I.L.A. Local Union No. 1497 in New Orleans, Louisiana, and the 
National Panel of Arbitrators maintained by the A.F.G.E. and the Social Security Administration 
for Panel Six. 
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FLRA Transition Team Members 
 
FLRA Career Transition Team Lead and Executive Director:  Sarah Whittle Spooner  
 


Sarah Whittle Spooner was appointed Executive Director on January 28, 2013.  As 
Executive Director, Ms. Spooner serves as the chief operating officer of the agency and is 
responsible for management of agency-wide administrative offices, including budget and 
finance, administrative services, information technology, and human capital. 
 


Ms. Spooner is a career employee of the FLRA, having begun her professional work as 
an attorney in the Office of then-Chairman Phyllis Segal in 1996. Subsequently, Ms. Spooner 
served as Assistant General Counsel for Legal Policy & Advice in the Office of the General 
Counsel and as Senior Attorney in the Washington Regional Office of the FLRA. In 2009, Ms. 
Spooner assumed the position of Counsel for Regulatory and External Affairs in the Office of 
Chairman Carol Waller Pope and, most recently, served as Acting Executive Director of the 
FLRA. She received her Bachelor of Science degree from Salem State College and her Juris 
Doctor degree from Brooklyn Law School. Ms. Spooner also received a Certificate in Public 
Management from the USDA Graduate School in partnership with George Washington 
University and, in 2011, was named a Senior Fellow, having completed the Excellence in 
Government Fellows Program of the Partnership for Public Service, Center for Government 
Leadership. 


 
Chief Counsel to the Chairman:  David S. Eddy III  
 


David Eddy was appointed on May 4, 2015 to serve as Chairman Carol Waller Pope’s 
Chief Counsel.  As Chief Counsel to the Chairman, Mr. Eddy serves as the Chairman’s principal 
legal advisor and is responsible for management of the Chairman’s legal staff, the Case Intake 
and Publication Office, and the Collaboration and Alternative Dispute Resolution Office.   
 


Mr. Eddy has previously served the FLRA in a number of roles, including as the Acting 
Chief Counsel to both Chairman Pope and former Chairman (and current Member) Ernest 
DuBester, the supervisory Senior Attorney-Advisor to Chairman Pope, an attorney-advisor for 
then-Member Pope, an attorney-advisor for former Chair and Member Phyllis N. Segal, the 
Chief of Case Production, and a detailee to the FLRA’s San Francisco Regional Office.  In 
addition, he has developed and delivered numerous FLRA training programs, and he led the 
Authority’s Arbitration, Negotiability and Decision-Writing Initiatives.  Mr. Eddy also 
previously worked at the National Labor Relations Board, serving as senior counsel to Member 
Peter Kirsanow and to Chairman and Member Wilma Liebman.  He received a Bachelor of Arts 
Degree in Philosophy and Political Science from the University of Rochester, a Juris Doctor 
degree from Cornell Law School, and a Certificate in Public Management from the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture Graduate School, in conjunction with The George Washington 
University.  Mr. Eddy has also completed the Senior Managers in Government program at 
Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government as well as the Negotiation Workshop at Harvard Law 
School.  He is a member of the New York State Bar. 
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Counsel for Regulatory and Public Affairs and EEO Director (Collateral):  Gina K. 
Grippando  
 


Gina K. Grippando has been an attorney with the FLRA for over a decade.  Since 
October 2014, she has served on the Chairman’s senior leadership team as the FLRA’s Counsel 
for Regulatory and Public Affairs.  Before that, she served for five years as the Chief of the 
Authority’s Office of Case Intake and Publication, where her responsibilities encompassed legal 
advice, case processing, publications, staff management and supervision, internal and external 
training, and myriad collateral duties that support the Authority Component, in particular, and 
the FLRA, as a whole.  And, in June 2013, Ms. Grippando was designated as the FLRA’s 
collateral-duty Equal Employment Opportunity Director.  Before holding her current positions, 
she served the FLRA as the Acting Senior Attorney to Member DuBester, the Acting Chief of 
Case Production, and as a staff attorney for Member Beck and Member Armendariz.  In addition, 
she performed two details to the Washington Regional Office of the FLRA’s Office of the 
General Counsel.  Before entering the federal service, Ms. Grippando worked as a law clerk for 
the Association of Flight Attendants in D.C. and as a business agent for SEIU, Local 399 in her 
native Los Angeles.  She received her J.D. from The George Washington University Law School 
and her B.A. from Smith College.  Ms. Grippando has completed the Partnership for Public 
Service’s Excellence in Government Fellows Program, and she is a member of the New York 
State Bar. 
 
Solicitor:  Fred B. Jacob  


 
Fred Jacob was appointed as Solicitor of the FLRA on July 9, 2014.  As Solicitor, Mr. 


Jacob represents the FLRA before all federal courts, including the Supreme Court and the courts 
of appeals, and he advises FLRA components on legal issues arising under the Federal Service 
Labor-Management Relations Statute. Mr. Jacob also serves as the FLRA’s in-house counsel, 
providing legal guidance on laws such as the Ethics in Government Act, the Freedom of 
Information Act, the Privacy Act, and the Sunshine Act. 
 


Mr. Jacob comes to the FLRA after a 17-year career at the National Labor Relations 
Board (NLRB), where he most recently served as Deputy Assistant General Counsel in the 
Appellate and Supreme Court Litigation Branch. Prior to the NLRB, Mr. Jacob clerked in the 
United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit and worked in private practice. A longtime 
adjunct professor, Mr. Jacob has taught labor and employment law courses at Georgetown 
University Law Center and the College of William and Mary. He received his B.A. from 
Brandeis University in 1991, and his J.D. from the College of William and Mary School of Law 
in 1994. 
 
Deputy General Counsel:  Peter A. Sutton  


 
Peter A. Sutton joined the FLRA shortly after the agency was established in 1979.  He 


has been a senior manager with the agency since 1991, culminating in his appointment as 
Regional Director for the Chicago Region in April 2005.  Since then, Mr. Sutton simultaneously 
served in critical leadership positions on an acting basis, including Acting Deputy General 
Counsel from August through December 2009, Acting Regional Director of the Washington 
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Region from January through May 2010, and Acting Deputy General Counsel from March 2013 
until this appointment. 


 
In addition to his agency responsibilities, Mr. Sutton is a long time member of the 


Chicago-Kent College of Law Federal Sector Conference Advisory Board and is a frequent 
speaker at that annual conference.  He has taught and spoken at many other federal sector 
educational conferences sponsored by the FLRA, other federal government agencies, the Federal 
Management Institute, Federal Dispute Resolution (LRP), and the Society of Federal Labor and 
Employment Relations Professionals.  In recognition of his extraordinary public service, the 
American Bar Association (ABA), Section on Labor and Employment Law presented the 
prestigious Federal Labor and Employment Attorney of the Year award to Mr. Peter Sutton in 
2010.  Mr. Sutton attended Holy Cross (B.A., 1975) and received his law degree from New 
England School of Law (J.D., 1979). 
 
Assistant General Counsel for Operations, Legal Policy and Representation Case 
Handling:  Kurt Rumsfeld  


Kurt Rumsfeld became the Assistant General Counsel for Operations and Legal Policy in 
September, 2013.  His responsibilities include assisting the General Counsel and Deputy General 
Counsel in managing the OGC’s regional operations and providing support for the effective and 
efficient enforcement and administration of the Statute.  Before joining the FLRA, Kurt practiced 
labor and employment law with a private law firm for over seventeen years, representing public 
employees and unions in federal and state courts and administrative agencies throughout the 
country on a full range of labor relations and employment-related matters.  Kurt has also served 
as Legal Counsel for the International Association of Fire Fighters, and he began his career in 
labor law as an attorney for the U.S. Department of Labor.  Kurt graduated from Williams 
College, and he received his law degree from Northeastern University Law School.  He also has 
a LL.M in Labor and Employment Law from Georgetown University Law Center. 
 
FSIP Executive Director:  Kimberly D. Moseley  


 
Kimberly D. Moseley was appointed July 12, 2016 as the Executive Director of FSIP. 


Mrs. Moseley will provide leadership and supervision to the professional staff that investigates, 
analyzes, and makes procedural recommendations to the Panel Members regarding requests for 
Panel assistance and, as directed, makes recommendations to the Panel Members and/or drafts 
decisions on the merits of negotiating disputes between federal agencies and labor organizations 
representing their employees. 
 


Mrs. Moseley most recently served as the principal trusted advisor to the Assistant 
Secretary for Human Resources and Administration, Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). As 
the VA Deputy Assistant Secretary for Labor-Management Relations, she was responsible for 
planning and formulating policy and procedures for the VA’s labor-management-relations 
program, serving as the lead contact with the VA’s national unions: American Federation of 
Government Employees; National Association of Government Employees; National Nurses 
United; Service Employees International Union; and National Federation of Federal Employees. 
From 2009 to 2013, Mrs. Moseley served in various Senior Executive Service positions within 
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the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), including: Deputy Assistant Administrator, Human 
Resources Management; Executive Director, Office of Labor and Employee Relations; and 
Deputy Assistant Administrator, FAA Regions and Center. Mrs. Moseley also served as the 
Deputy Director, Labor and Employee Relations at the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and as 
the Senior Labor Relations Specialist at the Department of Education. 


 
Prior to her federal service, Mrs. Moseley worked for the National Treasury Employees 


Union (NTEU) from 1996 through 2008, serving as: Director of Training; Deputy Director of 
Negotiations; Special Assistant to the National President; National Field Representative; and 
National Negotiator. She supervised a national staff of attorneys/negotiators that bargained and 
oversaw the implementation of term and mid-term collective-bargaining agreements in a number 
of federal agencies. She also developed policy, training materials, and reference guides for 
national NTEU staff, hundreds of local chapter leaders, and bargaining-unit members. Mrs. 
Moseley received her Juris Doctor from the University of Maryland School of Law and her 
Bachelor of Arts in Communications from the University of Virginia. 
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2016 Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey 
Interpretation of Results 


 


 


Summary of Results and Organizational Performance.  The Office of Personnel Management’s 
(OPM’s) Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) is a key tool that provides employees the 
opportunity to influence change by submitting feedback about their work environment, agency 
leadership, and many other aspects of the organization.  The FLRA’s response rate of 83% of eligible 
employees – well above the government-wide average of 46% – demonstrates that employees value the 
process and use the FEVS as a tool to communicate their interests and concerns to agency leadership 
and managers.  This 2016 snapshot in time represents employees’ perceptions of the agency’s work 
environment.    
 
OPM administered the 2016 FEVS at the FLRA from May 2, 2016 to June 14, 2016.  The results of the 
survey reflect the agency’s continuous growth in overall employee satisfaction, as demonstrated by the 
FLRA ranking as the #1 small agency in two important indices – Employee Engagement and New IQ – 
and the increase in 2016 positive ratings in 19 items from 2015.  In addition, the FLRA has 66 identified 
strengths (items with 65% or higher positive ratings) and no identified challenges (items with 35% or 
higher negative ratings).   
 


Agency Strengths.  As noted above, the FLRA has 66 identified strengths.  Of particular note is that:  
97% of FLRA respondents report that they are held accountable for achieving results; 96% positively 
rate the overall quality of the work done by their work unit; 96% indicate that they are willing to put in 
extra effort to get a job done; 94% know how their work relates to the agency’s goals and priorities; 94% 
think that the people they work with cooperate to get the job done; 94% believe that the agency is 
successful at accomplishing its mission; 93% find that the workforce has the job-relevant knowledge 
and skills necessary to accomplish organizational goals; 92% indicate that their supervisors regularly 
communicate with them about their performance; and 91% state that employees in their work unit 
share job knowledge with each other.  These results show that employees at all levels understand the 
mission of the FLRA, understand their role in achieving the mission, and see themselves as an integral 
part of achieving agency-wide success.  The agency continues to credit its mission performance 
successes to its high level of employee engagement.  Moreover, the agency’s scores are above the 
government-wide average in 69 out of 71 questions.     
 
Areas for Improvement.  In addition to this year’s #1 small-agency ranking in the Employee 
Engagement and New IQ indices and increased ratings in 19 questions, FLRA employees also identified 
areas for improvement.  These include opportunities for advancement, meaningful recognition of 
differences in performance, encouragement of creativity and innovation, personal empowerment with 
respect to work processes, and training-needs assessments.  The FLRA renews its unwavering 
agency-wide commitment to address areas of weakness identified in the survey in full collaboration 
with employees at all levels.  In full partnership with the employees’ representative organization (the 
Union of Authority Employees), through the agency’s Labor-Management Forum, the FLRA will 
analyze these survey results and develop strategies and policies to address areas of challenge. 
 
As employees indicated – with 82% percent responding that they believe the survey will be used to 
make the FLRA a better place to work – the results of the survey are critical to the achievement of the 
FLRA’s strategic and organizational goals.  And they are an important tool for informing leadership and 
management of areas of progress and opportunities for improvement.  The FLRA’s leadership at all 
levels throughout the agency is indeed committed to using tools like the FEVS to make the FLRA the 
best workplace that it can be.  Full employee engagement is essential to the success of the agency’s 
mission, and to the quality of the service that the FLRA can provide to the American public. 
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A Message from the Director


Each year leaders in the Federal Government use the Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) as a management 
tool to drive change and increase employee engagement in the federal workforce. The use of that data continues 
to translate into better service for the American people.


Our FEVS data is only as good as the feedback we receive from the Federal workforce. In 2016, more than 400,000 
employees participated in the survey. I am grateful for your willingness to devote your time to provide the feedback 
we need to help us improve employee engagement. Employee feedback on key performance metrics captured in 
the FEVS is singularly important for each agency to realize its mission and to develop effective strategies and tools 
for guiding improvement.


Agency leaders have taken active steps to improve how employees engage with their jobs, organizations, and 
missions. The success of those actions is clearly refl cted in current FEVS results. Overall, scores on almost three 
quarters of the survey items showed an increase government-wide from 2015. For 2016, more employees agreed 
that their work gives them a feeling of personal accomplishment, that they are held accountable for results, and 
their agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.  


Scores on the Employee Engagement Index (EEI) continue to rise steadily across government, with a one percentage 
point increase government-wide in 2016’s overall score compared with the 2015 FEVS. Th s increase refl cts the 
efforts of agencies across government, an effort that has resulted in higher EEI scores among 52 agencies. Of those 
52, seven agencies had increases of 10 or more percentage points. The New IQ index also increased a percentage 
point from 2015, demonstrating that employees generally feel their agencies are becoming more fair, open, 
cooperative, and supportive.


FEVS results make it clear that agency leaders and managers have responded to the “People & Culture Cross Agency 
Goal” of the President’s Management Agenda (PMA) by taking active steps to improve how employees engage 
with their jobs, organizations, and missions.


I personally want to thank you for taking the time to provide your feedback. Your dedicated service and commitment 
to the American people shines through in the work that you do. I am honored to work in the company of such 
talented, motivated, and hardworking people. Thank you for all that you do!


Beth Cobert 
Acting Director 
U.S. Office f Personnel Management
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About This Report


Th s report presents an overview of the 2016 governmentwide Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) 
results, with highlights of notable agency achievements. For this year, much of the report is devoted to the topic of 
Engagement. In addition to the Employee Engagement Index, the newly developed Key Drivers of Engagement is 
considered, as well as practices that help foster engagement. When employees experience workplaces as inclusive 
they tend to be more engaged.  The New IQ index provides insights into employee perceptions of the inclusivity of 
their agencies and results for the index are also examined in this report.


The FEVS provides government employees with the opportunity to candidly share their perceptions of their work 
experiences, their agencies, and their leaders. Th s year, 407,789 employees responded to the survey out of the 
889,590 to whom it was sent, for a response rate of 45.8%. Survey participants represent 80 agencies across the 
Federal Government. Full–time and part–time permanent, non–seasonal employees were eligible to participate in 
the survey.


New to the report this year is a breakout comparison of agencies by size. Recognizing that agencies may encounter 
different challenges or opportunities based on their size and the resources available to them, these categories were 
created to further aid interagency communication and sharing of promising practices. The agency size is based on 
the eligible employee population for the FEVS as of March 2016, for more information and for a full listing of the 
agencies included in each category, see Appendix A.


The five size categories are:


Very Small
(<100 employees)


Small
(100 – 999 employees)


Medium
(1,000 – 9,999 employees)


Large
(10,000 – 74,999 employees)


Very Large
(>75,000 employees)


The survey was a self–administered Web survey. Agency launch dates were organized in two waves this year, 
with 6–week administration periods beginning April 26th and May 3rd.


The 2016 survey instrument remained unchanged from the 2015 survey. The 98–item survey includes 84 items 
that measure Federal employees’ perceptions about how effectively agencies manage their workforce, plus 
14 demographic items.


Survey items are grouped into eight topic areas:


• Personal Work Experiences


• Work Unit


• Agency


• Supervisor


• Leadership


• Satisfaction


• Work/Life Programs


• Demographics


About This Report
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About This Report (continued)


Analytical Methods
The data collected from 2016 survey respondents were weighted to ensure survey estimates accurately represent 
the survey population. Use of unweighted data could produce biased estimates of population statistics. The fi al 
data set refl cts the agency composition and demographic makeup of the Federal workforce within plus or minus 
1 percentage point. Demographic results are not weighted.


OPM employed a number of grouping procedures to simplify presentation of data analysis results in this report. 
Most of the items had six response categories: Strongly Agree, Agree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree, 
Strongly Disagree, and No Basis to Judge/Do Not Know. In some instances, these responses are collapsed into 
one positive category (Strongly Agree and Agree), one negative category (Strongly Disagree and Disagree), and a 
neutral category (Neither Agree nor Disagree). 


For more information on FEVS methods, including data weighting and analysis, see the FEVS Technical Report at 
https://www.fedview.opm.gov/2015FILES/2015_OPM_Technical_Report.pdf.


About This Report
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A Brief Guide


Th s report provides an overview of results from the governmentwide FEVS and highlights agencies. Appendices 
are included to provide governmentwide trends as well as trends of individual agency results. Th s section provides 
insight on how the information in this report can be used to influence action. Agencies have implemented actions 
to improve specific reas within their agency. These improvements at the agency level can also be seen at the 
governmentwide level. For example, since 2014 the governmentwide Employee Engagement Index score has 
increased two percentage points.  Agencies have been sharing and implementing promising practices to improve 
engagement and these practices at the agency level are refl cted in the governmentwide engagement score.


The different sections of this report provide a pulse of the Federal workforce; to understand the state of the 
workforce in 2016, acknowledge areas of improvement, and identify challenge areas. Using the new breakout 
comparison by size, agencies can use this report to inform their action planning process by benchmarking scores 
against other agencies of similar size. These benchmarks facilitate information-sharing across agencies with the 
potential for gaining insights into actions that can be adapt to fit specific eeds.


Agencies have many resources available to them to assist in their action planning efforts, including the resources 
and tools described on the next page. In addition, the figu e below outlines a process on how to move from results 
to action. Th s process can be adapted to existing practices.


Moving from Results To Action


Review Results and Progress


Identify action planning team: Teams can be 
composed of leadership, employees, or both. It is 
important that each member is actively engaged in 
the process and supports its goals.


Analyze the data: Use FEVS reports and other 
resources to identify areas for improvement.


Monitor progress and communicate progress 
with employees.


Planning


Develop goals for improvement.


Develop a plan for action: Remember to be realistic 
with a manageable scope and timeframe. Include 
measures and ways of tracking progress.


Implement Actions


Implement the plan: Involve senior leaders, 
managers, and front-line supervisors to help reach 
employees in all components and levels.


Continue to monitor and evaluate your progress: 
be transparent and make employees aware of the 
actions being implemented, as well as informed of 
progress being made. Communicate.


Note: The breakout comparison of agencies by size includes five categories: Very Large Agencies (>75,000), Large Agencies (10,000 – 74,999), Medium Agencies 
(1,000 – 9,999), Small Agencies (100 – 999), Very Small Agencies (<100). For more information and a full listing of agencies by size see Appendix A.


A Brief Guide
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A Brief Guide (continued)


Additional Resources for Supporting Agency Improvement


Websites
FEVS website


Agencies and the general public can access governmentwide data reports, as well as special topic reports 
produced from the FEVS. Th s website includes results from the 2004 administration of the survey to the 
present. Access the FEVS website at www.opm.gov/FEVS. Questions and feedback for the site can be sent to 
evs@opm.gov.


Public Release Data File (PRDF)
Th ee types of public use data sets are available for the FEVS: 1) a full data extract excluding the LGBT variable, 
2) a separate data extract containing the LGBT variable, and 3) a data extract for trend analysis combining the 
public use files from 2004 up to the current year. To request a public use data file, complete the form available at: 
www.fedview.opm.gov/2015/EVSDATA. Note: The 2016 PRDF will be available in the winter.


FedScope
OPM’s FedScope is an online publicly available tool which allows users to access and analyze HR data from 
OPM’s Enterprise Human Resources Integration-Statistical Data Mart (EHRI-SDM). Access this site using 
the following link: www.fedscope.opm.gov.


Unlock Talent
A tool for both the general public and agencies to view comprehensive data visualizations with broad displays 
of FEVS data. These displays allow agencies to identify subcomponents for action to improve engagement, as 
well as resources agencies can apply to their action planning. Th s site can be accessed at www.unlocktalent.gov. 
Questions and feedback for the dashboard can be sent to unlocktalent@opm.gov.


FEVS Online Data Analysis Tool
A password protected tool for agency points of contact to access agency specific nd governmentwide reports. 
In addition, agency users can develop customized reports that may be useful for data analysis and action 
planning. Questions and feedback for this online tool can be sent to EVS@opm.gov.


Other Reports
Governmentwide Data Reports


In addition to the Governmentwide Management Report, there are three additional governmentwide data 
reports available on the FEVS website under published reports (access the FEVS website at www.opm.gov/FEVS):


Report by Agency
Displays question-by-question counts and percentages for each response option for the 2016, 2015, and 2014 
FEVS by participating agency and also governmentwide.


Report by Demographics
Displays question-by-question counts and percentages for each response option for the 2016, 2015, and 2014 
FEVS by demographic groups and also governmentwide.


Report on Demographic Questions by Agency (unweighted)
Displays counts and percentages by participating agencies’ demographic and workforce profile (e.g., work 
location, supervisory status, sex, age, pay category, intention to retire) for 2016, 2015, and 2014. Both 
respondent counts and percentage estimates are unweighted.


A Brief Guide
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Participant Overview


The Federal workforce is a model of diversity. Participants come from all walks of life, and do their work in a 
variety of ways. Selected response choices for each demographic item are highlighted in the fi st figu e below. 
The second figu e displays the total FEVS respondent breakdown by generation.


Military Service
27 %


Pay Grades 13 to 15  
44%


Agency Tenure  
of 1 to 10 years


48%


10


Female
49 %


Minority
35 %


Field
60%


Non-Supervisory 
Position


65 %


Bachelor’s Degree 
and Above


73%


Generations


 1% Traditionalists (born 1945 or earlier)


 46% Baby Boomers (born 1946 – 1964)


 41% Generation X (born 1965 – 1980)


 12% Generation Y (born 1981 or later)


Note: The sum of percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.


Participant Overview
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Results at a Glance


Response Rates


Governmentwide Response Rate by Year


49.3 in 
2011


46.1 in 
2012 48.2 in 


2013


46.8 in 
2014


49.7 in 
2015


45.8 in 
2016


49.3


46.1
48.2


46.8
49.7


45.8


2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


Top Response Rates


Very Small
(<100 employees)


92%
Chemical Safety and 


Hazard Investigation Board


Small
(100 – 999 employees)


92%
Office of Special Counsel


Medium
(1,000 – 9,999 employees)


82%
Federal Energy 


Regulatory Commission


Large
(10,000 – 74,999 employees)


75%
Department of Labor


Very Large
(>75,000 employees)


61%
Department of Agriculture


Item Score Increases & Decreases


1 Year Trend (2015 to 2016)


52  items increased 
from 2015


  0  items decreased 
from 2015


2 Year Trend (2014 to 2016) 


64  items increased 
from 2014


  0  items decreased 
from 2014


3 Year Trend (2013 to 2016) 


51  items increased 
from 2013


  5  items decreased 
from 2013


Note: For more information and a full listing of agencies by size see Appendix A. Trend analysis of results for 2012 to 2016, see Appendix B (items 1–71). Work/Life Program 
items (72–84) are excluded.


Results at a Glance
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Results at a Glance (continued)


Index Highlights


Employee Engagement 65% increased 1 percentage point from 2015


Very Large
> 75,000


Top Agency


Department of Justice 68
Largest Increase


Department of Homeland Security+3


Large
10,000 – 74,999


Top Agency


National Aeronautics and Space Administration 80


Largest Increases, tied:


Department of Energy


Environmental Protection Agency
+4


Medium
1,000 – 9,999


Top Agenc


Federal Trade Commission 82
Largest Increase


Securities and Exchange Commission+5


Small
100 – 999


Top Agency


Federal Labor Relations Authority 84


Largest Increases, tied:


Office of Special Counsel


National Endowment for the Arts


International Boundary and Water Commission


+12


Very Small
< 100


Top Agency


Marine Mammal Commission 92
Largest Increase


African Development Foundation+18


New IQ 58% increased 1 percentage point from 2015


Very Large
> 75,000


Top Agencies, tied:


Department of the Air Force


Department of Justice


Department of Agriculture


Department of the Treasury


60
Largest Increase


Department of Homeland Security+3


Large
10,000 – 74,999


Top Agency


National Aeronautics and Space Administration 76


Largest Increases, tied:


Department of Energy


Government Services Administration
+4


Medium
1,000 – 9,999


Top Agency


Federal Trade Commission 75


Largest Increases, tied:


National Archives and Records Administration


Federal Trade commission
+5


Small
100 – 999


Top Agency


Federal Labor Relations Authority 77
Largest Increase


International Boundary and Water Commission+15


Very Small
< 100


Top Agency


Marine Mammal Commission 89
Largest Increase


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission+16


Note: For more information and a full listing of agencies by size see Appendix A. Trend analysis of results for 2012 to 2016, see Appendix B (items 1–71). Work/Life Program 
items (72–84) are excluded.


Results at a Glance
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Employee Engagement Index


The FEVS Employee Engagement Index (EEI) is a measure of the conditions conducive to engagement, that is the 
engagement potential of an agency’s work environment. The index is made up of three subfactors: Leaders Lead, 
Supervisors, and Intrinsic Work Experience.


Each subfactor refl cts a different aspect of an engaging work environment. OPM has developed a defin tion which 
describes employee engagement as the employee’s sense of purpose. It is evident in their display of dedication, 
persistence, and effort in their work or overall commitment to their organization and its mission. An agency that 
engages its employees ensures a work environment where each employee contributes to the success of the agency 
while reaching his or her full potential. The success of the entire Federal Government is based in the performance 
of individual agencies — the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.


Since 2015, the overall EEI increased one percentage point governmentwide for an overall Engagement score 
of 65 percent. Th s is the highest overall EEI score since 2012, which was also 65 percent. Increases in all three 
subfactors are also seen. Leaders Lead increased two percentage points, while Supervisors and Intrinsic Work 
Experience both increased one percentage point. Th s improvement from 2015 indicates the focused efforts made 
by agencies on this key metric are paying off.


Engagement Trends


 2013 2014 2015 2016


Overall Engagement


64. 63. Decreased from 2013. 64. Increased from 2014. 65. Increased from 2015.


Leaders Lead


53. 50. Decreased from 2013. 51. Increased from 2014. 53. Increased from 2015.


Supervisors


70. 71. Increased from 2013. 71. No change from 2014. 72. Increased from 2015.


Intrinsic Work Experience


69. 68. Decreased from 2013. 69. Increased from 2014. 70. Increased from 2015.


 64  64
 63


 65


 69  69
 68


 70


 70  71 71  72


 53
 51 50


 53


The Engagement Index is comprised of the following subfactors and items:


Leaders Lead: Reflects the employees’ perceptions of the integrity of leadership, as well as leadership behaviors such as communication and 
workforce motivation. (Q.53, 54, 56, 60, and 61)


Supervisors: Reflects the interpersonal relationship between worker and supervisor, including trust, respect, and support. (Q.47, 48, 49, 51, 
and 52)


Intrinsic Work Experience: Reflects the employees’ feelings of motivation and competency relating to their role in the workplace. (Q.3, 4, 6, 
11, and 12)


Note: For more information about OPM’s definition of Employee Engagement, see Engaging the Federal Workforce: How To Do It & Prove It: 
https://unlocktalent.gov/files/Engaging%20the%20Federal%20Workforce.pdf.


Employee Engagement Index



https://unlocktalent.gov/files/Engaging%20the%20Federal%20Workforce.pdf

https://unlocktalent.gov/files/Engaging%20the%20Federal%20Workforce.pdf
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Employee Engagement Index (continued)


EEI Breakout by Agency Size
New this year is a breakout comparison of agencies by their size. While Small and Very Small Agencies have the 
greatest increases in their Engagement scores, it should be recognized that for larger agencies, increases of a few 
percentage points are often indicative of meaningful change since tens of thousands of employees are affected.


Shown below for each agency size category are the overall 2016 Engagement and subfactor scores.


Employee Engagement Performance by Agency Size


 G’wide


< 100
Employees


Very Small


100 – 999
Employees


Small


1,000 – 9,999
Employees


Medium


10,000 –74,999
Employees


Large


> 75,000
Employees


Very Large


Employee Engagement 65 71 69 69 68 64


Leaders Lead 53 63 58 58 57 52


Supervisors 72 77 78 77 75 71


Intrinsic Work Experience 70 74 73 72 73 69


Top Agency Engagement Performance and Largest Increases
The top scoring agencies for the overall EEI and its subfactors are identifi d for each size category. Also included 
for each size category are the agencies with the largest increase in scores since 2015. The top three agency scores are 
shown for each. Displays of increases for each subfactor are new to the report this year. Showing the increases for 
subfactors highlights the important work needed in all areas that comprise the EEI.


Agencies are encouraged to reach out to those who have increased their scores to discuss possible actions for 
developing successful engagement strategies. Since 2015, a total of 54 agencies have increased their overall 
Engagement score, some by 10 or more percentage points. Th s is nearly double the number of agencies from 
2015 that have increased their overall Engagement score.


Note: The agency size is based on the eligible employee population for the FEVS as of March 2016, for a full listing of the agencies included in each category, see Appendix A.


Employee Engagement Index
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Employee Engagement Index (continued)


Very Large Agencies
The Department of Justice leads Very Large Agencies for the overall EEI and all subfactors with the exception of 
Supervisors. The Supervisors subfactor is led by the Department of the Treasury.


Leading the increase for Very Large Agencies in overall Engagement and two of the three subfactors for 2016 is the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS). The Department of Agriculture also shows increases across the board, 
often tying with DHS.


Very Large Agencies (> 75,000 employees)


Employee
Engagement


Index


TOP AGENCIES


Department of Justice 68


Department of the Treasury
Department of the Air Force
Department of the Navy


67


Department of Agriculture
OSD, Joint Staff, Defense Agencies, and Field Activities


66


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Homeland Security+3


Department of Agriculture+2


Department of Veterans Affairs
Department of the Treasury
OSD, Joint Staff, Defense Agencies, and Field Activities
Department of the Navy


+1


EEI:
Leaders


Lead


TOP AGENCIES


Department of Justice
Department of the Air Force


58


OSD, Joint Staff, Defense Agencies, and Field Activities 56


Department of the Navy
Department of the Treasury


55


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Agriculture+4


Department of Homeland Security
OSD, Joint Staff, Defense Agencies, and Field Activities
Department of the Navy


+2


Department of Veterans Affairs
Department of the Treasury


+1


EEI:
Supervisors


TOP AGENCIES


Department of the Treasury 77


Department of Agriculture 76


Department of the Navy 74


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Homeland Security
Department of Agriculture


+2


Department of Veterans Affairs
Department of the Treasury


+1


EEI:
Intrinsic
Work


Experience


TOP AGENCIES


Department of Justice
Department of Agriculture


72


Department of the Air Force
Department of the Navy


71


Department of Veterans Affairs
Department of the Army


70


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Homeland Security+3


Department of Agriculture+2


Department of Veterans Affairs
OSD, Joint Staff, Defense Agencies, and Field Activities
Department of the Navy


+1


Employee Engagement Index
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Employee Engagement Index (continued)


Large Agencies
National Aeronautics and Space Administration leads the Large Agencies in top scores for the overall EEI and all 
subfactors. General Services Administration is also a top scoring agency for each subfactor and the overall EEI.


The Department of Energy leads for increases in overall Engagement and all subfactors for Large Agencies. 
The Environmental Protection Agency and General Services Administration also show marked increases, often 
matching those seen in the Department of Energy.


Large Agencies (10,000 – 74,999 employees)


Employee
Engagement


Index


TOP AGENCIES


National Aeronautics and Space Administration 80


General Services Administration 72


Department of State
Department of Health and Human Services


70


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Energy
Environmental Protection Agency


+4


General Services Administration+3


Department of Labor
Department of Health and Human Services
National Aeronautics and Space Administration


+2


EEI:
Leaders


Lead


TOP AGENCIES


National Aeronautics and Space Administration 71


General Services Administration 61


Department of State
Department of Health and Human Services


60


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Energy+6


Environmental Protection Agency
General Services Administration


+5


Department of Health and Human Services+3


EEI:
Supervisors


TOP AGENCIES


National Aeronautics and Space Administration 86


General Services Administration 81


Department of Commerce 78


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Energy+4


Environmental Protection Agency
General Services Administration


+3


Department of Labor
Department of Health and Human Services


+2


EEI:
Intrinsic
Work


Experience


TOP AGENCIES


National Aeronautics and Space Administration 82


Department of Health and Human Services 75


General Services Administration 74


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Energy+4


General Services Administration
Environmental Protection Agency


+3


Department of Labor
Department of Health and Human Services
Department of the Interior
Department of Transportation


+2


Employee Engagement Index
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Employee Engagement Index (continued)


Medium Agencies
The Federal Trade Commission had the top scores for all subfactors and the overall EEI among Medium Agencies. 
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission also ranks among the top scores for all areas.


The greatest increases for Medium Agencies is led by Securities and Exchange Commission, showing the greatest 
increase in overall Engagement and all subfactors.


Medium Agencies (1,000 – 9,999 employees)


Employee
Engagement


Index


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Trade Commission 82


Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 77


Nuclear Regulatory Commission 74


LARGEST INCREASES


Securities and Exchange Commission+5


Department of Housing and Urban Development
National Archives and Records Administration
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Federal Trade Commission


+4


National Science Foundation
Small Business Administration


+3


EEI:
Leaders


Lead


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Trade Commission 79


Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 71


Nuclear Regulatory Commission 66


LARGEST INCREASES


Securities and Exchange Commission
National Archives and Records Administration


+6


Department of Housing and Urban Development
U.S. Agency for International Development


+5


Federal Trade Commission
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission


+4


EEI:
Supervisors


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Trade Commission
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission


84


Securities and Exchange Commission 81


Office of Personnel Management
Nuclear Regulatory Commission


80


LARGEST INCREASES


Securities and Exchange Commission
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission


+5


Federal Trade Commission+4


Small Business Administration
Department of Housing and Urban Development
National Science Foundation


+3


EEI:
Intrinsic
Work


Experience


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Trade Commission 82


National Science Foundation 77


Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission


76


LARGEST INCREASES


Securities and Exchange Commission+4


Department of Housing and Urban Development+3


National Archives and Records Administration
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Small Business Administration
Federal Communications Commission
Federal Trade Commission
National Credit Union Administration


+2


Employee Engagement Index
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Employee Engagement Index (continued)


Small Agencies
The top scoring Small Agency for overall EEI is the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). FLRA is also a top 
scorer in Leaders Lead and Intrinsic Work Experience. The National Endowment for the Arts is also a top scoring 
agency for overall EEI as well as two out of three subfactors, Supervisors and Intrinsic Work Experience.


Some of the largest increases in scores are seen among Small Agencies. National Endowment for the Arts has 
the greatest increase in overall Engagement and two of the three subfactors, Supervisors and Intrinsic Work 
Experience. International Boundary and Water Commission and Office f Special Counsel also show increases in 
all subfactors and overall Engagement.


Small Agencies (100 – 999 employees)


Employee
Engagement


Index


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Labor Relations Authority 84


Overseas Private Investment Corporation
National Endowment for the Arts


83


Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 82


LARGEST INCREASES


National Endowment for the Arts
Office of Special Counsel
International Boundary and Water Commission


+12


Federal Maritime Commission
Commodity Futures Trading Commission


+5


Consumer Product Safety Commission
U.S. International Trade Commission


+4


EEI:
Leaders


Lead


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Labor Relations Authority 85


Overseas Private Investment Corporation 81


Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 76


LARGEST INCREASES


International Boundary and Water Commission+17


Office of Special Counsel+15


National Endowment for the Arts+10


EEI:
Supervisors


TOP AGENCIES


National Endowment for the Arts 90


Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 86


Overseas Private Investment Corporation
Office of Special Counsel


85


LARGEST INCREASES


National Endowment for the Arts
International Boundary and Water Commission


+11


Office of Special Counsel+10


Federal Maritime Commission+8


EEI:
Intrinsic
Work


Experience


TOP AGENCIES


National Endowment for the Arts 90


Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 85


Federal Labor Relations Authority
Overseas Private Investment Corporation


83


LARGEST INCREASES


National Endowment for the Arts+15


Office of Special Counsel+11


Commodity Futures Trading Commission+7


Employee Engagement Index
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Employee Engagement Index (continued)


Very Small Agencies
With the exception of the Intrinsic Work Experience subfactor, the Marine Mammal Commission is the top 
scoring Very Small Agency for overall EEI and its subfactors. Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission 
and Trade and Development Agency are also top scoring agencies for the overall EEI and all subfactors.


Marked increases are seen in Very Small Agencies, particularly for the Leaders Lead subfactor. In particular, 
African Development Foundation shows pronounced increases in all areas of the EEI.


Very Small Agencies (<100 employees)


Employee
Engagement


Index


TOP AGENCIES


Marine Mammal Commission 92


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission
Trade and Development Agency


90


Office of Government Ethics 82


LARGEST INCREASES


African Development Foundation+18


Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board+14


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission+13


EEI:
Leaders


Lead


TOP AGENCIES


Marine Mammal Commission 95


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission 91


Trade and Development Agency 90


LARGEST INCREASES


African Development Foundation+37


Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board+27


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission+15


EEI:
Supervisors


TOP AGENCIES


Marine Mammal Commission 95


Trade and Development Agency 93


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission
Office of Government Ethics


88


LARGEST INCREASES


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission+15


Postal Regulatory Commission+11


African Development Foundation
Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board


+9


EEI:
Intrinsic
Work


Experience


TOP AGENCIES


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission 91


Marine Mammal Commission
Trade and Development Agency


87


Office of Navajo and Hopi Indian Relocation 84


LARGEST INCREASES


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission
American Battle Monuments Commission


+9


Postal Regulatory Commission
African Development Foundation


+8


Trade and Development Agency
Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board


+5


Employee Engagement Index
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The Keys to Unlocking Employee Engagement


In continued support of agencies’ efforts to improve employee engagement, OPM conducted a key driver analysis 
using composites of FEVS questions to identify what drives and sustains employee engagement. Agencies looking 
for the keys to unlock and strengthen engagement can use this section to determine specific reas in which action 
can be taken to help drive improvements in Employee Engagement.


What is a “Key Driver” of the Employee Engagement Index (EEI)?
A key driver is a composite of FEVS items that have been shown through analysis to influence an outcome, in 
this case, the Employee Engagement Index (EEI). OPM conducted a key driver analysis to identify and better 
understand what drives and sustains employee engagement. Identifying key driving factors for the EEI and its 
subfactors can help agencies more effectively target resources to increase levels of employee engagement.  


How were the Drivers Identified?
The selection of FEVS items for inclusion in the key driver analysis was guided by three principles: 1) they aligned 
with prior research, 2) they were strongly related to the EEI and/or its sub-factors, and 3) they were actionable, 
because they indicate practices and behaviors that can influence an agency’s engagement potential.


OPM conducted a thorough review of organizational factors shown to be critical to employee engagement and 
successful management practice. A number of items from the FEVS corresponded with these topics and their 
analysis provided a number of key factors. Altogether, OPM examined the impact of nine different factors 
on the EEI, its subfactors, and for six subsets of Federal employees. These nine factors were: 1) Collaborative/
Cooperative Management; 2) Employee Training and Development; 3) Job Resources; 4) Merit System Principles; 
5) Performance Feedback; 6) Performance Rating; 7) Performance Recognition and Reward; 8) Supportive 
Coworkers; and 9) Work/Life Balance.


The fi dings point to the same conclusion: Performance Feedback, Collaborative/Cooperative Management, Merit 
System Principles, Employee Training & Development, and Work/Life Balance were the top five key drivers. While 
the ranking of the drivers may have differed across groups, these same five drivers were key across generations, 
supervisory status, military service, agency tenure, telework status, and mission-critical occupations. In addition, 
for the three years examined (2013 through 2015), the top five key drivers were identical.


The figu e on the following page identifies, defines, and ranks the key drivers in order of impact on the EEI 
and its subfactors at the governmentwide level. A ‘1’ denotes the key driver with the greatest impact on the index 
or subfactor.


Note: OPM conducted multiple regression analyses of 2013, 2014, 2015, and the most recent 2016 FEVS data to identify the key drivers. Small/Independent Agencies, 
due to the small number of employees in each, were included as a single combined group, rather than 43 separate agencies. Factors with statistically significant standardized 
regression coefficients of 0.10 or above were identified as a “key driver.” Additional information can be found in the Engagement Key Drivers Technical Report. A detailed 
discussion of the methodology used to conduct all of the key driver analyses can be found at www.opm.gov/FEVS.
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The Keys to Unlocking Employee Engagement (continued)


Governmentwide Employee Engagement Key Drivers


 
Employee


Engagement 
Index


Leaders  
Lead Supervisors


Intrinsic Work 
Experience


Performance Feedback


 Ranked 1 No Effect No Effect  Ranked 1


Collaborative Management


 Ranked 2 Ranked 1 Ranked  5 No Effect


Merit System Principles


 Ranked 3  Ranked 2  Ranked  4 No Effect


Training and Development


 Ranked 4 No Effect  Ranked  1 No Effect


Work/Life Balance


No Effect No Effect No Effect  Ranked  2


Performance Recognition and Reward


No Effect  Ranked  3 No Effect No Effect


Performance Rating


No Effect No Effect  Ranked  3 No Effect


Job Resources


No Effect No Effect  Ranked  2 No Effect


Supportive Co-workers


No Effect No Effect No Effect No Effect


1


2


3


4


1


2


3


5


4


1


3


2


1


2


Performance Feedback: Provide meaningful, worthwhile, and constructive performance conversations. (Q.44, 46, and 50)


Collaborative/Cooperative Management: Promote and support collaborative communication and teamwork in accomplishing goals and objectives. (Q.58 and 59)


Merit System Principles: Support fairness and protect employees from arbitrary actions, favoritism, political coercion, and reprisal. (Q.17, 37, and 38)


Training and Development: Target opportunities for employees to improve skills and enhance professional development, including training needs assessments. (Q.1 and 18)


Work/Life Balance: Support employee needs to balance work and life responsibilities. (Q.42)


Performance Recognition and Reward: Support and effective recognition and reward system in which supervisors/managers/leaders recognize outstanding actions. 
(Q.22, 23, 24, and 25)


Performance Rating: Ensure employees are held accountable and performance is evaluated and rated. (Q.15, 16, and 19)


Job Resources: Allow sufficient materials, knowledge, personnel, skills, information and work distribution to complete the job. (Q.2, 9, and 10)


Supportive Coworkers: Refers to supportive coworker relationships that involve cooperation and information sharing to perform job. (Q.20 and 26)


The Keys to Unlocking Employee Engagement
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The Keys to Unlocking Employee Engagement (continued)


How Can Drivers Translate into Effective Action?
Agencies can improve conditions that lead to an engaged workforce by targeting resources on the key drivers of 
the EEI and its sub-factors. For an example of how to use EEI drivers, consider the driver labeled Performance 
Feedback. It is comprised of three FEVS items:


• Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile. (Q.44)


• My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job performance. (Q.46)


• In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance. (Q.50)


Assume that a review of your agency’s FEVS results shows low scores on one or more of the items under 
Performance Feedback. To improve the engagement potential of your workplace, actions could be taken to 
address priorities indicated by the wording of the items, such as ensuring that supervisory feedback on employee 
performance is timely and provides actionable, constructive suggestions for improvement.


The Keys to Unlocking Employee Engagement
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Employee Engagement: Promising Practices


Promising Practices to Drive Employee Engagement
Th s section describes promising practices that can be leveraged to maximize the conditions that drive employee 
engagement. Promising practices are successful actions which agencies have taken to improve different facets of 
engagement. These practices are presented within the framework of the employee engagement drivers discussed 
in the previous section. These drivers are: Performance Feedback, Collaborative/Cooperative Management, Merit 
System Principles, Employee Training & Development, Work/Life Balance, Performance Recognition & Reward, 
Job Resources, and Performance Ratings. Each driver and associated promising practices will be discussed. These 
practices are a starting point and should be adapted to best fit your agency.


Performance Feedback
Specific, a tionable, and prompt guidance and feedback are critical to productive supervisor–employee 
communication and teamwork. Frequent and “light check-ins” (outside of formal performance appraisals) provide 
timely and worthwhile feedback. Frequent check-ins also ensure that both members of the supervisor–employee team 
are up-to-date on work progress. As a rule, meaningful performance feedback can never be a “check-the-box” activity.


The following are specific a tions you can take to help promote effective performance feedback in your agency:


• Ensure all employees are aware of and understand goals, objectives, and expectations.


• Connect performance standards with agency mission, values, and goals.


• Conduct and promote regular performance meetings to provide feedback.


• Recognize supervisors who successfully coach employees.


• Obtain buy-in from each level of leadership regarding open performance conversations—from the fi st-level 
supervisor to the Director.


Additional information can be found in OPM’s guidance on Performance Management at https://www.chcoc.gov/
content/performance-management-guidance-end-fiscal-year-2015-and-beginning-fiscal-year-2016.


Employee Engagement: Promising Practices
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Employee Engagement: Promising Practices (continued)


Collaborative/Cooperative Management
Managers and supervisors should create a culture of communication and collaboration across units—both from 
the top-down and bottom-up. Cultivating an open work environment will build trust and a sense of community 
throughout the agency.


Actions you can take to promote collaborative/cooperative management include:


• Train senior leaders and managers to be effective communicators and active listeners.


• Conduct listening sessions to solicit employee input.


• Create a suggestions box on intranet pages or through email accounts.


• Bring a large number of employees (and leadership) together to brainstorm ideas and develop solutions 
to problems.


• Conduct short, frequent pulse surveys to better understand how well implemented initiatives function and 
whether course corrections are needed.


• Share information about what is going on in the organization with employees and the impact events might have on 
their jobs in a timely manner.


Remember, the input and suggestions you receive must drive needed changes. As these changes are implemented, 
there must be formal and frequent communication that the actions taken are a direct result of the collaborative 
management process.


USCB Best Practice Example: Culture of Communication


The U.S. Census Bureau (USCB) launched an internal, interactive campaign on the USCB Intranet site called Future On, which 
engages Census Bureau employees on the new direction of the agency. The Future On blog gives employees the opportunity 
to comment and engage in discussions with colleagues and all levels of management. USCB is actively promoting changes 
through employee communications. On the USCB Intranet, in emails, and on monitors throughout the building, Future On is 
now an integral part of the USCB culture.


NASA Best Practice Example: Communication and Culture


The need to be genuine and sincere in communications with employees has been expressed to senior leadership through 
development of a strategic communications plan. Specifically, the following actions were taken:


• Created a toolkit for senior leaders to talk about the culture 
strategy that began in 2013.


• Had senior leaders make routine visits to NASA centers.


• Conducted 360 assessments for top leadership tailored to 
effective leadership behaviors.


• Developed a culture that viewed employees as number one.


Employee Engagement: Promising Practices
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Employee Engagement: Promising Practices (continued)


Merit System Principles
Merit Systems Principles drive the ethics and fairness of practices in the Federal government. Managers and 
supervisors must enact Merit Systems Principles in the management of their employees. Effective implementation 
requires strong leadership support and oversight and clear follow-up responses to any violation of principles.


The following actions can be used to foster effective implementation of Merit Systems Principles in your agency:


• Train senior leaders and managers on Merit Systems Principles at http://www.mspb.gov/training.htm.


• Promote a diverse and inclusive workplace by building teams of individuals with different backgrounds, skills, 
and experiences.


• Demonstrate how a diverse team generates better ideas, solutions, and customer services.


• Hire, manage, and promote employees in accordance with Merit Systems Principles.


• Protect employees against arbitrary actions, personnel favoritism, political coercion, and reprisal.


• Advise employees of their rights and actions that can be taken if they feel their rights have been violated.


Employee Training and Development
Training and development opportunities are a key component for the engagement and satisfaction of employees. 
Investing in an employee’s professional development showcases an agency’s commitment to each individual and 
his or her future in Federal government work. In addition, the agency greatly benefits from a more highly skilled 
and productive workforce.


Actions you can take to train and develop your workforce include:


• Support individual development plans and 360 degree assessments.


• Maximize the use of HR University (HRU) (https://hru.gov/index.aspx) and other internal and external training 
opportunities, either virtual or in-person.


• Ensure employees have access to a mentor or coach.


• Develop competency models at each career level to provide a roadmap for career development.


• Assess workforce skill gaps and fund training needs accordingly.


USDA Best Practice Example: 360 Assessment


To establish a coordinated approach to fostering SES continual learning at USDA, the USDA Virtual University developed a 
policy and a 360 degree multi-rater assessment based on the Executive Core Qualifications (ECQs). They also developed the 
tools and mechanisms to support the 360 degree assessment, such as instructions for the participant and raters, feedback 
reports, and training for feedback facilitators. The assessment results are used by individual SES as input to help them with 
their Executive Development Plan.
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Employee Engagement: Promising Practices (continued)


Work/Life Balance
The Federal government is a leader in promoting work/life balance for its workforce. Supervisors must be 
supportive of workers’ needs to balance work and life priorities. Without such a balance, the consequences to 
the workforce may include stressed and disgruntled employees, negative health outcomes, burnout, diminished 
productivity, and costly turnover.


The following are specific a tions you can take to help promote work/life balance in your agency:


• Expand the availability and use of work/life programs and flex bilities (https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-
office/2014/06/23 residential-memorandum-enhancing-workplace-flex bilities-and-work-life-):


 – Alternative work schedules


 – Telework


 – Dependent care programs


 – Employee Assistance Programs


 – Worksite health and wellness programs


• Encourage all employees to take the Introduction to Leave, Workplace Flexibilities, and Work/Life Training 
on HRU at http://hru.gov/Course_Catalog.aspx?cid=229.


• Encourage front-line managers and employees to take advantage of flex ble work arrangements and 
work/life policies.


State Best Practice Example: Work/Life Initiatives


The Department of State’s workforce said it wanted work/life supports, so their agency approached engagement by maximizing 
the availability and use of work/life programs. Through strategic partnerships among senior leaders, employee affinity groups, 
and unions, they’ve achieved progressive outcomes, such as the establishment of a back-up dependent care program, new 
lactation rooms, and the launch of a leave bank.
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Employee Engagement: Promising Practices (continued)


Performance Recognition and Reward
Employee recognition is crucial in helping promote and maintain an engaged, motivated workforce. Managers 
should make time to recognize and reward the contributions of their employees; even a few words of appreciation 
are long remembered.


The following are specific a tions you can take to help promote effective performance recognition and reward in 
your agency:


• Make available a variety of award types (monetary and non-monetary) to recognize employee achievements.
• Take time to routinely recognize and personally thank those who are providing exemplary service and/or going 


above the call of duty.
• Establish a public space to display photos of employee’s who have received recognition, include a short description 


of why they received the recognition.
• Have senior leaderships write personal notes to employees deserving recognition.
• Promote an on-going culture of gratitude among work teams (e.g., recognize the contributions of employees in 


staff eetings.)


Job Resources
Managers and supervisors should ensure employees have the resources they need to do their jobs. Having the 
necessary job resources helps foster employee motivation, task performance, and goal accomplishment.


Specific a tions you can take to help ensure suffici t job resources are available in your agency include:


• Ask employees what resources they need to complete their jobs.
• Prioritize needed resources and communicate with employees what resources are feasible and which ones are not; 


for those that are infeasible, explain why.
• Provide and/or ensure employees are aware of training and professional development opportunities that align with 


the resources available.
• Involve employees in determining how their work is performed in light of resource constraints.


Performance Rating
The offi al performance review process should be more than just a yearly exercise. Managers and 
supervisors should communicate performance ratings with their employees and hold employees accountable 
for their performance. Ratings should be made in accordance with the performance management process 
within your agency.


The following are specific a tions you can take to promote effective performance ratings in your agency:


• Train employees to document performance accomplishments, results, and milestones.
• Require supervisors to discuss and document accomplishments, results, milestones, and value added 


by each employee.
• Educate supervisors on how to lead their employees to greater performance levels.
• Communicate/clarify performance expectations and discuss any performance problems throughout the 


performance lifecycle.
• Provide a reasonable time period to improve performance once corrective feedback is provided.


Employee Engagement: Promising Practices
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Employee Engagement: Promising Practices (continued)


Critical Considerations for Implementing Best Practices
These promising practices are meant to serve as a starting point for agencies. No two agencies are alike, and 
what works in one agency may not have the same impact in another. It is important to understand that there is 
no quick-fix or one-size-fits-all solution to creating an engaged workforce; promoting employee engagement 
is a long-term and on-going process that requires continued interactions and efforts over time to improve and 
maintain. Cultivating engagement also involves continuous input and action from all levels of the organization 
(e.g., senior leaders, managers/supervisors, employees). For additional information on engagement best practices, 
visit the UnlockTalent Community of Practice page at https://unlocktalent.gov/community-of-practice.
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New IQ Index


The New IQ identifies ehaviors that help create an inclusive environment and is built on the concept that 
repetition of inclusive behaviors will create positive habits among team members and managers. Behaviors 
included in the New IQ can be learned, practiced, and developed. Consequently, all members of an organization 
can improve their inclusive intelligence. Workplace inclusion is a contributing factor to both employee engagement 
and organizational performance.


The New IQ is made up of 20 questions that relate to inclusive workplace environments. The 20 questions are 
grouped into five “Habits of Inclusion” – Fair, Open, Cooperative, Supportive, and Empowering.


Overall, the New IQ index score increased one percentage point since 2015. The biggest increases among the five 
Habits of Inclusion were Fair and Cooperative, both increasing two percentage points. Open and Empowering 
both increased one percentage point, whereas, Supportive remained unchanged since 2015. All New IQ scores 
are at or above the results from 2013. Like employee engagement scores, improvements in New IQ scores suggest 
dedicated efforts made by agencies on this metric.


New IQ Trends


 2013 2014 2015 2016


Overall New IQ


56. 56. No change from 2013. 57. Increased from 2014. 58. Increased from 2015.


Fair


43. 43. No change from 2013. 43. No change from 2014. 45. Increased from 2015.


Open


55. 55. No change from 2013. 56. Increased from 2014. 57. Increased from 2015.


Cooperative


54. 52. Decreased from 2013. 52. No change from 2014. 54. Increased from 2015.


Supportive


74. 74. No change from 2013. 75. Increased from 2014. 75. No change from 2015.


Empowering


56. 56. No change from 2013. 57. Increased from 2014. 58. Increased from 2015.


 56  57 56
 58


 43  43 43
 45


 55  56 55
 57


 54
 52 52


 54


 74  75 74  75


 56  57 56
 58


The New IQ is comprised of the following subfactors and items:


Fair: Are all employees treated equitably? (Q.23, 24, 25, 37, and 38)


Open: Does management support diversity in all ways? (Q.32, 34, 45, and 55)


Cooperative: Does management encourage communication and collaboration? (Q.58 and 59)


Supportive: Do supervisors value employees? (Q.42, 46, 48, 49, and 50)


Empowering: Do employees have the resources and support needed to excel? (Q.2, 3, 11, and 30)


New IQ Index
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New IQ Index (continued)


New IQ Breakout by Agency Size
As seen throughout the report, the new breakout comparison of agencies by size is also included in this section.


Shown below for each agency size category are the overall 2016 New IQ and each Habit of Inclusion score. 
Typical scores for Very Small Agencies are higher than other agency categories; the lone exception is the Habit of 
Inclusion, Supportive where higher scores were seen by Small Agencies, Medium Agencies, and Large Agencies.


New IQ Performance by Agency Size


 G’wide


< 100
Employees


Very Small


100 – 999
Employees


Small


1,000 – 9,999
Employees


Medium


10,000 –74,999
Employees


Large


> 75,000
Employees


Very Large


New IQ 58 65 62 62 62 57


Fair 45 56 51 49 49 44


Open 57 65 62 61 60 56


Cooperative 54 61 57 59 58 52


Supportive 75 78 81 80 79 74


Empowering 58 64 62 60 61 57


Top Agency New IQ Performance and Largest Increases
The top scoring agencies for the New IQ and each Habit of Inclusion are identifi d for each size category. Also 
included for each category are the agencies with the largest increase in scores since 2015. The top three scores are 
shown for each. Showing the increases for each Habit of Inclusion highlights the important work needed in all 
areas that comprise the New IQ.


Since 2015, a total of 53 agencies have increased their overall New IQ score, some by 10 or more percentage points. 
Agencies are encouraged to reach out to those who have increased their scores to discuss strategies focused on 
creating an inclusive work environment.


Note: The agency size is based on the eligible employee population for the FEVS as of March 2016, for a full listing of the agencies included in each category, see Appendix A.
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New IQ Index (continued)


Very Large Agencies
Although the Department of the Air Force shares the distinction of having the highest New IQ score for Very Large 
Agencies, it is the only agency that at the same time holds top scores in each of the Five Habits of Inclusion.


The Department of Homeland Security has the largest increase in New IQ score, while displaying increases in 
each of the five Habits of Inclusion. Similarly, the Department of Agriculture also has one of the largest increases 
in New IQ score, and notable increases in each of the Habits of Inclusion with the exception of Supportive.


Very Large Agencies (>75,000 employees)


New IQ
Index


TOP AGENCIES


Department of the Air Force
Department of Agriculture
Department of Justice
Department of the Treasury


60


OSD, Joint Staff, Defense Agencies, and Field Activities
Department of the Navy


59


Department of the Army 57


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Homeland Security+3


Department of Agriculture+2


Department of the Army
OSD, Joint Staff, Defense Agencies, and Field Activities
Department of the Navy
Department of Treasury
Department of Veterans Affairs


+1


New IQ:
Fair


TOP AGENCIES


Department of the Treasury 49


Department of the Air Force
Department of Agriculture


47


OSD, Joint Staff, Defense Agencies, and Field Activities
Department of the Navy


46


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Agriculture
Department of Homeland Security


+3


New IQ:
Open


TOP AGENCIES


Department of Agriculture 61


Department of Justice
Department of the Navy


60


Department of the Air Force
OSD, Joint Staff, Defense Agencies, and Field Activities


59


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Homeland Security+3


Department of Agriculture
OSD, Joint Staff, Defense Agencies, and Field Activities
Department of the Navy


+2


Department of the Army
Department of the Treasury
Department of Veterans Affairs


+1
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New IQ Index (continued)


Very Large Agencies (continued)


New IQ
Cooperative


TOP AGENCIES


Department of the Air Force 58


Department of Justice
Department of the Treasury


57


OSD, Joint Staff, Defense Agencies, and Field Activities
Department of the Navy


56


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Agriculture+4


Department of Homeland Security+3


OSD, Joint Staff, Defense Agencies, and Field Activities
Department of the Navy


+2


New IQ:
Supportive


TOP AGENCIES


Department of Agriculture
Department of the Treasury


80


Department of Justice
Department of the Navy


76


Department of the Air Force 75


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Veterans Affairs+2


Department of Homeland Security
Department of the Navy
Department of the Treasury


+1


New IQ:
Empowering


TOP AGENCIES


Department of the Air Force
Department of Justice


61


Department of the Navy 60


Department of Agriculture
Department of the Army


59


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Agriculture+3


Department of Homeland Security+2


Department of the Navy
Department of the Treasury
Department of Veterans Affairs


+1
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New IQ Index (continued)


Large Agencies
Similar to 2015, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration continues to lead the Large Agencies in 
top scores for the New IQ and the five Habits of Inclusion. General Services Administration is also a top scoring 
agency for each of the five Habits of Inclusion and the overall New IQ.


The Department of Energy leads the Large Agencies in increases in overall New IQ score, and all five Habits 
of Inclusion.


Large Agencies (10,000 – 74,999 employees)


New IQ
Index


TOP AGENCIES


National Aeronautics and Space Administration 76


General Services Administration 66


Department of Commerce 63


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Energy
General Services Administration


+4


Environmental Protection Agency+3


Department of Labor
Department of Transportation
Department of Health and Human Services
National Aeronautics and Space Administration


+2


New IQ:
Fair


TOP AGENCIES


National Aeronautics and Space Administration 63


Department of Commerce 55


General Services Administration 53


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Energy
Environmental Protection Agency
General Services Administration


+4


Department of Labor+3


Department of Health and Human Services
Department of the Interior
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Department of Transportation


+2


New IQ:
Open


TOP AGENCIES


National Aeronautics and Space Administration 78


General Services Administration 64


Department of Commerce 62


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Labor
Department of Energy
General Services Administration


+4


Environmental Protection Agency+3


Department of Health and Human Services
Department of the Interior
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Department of Transportation


+2
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New IQ Index (continued)


Large Agencies (continued)


New IQ
Cooperative


TOP AGENCIES


National Aeronautics and Space Administration 74


General Services Administration 65


Department of Health and Human Services 60


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Energy
Environmental Protection Agency


+5


General Services Administration+4


Department of Health and Human Services+3


New IQ:
Supportive


TOP AGENCIES


National Aeronautics and Space Administration 87


General Services Administration 83


Department of Commerce 82


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Energy+3


Department of Labor
General Services Administration


+2


Department of Commerce
Environmental Protection Agency
Department of Health and Human Services
Department of the Interior
National Aeronautics and Space Administration


+1


New IQ:
Empowering


TOP AGENCIES


National Aeronautics and Space Administration 77


General Services Administration 65


Department of Health and Human Services 64


LARGEST INCREASES


Department of Energy+5


Department of Labor
General Services Administration


+4


Environmental Protection Agency
Department of Health and Human Services


+3
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New IQ Index (continued)


Medium Agencies
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) leads all Medium Agencies with the top New IQ score in 2016. FTC also leads 
all other similar sized agencies with high scores in each Habit of Inclusion, with the exception of the Supportive 
score, where it posts the second highest score. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission is also recognized as 
having one of the top overall New IQ scores, and for having high scores in each of the five Habits of Inclusion.


The greatest increases for Medium sized agencies is led by the Federal Trade Commission and the National 
Archives and Records Administration, both increased by five percentage points since 2015.


Medium Agencies (1,000 – 9,999 employees)


New IQ
Index


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Trade Commission 75


Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 70


Nuclear Regulatory Commission 68


LARGEST INCREASES


Federal Trade Commission
National Archives and Records Administration


+5


Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Securities and Exchange Commission


+4


Small Business Administration+3


New IQ:
Fair


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Trade Commission 63


Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 57


National Credit Union Administration 55


LARGEST INCREASES


Federal Trade Commission
National Archives and Records Administration


+6


Department of Housing and Urban Development
Securities and Exchange Commission


+4


Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Broadcasting Board of Governors
National Science Foundation
National Labor Relations Board
Small Business Administration


+2


New IQ:
Open


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Trade Commission 74


National Credit Union Administration 70


Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 69


LARGEST INCREASES


Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Federal Trade Commission
National Archives and Records Administration


+5


Department of Housing and Urban Development
National Science Foundation
Securities and Exchange Commission


+4


Small Business Administration+3


New IQ Index
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New IQ Index (continued)


Medium Agencies (continued)


New IQ
Cooperative


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Trade Commission 77


Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 71


Nuclear Regulatory Commission 66


LARGEST INCREASES


Federal Trade Commission+8


National Archives and Records Administration
Securities and Exchange Commission


+6


Equal Employment Opportunity Commission+5


New IQ:
Supportive


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 86


Federal Trade Commission
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Personnel Management


85


Securities and Exchange Commission 83


LARGEST INCREASES


Equal Employment Opportunity Commission+4


National Labor Relations Board
Securities and Exchange Commission


+3


Federal Trade Commission
Department of Housing and Urban Development
National Science Foundation
National Archives and Records Administration
Small Business Administration


+2


New IQ:
Empowering


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Trade Commission 76


Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
National Science Foundation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission


67


National Credit Union Administration 66


LARGEST INCREASES


Securities and Exchange Commission+6


Department of Housing and Urban Development
National Archives and Records Administration


+5


Equal Employment Opportunity Commission+4


New IQ Index
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New IQ Index (continued)


Small Agencies
The top scoring Small Agency for the New IQ is the Federal Labor Relations Authority. Th s agency also has top 
scores in four of the five Habits of Inclusion, with the exception of Open. Similarly, the Federal Mediation and 
Conciliation Service, a top scoring agency in 2016, also scored highly on all Habits of Inclusion, with the exception 
of Cooperative.


Th s year, the International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC) lead all agencies in the Small category. 
IBWC has the largest increase in overall New IQ score (15 percentage points), and also has large increases in each 
of the five Habits of Inclusion, increases ranging from 11 to 21 percentage points.


Small Agencies (100 – 999 employees)


New IQ
Index


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Labor Relations Authority 77


Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
Overseas Private Investment Corporation


76


National Endowment for the Arts 73


LARGEST INCREASES


International Boundary and Water Commission+15


Office of Special Counsel+9


National Endowment for the Arts+8


New IQ:
Fair


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Labor Relations Authority 72


National Endowment for the Humanities 67


Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 65


LARGEST INCREASES


Federal Maritime Commission+15


International Boundary and Water Commission+14


Office of Special Counsel+8


New IQ:
Open


TOP AGENCIES


Overseas Private Investment Corporation 78


Federal Labor Relations Board
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service


75


National Endowment for the Arts 70


LARGEST INCREASES


International Boundary and Water Commission+12


National Endowment for the Arts+7


Office of Management and Budget
Office of Special Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
Federal Maritime Commission


+6


New IQ Index
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New IQ Index (continued)


Small Agencies (continued)


New IQ
Cooperative


TOP AGENCIES


Overseas Private Investment Corporation 80


Federal Labor Relations Authority 77


Office of Management and Budget
U.S. International Trade Commission


72


LARGEST INCREASES


International Boundary and Water Commission+21


Office of Special Counsel+13


National Endowment for the Arts+9


New IQ:
Supportive


TOP AGENCIES


National Endowment for the Arts 90


Office of Special Counsel 88


Federal Labor Relations Authority
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service


87


LARGEST INCREASES


International Boundary and Water Commission+11


Office of Special Counsel+10


National Endowment for the Arts+9


New IQ:
Empowering


TOP AGENCIES


Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 81


National Endowment for the Arts 80


Federal Labor Relations Authority
Overseas Private Investment Corporation


77


LARGEST INCREASES


National Endowment for the Arts+16


International Boundary and Water Commission+13


Commodity Futures Trading Commission+9


New IQ Index
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New IQ Index (continued)


Very Small Agencies
Th s year, the Marine Mammal Commission (MMC) was the top scoring Very Small Agency for the New IQ. Along 
with being recognized as a top scorer, MMC and the Trade and Development Agency had top scores in each of the 
five Habits of Inclusion.


Among the Very Small Agencies, the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission had the largest increase 
in overall New IQ score (16 percentage points). Th s increase is underscored by marked increases in the Habits 
of Fair (17 percentage points), Open (21 percentage points), Empowering (18 percentage points), and Supportive 
(14 percentage points). The Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board also showed one of the largest overall 
New IQ increases, in addition to a notable increase in the Habit of Inclusion, Cooperative (27 percentage points).


Very Small Agencies (<100 employees)


New IQ
Index


TOP AGENCIES


Marine Mammal Commission 89


Trade and Development Agency 86


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission 85


LARGEST INCREASES


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission+16


African Development Foundation+13


Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board+11


New IQ:
Fair


TOP AGENCIES


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission 84


Marine Mammal Commission 78


Trade and Development Agency 73


LARGEST INCREASES


African Development Foundation+20


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission+17


Inter-American Foundation+13


New IQ:
Open


TOP AGENCIES


Marine Mammal Commission 93


Trade and Development Agency 92


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission 86


LARGEST INCREASES


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission+21


African Development Foundation
Marine Mammal Commission


+17


Institute of Museum and Library Services
Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board


+10


New IQ Index
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New IQ Index (continued)


Very Small Agencies (continued)


New IQ
Cooperative


TOP AGENCIES


Trade and Development Agency 94


Marine Mammal Commission 86


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission 80


LARGEST INCREASES


Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board+27


Institute of Museum and Library Services+16


National Indian Gaming Commission+15


New IQ:
Supportive


TOP AGENCIES


Marine Mammal Commission 96


Trade and Development Agency 90


Postal Regulatory Commission 89


LARGEST INCREASES


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission+14


Postal Regulatory Commission+9


National Capital Planning Commission+6


New IQ:
Empowering


TOP AGENCIES


Marine Mammal Commission 92


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission 88


Trade and Development Agency 82


LARGEST INCREASES


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission+18


African Development Foundation+10


Trade and Development Agency+9


New IQ Index
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Conclusion and Next Steps


The Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) is a powerful tool that is utilized by both employees and agency 
leadership. The FEVS allows employees to inspire change in their agency by giving them the opportunity to 
express opinions about their jobs, their agency, and their leadership. The results of the survey enable agencies to 
identify areas where problems have been addressed, as well as areas where improvements are needed. Agency 
leadership can use the survey to evaluate issues and drive success inside their agency, as well as a foundation for 
the sharing of ideas, practices, and innovative initiatives with other agencies. In 2016, agency leaders have actively 
responded to feedback from prior years and their hard work and collaboration is clearly refl cted in the FEVS 
results. All measures of the Employee Engagement Index have increased since 2015, with the largest increase in 
the ‘Leadership’ subfactor (2 percentage points). Not a single survey item score decreased from 2015, while almost 
three-quarters of 2016 FEVS items showed an increase.


Results overall point to the hard work and collaborative efforts among agencies. It is important to keep this 
momentum through agency actions designed to:


• Share results with employees.


• Review progress and determine areas of focus.


• Involve employee feedback in the action planning process.


• Engage leadership at all levels and across all components.


• Exhibit transparency by communicating actions to employees and keeping them informed of progress.


• Celebrate success.


Agencies should celebrate their successes and also think about next steps. Agency leaders need to continually 
inform employees of actions that have been taken as well as those that are planned as a result of the FEVS, 
and inform employees of any outcomes, whether effective or ineffective. Continuous updates give employees 
confide ce that their feedback is being used by the agency and helps build trust which, in turn, supports future 
survey participation, willingness of employees to provide input, and greater agency success.


Bottom line: Continuous communication with employees is essential. Ongoing and constant two-way 
communication in particular empowers employees and inspires positive change.


Conclusion and Next Steps
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Appendix A: Participating Agencies 
by Employee Population Size Categories


Very Large Agencies ( > 75,000 employees)
Department of Agriculture


Department of Defense


Department of the Army


Department of the Navy


Department of the Air Force


OSD, Joint Staff, Defense Agencies, and Field Activities (DoD 4th Estate)


Department of Homeland Security


Department of Justice


Department of the Treasury


Department of Veterans Affairs


Large Agencies (10,000 – 74,999 employees)
Department of Commerce


Department of Energy


Department of Health and Human Services


Department of Labor


Department of State


Department of the Interior


Department of Transportation


Environmental Protection Agency


General Services Administration


National Aeronautics and Space Administration


Social Security Administration


Medium Agencies (1,000 – 9,999 employees)
Broadcasting Board of Governors


Court Services and Offender Supervision Agency for the District of Columbia


Department of Education


Department of Housing and Urban Development


Equal Employment Opportunity Commission


Federal Communications Commission


Federal Energy Regulatory Commission


Federal Trade Commission


National Archives and Records Administration


National Credit Union Administration


National Labor Relations Board


National Science Foundation


Nuclear Regulatory Commission


Office of Personnel Management


Securities and Exchange Commission


Small Business Administration


U.S. Agency for International Development


Small Agencies (100 – 999 employees)
Commodity Futures Trading Commission


Consumer Product Safety Commission


Corporation for National and Community Service


Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board


Export-Import Bank of the United States


Farm Credit Administration


Federal Election Commission


Federal Housing Finance Agency


Federal Labor Relations Authority


Federal Maritime Commission


Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service


Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board


International Boundary and Water Commission: United States and Mexico


Merit Systems Protection Board


National Endowment for the Arts


National Endowment for the Humanities


National Gallery of Art


National Transportation Safety Board


Office of Management and Budget


Office of Special Counsel


Office of the U.S. Trade Representative


Overseas Private Investment Corporation


Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation


Railroad Retirement Board


Selective Service System


Surface Transportation Safety Board


U.S. International Trade Commission


Very Small Agencies (< 100 employees)
AbilityOne Commission


African Development Foundation


American Battle Monuments Commission


Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board


Commission on Civil Rights


Farm Credit System Insurance Corporation


Institute of Museum and Library Services


Inter-American Foundation


Marine Mammal Commission


National Capital Planning Commission


National Mediation Board


National Indian Gaming Commission


Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission


Office of Government Ethics


Office of Navajo and Hopi Indian Relocation


Postal Regulatory Commission


Trade and Development Agency


U.S. Access Board


Note: The agency size is based on the eligible employee population 
for the FEVS as of March 2016.


Appendix A: Participating Agencies by Employee Population Size Categories
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Appendix B: Trend Analysis


Trend Analysis: 2012 vs. 2013 vs. 2014 vs. 2015 vs. 2016 Results
Appendix B consists of a set of trend tables displaying the governmentwide percent positive results for each item 
for the last four survey administrations. The last column indicates whether or not there were signifi ant increases, 
deceases, or no changes in positive ratings from 2012 to 2013 (fi st arrow), from 2013 to 2014 (second arrow), from 
2014 to 2015 (third arrow), and from 2015 to 2016 (last arrow). Arrows slanting up (  ) indicate a statistically 
signifi ant increase, and arrows slanting down (  ) indicate a statistically signifi ant decrease. Horizontal arrows ( ) 
indicate the change was not statistically signifi ant. For example, symbols indicate there was no signifi ant change in 
positive ratings from 2012 to 2013, but there was a signifi ant increase in positive ratings from 2013 to 2014, and from 
2014 to 2015. Similarly, symbols indicate there was a signifi ant decrease from 2012 to 2013, but there were no 
signifi ant changes in positive ratings from 2013 to 2014 or from 2014 to 2015.


 
Percent Positive


Significant  
Trends2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


My Work Experience


 ‡1.  I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization. 63 60 59 61 63
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 2.  I have enough information to do my job well. 72 70 69 70 70
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 3.  I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things. 58 56 55 56 58
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡4. My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment. 72 70 70 70 72
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡5.  I like the kind of work I do. 84 83 82 83 83
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 6.  I know what is expected of me on the job. 80 79 79 79 79
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 7.  When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done. 96 96 96 96 96
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 8.  I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better. 91 90 90 90 91
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 9.  I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my 
job done.


48 44 45 46 47
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡10.  My workload is reasonable. 59 57 56 57 57
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡11.  My talents are used well in the workplace. 59 57 57 58 58
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡12.  I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities. 84 83 82 82 83
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡13.  The work I do is important. 91 90 90 90 90
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡14.  Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, 
cleanliness in the workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs well.


67 66 66 66 66
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡15.  My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance. 69 68 68 69 70
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 16.  I am held accountable for achieving results. 83 81 81 81 82
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 17.  I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear 
of reprisal.


61 61 60 61 62
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡18.  My training needs are assessed. 53 50 50 52 53
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.


Significant increase in positive 
ratings from 20


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


Note: Items included on the Annual Employee Survey are noted by a double dagger (‡).
For an Excel version of Appendix B: Trend Analysis


click here 


Appendix B: Trend Analysis



https://www.fedview.opm.gov/2016FILES/AppendixB-Trend_Analysis.xlsx
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Appendix B: Trend Analysis (continued)


 
Percent Positive


Significant  
Trends2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


 ‡19.  In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do 
to be rated at different performance levels (for example, Fully Successful, 
Outstanding).


68 68 67 68 69
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.


Significant decrease in positive ratings 
from 2013 to 2014.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡20.  The people I work with cooperate to get the job done. 73 73 72 73 73
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡21.  My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills. 43 40 41 42 43
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡22.  Promotions in my work unit are based on merit. 34 32 32 33 34
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡23.  In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot 
or will not improve.


29 28 28 28 29
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡24.  In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way. 34 31 32 33 34
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 25.  Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs. 41 38 38 40 41
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 26.  Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other. 72 72 72 73 73
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 27.  The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year. 55 52 51 53 54
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


My Agency


 28.  How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit? 83 83 82 82 82
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡29.  The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to 
accomplish organizational goals.


72 70 69 69 69
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡30.  Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work 
processes.


45 43 42 43 45
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 31.  Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services. 48 46 45 47 48
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡32.  Creativity and innovation are rewarded. 38 35 35 37 38
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡33.  Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs. 22 19 20 21 22
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 34.  Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example, 
recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness of diversity issues, 
mentoring).


57 55 55 56 58
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡35.  Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job. 77 76 76 76 76
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡36.  My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats. 78 76 76 76 77
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 37.  Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political 
purposes are not tolerated.


51 51 50 51 53
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 38.  Prohibited Personnel Practices are not tolerated. 66 65 65 66 67
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 39.  My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission. 76 74 73 73 74
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 40.  I recommend my organization as a good place to work. 67 63 62 63 64
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 41.  I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better 
place to work.


42 38 38 39 41
nt decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


Note: Items included on the Annual Employee Survey are noted by a double dagger (‡).
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Appendix B: Trend Analysis (continued)


 
Percent Positive


Significant  
Trends2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


My Supervisor


 ‡42.  My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues. 77 77 77 78 78
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 43.  My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my 
leadership skills.


65 65 64 65 66
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡44.  Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile. 62 61 62 63 63
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 45.  My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments 
of society.


64 65 66 67 68
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2013 to 2014.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 46.  My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job 
performance.


61 60 61 61 62
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡47.  Supervisors in my work unit support employee development. 65 64 63 64 66
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 48.  My supervisor listens to what I have to say. 74 74 75 76 76
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2013 to 2014.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 49.  My supervisor treats me with respect. 79 80 80 81 81
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 50.  In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my 
performance.


77 77 77 77 78
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2013 to 2014.


No significant change in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


No significant change in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡51.  I have trust and confidence in my supervisor. 66 66 65 67 67
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.


Significant decrease in positive ratings 
from 2013 to 2014.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡52.  Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate 
supervisor?


68 68 69 70 70
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2013 to 2014.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


Leadership


 ‡53.  In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and 
commitment in the workforce.


43 41 38 39 41
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 54.  My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity. 55 54 50 50 52
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡55.  Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds. 63 63 63 63 64
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡56.  Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization. 62 61 58 59 60
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡57.  Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting 
its goals and objectives.


62 61 58 59 60
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 58.  Managers promote communication among different work units (for example, 
about projects, goals, needed resources).


53 52 50 51 52
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 59.  Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work 
objectives.


57 56 53 54 56
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 60.  Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly 
above your immediate supervisor?


58 57 56 57 58
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡61.  I have a high level of respect for my organization’s senior leaders. 54 52 50 51 53
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 62.  Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs. 54 54 52 53 55
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


Note: Items included on the Annual Employee Survey are noted by a double dagger (‡).
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Appendix B: Trend Analysis (continued)


 
Percent Positive


Significant  
Trends2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


My Satisfaction


 ‡63.  How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work? 52 50 48 50 51
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡64.  How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on 
what's going on in your organization?


48 48 46 47 48
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡65.  How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job? 48 45 45 47 48
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡66.  How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders? 43 41 40 41 42
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡67.  How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your 
organization?


36 34 33 35 36
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡68.  How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job? 54 50 50 52 53
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡69.  Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job? 68 65 64 65 66
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 ‡70.  Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay? 59 54 56 57 58
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 71.  Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization? 59 56 55 56 57
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


Work/Life Programs


79 – 84. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?*


 79.  Telework 73 76 77 78 79
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 80.  Alternative Work Schedules (AWS) 89 89 89 89 90
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2013 to 2014.


No significant change in positive ratings 
from 2014 to 2015


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 81.  Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical screening, quit 
smoking programs)


80 80 79 80 81
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015


Significant increase in positive ratings 
from 2015 to 2016.


 82.  Employee Assistance Program (EAP) 76 74 74 75 75
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 83.  Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes, parenting 
support groups)


72 70 72 72 72
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
Significant increase in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


 84.  Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers) 68 66 68 66 68
Significant decrease in positive ratings 


from 2012 to 2013.
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2013 to 2014
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2014 to 2015
No significant change in positive ratings 


from 2015 to 2016.


* The 2012–2016 Work/Life program satisfaction results only include employees who indicated that they participated in the program.


Note: Items included on the Annual Employee Survey are noted by a double dagger (‡).
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Appendix C: Work/Life Programs: Participation & Satisfaction


 
2016 


Percentages


72. Have you been notified whether or not you are eligible to telework?


Yes, I was notified that I was eligible to telework 40


Yes, I was notified that I was not eligible to telework 22


No, I was not notified of my telework eligibility 29


Not sure if I was notified of my telework eligibility 9


73. Please select the response below that BEST describes your current teleworking situation.


I telework 3 or more days per week 6


I telework 1 or 2 days per week 12


I telework, but no more than 1 or 2 days per month 5


I telework very infrequently, on an unscheduled or short-term basis 12


I do not telework because I have to be physically present on the job 30


I do not telework because I have technical issues that prevent me from teleworking 4


I do not telework because I did not receive approval to do so, even though I have the kind of job where I can telework 19


I do not telework because I choose not to telework 12


74. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)


Yes 33


No 46


Not Available to Me 21


75.  Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, 
medical screening, quit smoking programs)


Yes 27


No 61


Not Available to Me 12


76. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Employee Assistance Program (EAP)


Yes 14


No 81


Not Available to Me 5


77.  Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, 
parenting classes, parenting support groups)


Yes 4


No 79


Not Available to Me 17


For an Excel version of Appendix C: Work/Life Programs: Participation & Satisfaction
click here 


Appendix C: Work/Life Programs: Participation & Satisfaction



https://www.fedview.opm.gov/2016FILES/AppendixC-WorkLife_Programs_Participation_Satisfaction.xlsx
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Appendix C: Work/Life Programs: Participation & Satisfaction (continued)


 
2016 


Percentages


78.  Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Elder Care Programs (for example, 
support groups, speakers)


Yes 2


No 80


Not Available to Me 17


79. Satisfaction with the following Work/Life programs? Telework


Very Satisfied 38


Satisfied 37


Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied 11


Dissatisfied 6


Strongly Dissatisfied 3


No Basis to Judge (N) 6,007


80. Satisfaction with the following Work/Life programs? Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)


Very Satisfied 48


Satisfied 40


Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied 7


Dissatisfied 2


Strongly Dissatisfied 1


No Basis to Judge (N) 3,222


81.  Satisfaction with the following Work/Life programs? Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, 
medical screening, quit smoking programs)


Very Satisfied 28


Satisfied 47


Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied 14


Dissatisfied 3


Strongly Dissatisfied 1


No Basis to Judge (N) 7,335


82. Satisfaction with the following Work/Life programs? Employee Assistance Program (EAP)


Very Satisfied 23


Satisfied 41


Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied 17


Dissatisfied 2


Strongly Dissatisfied 1


No Basis to Judge (N) 8,067


Note: The Work/Life program satisfaction results only include employees who indicated that they participated in the program. The“No Basis to Judge (N)” responses are not 
included in percentage calculations and are not expressed as a percentage.
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Appendix C: Work/Life Programs: Participation & Satisfaction (continued)


 
2016 


Percentages


83.  Satisfaction with the following Work/Life programs? Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, 
parenting classes, parenting support groups)


Very Satisfied 24


Satisfied 28


Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied 17


Dissatisfied 2


Strongly Dissatisfied 1


No Basis to Judge (N) 4,380


84.  Satisfaction with the following Work/Life programs? Elder Care Programs (for example, 
support groups, speakers)


Very Satisfied 20


Satisfied 25


Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied 20


Dissatisfied 1


Strongly Dissatisfied 0


No Basis to Judge (N) 3,730


Note: The Work/Life program satisfaction results only include employees who indicated that they participated in the program. The“No Basis to Judge (N)” responses are not 
included in percentage calculations and are not expressed as a percentage.
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Appendix D: Response Rates


 Number
Surveyed


Number
Responded


Response
Rate


Governmentwide 889,590 407,789 45.8%


Very Large Agencies ( > 75,000 employees)


Department of Agriculture 37,310 22,878 61.3%


Department of Homeland Security 93,709 46,991 50.1%


Department of Justice 44,231 16,501 37.3%


Department of the Treasury 81,402 45,497 55.9%


Department of Veterans Affairs 88,848 30,313 34.1%


Department of Defense Overall 224,733 58,630 26%


Department of the Air Force 67,994 15,586 22.9%


Department of the Army 68,574 17,086 24.9%


Department of the Navy 51,650 12,361 23.9%


DoD 4th Estate 36,515 13,597 37.2%


Large Agencies (10,000 – 74,999 employees)


Department of Commerce 18,963 9,784 51.6%


Department of Energy 12,508 8,075 64.6%


Department of Health and Human Services 72,993 40,345 55.3%


Department of Labor 15,089 11,262 74.6%


Department of State 10,881 5,256 48.3%


Department of the Interior 46,106 23,098 50.1%


Department of Transportation 29,868 14,871 49.8%


Environmental Protection Agency 14,054 10,156 72.3%


General Services Administration 10,518 7,081 67.3%


National Aeronautics and Space Administration 16,509 11,202 67.9%


Social Security Administration 18,192 8,907 49.0%


For an Excel version of Appendix D: Response Rates
click here 


Appendix D: Response Rates



https://www.fedview.opm.gov/2016FILES/AppendixD-Response_Rates.xlsx
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Appendix D: Response Rates (continued)


 Number
Surveyed


Number
Responded


Response
Rate


Governmentwide 889,590 407,789 45.8%


Medium Agencies (1,000 – 9,999 employees)


Broadcasting Board of Governors 1,427 904 63.4%


Court Services and Offender Supervision Agency 1,125 618 54.9%


Department of Education 3,755 2,862 76.2%


Department of Housing and Urban Development 7,096 5,464 77.0%


Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 2,150 1,510 70.2%


Federal Communications Commission 1,552 648 41.8%


Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 1,398 1,150 82.3%


Federal Trade Commission 1,052 641 60.9%


National Archives and Records Administration 2,709 1,870 69.0%


National Credit Union Administration 1,155 661 57.2%


National Labor Relations Board 1,498 882 58.9%


National Science Foundation 1,152 854 74.1%


Nuclear Regulatory Commission 3,482 2,152 61.8%


Office of Personnel Management 4,699 3,196 68.0%


Securities and Exchange Commission 4,218 3,213 76.2%


Small Business Administration 2,044 1,383 67.7%


U.S. Agency for International Development 3,544 2,285 64.5%
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Appendix D: Response Rates (continued)


 Number
Surveyed


Number
Responded


Response
Rate


Governmentwide 889,590 407,789 45.8%


Small Agencies (100 – 999 employees)


Commodity Futures Trading Commission 692 505 73.0%


Consumer Product Safety Commission 490 317 64.7%


Corporation for National and Community Service 586 494 84.3%


Export Import Bank 370 231 62.4%


Farm Credit Administration 267 217 81.3%


Fed Retirement Thrift Investment Board 216 179 82.9%


Federal Election Commission 302 155 51.3%


Federal Housing Finance Agency 532 364 68.4%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 118 98 83.1%


Federal Maritime Commission 113 80 70.8%


Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 210 169 80.5%


International Boundary and Water Commission 204 157 77.0%


Merit Systems Protection Board 200 141 70.5%


National Endowment for the Arts 109 53 48.6%


National Endowment for the Humanities 119 76 63.9%


National Gallery of Art 723 527 72.9%


National Transportation Safety Board 384 270 70.3%


Office of Management and Budget 428 351 82.0%


Office of Special Counsel 111 102 91.9%


Office of the U.S. Trade Representative 184 98 53.3%


Overseas Private Investment Corporation 218 191 87.6%


Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 878 569 64.8%


Railroad Retirement Board 843 320 38.0%


Surface Transportation Board 134 71 53.0%


U.S. International Trade Commission 320 272 85.0%
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Appendix D: Response Rates (continued)


 Number
Surveyed


Number
Responded


Response
Rate


Governmentwide 889,590 407,789 45.8%


Very Small Agencies (< 100 employees)


AbilityOne Commission 22 7 31.8%


African Development Foundation 30 23 76.7%


American Battle Monuments Commission 22 11 50.0%


Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board 36 33 91.7%


Commission on Civil Rights 26 23 88.5%


Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board 96 81 84.4%


Farm Credit System Insurance Corporation 10 8 80.0%


Institute of Museum and Library Services 52 45 86.5%


Inter-American Foundation 32 29 90.6%


Marine Mammal Commission 13 10 76.9%


National Capital Planning Commission 31 23 74.2%


National Indian Gaming Commission 94 67 71.3%


National Mediation Board 38 28 73.7%


Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board 12 4 33.3%


Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission 45 26 57.8%


Office of Government Ethics 58 45 77.6%


Office of Navajo and Hopi Indian Relocation 33 24 72.7%


Postal Regulatory Commission 60 50 83.3%


Selective Service System 99 67 67.7%


Trade and Development Agency 37 26 70.3%


U.S. Access Board 23 12 52.2%
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Appendix E: Governmentwide Respondent Characteristics


 Number
Responded Percentage


Work Location


Headquarters 156,217 40%


Field 230,420 60%


Supervisory Status


Non-Supervisor 254,037 65%


Team Leader 49,646 13%


Supervisor 52,424 13%


Manager 24,799 6%


Senior Leader 8,135 2%


Gender


Male 197,330 51%


Female 185,965 49%


Ethnicity


Hispanic/Latino 33,693 9%


Not Hispanic/Latino 345,673 91%


Race/National Origin


American Indian or Alaska Native 7,857 2%


Asian 19,608 5%


Black or African American 58,284 16%


Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 2,222 1%


White 265,148 72%


Two or more races 14,428 4%


Minority Status


Minority 129,692 35%


Not Minority 241,754 65%


For an Excel version of Appendix E: Governmentwide Respondent Characteristics
click here 
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Appendix E: Governmentwide Respondent Characteristics (continued)


 Number
Responded Percentage


Age Group


25 and under 2,851 1%


26 – 29 11,506 3%


30 – 39 76,410 19%


40 – 49 106,349 26%


50 – 59 146,355 36%


60 or older 63,031 16%


Generations


Traditionalists (born 1945 or earlier) 3,966 1%


Baby Boomers (born 1946 to 1964) 185,774 46%


Generation X (born 1965 to 1980) 166,189 41%


Generation Y (born 1981 or later) 50,573 12%


Pay Category


Federal Wage System 9,626 2%


GS 1– 6 18,806 5%


GS 7 – 12 154,061 40%


GS 13 – 15 170,276 44%


Senior Executive Service 5,797 2%


Senior Level (SL) or Scientific or Professional (ST) 1,577 0%


Other 25,971 7%


Federal Tenure


Less than 1 year 6,879 2%


1 to 3 years 30,039 8%


4 to 5 years 30,231 8%


6 to 10 years 92,218 24%


11 to 14 years 55,156 14%


15 to 20 years 52,035 13%


More than 20 years 120,359 31%


Agency Tenure


Less than 1 year 13,226 3%


1 to 3 years 47,899 12%


4 to 5 years 38,308 10%


6 to 10 years 98,560 26%


11 to 20 years 99,286 26%


More than 20 years 88,305 23%
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Appendix E: Governmentwide Respondent Characteristics (continued)


 Number
Responded Percentage


Turnover Plans


No 260,738 68%


Yes, to retire 22,459 6%


Yes, to take another job within the Federal Government 71,018 18%


Yes, to take another job outside the Federal Government 13,849 4%


Yes, other 18,106 5%


Retirement Plans


Within one year 13,670 4%


Between one and three years 38,283 10%


Between three and five years 42,478 11%


Five or more years 289,035 75%


Sexual Orientation


Heterosexual or Straight 308,340 84%


Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, or Transgender 11,386 3%


I prefer not to say 47,303 13%


Military Service Status


No Prior Military Service 279,262 73%


Currently in National Guard or Reserves 6,183 2%


Retired 39,860 10%


Separated or Discharged 56,048 15%


Disability Status


With a Disability 51,961 14%


No Disability Indicated 330,567 86%


Highest Level of Education Completed


Less than High School 365 0%


High School Diploma/GED or equivalent 16,379 4%


Trade or Technical Certificate 8,242 2%


Some College (no degree) 53,094 14%


Associate's Degree (e.g., AA, AS) 27,978 7%


Bachelor's Degree (e.g., BA, BS) 132,809 34%


Master's Degree (e.g., MA, MS, MBA) 102,209 27%


Doctoral/Professional Degree (e.g., Ph.D., MD, JD) 44,336 12%
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Appendix F: Governmentwide Demographic Response Rates


 Number
Surveyed


Number
Responded


Response
Rate


Minority Status


Non-Minority 566,639 273,683 48.3%


Minority 319,834 132,766 41.5%


Ethnicity


Hispanic 71,297 29,706 41.7%


Non-Hispanic 818,293 378,083 46.2%


Disability Status


Without Disabilities 752,543 339,727 45.1%


With Disabilities 118,967 58,809 49.4%


Military Service


No Prior Military Service 618,608 300,051 48.5%


Prior Military Service 252,927 98,496 38.9%


Highest Level of Education Completed


Up to High School Diploma or Equivalent 193,443 70,275 36.3%


Some College or Associate's Degree 188,258 74,680 39.7%


Bachelor's Degree 249,725 123,530 49.5%


Post-Bachelor's Degree 239,935 129,998 54.2%


Pay Category


GS 1 – 6 66,293 20,650 31.1%


GS 7 – 12 346,380 152,221 43.9%


GS 13 – 15 255,624 149,299 58.4%


All Other Payplans 221,293 85,619 38.7%


Supervisory Status


Non-Supervisor 758,619 336,623 44.4%


Supervisor 122,216 65,188 53.3%


Executive 8,755 5,978 68.3%


Note: The demographic counts in Appendix F may not match precisely with comparable demographic counts reported previously in this report because they are based on 
administrative information from the sampling frame rather than what the respondent indicated on the survey instrument.


For an Excel version of Appendix F: Governmentwide Demographic Response Rates
click here
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Appendix F: Governmentwide Demographic Response Rates (continued)


 Number
Surveyed


Number
Responded


Response
Rate


Time in Federal Government


Less than 1 year with Government 11,916 5,781 48.5%


1 to 3 years with Government 62,763 28,053 44.7%


4 to 5 years with Government 63,569 28,550 44.9%


6 to 10 years with Government 205,245 90,573 44.1%


11 to 14 years with Government 137,183 60,746 44.3%


15 to 20 years with Government 116,340 53,295 45.8%


More than 20 years with Government 292,574 140,791 48.1%


Work Location


Headquarters 682,282 289,268 42.4%


Field 207,308 118,521 57.2%


Gender


Male 485,570 207,871 42.8%


Female 404,015 199,916 49.5%


Age Group


25 and Under 8,035 2,856 35.5%


26 – 29 29,945 11,551 38.6%


30 – 39 181,591 76,703 42.2%


40 – 49 234,742 106,670 45.4%


50 – 59 304,179 146,753 48.2%


60 + 131,098 63,256 48.3%


Note: The demographic counts in Appendix F may not match precisely with comparable demographic counts reported previously in this report because they are based on 
administrative information from the sampling frame rather than what the respondent indicated on the survey instrument.
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Appendix G: FEVS Indices


Employee Engagement Index


 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


Overall Employee Engagement Index 65 64 63 64 65


Leaders Lead 54 53 50 51 53


Supervisors 71 70 71 71 72


Intrinsic Work Experience 71 69 68 69 70


For Employee Engagement Index results by agency 
click here 


New IQ Index


 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


Overall New IQ Index 57 56 56 57 58


Fair 44 43 43 43 45


Open 56 55 55 56 57


Cooperative 55 54 52 52 54


Supportive 74 74 74 75 75


Empowered 59 56 56 57 58


For New IQ Index results by agency 
click here 
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Appendix G: FEVS Indices (continued)


Global Satisfaction Index


 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


Overall Global Satisfaction 63 59 59 60 61


For Global Satisfaction Index results by agency 
click here 


Human Capital Assessment and Accountability Framework (HCAAF)


 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


Leadership and 
Knowledge Management 60 59 58 59 60


Results-Oriented Performance Culture 52 51 51 52 53


Talent Management 59 56 55 57 58


Job Satisfaction 66 64 63 64 65


For HCAAF results by agency 
click here 
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About This Report


The 2016 FEVS Small Agency Management Report (SAM) was designed to help your agency identify issues 
and provides guidance to take action for improvement. Th s report also highlights important agency successes, 
which should be acknowledged. We encourage you to share these successes and areas for improvement with 
your employees.


When reviewing your results, keep the guidelines below in mind. These guidelines were created to organize your 
survey results in a way that is easier to digest and interpret.


Understanding Your Results
Percent Positive
 The sum of two positive categories (e.g., Strongly Agree/Agree)


Percent Negative
 The sum of two negative categories (e.g., Strongly Disagree/Disagree)


Percent Neutral
 The neutral category (e.g., Neither Agree nor Disagree)


Identifying Strengths, Challenges and Neutral Findings
65 percent positive or higher is considered a strength


35 percent negative or higher is considered a challenge


30 percent neutral or higher suggests uncertainty, presenting an opportunity for communication 
between managers and staff


Identifying Increases and Decreases
Movement up or down since the previous year is another important piece of information to consider when 
examining your results. Any increase or decrease in results can be important; however larger increases or 
decreases (generally 3 or more percentage points) may be a result of signifi ant changes taking place within 
your agency and should be explored. Increases indicate positive change that should continue to be reinforced. 
Decreases, especially in areas considered mission critical, may call for appropriate action to initiate and support 
benefic al workplace improvements.


About This Report
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Your FEVS Results: Taking Action


Th s section provides guidelines for taking action based on your FEVS results — focusing on steps you can take 
to form an action planning team, identify challenges, develop an action plan, and measure progress toward 
meeting goals. In addition, descriptions of helpful resources and tools are outlined. A broad overview of the 
process of moving from results to action is displayed in diagram below, with the specific teps and guidelines 
outlined in the following pages.


Moving from Results To Action


Review Results and Progress


Identify your FEVS team.


Use your SAM and other resources 
(reports, websites) to identify areas 
for improvement.


Monitor your progress.


Planning


Develop your goals for improvement.


Develop your plan for action.


Implement Actions


Implement your plan.


Continue to monitor your progress.


Getting Started
Agencies receive many FEVS reports each year, so it can be confusing to know where to start. One suggested 
starting point is to adopt a strategy based on an action planning framework. Th s involves looking for improvements 
you have made in previous years while also examining areas of decline. To help you get started, several steps 
are outlined below, including references to sections of the Small Agency Management Report (SAM) and other 
resources that you may fi d useful to help you focus on the most critical issues.


Step 1: Identify and Establish a FEVS Action Team
Th s is a crucial step, as the team you establish can make or break your efforts to improve areas of concern and 
keep strengths strong. Teams can be composed of leadership, employees, or a combination. It is important that 
each member of your team is actively engaged in the process and supports its goals. Identifying your team is not 
just limited to personnel selection. It also includes identifying and pulling together your available resources while 
being aware of staff i terests, capabilities, and agency budget and resources.


Step 2: Use Your SAM and Other Resources to Identify Areas for Improvement
Your agency has many available resources that present your FEVS results. The sections of the SAM as well as 
additional resources are described below to help narrow your focus on the tools and results that may be most 
helpful as you move from results to taking action.


Your FEVS Results: Taking Action
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Your FEVS Results: Taking Action (continued)


Sections of the SAM
Respondent Overview


The Respondent Overview provides a snapshot of the characteristics of your employees who responded to 
the survey. Understanding who responded in your agency has a number of benefits. For example, this section 
allows you to better understand the ratio of seasoned employees who may be preparing for retirement to newer 
employees. Th s information can help inform and guide your recruiting and retention efforts. It is important to 
keep in mind that this is a survey respondent overview, and these percentages may not match up exactly to your 
agency’s total population characteristics.


Employee Engagement Index and New IQ Index


The Employee Engagement Index (EEI) and New IQ Index provide agencies with consistent metrics for measuring 
progress toward objectives. Benchmarks are included to provide insight into how your agency compares to others, 
and to encourage information sharing between agencies. For example, some of the top ranking agencies in the 
EEI may have suggestions on things that have and have not worked to engage their employees. Trends for both 
indices are also displayed, going as far back as 2013 when available.


Employee Engagement Key Drivers


Th s is a new section of the SAM containing information about key drivers of engagement. These groupings 
of FEVS items have been shown to influence the engagement potential of workplaces. While the EEI provides 
perspective on the conditions important to supporting engagement, the drivers can help you to more effectively 
target resources and actions needed to influence conditions and improve the engagement potential of your agency.


Decision Aid


The Decision Aid is useful in helping you easily identify the most critical issues in your agency as well as recognize 
where your agency has improved since 2015. The Decision Aid is divided into three sections to help you focus your 
attention on improvements and declines in your results since last year:


Increases contains items that increased since 2015


Decreases contains items that decreased since 2015


No Change contains items that did not change since 2015


Appendices


The appendices give you an opportunity to more thoroughly understand your workforce by displaying item-level 
results. Appendix A shows how well your agency scored relative to other small agencies. Scanning the graphs can 
indicate how your agency is generally performing as well as help you identify particularly strong or weak areas. 
Appendix B shows a full breakdown of the Work/Life program results. Appendix C shows a full breakdown of the 
demographic items to provide a more in-depth summary than in the Respondent Overview.


Note: The Decision Aid only includes items 1-71. See Appendix B for a breakdown of the Work/Life results for your agency.


Your FEVS Results: Taking Action
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Your FEVS Results: Taking Action (continued)


Additional FEVS Resources
Other Reports


Governmentwide Management Report
  Th s report provides an overview of the governmentwide results. The report includes item results, index scores, 


trends, and information on who responded to the survey.


Subagency Comparison Report
 Th s report provides the results of all the offices hat report to the same “parent” offi . Th s report is only created 


when there are two or more sub-offices hat both have at least ten responses.


Subagency Breakout Report
 Th s report displays survey results for a single office o long as it has at least ten responses.


Trend Report
 Th s report provides agency and fi st level (where applicable) results for current and previous survey 


administrations. It also indicates whether the year-to-year differences were statistically signifi ant or not.


Occupational Series Reports
 Th s report allows for the comparison of occupational series and families at the agency level.


Demographic Comparison Reports
 Th s report allows for the comparison of demographic subgroups at the agency level.


Annual Employee Survey (AES) Report
 Th s report is a Microsoft® xcel® file with a breakdown of agency and fi st level results.


Websites


FEVS website
 Agencies and the general public can access governmentwide data reports, as well as special topic reports 


produced from the FEVS. Th s website includes results from the 2004 administration of the survey to the 
present. Access the FEVS website at www.opm.gov/FEVS.


Public Release Data File (PRDF)
 Th ee types of public use data sets are available for the FEVS: 1) a full data extract excluding the LGBT variable, 


2) a separate data extract containing the LGBT variable, and 3) a data extract for trend analysis combining 
the public use files from 2004 up to the current year. To request a public use data file, complete the form 
available at: www.fedview.opm.gov/2015/EVSDATA. Note: The 2016 PRDF will be available in the winter.


FedScope
 OPM’s FedScope is an online publicly available tool which allows users to access and analyze HR data from 


OPM’s Enterprise Human Resources Integration-Statistical Data Mart (EHRI-SDM). Access this site using 
the following link: www.fedscope.opm.gov.


Unlock Talent
 A tool for both the general public and agencies to view comprehensive data visualizations with broad displays 


of FEVS data. These displays allow agencies to identify subcomponents for action to improve engagement, as 
well as resources agencies can apply to their action planning. Th s site can be accessed at www.unlocktalent.gov. 
Questions and feedback for the dashboard can be sent to unlocktalent@opm.gov.


Note: Subagency reports are only available for agencies that included organizational breakouts in 2016.
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Your FEVS Results: Taking Action (continued)


FEVS Online Data Analysis Tool
 A password protected tool for agency points of contact to access agency-specific nd governmentwide reports. 


In addition, agency users can develop customized reports that may be useful for data analysis and action 
planning. Questions and feedback for this online tool can be sent to EVS@opm.gov.


Step 3: Develop Your Goals for Improvement
To develop your goals for improvement, you should consider issues that are most critical to your agency and how 
these issues relate to your strategic goals. It is also important to focus on issues that will provide both short-term, 
visible, measurable results, and those that will require long-term perspective. Keep in mind that you are more likely 
to show and achieve improvements if you follow SMART guidelines when establishing your goals. To be achievable 
goals must be:


Specific
 Goals need to be concrete and detailed enough to know when you meet with success.


• What exactly do you intend to do? Use action words such as lead, coordinate, direct, develop, plan, and build.
• How are you going to do it? Describe which actions need to be taken by which employees and when.


Measurable
 What evidence will you have to show that you have met your goal? Put a concrete figu e or value to the objective 


(e.g., percentage increase in positive scores).


Attainable
 Goals should not be too easy or too difficult. Those that require a slight stretch to meet can create excitement, 


motivation, and the kind of commitment it takes to reach them.


Realistic
 Make goals challenging, but identify your resources and any limitations on those so you can actually achieve 


your objectives.


Time Specific
 Set a deadline to keep plans on track and meet the needs of decision-makers. Large goals should be established 


as a series of milestones to keep motivation high and the overall goal on schedule.


Step 4: Develop Your Plan for Action
Once your team has identifi d its goals, you should develop a list of actions that must be taken to reach these goals. 
You might also consider soliciting employee input on your plan. Assign staff esponsibilities for each action and 
keep in mind timeframes. Tasks should include start dates, end dates, milestones, and description of how you plan to 
measure and provide evidence for goal success. Make sure you get approval for the actions you must take to achieve 
your agency goals. Remember that leadership buy-in, involvement, and communication is critical to your success.


Step 5: Communicate the Implementation of Your Plan
There are many ways to publicize and communicate your intentions to employees, such as all-hands meetings, 
announcements, intranet/web updates, and social media, to name a few. After your plan is communicated and 
you have leadership support, you are ready to launch the plan. Communicating early and often ensures staff nd 
leadership are well-informed.


Step 6: Monitor and Evaluate Your Progress
In addition to measuring your progress along the way and evaluating the success of your plan, it is important that 
you communicate progress toward goals and fi al outcomes. Communicating during the entire process provides 
transparency which can add to staff engagement.


Your FEVS Results: Taking Action
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Respondent Overview


The Unique Characteristics of Federal Labor Relations 
Authority Respondents
The figu es below provide a snapshot of your survey participants. Except 
for military status and race, the most frequently selected response choice 
for each demographic item is highlighted in the fi st figu e. The second 
figu e displays the total FEVS respondent breakdown by generation. 
Please be aware that these results are based on survey respondents, which 
may differ from the characteristics of the total employee population.


Female
56 %


Agency Tenure of 
11+ Years


44 %


AT


Federal Tenure of 
11+ Years


51 %


FT
Advanced Degrees 


(Post-Bachelor’s)


80 %


Pay Grades 
13 to 15


58 %


Generations


 0% Traditionalists (born 1945 or earlier)


 35% Baby Boomers (born 1946 – 1964)


 39% Generation X (born 1965 – 1980)


 27% Generation Y (born 1981 or later)


Note: The sum of percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.


FLRA Response Rate


 83%   (98 out of 118 
employees responded)


Field Period: May 3, 2016 – June 14, 2016 
Overall 2015 response rate: 84%


Component Response Rates


 100%  Federal Impasses Service Panel
 83%  Authority & Administrative HQ
 82%  OGC HQ & Regional Offices


Agency results have a margin of error of +/- 4%


Note: For the full list of demographic item results, please see Appendix C.


Respondent Overview
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Employee Engagement Index


Because the FEVS is an assessment of organizational climate, the Employee Engagement Index (EEI) does not 
directly evaluate an employee’s level of engagement. Therefore, instead of measuring aspects of engagement such 
as focused attention and dedication to completing assignments, this index concentrates on factors that lead to an 
engaged workforce (e.g., supporting employee development, communicating agency goals).


Below, you can see where your agency’s EEI score ranks (out of 40 small/independent agencies with 10 or more 
respondents) and how it compares to the small agency average. The names of the highest-ranked small agencies 
are listed to facilitate the sharing of information, such as best practices. The U.S. Office f Personnel Management 
(OPM) has also created the Unlock Talent website (https://www.unlocktalent.gov) to share resources and help with 
interagency communication.


Employee Engagement Index Benchmarks


rank


1 92% MMC
rank


2 90% OSHRC, USTDA
rank


4 FLRA 84%


69% Small Agencies, Combined


The table below displays the EEI score for each component in your agency as well as the scores for the three 
engagement subfactors, which can facilitate information-sharing within your agency. To provide more information 
on engagement, the table also includes engagement trends back to 2013 for your components, as well as the overall 
agency and combined small agency trends for comparison. Please note that depending on organizational structure 
in previous administrations, not all components may trend back to 2013.


Employee Engagement Index Component Scores and Trends


 


     EEI Trends 2016 EEI Subfactors


Small Agencies, Combined


66. 65. Decreased from 2013. 67. Increased from 2014. 69. Increased from 2015.


57 78 72


Federal Labor Relations Authority


75. 82. Increased from 2013. 86. Increased from 2014. 84. Decreased from 2015.


85 84 83
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 66  65  67  69


 75  82  86  84


Leaders Lead: Employees’ perceptions of leadership’s integrity as well as leadership behaviors such as communication and workforce motivation. (Q.53, 54, 56, 60, and 61)


Supervisors: Interpersonal relationship between worker and supervisor, including trust, respect, and support. (Q.47, 48, 49, 51, and 52)


Intrinsic Work Experience: Employees’ feelings of motivation and competency relating to their role in the workplace. (Q.3, 4, 6, 11, and 12)


Employee Engagement Index 
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Employee Engagement Index (continued)


 


     EEI Trends 2016 EEI Subfactors


Federal Labor Relations Authority


75. 82. Increased from 2013. 86. Increased from 2014. 84. Decreased from 2015.


85 84 83
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 75  82  86  84


Authority & Administrative HQ


71. 84. Increased from 2013. 86. Increased from 2014. 87. Increased from 2015.


84 89 87


OGC HQ & Regional Offices


77. 81. Increased from 2013. 85. Increased from 2014. 82. Decreased from 2015.


85 81 80


 71
 84  86  87


 77  81  85  82


Employee Engagement Index
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Employee Engagement Key Drivers


What is a Key Employee Engagement Index Driver?
The Employee Engagement Index (EEI) measures conditions important to supporting employee engagement. 
“What actions can leadership take to influence those conditions and improve the engagement potential of agency 
workplaces?” is a question often asked about how to make the EEI actionable. To help answer that question, OPM 
identifi d items on the FEVS that are key drivers of the EEI. Key drivers are groupings of FEVS items that influence 
the engagement potential of workplaces.


How Can Drivers Help Identify Effective Action?
Agencies can more effectively target resources to increase levels of employee engagement, aided by the key driving 
factors for the EEI and its subfactors. Th ough a thorough review, OPM’s Survey Analysis team found that a 
number of FEVS items align with topics shown to be important to both employee engagement and to overall 
effective management practices. Final item selection for EEI drivers was guided by three principles: 1) they align 
with prior research, 2) they are strongly related to the EEI and/or its subfactors, and 3) they are actionable because 
they indicate practices and behaviors that can influence an agency’s engagement potential.


OPM examined the impact of nine different factors on the EEI. These nine factors were: 1) Collaborative/
Cooperative Management; 2) Employee Training and Development; 3) Job Resources; 4) Merit System Principles; 
5) Performance Feedback; 6) Performance Rating; 7) Performance Recognition and Reward; 8) Supportive 
Coworkers; and 9) Work/Life Balance. The figu e on the following page identifies nd ranks the key drivers of the 
overall Employee Engagement Index and subfactors in order of impact for all of the Small/Independent Agencies 
combined. A ‘1’ indicates the key driver with the greatest impact on the index or subfactor.


For an example of how to use EEI drivers, consider the driver labeled Performance Feedback. It is comprised of 
three FEVS items:


• Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile. (Q.44)


• My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job performance. (Q.46)


• In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance. (Q.50)


Assume that a review of your agency’s FEVS results shows low scores on one or more of the items under 
Performance Feedback. To improve the engagement potential of your workplace, actions could be taken to 
address priorities indicated by the wording of the items, such as ensuring feedback that provides worthwhile 
or constructive suggestions to improve performance, as well as timely feedback.


Note: OPM conducted regression analyses of 2013, 2014, 2015, and most recently 2016 FEVS data to identify the key drivers. Small/Independent Agencies, due to the small 
number of employees in each, were included as a single combined group, rather than 43 separate agencies. Factors with statistically significant standardized regression 
coefficients of 0.10 or above were identified as a “key driver.” A detailed discussion of the methodology used to conduct all of the key driver analyses can be found at 
www.opm.gov/FEVS.


Employee Engagement Key Drivers
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Employee Engagement Key Drivers (continued)


Employee Engagement Key Drivers


 
Employee 


Engagement 
Index


 
Leaders  


Lead


 
 


Supervisors


 
Intrinsic Work 


Experience


Performance Feedback


Ranked 1. No effect Ranked 1. No effect.


Collaborative/Cooperative Management


Ranked 2. Ranked 1. No effect. Ranked 4.


Merit System Principles


Ranked 3. Ranked 2. Ranked 3. Ranked 4.


Training and Development


Ranked 4. No effect. No effect. Ranked 1.


Work/Life Balance


No effect. No effect. Ranked 2. No effect.


Performance Recognition and Reward


No effect. No effect. No effect. No effect.


Performance Rating


No effect. No effect. No effect. Ranked 3.


Job Resources


Ranked 5. Ranked 3. No effect. Ranked 2.


Supportive Co-workers


No effect. No effect. No effect. No effect.


1


2


3


4


5


1


2


3


1


3


2


4


4


1


3


2


Performance Feedback: Provide meaningful, worthwhile, and constructive performance conversations. (Q.44, 46, and 50)


Collaborative/Cooperative Management: Promote and support collaborative communication and teamwork in accomplishing goals and objectives. (Q.58 and 59)


Merit System Principles: Support fairness and protect employees from arbitrary actions, favoritism, political coercion, and reprisal. (Q.17, 37, and 38)


Training and Development: Target opportunities for employees to improve skills and enhance professional development, including training needs assessments. (Q.1 and 18)


Work/Life Balance: Support employee needs to balance work and life responsibilities. (Q.42)


Performance Recognition and Reward: Support and effective recognition and reward system in which supervisors/managers/leaders recognize outstanding actions. (Q.22, 
23, 24, and 25)


Performance Rating: Ensure employees are held accountable and performance is evaluated and rated. (Q.15, 16, and 19)


Job Resources: Allow sufficient materials, knowledge, personnel, skills, information and work distribution to complete the job. (Q.2, 9, and 10)


Supportive Co-workers: Refers to supportive coworker relationships that involve cooperation and information sharing to perform job. (Q.20 and 26)


Employee Engagement Key Drivers
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New IQ Index


The New IQ stands for the New Inclusion Quotient. The New IQ is based on the concept that individual behaviors 
repeated over time will create habits necessary for inclusiveness. It consists of 20 questions that relate to inclusive 
work environments. These 20 questions are grouped into five Habits of Inclusion: Fair, Open, Cooperative, Supportive, 
and Empowering. The New IQ Index score for your agency, the highest scoring agencies, and the small agency 
average are displayed below, along with your agency ranking (out of 40 small/independent agencies with 10 or 
more respondents).


New IQ Index Benchmarks


rank


1 89% MMC
rank


2 86% USTDA
rank


3 85% OSHRC
rank


4 FLRA 77%


62% Small Agencies, Combined


The table below shows the New IQ Index score for each component in your agency as well as the scores for all five 
habits of inclusion. To provide more information on the New IQ, the table also includes trends back to 2013 for 
your components, as well as the overall agency and combined small agency trends for comparison. Please note that 
depending on organizational structure in previous administrations, not all components may trend back to 2013.


New IQ Index Component Scores and Trends


 


  New IQ Index Trends 2016 New IQ Index Subfactors


Small Agencies, Combined


59. 58. Decreased from 2013. 60. Increased from 2014. 62. Increased from 2015.


51 61 56 81 62


Federal Labor Relations Authority


69. 74. Increased from 2013. 79. Increased from 2014. 77. Decreased from 2015.


72 75 77 87 77
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 69  74  79  77


Fair: Are all employees treated equally? (Q.23, 24, 25, 37, and 38)


Open: Does management support diversity in all ways? (Q.32, 34, 45, and 55)


Cooperative: Does management encourage communication and collaboration? (Q.58 and 59)


Supportive: Do supervisors value employees? (Q.42, 46, 48, 49, and 50)


Empowering: Do employees have the resources and support needed to excel? (Q.2, 3, 11, and 30)


New IQ Index
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New IQ Index (continued)


 


  New IQ Index Trends 2016 New IQ Index Subfactors


Federal Labor Relations Authority


69. 74. Increased from 2013. 79. Increased from 2014. 77. Decreased from 2015.


72 75 77 87 77
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Authority & Administrative HQ


67. 78. Increased from 2013. 83. Increased from 2014. 83. No change from 2015.


77 82 79 90 84


OGC HQ & Regional Offices


69. 71. Increased from 2013. 77. Increased from 2014. 73. Decreased from 2015.


68 70 74 85 72


 69  74  79  77


 67
 78  83  83


 69  71  77  73
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Decision Aid: Increases


Identifying Increases Since 2015
The items in this section are sorted by greatest to smallest increase in percent positive ratings. The items are sorted 
to allow you to quickly and easily identify where your agency has made the greatest improvements since last year.


Using the Legend Icons
The legend icons provide context for interpreting these results. While these items have improved, some may still 
be considered challenges (35% or more negative) or others may have reached the 65% or more positive mark and 
become new strengths this year. The legend icons help to highlight areas in need of continued focus and areas that 
have been successfully improved and should be celebrated. A new feature this year is the addition of “top pos/neg” 
icons that highlight where an item is either in the top 10 positive items or top 10 negative items for your agency.


14 Items Increased Since 2015


Strength
These items are  
65 percent positive  
or higher


Caution
These items are  
30 percent neutral  
or higher


Challenge
These items are  
35 percent negative  
or higher


New Strength
These items became  
a new strength  
in 2016


Top Pos/Neg
These items are in 
your top positive  
or top negative


+
–


 
2015 


Positive
2016 


Positive
2016 


Neutral
2016  


Negative
Increase 


Since 2015


I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job done. (Q. 9) 71 79
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


9 12 +8


In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be rated at 
different performance levels (for example, Fully Successful, Outstanding). (Q. 19)


78 84
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


7 10 +6


Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs. (Q. 33) 53 58 27 15
This item is in your top negative.


+5


I know what is expected of me on the job. (Q. 6) 89 94
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


This item is in your top positive.
2 4 +5


I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things. (Q. 3) 67 72
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


12 16
This item is in your top negative.


+5


My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance. (Q. 15) 79 83
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


8 9 +4


Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds. (Q. 55) 83 87
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


7 6 +4


The people I work with cooperate to get the job done. (Q. 20) 91 94
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


This item is in your top positive.
5 1 +3


My workload is reasonable. (Q. 10) 76 79
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


7 13
This item is in your top negative.


+3


My supervisor listens to what I have to say. (Q. 48) 85 88
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


4 8 +3


Note: The Decision Aid only includes items 1-71. See Appendix B for a breakdown of the Work/Life results for your agency.
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Decision Aid: Increases (continued)


 
2015 


Positive
2016 


Positive
2016 


Neutral
2016  


Negative
Increase 


Since 2015


I have a high level of respect for my organization’s senior leaders. (Q. 61) 85 88
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


10 2 +3


My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills. (Q. 21) 83 84
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


15 1 +1


Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above your 
immediate supervisor? (Q. 60)


84 85
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


10 5 +1


My supervisor treats me with respect. (Q. 49) 86 87
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


6 7 +1


Decision Aid: Increases
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Decision Aid: Decreases


Identifying Decreases Since 2015
The items in this section are sorted by greatest to smallest decrease in percent positive ratings. The items are sorted 
to allow you to quickly and easily identify where results have dropped since last year.


Using the Legend Icons
The legend icons provide context for interpreting these results. When identifying the most critical decreases to 
focus on, it is important to check if these decreases are also identifi d as challenges (35% or more negative) or 
if they were previously identifi d as strengths that have fallen below the 65% or more positive threshold. A new 
feature this year is the addition of “top pos/neg” icons that highlight where an item is either in the top 10 positive 
items or top 10 negative items for your agency.


52 Items Decreased Since 2015


Strength
These items are  
65 percent positive  
or higher


Caution
These items are  
30 percent neutral  
or higher


Challenge
These items are  
35 percent negative  
or higher


Past Strength
These items are no 
longer a strength 
in 2016


Top Pos/Neg
These items are in 
your top positive  
or top negative


+
–


 
2015 


Positive
2016 


Positive
2016 


Neutral
2016  


Negative
Decrease 


Since 2015


In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way. (Q. 24) 76 60
This item is no longer a strength in 2016.


21 19
This item is in your top negative.


-16


How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job? (Q. 68) 82 69
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


20 11 -13


Supervisors in my work unit support employee development. (Q. 47) 94 84
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


11 5 -10


Promotions in my work unit are based on merit. (Q. 22) 78 69
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


22 9 -9


I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear 
of reprisal. (Q. 17)


83 76
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


17 8 -7


Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs. (Q. 25) 79 72
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


12 16
This item is in your top negative.


-7


My training needs are assessed. (Q. 18) 75 68
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


19 13
This item is in your top negative.


-7


In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment 
in the workforce. (Q. 53)


86 79
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


15 6 -7


How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your organization? (Q. 67) 62 55 26 19
This item is in your top negative.


-7


How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders? (Q. 66) 78 71
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


20 9 -7


Note: The Decision Aid only includes items 1-71. See Appendix B for a breakdown of the Work/Life results for your agency.
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Decision Aid: Decreases (continued)


 
2015 


Positive
2016 


Positive
2016 


Neutral
2016  


Negative
Decrease 


Since 2015


How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on what’s 
going on in your organization? (Q. 64)


84 78
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


12 10 -6


My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment. (Q. 4) 86 80
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


10 10 -6


I like the kind of work I do. (Q. 5) 91 85
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


7 8 -6


My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of society. (Q. 45) 82 76
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


16 8 -6


Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other. (Q. 26) 96 90
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


6 3 -6


Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile. (Q. 44) 82 77
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


12 11 -5


Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example, recruiting 
minorities and women, training in awareness of diversity issues, mentoring). (Q. 34)


81 76
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


14 10 -5


Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs. (Q. 62) 94 89
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


5 6 -5


Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job? (Q. 69) 88 84
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


6 10 -4


My talents are used well in the workplace. (Q. 11) 80 76
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


13 11 -4


Managers review and evaluate the organization’s progress toward meeting its 
goals and objectives. (Q. 57)


94 90
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


8 2 -4


Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization? (Q. 71) 85 81
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


9 9 -4


Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization. (Q. 56) 92 88
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


9 3 -4


I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better. (Q. 8) 93 89
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


8 3 -4


I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place 
to work. (Q. 41)


86 82
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


10 8 -4


The work I do is important. (Q. 13) 92 88
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


8 4 -4


I have trust and confidence in my supervisor. (Q. 51) 83 79
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


10 11 -4


My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats. (Q. 36) 85 81
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


14 5 -4


My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership skills. (Q. 43) 83 79
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


8 13 -4


I have enough information to do my job well. (Q. 2) 92 88
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


6 5 -4


Decision Aid: Decreases
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Decision Aid: Decreases (continued)


 
2015 


Positive
2016 


Positive
2016 


Neutral
2016  


Negative
Decrease 


Since 2015


Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay? (Q. 70) 80 77
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


15 8 -3


When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done. (Q. 7) 99 96
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


This item is in your top positive.
3 1 -3


I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization. (Q. 1) 87 84
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


4 12 -3


Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes 
are not tolerated. (Q. 37)


80 77
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


14 9 -3


In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not 
improve. (Q. 23)


65 62
This item is no longer a strength in 2016.


30
This item is 30 percent neutral or higher.


7 -3


How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit? (Q. 28) 98 96
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


This item is in your top positive.
2 2 -2


Prohibited Personnel Practices are not tolerated. (Q. 38) 91 89
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


10 1 -2


My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues. (Q. 42) 91 89
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


4 7 -2


The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish 
organizational goals. (Q. 29)


95 93
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


This item is in your top positive.
4 3 -2


I recommend my organization as a good place to work. (Q. 40) 85 83
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


7 9 -2


Creativity and innovation are rewarded. (Q. 32) 62 60 18 22
This item is in your top negative.


-2


My organization’s senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity. (Q. 54) 85 83
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


15 2 -2


My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my 
job performance. (Q. 46)


81 79
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


12 9 -2


Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor? (Q. 52) 85 84
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


9 7 -1


Managers promote communication among different work units (for example, about 
projects, goals, needed resources). (Q. 58)


77 76
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


13 11 -1


The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year. (Q. 27) 83 82
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


14 4 -1


In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance. (Q. 50) 93 92
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


3 5 -1


Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services. (Q. 31) 82 81
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


11 8 -1


How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job? (Q. 65) 78 77
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


12 10 -1


I am held accountable for achieving results. (Q. 16) 98 97
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


This item is in your top positive.
2 1 -1


Decision Aid: Decreases
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Decision Aid: Decreases (continued)


 
2015 


Positive
2016 


Positive
2016 


Neutral
2016  


Negative
Decrease 


Since 2015


How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work? (Q. 63) 74 73
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


9 18
This item is in your top negative.


-1


Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives. (Q. 59) 78 77
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


12 11 -1


Decision Aid: Decreases
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Decision Aid: No Change


Identifying Items That Have Not Changed Since 2015
Your percent positive results for these items have not changed since last year. These are items that your agency is 
maintaining, which can be either a positive, neutral, or negative fi ding. For example, an item with low percent 
positive results over several years is a strong indication of a need for focused action. You may also want to consider 
changing or updating your approach to addressing these issues if the item has been the focus of attention in the 
past. On the other hand, a trend of stable, high percent positive ratings is a fi ding that should be celebrated. 
Review each item carefully to determine whether there may be areas of concern for your agency.


Using the Legend Icons
The legend icons provide context for interpreting results. While these items have not increased or decreased, 
they still may be causes for celebration or concern depending on the percent positive, negative, and neutral ratings. 
A new feature this year is the addition of “top pos/neg” icons that highlight where an item is either in the top 
10 positive items or top 10 negative items for your agency.


5 Items Did Not Change Since 2015


Strength
These items are  
65 percent positive  
or higher


Caution
These items are  
30 percent neutral  
or higher


Challenge
These items are  
35 percent negative  
or higher


Top Pos/Neg
These items are in 
your top positive  
or top negative


+
–


 
2015 


Positive
2016 


Positive
2016 


Neutral
2016  


Negative
Change 


Since 2015


I know how my work relates to the agency’s goals and priorities. (Q. 12) 94 94
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


This item is in your top positive.
2 4 0


Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the 
workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs well. (Q. 14)


94 94
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


This item is in your top positive.
2 4 0


Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work processes. (Q. 30) 71 71
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


8 21
This item is in your top negative.


0


Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job. (Q. 35) 94 94
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


This item is in your top positive.
5 1 0


My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission. (Q. 39) 94 94
This item is 65 percent positive or higher.


This item is in your top positive.
3 3 0


Note: The Decision Aid only includes items 1-71. See Appendix B for a breakdown of the Work/Life results for your agency.
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Appendix A: Item Results and Benchmarks


For each item, your agency’s percent positive response is shown on a 0 to 100 scale, with the triangular arrow indicating 
where your agency falls. The gray bars represent the range of scores for the 40 small independent agencies surveyed that 
had 10 or more respondents. 


To understand how well your agency performed compared to other small agencies, focus on the location of the triangle 
within the gray bar. If the triangle is toward the right side of the bar, then your agency was above average on that item. 
If it is at the right edge of the bar, then you had the highest percent positive response for that item. Additionally, you 
can numerically compare your percent positive to the small agency average, listed to the right of each item. 


0 100Low  High
FLRA  Item Benchmarks


Small 
Agencies, 
Combined


My Work Experience


 ‡1.  I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills  
in my organization.


Low 33%; Your Agency 84%; High 89%.


70%


 2. I have enough information to do my job well.


Low 50%; Your Agency 88%; High 100%.


73%


 3.  I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of  
doing things.


Low 28%; Your Agency 72%; High 100%.


63%


 ‡4. My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.


Low 49%; Your Agency 80%; High 100%.


75%


 5.  I like the kind of work I do.


Low 66%; Your Agency 85%; High 100%.


85%


 6.  I know what is expected of me on the job.


Low 62%; Your Agency 94%; High 96%.


79%


 7.  When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort  
to get a job done.


Low 85%; Your Agency 96%; High 100%.


96%


 8. I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.


Low 67%; Your Agency 89%; High 100%.


91%


 9.  I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials,  
budget) to get my job done.


Low 10%; Your Agency 79%; High 87%.


54%


 ‡10. My workload is reasonable.


Low 24%; Your Agency 79%; High 87%.


62%


 ‡11. My talents are used well in the workplace.


Low 33%; Your Agency 76%; High 86%.


61%


 ‡12. I know how my work relates to the agency’s goals and priorities.


Low 68%; Your Agency 94%; High 100%.


84%


84%


88%


72%


80%


85%


94%


96%


89%


79%


79%


76%


94%


Note: Items included on the Annual Employee Survey are noted by a double dagger (‡).
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Appendix A: Item Results and Benchmarks (continued)


 Item Benchmarks


Small 
Agencies, 
Combined0 100Low  High


FLRA


 ‡13. The work I do is important.


Low 69%; Your Agency 88%; High 100%.


88%


 ‡14.   Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, 
lighting, cleanliness in the workplace) allow employees to perform 
their jobs well.


Low 51%; Your Agency 94%; High 100%.


77%


 ‡15.  My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.


Low 47%; Your Agency 83%; High 100%.


74%


 16.  I am held accountable for achieving results.


Low 60%; Your Agency 97%; High 100%.


84%


 17.   I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation 
without fear of reprisal.


Low 29%; Your Agency 76%; High 100%.


65%


 ‡18.  My training needs are assessed.


Low 12%; Your Agency 68%; High 80%.


54%


 ‡19.   In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what 
I had to do to be rated at different performance levels (for 
example, Fully Successful, Outstanding).


Low 41%; Your Agency 84%; High 96%.


69%


My Work Unit


 ‡20.  The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.


Low 39%; Your Agency 94%; High 95%.


79%


 ‡21.  My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.


Low 20%; Your Agency 84%; High 93%.


60%


 ‡22.  Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.


Low 24%; Your Agency 69%; High 84%.


47%


 ‡23.   In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer 
who cannot or will not improve.


Low 6%; Your Agency 62%; High 67%.


39%


 ‡24.   In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a 
meaningful way.


Low 7%; Your Agency 60%; High 79%.


40%


 25.   Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees 
perform their jobs.


Low 15%; Your Agency 72%; High 96%.


49%


 26.  Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.


Low 47%; Your Agency 90%; High 97%.


77%


 27.  The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.


Low 24%; Your Agency 82%; High 84%.


61%


 28.   How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your  
work unit?


Low 67%; Your Agency 96%; High 100%.


87%


88%


94%


83%


97%


76%


68%


84%


94%


84%


69%


62%


60%


72%


90%


82%


96%


Note: Items included on the Annual Employee Survey are noted by a double dagger (‡).
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Appendix A: Item Results and Benchmarks (continued)


 Item Benchmarks


Small 
Agencies, 
Combined0 100Low  High


FLRA


My Agency


 ‡29.   The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills 
necessary to accomplish organizational goals.


Low 38%; Your Agency 93%; High 96%.


75%


 ‡30.   Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment  
with respect to work processes.


Low 23%; Your Agency 71%; High 88%.


50%


 31.   Employees are recognized for providing high quality products  
and services.


Low 23%; Your Agency 81%; High 100%.


55%


 ‡32.  Creativity and innovation are rewarded.


Low 17%; Your Agency 60%; High 100%.


45%


 ‡33.  Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.


Low 8%; Your Agency 58%; High 69%.


32%


 34.   Policies and programs promote diversity in the 
workplace (for example, recruiting minorities and women, 
training in awareness of diversity issues, mentoring).


Low 31%; Your Agency 76%; High 92%.


61%


 ‡35.   Employees are protected from health and safety hazards  
on the job.


Low 56%; Your Agency 94%; High 100%.


80%


 ‡36.   My organization has prepared employees for potential  
security threats.


Low 34%; Your Agency 81%; High 98%.


70%


 37.   Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan 
political purposes are not tolerated.


Low 29%; Your Agency 77%; High 100%.


58%


 38.  Prohibited Personnel Practices are not tolerated.


Low 45%; Your Agency 89%; High 100%.


71%


 39.  My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.


Low 24%; Your Agency 94%; High 100%.


77%


 40.  I recommend my organization as a good place to work.


Low 28%; Your Agency 83%; High 100%.


67%


 41.   I believe the results of this survey will be used to make  
my agency a better place to work.


Low 10%; Your Agency 82%; High 82%.


49%


93%


71%


81%


60%


58%


76%


94%


81%


77%


89%


94%


83%


82%


Note: Items included on the Annual Employee Survey are noted by a double dagger (‡).
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Appendix A: Item Results and Benchmarks (continued)


 Item Benchmarks


Small 
Agencies, 
Combined0 100Low  High


FLRA


My Supervisor


 ‡42.   My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other  
life issues.


Low 48%; Your Agency 89%; High 100%.


85%


 43.   My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate  
my leadership skills.


Low 46%; Your Agency 79%; High 100%.


72%


 ‡44.   Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are 
worthwhile.


Low 47%; Your Agency 77%; High 100%.


68%


 45.   My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all 
segments of society.


Low 57%; Your Agency 76%; High 100%.


74%


 46.   My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to 
improve my job performance.


Low 48%; Your Agency 79%; High 91%.


68%


 ‡47.  Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.


Low 56%; Your Agency 84%; High 100%.


73%


 48.  My supervisor listens to what I have to say.


Low 47%; Your Agency 88%; High 100%.


82%


 49.  My supervisor treats me with respect.


Low 57%; Your Agency 87%; High 96%.


85%


 50.   In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me  
about my performance.


Low 25%; Your Agency 92%; High 100%.


83%


 ‡51.  I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.


Low 51%; Your Agency 79%; High 93%.


72%


 ‡52.   Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your 
immediate supervisor?


Low 55%; Your Agency 84%; High 93%.


76%


Leadership


 ‡53.   In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of 
motivation and commitment in the workforce.


Low 10%; Your Agency 79%; High 91%.


46%


 54.   My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of 
honesty and integrity.


Low 14%; Your Agency 83%; High 100%.


58%


 ‡55.  Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.


Low 34%; Your Agency 87%; High 96%.


65%


 ‡56.   Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the 
organization.


Low 18%; Your Agency 88%; High 92%.


62%


89%


79%


77%


76%


79%


84%


88%


87%


92%


79%


84%


79%


83%


87%


88%


Note: Items included on the Annual Employee Survey are noted by a double dagger (‡).
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Appendix A: Item Results and Benchmarks (continued)


 Item Benchmarks


Small 
Agencies, 
Combined0 100Low  High


FLRA


 ‡57.   Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress 
toward meeting its goals and objectives.


Low 31%; Your Agency 90%; High 90%.


62%


 58.   Managers promote communication among different work units 
(for example, about projects, goals, needed resources).


Low 10%; Your Agency 76%; High 92%.


54%


 59.   Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish 
work objectives.


Low 19%; Your Agency 77%; High 96%.


58%


 60.   Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by  
the manager directly above your immediate supervisor?


Low 26%; Your Agency 85%; High 96%.


62%


 ‡61.  I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.


Low 16%; Your Agency 88%; High 100%.


56%


 62.  Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.


Low 18%; Your Agency 89%; High 100%.


65%


My Satisfaction


 ‡63.   How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that 
affect your work?


Low 27%; Your Agency 73%; High 92%.


57%


 ‡64.   How satisfied are you with the information you receive from 
management on what's going on in your organization?


Low 20%; Your Agency 78%; High 92%.


52%


 ‡65.   How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing 
a good job?


Low 22%; Your Agency 77%; High 89%.


55%


 ‡66.   How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your 
senior leaders?


Low 13%; Your Agency 71%; High 92%.


47%


 ‡67.   How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job  
in your organization?


Low 8%; Your Agency 55%; High 58%.


35%


 ‡68.   How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your  
present job?


Low 26%; Your Agency 69%; High 92%.


57%


 ‡69.  Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?


Low 40%; Your Agency 84%; High 96%.


69%


 ‡70.  Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?


Low 43%; Your Agency 77%; High 92%.


59%


 71.   Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your 
organization?


Low 13%; Your Agency 81%; High 100%.


62%


90%


76%


77%


85%


88%


89%


73%


78%


77%


71%


55%


69%


84%


77%


81%


Note: Items included on the Annual Employee Survey are noted by a double dagger (‡).
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Appendix A: Item Results and Benchmarks (continued)


 Item Benchmarks


Small 
Agencies, 
Combined0 100Low  High


FLRA


Work/Life Programs


 72. Have you been notified that you are eligible to telework? (See Appendix B)


 73.  Please select the response below that best describes your current teleworking situation. (See Appendix B)


 74 - 78.  Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? (See Appendix B)


 79 - 84.  How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs?*


 79.   Telework


Low 31%; Your Agency 96%; High 100%.


78%


 80.   Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)


Low 58%; Your Agency 95%; High 100%.


90%


 81.   Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical 
screening, quit smoking programs)


Low 34%; Your Agency 94%; High 100%.


83%


 82.   Employee Assistance Program (EAP)


Low 0%; Your Agency 84%; High 100%.


74%


 83.   Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes, 
parenting support groups)


Low 0%; Your Agency YY%; High 100%.


65%


 84.  Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)


Low 0%; Your Agency 100%; High 100%.


64%


96%


95%


94%


84%


100%


*  The Work/Life program satisfaction results include only employees who indicated that they participated in the program. If there is no agency score displayed, your agency 
did not have any employees who participated in the program and answered the item. 
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Appendix B: Work/Life Programs


Appendix B displays your agency’s Work/Life program participation and satisfaction results. Use the Work/Life results 
to gain an understanding of how your Work/Life programs are utilized and rated.


 
2016 


Percentages


Work/Life Programs


Have you been notified that you are eligible to telework?


Yes, I was notified that I was eligible to telework 87


Yes, I was notified that I was not eligible to telework 7


No, I was not notified of my telework eligibility 1


Not sure if I was notified of my telework eligibility 5


Please select the response below that BEST describes your current teleworking situation.


I telework 3 or more days per week 4


I telework 1 or 2 days per week 34


I telework, but no more than 1 or 2 days per month 13


I telework very infrequently, on an unscheduled or short-term basis 25


I do not telework because I have to be physically present on the job (e.g., Law Enforcement Officers, Park Rangers, 
Security Personnel)


4


I do not telework because I have technical issues (e.g., connectivity, inadequate equipment) that prevent me 
from teleworking


1


I do not telework because I did not receive approval to do so, even though I have the kind of job where I can telework 6


I do not telework because I choose not to telework 14


Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)


Yes 60


No 34


Not Available to Me 6


Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise,  
medical screening, quit smoking programs)


Yes 37


No 51


Not Available to Me 12
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Appendix B: Work/Life Programs (continued)


 
2016 


Percentages


Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Employee Assistance Program (EAP)


Yes 8


No 91


Not Available to Me 1


Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting  
classes, parenting support groups)


Yes 0


No 72


Not Available to Me 28


Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? E lder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)


Yes 1


No 74


Not Available to Me 25
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Appendix C: Demographic Results


Appendix C includes the demographic characteristics of your agency’s survey respondents. The demographic results 
can be useful in planning, recruiting, and training activities in your agency.


 
2016 


Percentages


Demographic Results


Where do you work?


Headquarters 52


Field 48


 What is your supervisory status?


Non-Supervisor 70


Team Leader 4


Supervisor 11


Manager 6


Senior Leader 9


Are you:


Male 44


Female 56


 Are you Hispanic or Latino?


Yes 5


No 95


Are you:


American Indian or Alaska Native 0


Asian 1


Black or African American 19


Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 1


White 74


Two or more races (not Hispanic or Latino) 5


Note: Demographic results are unweighted.
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Appendix C: Demographic Results (continued)


 
2016 


Percentages


What is the highest level of education you have completed?


Less than High School 0


High School Diploma/GED or equivalent 2


Trade or Technical Certificate 1


Some College (no degree) 7


Associate's Degree (e.g., AA, AS) 3


Bachelor's Degree (e.g., BA, BS) 8


Master's Degree (e.g., MA, MS, MBA) 9


Doctoral/Professional Degree (e.g., Ph.D., MD, JD) 71


What is your pay category/grade?


Federal Wage System 0


GS 1-6 0


GS 7-12 29


GS 13-15 58


Senior Executive Service 11


Senior Level (SL) or Scientific or Professional (ST) 0


Other 2


How long have you been with the Federal Government (excluding military service)?


Less than 1 year 2


1 to 3 years 19


4 to 5 years 10


6 to 10 years 18


11 to 14 years 6


15 to 20 years 10


More than 20 years 35


 How long have you been with your current agency (for example, Department of Justice, Environmental Protection Agency)?


Less than 1 year 2


1 to 3 years 30


4 to 5 years 6


6 to 10 years 17


11 to 20 years 18


More than 20 years 26


Note: Demographic results are unweighted.
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Appendix C: Demographic Results (continued)


 
2016 


Percentages


Are you considering leaving your organization within the next year, and if so, why?


No 73


Yes, to retire 9


Yes, to take another job within the Federal Government 11


Yes, to take another job outside the Federal Government 2


Yes, other 5


 I am planning to retire:


Within one year 7


Between one and three years 5


Between three and five years 5


Five or more years 83


 Do you consider yourself to be one or more of the following?


Heterosexual or Straight 85


Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual or Transgender 8


I Prefer Not to Say 7


What is your US military service status?


No Prior Military Service 90


Currently in National Guard or Reserves 3


Retired 2


Separated or Discharged 4


Are you an individual with a disability? 


Yes 6


No 94


What is your age group?


25 and under 0


26-29 4


30-39 36


40-49 22


50-59 18


60 or older 19


Note: Demographic results are unweighted.
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


This 2016 Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey Report provides summary results for your subagency, including
comparisons to your department or agency.


Response Summary
Surveys


Completed
Response


Rate


Governmentwide 407,789 45.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 83.1%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 83.0%


New for 2016


An embedded Microsoft® Excel® file containing your results. To access the workbook from Adobe® Reader®, double
click on the 'pin' in the upper left corner of this page. Alternatively, you may access the workbook through the vertical
navigation pane on the left side of the Adobe® Reader® window by clicking on the image of the paper clip.


Two new sections –Top 10 Positive & Negative Items  and Leading & Trailing Your Comparison Group. These
sections provide high level information on how your subagency is doing.


Main Report Results


The results include response percentages for each survey item. The definitions for the Positive, Neutral, and Negative
response percentages vary in the following ways across the three primary response scales used in the survey:


Positive:    "Strongly Agree and Agree" or "Very Satisfied and Satisfied" or "Very Good  and Good"


Neutral:     "Neither Agree nor Disagree" or "Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied" or "Fair"


Negative: "Disagree  and Strongly Disagree" or "Dissatisfied and Very Dissatisfied" or "Poor  and Very Poor"


Positive, Neutral, and Negative percentages are based on the total number of responses (N) that are in these three
categories. The number of Do Not Know (DNK)  or No Basis to Judge (NBJ)  responses, where applicable, is listed
separately.





Core Survey


			Sorting
Level			Organization			Item			Item Text			Item
Respondents
N			Positive
%			Neutral
%			Negative
%			Do Not
Know/ No
Basis to
Judge
N


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q1			I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.			406,992			62.6%			16.3%			21.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q1			I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.			98			83.8%			4.1%			12.1%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q1			I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.			39			89.4%			5.3%			5.4%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q2			I have enough information to do my job well.			404,152			70.2%			14.7%			15.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q2			I have enough information to do my job well.			96			88.4%			6.3%			5.3%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q2			I have enough information to do my job well.			38			89.1%			5.4%			5.5%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q3			I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.			401,408			57.7%			18.0%			24.3%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q3			I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.			97			71.5%			12.1%			16.4%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q3			I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.			38			86.5%			5.1%			8.4%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q4			My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.			404,402			71.6%			14.3%			14.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q4			My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.			98			79.7%			10.1%			10.2%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q4			My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.			39			79.6%			12.2%			8.2%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q5			I like the kind of work I do.			401,675			83.2%			10.8%			6.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q5			I like the kind of work I do.			96			84.6%			7.1%			8.3%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q5			I like the kind of work I do.			38			86.6%			2.5%			10.9%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q6			I know what is expected of me on the job.			402,718			79.4%			11.0%			9.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q6			I know what is expected of me on the job.			98			93.8%			1.9%			4.3%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q6			I know what is expected of me on the job.			39			89.4%			2.4%			8.2%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q7			When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.			404,739			95.7%			2.7%			1.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q7			When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.			98			95.8%			3.1%			1.2%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q7			When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.			39			94.7%			2.5%			2.9%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q8			I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.			405,416			90.9%			7.2%			1.8%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q8			I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.			98			88.7%			8.4%			3.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q8			I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.			39			94.7%			5.3%			0.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q9			I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job
done.			405,568			46.6%			16.0%			37.5%			922


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q9			I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job
done.			98			78.5%			9.2%			12.3%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q9			I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job
done.			39			78.9%			12.8%			8.2%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q10			My workload is reasonable.			403,398			57.5%			16.2%			26.3%			693


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q10			My workload is reasonable.			98			79.4%			7.4%			13.2%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q10			My workload is reasonable.			39			83.9%			10.7%			5.4%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q11			My talents are used well in the workplace.			394,751			58.4%			16.5%			25.1%			1,759


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q11			My talents are used well in the workplace.			97			75.7%			13.4%			10.9%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q11			My talents are used well in the workplace.			39			84.9%			7.3%			7.8%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q12			I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.			402,835			83.1%			9.9%			7.0%			1,337


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q12			I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.			97			93.9%			2.0%			4.1%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q12			I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.			39			94.6%			2.5%			2.9%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q13			The work I do is important.			399,340			90.3%			6.6%			3.2%			1,152


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q13			The work I do is important.			96			87.6%			8.3%			4.1%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q13			The work I do is important.			38			89.5%			10.5%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q14			Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness
in the workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs well.			403,735			65.7%			14.0%			20.3%			1,775


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q14			Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness
in the workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs well.			98			94.1%			1.9%			3.9%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q14			Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness
in the workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs well.			39			97.5%			2.5%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q15			My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.			399,544			69.6%			14.3%			16.2%			6,003


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q15			My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.			91			83.4%			7.9%			8.7%			5


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q15			My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.			35			83.1%			14.1%			2.7%			3


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q16			I am held accountable for achieving results.			402,229			81.6%			12.1%			6.3%			1,953


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q16			I am held accountable for achieving results.			98			97.0%			2.0%			1.0%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q16			I am held accountable for achieving results.			39			95.0%			2.4%			2.5%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q17			I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of
reprisal.			386,924			62.1%			18.1%			19.8%			17,784


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q17			I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of
reprisal.			92			75.8%			16.7%			7.5%			6


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q17			I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of
reprisal.			38			78.4%			19.0%			2.6%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q18			My training needs are assessed.			401,073			52.9%			22.9%			24.2%			4,002


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q18			My training needs are assessed.			97			68.0%			18.8%			13.2%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q18			My training needs are assessed.			39			74.1%			18.1%			7.8%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q19			In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be
rated at different performance levels (for example, Fully Successful,
Outstanding).			396,712			69.0%			13.6%			17.3%			10,380


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q19			In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be
rated at different performance levels (for example, Fully Successful,
Outstanding).			91			83.6%			6.7%			9.8%			7


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q19			In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be
rated at different performance levels (for example, Fully Successful,
Outstanding).			34			82.8%			11.6%			5.6%			5


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q20			The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.			406,886			73.3%			13.5%			13.2%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q20			The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.			98			93.8%			5.2%			1.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q20			The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.			39			94.7%			5.3%			0.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q21			My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.			392,412			42.6%			25.2%			32.2%			14,370


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q21			My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.			91			84.2%			14.5%			1.2%			6


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q21			My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.			35			85.1%			11.7%			3.2%			3


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q22			Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.			376,444			34.5%			27.6%			38.0%			27,943


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q22			Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.			89			69.4%			21.6%			9.0%			9


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q22			Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.			34			79.2%			20.8%			0.0%			5


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q23			In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will
not improve.			363,758			29.3%			27.1%			43.6%			41,216


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q23			In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will
not improve.			82			62.3%			30.5%			7.2%			16


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q23			In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will
not improve.			33			70.1%			24.1%			5.8%			6


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q24			In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.			380,352			34.0%			27.9%			38.1%			25,041


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q24			In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.			87			60.1%			20.5%			19.4%			11


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q24			In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.			31			71.4%			18.8%			9.8%			8


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q25			Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			376,070			41.4%			24.9%			33.8%			28,546


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q25			Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			91			72.0%			11.9%			16.1%			7


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q25			Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			33			76.7%			14.9%			8.4%			6


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q26			Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.			403,664			73.3%			13.8%			12.9%			1,739


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q26			Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.			98			90.5%			6.4%			3.1%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q26			Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.			39			87.3%			10.2%			2.5%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q27			The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.			389,303			54.2%			28.2%			17.6%			16,713


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q27			The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.			93			81.7%			14.1%			4.2%			3


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q27			The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.			38			87.0%			10.4%			2.5%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q28			How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?			406,077			82.3%			14.1%			3.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q28			How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?			98			95.8%			2.2%			2.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q28			How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?			39			94.6%			2.9%			2.5%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q29			The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals.			393,750			69.4%			17.3%			13.3%			6,753


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q29			The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals.			94			92.6%			4.4%			3.0%			2


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q29			The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals.			39			97.5%			2.5%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q30			Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work
processes.			390,805			44.8%			24.6%			30.6%			9,449


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q30			Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work
processes.			96			70.8%			8.3%			20.9%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q30			Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work
processes.			39			76.4%			10.2%			13.5%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q31			Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.			390,973			48.0%			23.1%			28.9%			8,551


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q31			Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.			96			80.5%			11.1%			8.4%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q31			Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.			38			81.6%			12.9%			5.5%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q32			Creativity and innovation are rewarded.			385,387			38.4%			28.3%			33.3%			13,365


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q32			Creativity and innovation are rewarded.			95			59.9%			18.4%			21.7%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q32			Creativity and innovation are rewarded.			37			70.2%			19.1%			10.7%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q33			Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			368,966			22.3%			26.9%			50.7%			29,028


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q33			Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			86			58.3%			26.8%			14.9%			10


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q33			Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			33			67.5%			29.9%			2.6%			5


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q34			Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example,
recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness of diversity issues,
mentoring).			370,140			57.8%			27.4%			14.8%			29,591


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q34			Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example,
recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness of diversity issues,
mentoring).			89			76.2%			13.7%			10.2%			7


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q34			Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example,
recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness of diversity issues,
mentoring).			37			86.2%			10.7%			3.0%			2


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q35			Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.			393,340			76.0%			13.3%			10.7%			6,278


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q35			Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.			90			93.6%			5.3%			1.1%			6


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q35			Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.			38			95.0%			5.0%			0.0%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q36			My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.			393,948			77.2%			13.3%			9.5%			4,677


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q36			My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.			94			80.9%			13.9%			5.2%			3


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q36			My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.			39			77.1%			18.0%			4.9%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q37			Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes
are not tolerated.			375,254			53.1%			21.8%			25.1%			23,720


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q37			Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes
are not tolerated.			88			76.6%			14.2%			9.3%			8


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q37			Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes
are not tolerated.			38			77.8%			19.2%			2.9%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q38			Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or
against any employee/applicant, obstructing a person's right to compete for
employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not
tolerated.			361,746			66.7%			18.9%			14.4%			35,073


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q38			Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or
against any employee/applicant, obstructing a person's right to compete for
employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not
tolerated.			88			89.1%			9.8%			1.1%			8


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q38			Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or
against any employee/applicant, obstructing a person's right to compete for
employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not
tolerated.			39			91.4%			8.6%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q39			My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.			392,488			74.0%			17.2%			8.8%			7,188


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q39			My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.			94			93.8%			3.1%			3.1%			3


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q39			My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.			39			95.1%			4.9%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q40			I recommend my organization as a good place to work.			400,013			64.0%			20.1%			15.8%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q40			I recommend my organization as a good place to work.			96			83.4%			7.4%			9.2%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q40			I recommend my organization as a good place to work.			39			84.0%			10.6%			5.4%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q41			I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place
to work.			370,195			40.9%			26.8%			32.3%			30,395


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q41			I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place
to work.			93			81.8%			9.8%			8.5%			4


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q41			I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place
to work.			39			89.3%			5.3%			5.3%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q42			My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.			397,533			78.3%			10.8%			10.9%			2,147


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q42			My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.			96			88.5%			4.1%			7.4%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q42			My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.			38			94.5%			2.5%			2.9%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q43			My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership
skills.			396,644			66.2%			16.9%			17.0%			2,033


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q43			My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership
skills.			96			79.4%			7.6%			13.0%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q43			My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership
skills.			38			91.6%			5.9%			2.5%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q44			Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.			391,835			63.4%			18.2%			18.4%			4,496


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q44			Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.			94			77.0%			12.4%			10.6%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q44			Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.			37			81.1%			13.3%			5.6%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q45			My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of
society.			365,376			67.8%			21.7%			10.5%			32,531


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q45			My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of
society.			88			75.8%			16.3%			8.0%			9


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q45			My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of
society.			38			80.7%			13.8%			5.5%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q46			My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job
performance.			395,581			62.5%			19.1%			18.5%			2,285


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q46			My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job
performance.			95			79.2%			11.8%			9.0%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q46			My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job
performance.			37			81.1%			16.3%			2.6%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q47			Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.			392,465			65.6%			17.8%			16.6%			6,120


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q47			Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.			96			84.4%			10.5%			5.1%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q47			Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.			38			89.0%			8.5%			2.5%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q48			My supervisor listens to what I have to say.			398,731			76.1%			12.1%			11.8%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q48			My supervisor listens to what I have to say.			97			87.8%			4.1%			8.1%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q48			My supervisor listens to what I have to say.			39			95.1%			4.9%			0.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q49			My supervisor treats me with respect.			397,483			81.3%			10.0%			8.7%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q49			My supervisor treats me with respect.			97			86.7%			6.4%			6.9%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q49			My supervisor treats me with respect.			39			94.6%			2.9%			2.5%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q50			In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.			397,581			77.6%			10.0%			12.4%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q50			In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.			95			91.6%			3.4%			5.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q50			In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.			37			86.2%			8.7%			5.2%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q51			I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.			398,003			67.4%			16.0%			16.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q51			I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.			97			79.1%			9.6%			11.3%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q51			I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.			39			79.1%			10.6%			10.3%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q52			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?			398,213			70.5%			17.4%			12.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q52			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?			96			84.1%			8.9%			7.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q52			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?			38			89.0%			8.5%			2.5%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q53			In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and
commitment in the workforce.			388,819			40.9%			24.1%			35.0%			7,594


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q53			In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and
commitment in the workforce.			96			79.3%			14.6%			6.1%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q53			In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and
commitment in the workforce.			39			81.6%			18.4%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q54			My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and
integrity.			372,029			51.8%			24.0%			24.3%			23,730


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q54			My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and
integrity.			93			83.3%			14.6%			2.1%			4


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q54			My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and
integrity.			39			78.8%			21.2%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q55			Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.			368,225			64.0%			22.0%			13.9%			25,081


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q55			Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.			92			86.8%			6.9%			6.3%			4


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q55			Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.			37			91.4%			6.0%			2.6%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q56			Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.			389,027			60.3%			20.1%			19.6%			5,145


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q56			Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.			93			88.3%			8.7%			3.1%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q56			Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.			38			86.6%			13.4%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q57			Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its
goals and objectives.			367,493			60.1%			23.5%			16.4%			26,319


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q57			Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its
goals and objectives.			93			90.0%			7.9%			2.1%			3


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q57			Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its
goals and objectives.			39			89.3%			8.2%			2.5%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q58			Managers promote communication among different work units (for example,
about projects, goals, needed resources).			381,145			52.0%			22.5%			25.5%			13,697


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q58			Managers promote communication among different work units (for example,
about projects, goals, needed resources).			94			76.2%			13.1%			10.6%			2


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q58			Managers promote communication among different work units (for example,
about projects, goals, needed resources).			39			81.7%			10.6%			7.7%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q59			Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.			380,902			55.7%			22.4%			21.8%			14,062


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q59			Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.			94			77.2%			12.3%			10.5%			3


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q59			Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.			39			76.4%			11.1%			12.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q60			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above
your immediate supervisor?			373,425			57.9%			23.3%			18.9%			21,965


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q60			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above
your immediate supervisor?			95			85.1%			9.6%			5.3%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q60			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above
your immediate supervisor?			39			84.3%			7.8%			7.9%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q61			I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.			390,254			53.1%			23.5%			23.4%			5,078


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q61			I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.			96			87.8%			10.0%			2.2%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q61			I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.			38			89.6%			10.4%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q62			Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.			363,124			55.1%			25.8%			19.1%			32,433


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q62			Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.			93			89.1%			5.3%			5.6%			4


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q62			Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.			39			97.1%			0.0%			2.9%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q63			How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?			394,068			50.7%			22.7%			26.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q63			How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?			95			72.8%			9.2%			18.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q63			How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?			39			74.3%			12.3%			13.5%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q64			How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on
what's going on in your organization?			393,156			48.0%			23.5%			28.5%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q64			How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on
what's going on in your organization?			97			77.6%			12.4%			10.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q64			How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on
what's going on in your organization?			39			85.0%			10.1%			4.9%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q65			How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?			392,389			47.5%			23.8%			28.7%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q65			How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?			97			77.4%			12.3%			10.2%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q65			How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?			39			79.5%			15.6%			4.9%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q66			How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?			392,440			42.5%			29.3%			28.3%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q66			How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?			94			71.4%			19.9%			8.7%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q66			How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?			38			70.7%			23.5%			5.9%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q67			How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your
organization?			392,739			35.9%			27.3%			36.8%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q67			How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your
organization?			96			55.1%			26.0%			18.9%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q67			How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your
organization?			39			45.4%			31.2%			23.4%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q68			How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?			392,659			52.5%			23.5%			23.9%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q68			How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?			95			68.6%			20.2%			11.2%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q68			How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?			39			69.1%			23.8%			7.1%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q69			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?			392,826			66.2%			17.4%			16.4%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q69			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?			96			83.6%			6.0%			10.4%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q69			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?			39			89.3%			5.3%			5.4%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q70			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?			393,242			58.2%			16.9%			24.9%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q70			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?			96			76.9%			15.5%			7.7%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q70			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?			39			73.2%			21.1%			5.7%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q71			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?			393,451			56.9%			21.4%			21.7%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q71			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?			95			81.2%			9.3%			9.5%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q71			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?			39			81.6%			15.6%			2.9%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q79			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Telework*			204,775			78.9%			12.0%			9.1%			6,007


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q79			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Telework*			73			95.9%			2.8%			1.3%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q79			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Telework*			30			96.2%			3.8%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q80			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)*			148,859			89.7%			7.0%			3.3%			3,222


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q80			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)*			57			94.9%			5.1%			0.0%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q80			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)*			21			95.4%			4.6%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q81			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical screening, quit
smoking programs)*			102,282			80.5%			15.7%			3.8%			7,335


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q81			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical screening, quit
smoking programs)*			34			94.4%			2.9%			2.7%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q81			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical screening, quit
smoking programs)*			24			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q82			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)*			51,991			75.5%			20.1%			4.4%			8,067


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q82			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)*			6			83.7%			16.3%			0.0%			3


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q82			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)*			1			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q83			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes, parenting support
groups)*			10,701			72.2%			23.5%			4.3%			4,380


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q83			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes, parenting support
groups)*			0			.			.			.			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q83			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes, parenting support
groups)*			0			.			.			.			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q84			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)*			7,399			67.6%			30.2%			2.2%			3,730


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q84			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)*			1			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q84			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)*			1			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


Top 10 Positive & Negative Items


The figures below highlight the top 10 positive  and negative results from the survey to help you quickly identify the most positive
and most negative aspects of the organizational environment (only items 1 to 71 are included). Use this snapshot as a quick
reference or overview of your FEVS  results.


Highest Percent Positive


97.5% Physical conditions allow employees to
perform their jobs well. (Q.14)


97.5%
The workforce has the job-relevant
knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals. (Q.29)


97.1% Senior leaders demonstrate support for
Work/Life programs. (Q.62)


95.1% My agency is successful at accomplishing its
mission. (Q.39)


95.1% My supervisor listens to what I have to say.
(Q.48)


95.0% I am held accountable for achieving results.
(Q.16)


95.0% Employees are protected from health and
safety hazards on the job. (Q.35)


94.7% When needed I am willing to put in the extra
effort to get a job done. (Q.7)


94.7% I am constantly looking for ways to do my
job better. (Q.8)


94.7% The people I work with cooperate to get the
job done. (Q.20)


Highest Percent Negative


23.4%
How satisfied are you with your opportunity
to get a better job in your organization?
(Q.67)


13.5%
Employees have a feeling of personal
empowerment with respect to work
processes. (Q.30)


13.5%
How satisfied are you with your
involvement in decisions that affect your
work? (Q.63)


12.6% Managers support collaboration across work
units to accomplish work objectives. (Q.59)


10.9% I like the kind of work I do. (Q.5)


10.7% Creativity and innovation are rewarded.
(Q.32)


10.3% I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.
(Q.51)


9.8% In my work unit, differences in performance
are recognized in a meaningful way. (Q.24)


8.4% I feel encouraged to come up with new and
better ways of doing things. (Q.3)


8.4% Awards in my work unit depend on how well
employees perform their jobs. (Q.25)
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


Leading Your Comparison Group


The figure below allows you to see where your subagency results are higher than your comparison group (Federal Labor Relations
Authority) average (only items 1 to 71 are included). Only survey items with differences of 3 percentage points or more from your
comparison group average are displayed. If your subagency has more than 10 items that are higher than the average, only the 10
items with the greatest differences are  shown.


Authority & Administrative HQ
Federal Labor Relations Authority


Survey Item % Positive Response Difference


I feel encouraged to come up with new and better
ways of doing things. (Q.3)


86.5%
71.5%


+15.0


My supervisor provides me with opportunities to
demonstrate my leadership skills. (Q.43)


91.6%
79.4%


+12.2


In my work unit, differences in performance are
recognized in a meaningful way. (Q.24)


71.4%
60.1%


+11.3


Creativity and innovation are rewarded. (Q.32) 70.2%
59.9%


+10.3


Policies and programs promote diversity in the
workplace. (Q.34)


86.2%
76.2%


+10.0


Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.
(Q.22)


79.2%
69.4%


+9.8


My talents are used well in the workplace. (Q.11) 84.9%
75.7%


+9.2


Pay raises depend on how well employees
perform their jobs. (Q.33)


67.5%
58.3%


+9.2


Senior leaders demonstrate support for
Work/Life programs. (Q.62)


97.1%
89.1%


+8.0


My supervisor treats me with respect. (Q.49) 94.6%
86.7%


+7.9
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


Trailing Your Comparison Group


The figure below allows you to see where your subagency results are lower than your comparison group (Federal Labor Relations
Authority) average (only items 1 to 71 are included). Only survey items with differences of 3 percentage points or more from your
comparison group average are displayed. If your subagency has more than 10 items that are lower than the average, only the 10
items with the greatest differences are  shown.


Authority & Administrative HQ
Federal Labor Relations Authority


Survey Item % Positive Response Difference


How satisfied are you with your opportunity to
get a better job in your organization? (Q.67)


45.4%
55.1%


-9.7


In the last six months, my supervisor has talked
with me about my performance. (Q.50)


86.2%
91.6%


-5.4


My organization's senior leaders maintain high
standards of honesty and integrity. (Q.54)


78.8%
83.3%


-4.5


I know what is expected of me on the job. (Q.6) 89.4%
93.8%


-4.4


My organization has prepared employees for
potential security threats. (Q.36)


77.1%
80.9%


-3.8


Considering everything, how satisfied are you
with your pay? (Q.70)


73.2%
76.9%


-3.7


Employees in my work unit share job knowledge
with each other. (Q.26)


87.3%
90.5%


-3.2
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


My Work Experience


1. I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 406,992 62.6% 16.3% 21.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 83.8% 4.1% 12.1%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 89.4% 5.3% 5.4%


2. I have enough information to do my job well.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 404,152 70.2% 14.7% 15.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 88.4% 6.3% 5.3%


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 89.1% 5.4% 5.5%


3. I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 401,408 57.7% 18.0% 24.3%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 71.5% 12.1% 16.4%


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 86.5% 5.1% 8.4%


4. My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 404,402 71.6% 14.3% 14.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 79.7% 10.1% 10.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 79.6% 12.2% 8.2%


5. I like the kind of work I do.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 401,675 83.2% 10.8% 6.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 84.6% 7.1% 8.3%


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 86.6% 2.5% 10.9%


6. I know what is expected of me on the job.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 402,718 79.4% 11.0% 9.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 93.8% 1.9% 4.3%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 89.4% 2.4% 8.2%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


My Work Experience (continued)


7. When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 404,739 95.7% 2.7% 1.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 95.8% 3.1% 1.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 94.7% 2.5% 2.9%


8. I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 405,416 90.9% 7.2% 1.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 88.7% 8.4% 3.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 94.7% 5.3% 0.0%


9. I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job done.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 405,568 46.6% 16.0% 37.5% 922


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 78.5% 9.2% 12.3% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 78.9% 12.8% 8.2% 0


10. My workload is reasonable.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 403,398 57.5% 16.2% 26.3% 693


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 79.4% 7.4% 13.2% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 83.9% 10.7% 5.4% 0


11. My talents are used well in the workplace.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 394,751 58.4% 16.5% 25.1% 1,759


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 75.7% 13.4% 10.9% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 84.9% 7.3% 7.8% 0


12. I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 402,835 83.1% 9.9% 7.0% 1,337


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 93.9% 2.0% 4.1% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 94.6% 2.5% 2.9% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


My Work Experience (continued)


13. The work I do is important.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 399,340 90.3% 6.6% 3.2% 1,152


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 87.6% 8.3% 4.1% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 89.5% 10.5% 0.0% 0


14. Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the workplace) allow employees to perform their
jobs well.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 403,735 65.7% 14.0% 20.3% 1,775


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 94.1% 1.9% 3.9% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 97.5% 2.5% 0.0% 0


15. My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 399,544 69.6% 14.3% 16.2% 6,003


Federal Labor Relations Authority 91 83.4% 7.9% 8.7% 5


Authority & Administrative HQ 35 83.1% 14.1% 2.7% 3


16. I am held accountable for achieving results.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 402,229 81.6% 12.1% 6.3% 1,953


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 97.0% 2.0% 1.0% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 95.0% 2.4% 2.5% 0


17. I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of reprisal.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 386,924 62.1% 18.1% 19.8% 17,784


Federal Labor Relations Authority 92 75.8% 16.7% 7.5% 6


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 78.4% 19.0% 2.6% 1


18. My training needs are assessed.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 401,073 52.9% 22.9% 24.2% 4,002


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 68.0% 18.8% 13.2% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 74.1% 18.1% 7.8% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


My Work Experience (continued)


19. In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be rated at different performance levels (for example,
Fully Successful, Outstanding).


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 396,712 69.0% 13.6% 17.3% 10,380


Federal Labor Relations Authority 91 83.6% 6.7% 9.8% 7


Authority & Administrative HQ 34 82.8% 11.6% 5.6% 5


My Work Unit


20. The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 406,886 73.3% 13.5% 13.2%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 93.8% 5.2% 1.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 94.7% 5.3% 0.0%


21. My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 392,412 42.6% 25.2% 32.2% 14,370


Federal Labor Relations Authority 91 84.2% 14.5% 1.2% 6


Authority & Administrative HQ 35 85.1% 11.7% 3.2% 3


22. Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 376,444 34.5% 27.6% 38.0% 27,943


Federal Labor Relations Authority 89 69.4% 21.6% 9.0% 9


Authority & Administrative HQ 34 79.2% 20.8% 0.0% 5


23. In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not improve.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 363,758 29.3% 27.1% 43.6% 41,216


Federal Labor Relations Authority 82 62.3% 30.5% 7.2% 16


Authority & Administrative HQ 33 70.1% 24.1% 5.8% 6


24. In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 380,352 34.0% 27.9% 38.1% 25,041


Federal Labor Relations Authority 87 60.1% 20.5% 19.4% 11


Authority & Administrative HQ 31 71.4% 18.8% 9.8% 8
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


My Work Unit (continued)


25. Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 376,070 41.4% 24.9% 33.8% 28,546


Federal Labor Relations Authority 91 72.0% 11.9% 16.1% 7


Authority & Administrative HQ 33 76.7% 14.9% 8.4% 6


26. Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 403,664 73.3% 13.8% 12.9% 1,739


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 90.5% 6.4% 3.1% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 87.3% 10.2% 2.5% 0


27. The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 389,303 54.2% 28.2% 17.6% 16,713


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 81.7% 14.1% 4.2% 3


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 87.0% 10.4% 2.5% 1


28. How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 406,077 82.3% 14.1% 3.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 95.8% 2.2% 2.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 94.6% 2.9% 2.5%


My Agency


29. The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish organizational goals.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 393,750 69.4% 17.3% 13.3% 6,753


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 92.6% 4.4% 3.0% 2


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 97.5% 2.5% 0.0% 0


30. Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work processes.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 390,805 44.8% 24.6% 30.6% 9,449


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 70.8% 8.3% 20.9% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 76.4% 10.2% 13.5% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


My Agency (continued)


31. Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 390,973 48.0% 23.1% 28.9% 8,551


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 80.5% 11.1% 8.4% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 81.6% 12.9% 5.5% 1


32. Creativity and innovation are rewarded.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 385,387 38.4% 28.3% 33.3% 13,365


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 59.9% 18.4% 21.7% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 37 70.2% 19.1% 10.7% 1


33. Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 368,966 22.3% 26.9% 50.7% 29,028


Federal Labor Relations Authority 86 58.3% 26.8% 14.9% 10


Authority & Administrative HQ 33 67.5% 29.9% 2.6% 5


34. Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example, recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness
of diversity issues, mentoring).


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 370,140 57.8% 27.4% 14.8% 29,591


Federal Labor Relations Authority 89 76.2% 13.7% 10.2% 7


Authority & Administrative HQ 37 86.2% 10.7% 3.0% 2


35. Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 393,340 76.0% 13.3% 10.7% 6,278


Federal Labor Relations Authority 90 93.6% 5.3% 1.1% 6


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 95.0% 5.0% 0.0% 1


36. My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 393,948 77.2% 13.3% 9.5% 4,677


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 80.9% 13.9% 5.2% 3


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 77.1% 18.0% 4.9% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


My Agency (continued)


37. Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes are not tolerated.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 375,254 53.1% 21.8% 25.1% 23,720


Federal Labor Relations Authority 88 76.6% 14.2% 9.3% 8


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 77.8% 19.2% 2.9% 1


38. Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or against any employee/applicant, obstructing a person's
right to compete for employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not tolerated.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 361,746 66.7% 18.9% 14.4% 35,073


Federal Labor Relations Authority 88 89.1% 9.8% 1.1% 8


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 91.4% 8.6% 0.0% 0


39. My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 392,488 74.0% 17.2% 8.8% 7,188


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 93.8% 3.1% 3.1% 3


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 95.1% 4.9% 0.0% 0


40. I recommend my organization as a good place to work.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 400,013 64.0% 20.1% 15.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 83.4% 7.4% 9.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 84.0% 10.6% 5.4%


41. I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place to work.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 370,195 40.9% 26.8% 32.3% 30,395


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 81.8% 9.8% 8.5% 4


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 89.3% 5.3% 5.3% 0


My Supervisor


42. My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 397,533 78.3% 10.8% 10.9% 2,147


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 88.5% 4.1% 7.4% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 94.5% 2.5% 2.9% 1
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


My Supervisor (continued)


43. My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership skills.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 396,644 66.2% 16.9% 17.0% 2,033


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 79.4% 7.6% 13.0% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 91.6% 5.9% 2.5% 1


44. Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 391,835 63.4% 18.2% 18.4% 4,496


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 77.0% 12.4% 10.6% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 37 81.1% 13.3% 5.6% 1


45. My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of society.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 365,376 67.8% 21.7% 10.5% 32,531


Federal Labor Relations Authority 88 75.8% 16.3% 8.0% 9


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 80.7% 13.8% 5.5% 1


46. My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job performance.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 395,581 62.5% 19.1% 18.5% 2,285


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 79.2% 11.8% 9.0% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 37 81.1% 16.3% 2.6% 1


47. Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 392,465 65.6% 17.8% 16.6% 6,120


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 84.4% 10.5% 5.1% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 89.0% 8.5% 2.5% 1


48. My supervisor listens to what I have to say.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 398,731 76.1% 12.1% 11.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 87.8% 4.1% 8.1%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 95.1% 4.9% 0.0%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


My Supervisor (continued)


49. My supervisor treats me with respect.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 397,483 81.3% 10.0% 8.7%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 86.7% 6.4% 6.9%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 94.6% 2.9% 2.5%


50. In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 397,581 77.6% 10.0% 12.4%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 91.6% 3.4% 5.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 37 86.2% 8.7% 5.2%


51. I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 398,003 67.4% 16.0% 16.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 79.1% 9.6% 11.3%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 79.1% 10.6% 10.3%


52. Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 398,213 70.5% 17.4% 12.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 84.1% 8.9% 7.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 89.0% 8.5% 2.5%


Leadership


53. In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment in the workforce.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 388,819 40.9% 24.1% 35.0% 7,594


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 79.3% 14.6% 6.1% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 81.6% 18.4% 0.0% 0


54. My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 372,029 51.8% 24.0% 24.3% 23,730


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 83.3% 14.6% 2.1% 4


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 78.8% 21.2% 0.0% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


Leadership (continued)


55. Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 368,225 64.0% 22.0% 13.9% 25,081


Federal Labor Relations Authority 92 86.8% 6.9% 6.3% 4


Authority & Administrative HQ 37 91.4% 6.0% 2.6% 1


56. Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 389,027 60.3% 20.1% 19.6% 5,145


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 88.3% 8.7% 3.1% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 86.6% 13.4% 0.0% 0


57. Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its goals and objectives.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 367,493 60.1% 23.5% 16.4% 26,319


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 90.0% 7.9% 2.1% 3


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 89.3% 8.2% 2.5% 0


58. Managers promote communication among different work units (for example, about projects, goals, needed resources).


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 381,145 52.0% 22.5% 25.5% 13,697


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 76.2% 13.1% 10.6% 2


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 81.7% 10.6% 7.7% 0


59. Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 380,902 55.7% 22.4% 21.8% 14,062


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 77.2% 12.3% 10.5% 3


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 76.4% 11.1% 12.6% 0


60. Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above your immediate supervisor?


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 373,425 57.9% 23.3% 18.9% 21,965


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 85.1% 9.6% 5.3% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 84.3% 7.8% 7.9% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


Leadership (continued)


61. I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 390,254 53.1% 23.5% 23.4% 5,078


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 87.8% 10.0% 2.2% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 89.6% 10.4% 0.0% 0


62. Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 363,124 55.1% 25.8% 19.1% 32,433


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 89.1% 5.3% 5.6% 4


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 97.1% 0.0% 2.9% 0


My Satisfaction


63. How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 394,068 50.7% 22.7% 26.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 72.8% 9.2% 18.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 74.3% 12.3% 13.5%


64. How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on what's going on in your organization?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 393,156 48.0% 23.5% 28.5%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 77.6% 12.4% 10.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 85.0% 10.1% 4.9%


65. How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,389 47.5% 23.8% 28.7%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 77.4% 12.3% 10.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 79.5% 15.6% 4.9%


66. How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,440 42.5% 29.3% 28.3%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 71.4% 19.9% 8.7%


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 70.7% 23.5% 5.9%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


My Satisfaction (continued)


67. How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your organization?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,739 35.9% 27.3% 36.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 55.1% 26.0% 18.9%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 45.4% 31.2% 23.4%


68. How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,659 52.5% 23.5% 23.9%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 68.6% 20.2% 11.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 69.1% 23.8% 7.1%


69. Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,826 66.2% 17.4% 16.4%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 83.6% 6.0% 10.4%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 89.3% 5.3% 5.4%


70. Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 393,242 58.2% 16.9% 24.9%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 76.9% 15.5% 7.7%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 73.2% 21.1% 5.7%


71. Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 393,451 56.9% 21.4% 21.7%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 81.2% 9.3% 9.5%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 81.6% 15.6% 2.9%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


Work/Life


72. Have you been notified whether or not you are eligible to telework?


N
Notified
eligible


Notified
not


eligible
Not


notified
Not sure
notified


Governmentwide 392,364 40.3% 21.6% 29.1% 9.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 87.2% 6.5% 1.0% 5.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 86.1% 8.2% 0.0% 5.7%


73. Please select the response below that BEST describes your current teleworking situation.


Telework


N
3+ Days


Per Week
1-2 Days


Per Week


No More
Than 1-2
Days Per


Month Infrequently


Governmentwide 389,999 5.7% 11.8% 4.7% 11.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 4.2% 33.8% 12.8% 24.6%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 2.4% 42.7% 10.4% 20.2%


(continued)


73. Please select the response below that BEST describes your current teleworking situation. (continued)


Do Not Telework


N


Must Be
Physically


Present
Technical


Issues


Not
Allowed


To
Telework


Choose
Not To


Telework


Governmentwide 389,999 30.4% 4.2% 19.2% 12.2%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 3.6% 1.0% 6.4% 13.6%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 5.7% 0.0% 8.2% 10.4%


74. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 391,178 33.4% 45.8% 20.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 60.2% 33.5% 6.3%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 56.7% 33.0% 10.3%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


Work/Life (continued)


75. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical
screening, quit smoking programs)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 390,233 26.8% 61.0% 12.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 36.7% 50.8% 12.4%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 62.2% 35.2% 2.5%


76. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Employee Assistance Program (EAP)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 387,376 13.6% 81.0% 5.3%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 8.3% 90.5% 1.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 2.9% 94.3% 2.8%


77. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes,
parenting support groups)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 390,848 3.7% 79.1% 17.2%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 0.0% 71.9% 28.1%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 0.0% 69.5% 30.5%


78. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 391,248 2.3% 80.4% 17.2%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 1.0% 74.2% 24.8%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 2.5% 69.9% 27.5%


79. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Telework


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 204,775 78.9% 12.0% 9.1% 6,007


Federal Labor Relations Authority 73 95.9% 2.8% 1.3% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 30 96.2% 3.8% 0.0% 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


Work/Life (continued)


80. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 148,859 89.7% 7.0% 3.3% 3,222


Federal Labor Relations Authority 57 94.9% 5.1% 0.0% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 21 95.4% 4.6% 0.0% 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.


81. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Health and Wellness Programs (for example,
exercise, medical screening, quit smoking programs)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 102,282 80.5% 15.7% 3.8% 7,335


Federal Labor Relations Authority 34 94.4% 2.9% 2.7% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 24 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.


82. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Employee Assistance Program (EAP)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 51,991 75.5% 20.1% 4.4% 8,067


Federal Labor Relations Authority 6 83.7% 16.3% 0.0% 3


Authority & Administrative HQ 1 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.


83. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Child Care Programs (for example, daycare,
parenting classes, parenting support groups)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 10,701 72.2% 23.5% 4.3% 4,380


Federal Labor Relations Authority 0 -- -- -- 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 0 -- -- -- 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.


84. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups,
speakers)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 7,399 67.6% 30.2% 2.2% 3,730


Federal Labor Relations Authority 1 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 1 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


Demographic Questions


Where do you work?


N %


Headquarters 38 97.4%


Field 1 2.6%


What is your supervisory status?


N %


Non-Supervisor 21 56.8%


Team Leader 3 8.1%


Supervisor 6 16.2%


Manager 1 2.7%


Senior Leader 6 16.2%


Are you:


N %


Male 20 54.1%


Female 17 45.9%


Are you Hispanic or Latino?


N %


Yes 1 2.8%


No 35 97.2%


Race


N %


American Indian or Alaska Native 0 0.0%


Asian 1 2.9%


Black or African American 6 17.6%


Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 0 0.0%


White 24 70.6%


Two or more races 3 8.8%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


Demographic Questions (continued)


What is the highest degree or level of education you have completed?


N %


Less than High School 0 0.0%


High School Diploma/GED or equivalent 2 5.4%


Trade or Technical Certificate 0 0.0%


Some College (no degree) 2 5.4%


Associate's Degree (e.g., AA, AS) 1 2.7%


Bachelor's Degree (e.g., BA, BS) 4 10.8%


Master's Degree (e.g., MA, MS, MBA) 5 13.5%


Doctoral/Professional Degree (e.g., Ph.D., MD, JD) 23 62.2%


What is your pay category/grade?


N %


Federal Wage System 0 0.0%


GS 1-6 0 0.0%


GS 7-12 9 24.3%


GS 13-15 21 56.8%


Senior Executive Service 5 13.5%


Senior Level (SL) or Scientific or Professional (ST) 0 0.0%


Other 2 5.4%


How long have you been with the Federal Government (excluding military service)?


N %


Less than 1 year 0 0.0%


1 to 3 years 9 23.1%


4 to 5 years 6 15.4%


6 to 10 years 9 23.1%


11 to 14 years 2 5.1%


15 to 20 years 4 10.3%


More than 20 years 9 23.1%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


Demographic Questions (continued)


How long have you been with your current agency (for example, Department of Justice,
Environmental Protection Agency)?


N %


Less than 1 year 0 0.0%


1 to 3 years 16 42.1%


4 to 5 years 5 13.2%


6 to 10 years 7 18.4%


11 to 20 years 5 13.2%


More than 20 years 5 13.2%


Are you considering leaving your organization within the next year, and if so, why?


N %


No 26 68.4%


Yes, to retire 2 5.3%


Yes, to take another job within the Federal Government 8 21.1%


Yes, to take another job outside the Federal Government 1 2.6%


Yes, other 1 2.6%


I am planning to retire:


N %


Within one year 2 5.3%


Between one and three years 0 0.0%


Between three and five years 4 10.5%


Five or more years 32 84.2%


Self-Identify as:


N %


Heterosexual or Straight 27 77.1%


Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, or Transgender 5 14.3%


I prefer not to say 3 8.6%


What is your US military service status?


N %


No Prior Military Service 32 84.2%


Currently in National Guard or Reserves 1 2.6%


Retired 1 2.6%


Separated or Discharged 4 10.5%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority & Administrative HQ


1st Level Subagency Report


Demographic Questions (continued)


Are you an individual with a disability?


N %


Yes 2 5.1%


No 37 94.9%


What is your age group?


N %


25 and under 0 0.0%


26-29 1 2.6%


30-39 16 41.0%


40-49 12 30.8%


50-59 3 7.7%


60 or older 7 17.9%







1st Level
Subagency
Report


Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


This 2016 Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey Report provides summary results for your subagency, including
comparisons to your department or agency.


Response Summary
Surveys


Completed
Response


Rate


Governmentwide 407,789 45.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 83.1%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 82.1%


New for 2016


An embedded Microsoft® Excel® file containing your results. To access the workbook from Adobe® Reader®, double
click on the 'pin' in the upper left corner of this page. Alternatively, you may access the workbook through the vertical
navigation pane on the left side of the Adobe® Reader® window by clicking on the image of the paper clip.


Two new sections –Top 10 Positive & Negative Items  and Leading & Trailing Your Comparison Group. These
sections provide high level information on how your subagency is doing.


Main Report Results


The results include response percentages for each survey item. The definitions for the Positive, Neutral, and Negative
response percentages vary in the following ways across the three primary response scales used in the survey:


Positive:    "Strongly Agree and Agree" or "Very Satisfied and Satisfied" or "Very Good  and Good"


Neutral:     "Neither Agree nor Disagree" or "Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied" or "Fair"


Negative: "Disagree  and Strongly Disagree" or "Dissatisfied and Very Dissatisfied" or "Poor  and Very Poor"


Positive, Neutral, and Negative percentages are based on the total number of responses (N) that are in these three
categories. The number of Do Not Know (DNK)  or No Basis to Judge (NBJ)  responses, where applicable, is listed
separately.





Core Survey


			Sorting
Level			Organization			Item			Item Text			Item
Respondents
N			Positive
%			Neutral
%			Negative
%			Do Not
Know/ No
Basis to
Judge
N


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q1			I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.			406,992			62.6%			16.3%			21.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q1			I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.			98			83.8%			4.1%			12.1%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q1			I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.			55			80.4%			3.5%			16.1%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q2			I have enough information to do my job well.			404,152			70.2%			14.7%			15.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q2			I have enough information to do my job well.			96			88.4%			6.3%			5.3%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q2			I have enough information to do my job well.			54			88.7%			5.6%			5.6%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q3			I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.			401,408			57.7%			18.0%			24.3%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q3			I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.			97			71.5%			12.1%			16.4%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q3			I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.			55			60.7%			17.9%			21.4%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q4			My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.			404,402			71.6%			14.3%			14.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q4			My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.			98			79.7%			10.1%			10.2%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q4			My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.			55			78.3%			9.3%			12.4%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q5			I like the kind of work I do.			401,675			83.2%			10.8%			6.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q5			I like the kind of work I do.			96			84.6%			7.1%			8.3%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q5			I like the kind of work I do.			55			82.4%			10.7%			6.9%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q6			I know what is expected of me on the job.			402,718			79.4%			11.0%			9.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q6			I know what is expected of me on the job.			98			93.8%			1.9%			4.3%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q6			I know what is expected of me on the job.			55			96.5%			1.7%			1.8%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q7			When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.			404,739			95.7%			2.7%			1.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q7			When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.			98			95.8%			3.1%			1.2%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q7			When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.			55			96.3%			3.7%			0.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q8			I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.			405,416			90.9%			7.2%			1.8%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q8			I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.			98			88.7%			8.4%			3.0%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q8			I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.			55			83.5%			11.2%			5.3%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q9			I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job
done.			405,568			46.6%			16.0%			37.5%			922


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q9			I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job
done.			98			78.5%			9.2%			12.3%			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q9			I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job
done.			55			76.7%			7.2%			16.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q10			My workload is reasonable.			403,398			57.5%			16.2%			26.3%			693


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q10			My workload is reasonable.			98			79.4%			7.4%			13.2%			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q10			My workload is reasonable.			55			74.7%			5.4%			19.9%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q11			My talents are used well in the workplace.			394,751			58.4%			16.5%			25.1%			1,759


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q11			My talents are used well in the workplace.			97			75.7%			13.4%			10.9%			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q11			My talents are used well in the workplace.			54			68.9%			18.9%			12.2%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q12			I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.			402,835			83.1%			9.9%			7.0%			1,337


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q12			I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.			97			93.9%			2.0%			4.1%			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q12			I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.			54			94.7%			1.7%			3.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q13			The work I do is important.			399,340			90.3%			6.6%			3.2%			1,152


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q13			The work I do is important.			96			87.6%			8.3%			4.1%			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q13			The work I do is important.			54			85.4%			7.4%			7.2%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q14			Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness
in the workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs well.			403,735			65.7%			14.0%			20.3%			1,775


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q14			Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness
in the workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs well.			98			94.1%			1.9%			3.9%			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q14			Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness
in the workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs well.			55			91.3%			1.7%			7.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q15			My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.			399,544			69.6%			14.3%			16.2%			6,003


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q15			My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.			91			83.4%			7.9%			8.7%			5


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q15			My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.			52			84.2%			4.3%			11.5%			2


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q16			I am held accountable for achieving results.			402,229			81.6%			12.1%			6.3%			1,953


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q16			I am held accountable for achieving results.			98			97.0%			2.0%			1.0%			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q16			I am held accountable for achieving results.			55			98.2%			1.8%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q17			I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of
reprisal.			386,924			62.1%			18.1%			19.8%			17,784


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q17			I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of
reprisal.			92			75.8%			16.7%			7.5%			6


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q17			I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of
reprisal.			50			73.7%			16.2%			10.0%			5


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q18			My training needs are assessed.			401,073			52.9%			22.9%			24.2%			4,002


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q18			My training needs are assessed.			97			68.0%			18.8%			13.2%			1


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q18			My training needs are assessed.			55			61.9%			20.3%			17.8%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q19			In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be
rated at different performance levels (for example, Fully Successful,
Outstanding).			396,712			69.0%			13.6%			17.3%			10,380


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q19			In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be
rated at different performance levels (for example, Fully Successful,
Outstanding).			91			83.6%			6.7%			9.8%			7


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q19			In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be
rated at different performance levels (for example, Fully Successful,
Outstanding).			53			86.6%			2.1%			11.3%			2


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q20			The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.			406,886			73.3%			13.5%			13.2%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q20			The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.			98			93.8%			5.2%			1.0%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q20			The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.			55			92.7%			5.5%			1.8%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q21			My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.			392,412			42.6%			25.2%			32.2%			14,370


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q21			My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.			91			84.2%			14.5%			1.2%			6


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q21			My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.			52			86.1%			13.9%			0.0%			3


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q22			Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.			376,444			34.5%			27.6%			38.0%			27,943


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q22			Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.			89			69.4%			21.6%			9.0%			9


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q22			Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.			51			64.1%			22.0%			13.9%			4


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q23			In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will
not improve.			363,758			29.3%			27.1%			43.6%			41,216


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q23			In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will
not improve.			82			62.3%			30.5%			7.2%			16


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q23			In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will
not improve.			46			56.4%			34.9%			8.7%			9


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q24			In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.			380,352			34.0%			27.9%			38.1%			25,041


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q24			In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.			87			60.1%			20.5%			19.4%			11


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q24			In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.			52			52.0%			23.1%			24.9%			3


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q25			Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			376,070			41.4%			24.9%			33.8%			28,546


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q25			Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			91			72.0%			11.9%			16.1%			7


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q25			Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			54			68.8%			10.9%			20.3%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q26			Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.			403,664			73.3%			13.8%			12.9%			1,739


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q26			Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.			98			90.5%			6.4%			3.1%			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q26			Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.			55			92.1%			4.1%			3.8%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q27			The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.			389,303			54.2%			28.2%			17.6%			16,713


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q27			The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.			93			81.7%			14.1%			4.2%			3


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q27			The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.			51			78.2%			16.1%			5.7%			2


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q28			How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?			406,077			82.3%			14.1%			3.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q28			How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?			98			95.8%			2.2%			2.0%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q28			How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?			55			96.4%			1.8%			1.8%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q29			The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals.			393,750			69.4%			17.3%			13.3%			6,753


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q29			The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals.			94			92.6%			4.4%			3.0%			2


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q29			The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals.			52			88.5%			6.1%			5.4%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q30			Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work
processes.			390,805			44.8%			24.6%			30.6%			9,449


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q30			Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work
processes.			96			70.8%			8.3%			20.9%			1


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q30			Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work
processes.			53			68.1%			5.7%			26.1%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q31			Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.			390,973			48.0%			23.1%			28.9%			8,551


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q31			Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.			96			80.5%			11.1%			8.4%			1


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q31			Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.			54			80.1%			10.6%			9.3%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q32			Creativity and innovation are rewarded.			385,387			38.4%			28.3%			33.3%			13,365


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q32			Creativity and innovation are rewarded.			95			59.9%			18.4%			21.7%			1


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q32			Creativity and innovation are rewarded.			54			53.4%			19.3%			27.4%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q33			Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			368,966			22.3%			26.9%			50.7%			29,028


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q33			Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			86			58.3%			26.8%			14.9%			10


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q33			Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			49			50.6%			26.8%			22.6%			5


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q34			Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example,
recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness of diversity issues,
mentoring).			370,140			57.8%			27.4%			14.8%			29,591


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q34			Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example,
recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness of diversity issues,
mentoring).			89			76.2%			13.7%			10.2%			7


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q34			Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example,
recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness of diversity issues,
mentoring).			48			68.3%			17.0%			14.7%			5


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q35			Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.			393,340			76.0%			13.3%			10.7%			6,278


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q35			Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.			90			93.6%			5.3%			1.1%			6


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q35			Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.			48			96.0%			2.0%			2.1%			5


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q36			My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.			393,948			77.2%			13.3%			9.5%			4,677


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q36			My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.			94			80.9%			13.9%			5.2%			3


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q36			My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.			51			84.4%			9.8%			5.8%			3


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q37			Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes
are not tolerated.			375,254			53.1%			21.8%			25.1%			23,720


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q37			Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes
are not tolerated.			88			76.6%			14.2%			9.3%			8


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q37			Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes
are not tolerated.			47			74.1%			10.8%			15.1%			6


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q38			Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or
against any employee/applicant, obstructing a person's right to compete for
employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not
tolerated.			361,746			66.7%			18.9%			14.4%			35,073


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q38			Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or
against any employee/applicant, obstructing a person's right to compete for
employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not
tolerated.			88			89.1%			9.8%			1.1%			8


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q38			Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or
against any employee/applicant, obstructing a person's right to compete for
employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not
tolerated.			46			86.4%			11.5%			2.2%			7


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q39			My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.			392,488			74.0%			17.2%			8.8%			7,188


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q39			My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.			94			93.8%			3.1%			3.1%			3


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q39			My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.			52			92.5%			1.8%			5.7%			2


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q40			I recommend my organization as a good place to work.			400,013			64.0%			20.1%			15.8%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q40			I recommend my organization as a good place to work.			96			83.4%			7.4%			9.2%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q40			I recommend my organization as a good place to work.			53			83.5%			5.5%			11.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q41			I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place
to work.			370,195			40.9%			26.8%			32.3%			30,395


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q41			I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place
to work.			93			81.8%			9.8%			8.5%			4


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q41			I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place
to work.			50			76.3%			14.0%			9.7%			4


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q42			My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.			397,533			78.3%			10.8%			10.9%			2,147


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q42			My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.			96			88.5%			4.1%			7.4%			1


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q42			My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.			54			85.1%			3.8%			11.1%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q43			My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership
skills.			396,644			66.2%			16.9%			17.0%			2,033


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q43			My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership
skills.			96			79.4%			7.6%			13.0%			1


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q43			My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership
skills.			54			70.9%			9.4%			19.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q44			Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.			391,835			63.4%			18.2%			18.4%			4,496


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q44			Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.			94			77.0%			12.4%			10.6%			1


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q44			Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.			53			74.1%			12.8%			13.1%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q45			My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of
society.			365,376			67.8%			21.7%			10.5%			32,531


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q45			My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of
society.			88			75.8%			16.3%			8.0%			9


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q45			My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of
society.			46			73.8%			17.6%			8.6%			8


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q46			My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job
performance.			395,581			62.5%			19.1%			18.5%			2,285


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q46			My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job
performance.			95			79.2%			11.8%			9.0%			1


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q46			My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job
performance.			54			78.2%			9.4%			12.4%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q47			Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.			392,465			65.6%			17.8%			16.6%			6,120


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q47			Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.			96			84.4%			10.5%			5.1%			1


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q47			Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.			54			81.8%			11.0%			7.2%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q48			My supervisor listens to what I have to say.			398,731			76.1%			12.1%			11.8%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q48			My supervisor listens to what I have to say.			97			87.8%			4.1%			8.1%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q48			My supervisor listens to what I have to say.			54			83.4%			3.8%			12.9%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q49			My supervisor treats me with respect.			397,483			81.3%			10.0%			8.7%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q49			My supervisor treats me with respect.			97			86.7%			6.4%			6.9%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q49			My supervisor treats me with respect.			54			81.6%			9.4%			9.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q50			In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.			397,581			77.6%			10.0%			12.4%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q50			In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.			95			91.6%			3.4%			5.0%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q50			In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.			54			96.6%			0.0%			3.4%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q51			I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.			398,003			67.4%			16.0%			16.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q51			I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.			97			79.1%			9.6%			11.3%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q51			I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.			54			79.4%			9.6%			11.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q52			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?			398,213			70.5%			17.4%			12.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q52			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?			96			84.1%			8.9%			7.0%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q52			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?			54			81.2%			9.9%			9.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q53			In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and
commitment in the workforce.			388,819			40.9%			24.1%			35.0%			7,594


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q53			In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and
commitment in the workforce.			96			79.3%			14.6%			6.1%			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q53			In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and
commitment in the workforce.			53			77.8%			11.1%			11.1%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q54			My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and
integrity.			372,029			51.8%			24.0%			24.3%			23,730


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q54			My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and
integrity.			93			83.3%			14.6%			2.1%			4


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q54			My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and
integrity.			51			85.9%			10.4%			3.8%			3


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q55			Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.			368,225			64.0%			22.0%			13.9%			25,081


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q55			Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.			92			86.8%			6.9%			6.3%			4


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q55			Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.			52			82.7%			8.0%			9.3%			2


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q56			Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.			389,027			60.3%			20.1%			19.6%			5,145


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q56			Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.			93			88.3%			8.7%			3.1%			1


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q56			Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.			52			88.9%			5.6%			5.5%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q57			Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its
goals and objectives.			367,493			60.1%			23.5%			16.4%			26,319


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q57			Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its
goals and objectives.			93			90.0%			7.9%			2.1%			3


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q57			Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its
goals and objectives.			51			89.9%			8.1%			1.9%			2


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q58			Managers promote communication among different work units (for example,
about projects, goals, needed resources).			381,145			52.0%			22.5%			25.5%			13,697


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q58			Managers promote communication among different work units (for example,
about projects, goals, needed resources).			94			76.2%			13.1%			10.6%			2


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q58			Managers promote communication among different work units (for example,
about projects, goals, needed resources).			52			70.8%			15.8%			13.5%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q59			Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.			380,902			55.7%			22.4%			21.8%			14,062


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q59			Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.			94			77.2%			12.3%			10.5%			3


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q59			Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.			52			76.5%			14.0%			9.5%			2


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q60			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above
your immediate supervisor?			373,425			57.9%			23.3%			18.9%			21,965


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q60			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above
your immediate supervisor?			95			85.1%			9.6%			5.3%			1


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q60			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above
your immediate supervisor?			52			84.7%			11.6%			3.7%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q61			I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.			390,254			53.1%			23.5%			23.4%			5,078


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q61			I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.			96			87.8%			10.0%			2.2%			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q61			I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.			54			87.5%			8.6%			3.9%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q62			Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.			363,124			55.1%			25.8%			19.1%			32,433


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q62			Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.			93			89.1%			5.3%			5.6%			4


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q62			Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.			51			82.3%			9.7%			8.0%			3


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q63			How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?			394,068			50.7%			22.7%			26.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q63			How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?			95			72.8%			9.2%			18.0%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q63			How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?			52			71.5%			7.5%			21.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q64			How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on
what's going on in your organization?			393,156			48.0%			23.5%			28.5%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q64			How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on
what's going on in your organization?			97			77.6%			12.4%			10.0%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q64			How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on
what's going on in your organization?			54			72.4%			15.0%			12.7%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q65			How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?			392,389			47.5%			23.8%			28.7%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q65			How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?			97			77.4%			12.3%			10.2%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q65			How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?			54			76.1%			10.8%			13.1%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q66			How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?			392,440			42.5%			29.3%			28.3%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q66			How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?			94			71.4%			19.9%			8.7%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q66			How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?			52			73.5%			15.0%			11.5%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q67			How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your
organization?			392,739			35.9%			27.3%			36.8%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q67			How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your
organization?			96			55.1%			26.0%			18.9%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q67			How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your
organization?			53			60.8%			22.3%			16.9%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q68			How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?			392,659			52.5%			23.5%			23.9%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q68			How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?			95			68.6%			20.2%			11.2%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q68			How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?			52			67.7%			17.1%			15.3%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q69			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?			392,826			66.2%			17.4%			16.4%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q69			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?			96			83.6%			6.0%			10.4%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q69			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?			53			79.9%			6.9%			13.1%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q70			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?			393,242			58.2%			16.9%			24.9%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q70			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?			96			76.9%			15.5%			7.7%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q70			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?			53			79.7%			10.6%			9.7%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q71			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?			393,451			56.9%			21.4%			21.7%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q71			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?			95			81.2%			9.3%			9.5%			N/A


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q71			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?			52			81.4%			5.3%			13.4%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q79			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Telework*			204,775			78.9%			12.0%			9.1%			6,007


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q79			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Telework*			73			95.9%			2.8%			1.3%			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q79			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Telework*			40			95.3%			2.3%			2.3%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q80			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)*			148,859			89.7%			7.0%			3.3%			3,222


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q80			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)*			57			94.9%			5.1%			0.0%			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q80			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)*			33			94.2%			5.8%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q81			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical screening, quit
smoking programs)*			102,282			80.5%			15.7%			3.8%			7,335


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q81			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical screening, quit
smoking programs)*			34			94.4%			2.9%			2.7%			1


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q81			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical screening, quit
smoking programs)*			8			75.5%			12.6%			11.9%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q82			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)*			51,991			75.5%			20.1%			4.4%			8,067


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q82			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)*			6			83.7%			16.3%			0.0%			3


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q82			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)*			5			79.9%			20.1%			0.0%			3


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q83			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes, parenting support
groups)*			10,701			72.2%			23.5%			4.3%			4,380


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q83			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes, parenting support
groups)*			0			.			.			.			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q83			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes, parenting support
groups)*			0			.			.			.			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q84			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)*			7,399			67.6%			30.2%			2.2%			3,730


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q84			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)*			1			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0


			Level 1			OGC HQ & Regional Offices			Q84			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)*			0			.			.			.			0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


Top 10 Positive & Negative Items


The figures below highlight the top 10 positive  and negative results from the survey to help you quickly identify the most positive
and most negative aspects of the organizational environment (only items 1 to 71 are included). Use this snapshot as a quick
reference or overview of your FEVS  results.


Highest Percent Positive


98.2% I am held accountable for achieving results.
(Q.16)


96.6%
In the last six months, my supervisor has
talked with me about my performance.
(Q.50)


96.5% I know what is expected of me on the job.
(Q.6)


96.4% How would you rate the overall quality of
work done by your work unit? (Q.28)


96.3% When needed I am willing to put in the extra
effort to get a job done. (Q.7)


96.0% Employees are protected from health and
safety hazards on the job. (Q.35)


94.7% I know how my work relates to the agency's
goals and priorities. (Q.12)


92.7% The people I work with cooperate to get the
job done. (Q.20)


92.5% My agency is successful at accomplishing its
mission. (Q.39)


92.1% Employees in my work unit share job
knowledge with each other. (Q.26)


Highest Percent Negative


27.4% Creativity and innovation are rewarded.
(Q.32)


26.1%
Employees have a feeling of personal
empowerment with respect to work
processes. (Q.30)


24.9% In my work unit, differences in performance
are recognized in a meaningful way. (Q.24)


22.6% Pay raises depend on how well employees
perform their jobs. (Q.33)


21.4% I feel encouraged to come up with new and
better ways of doing things. (Q.3)


21.0%
How satisfied are you with your
involvement in decisions that affect your
work? (Q.63)


20.3% Awards in my work unit depend on how well
employees perform their jobs. (Q.25)


19.9% My workload is reasonable. (Q.10)


19.6%
My supervisor provides me with
opportunities to demonstrate my leadership
skills. (Q.43)


17.8% My training needs are assessed. (Q.18)
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


Leading Your Comparison Group


The figure below allows you to see where your subagency results are higher than your comparison group (Federal Labor Relations
Authority) average (only items 1 to 71 are included). Only survey items with differences of 3 percentage points or more from your
comparison group average are displayed. If your subagency has more than 10 items that are higher than the average, only the 10
items with the greatest differences are  shown.


OGC HQ & Regional Offices
Federal Labor Relations Authority


Survey Item % Positive Response Difference


How satisfied are you with your opportunity to
get a better job in your organization? (Q.67)


60.8%
55.1%


+5.7


In the last six months, my supervisor has talked
with me about my performance. (Q.50)


96.6%
91.6%


+5.0


My organization has prepared employees for
potential security threats. (Q.36)


84.4%
80.9%


+3.5


In my most recent performance appraisal, I
understood what I had to do to be rated at
different performance levels. (Q.19)


86.6%
83.6%


+3.0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


Trailing Your Comparison Group


The figure below allows you to see where your subagency results are lower than your comparison group (Federal Labor Relations
Authority) average (only items 1 to 71 are included). Only survey items with differences of 3 percentage points or more from your
comparison group average are displayed. If your subagency has more than 10 items that are lower than the average, only the 10
items with the greatest differences are  shown.


OGC HQ & Regional Offices
Federal Labor Relations Authority


Survey Item % Positive Response Difference


I feel encouraged to come up with new and better
ways of doing things. (Q.3)


60.7%
71.5%


-10.8


My supervisor provides me with opportunities to
demonstrate my leadership skills. (Q.43)


70.9%
79.4%


-8.5


In my work unit, differences in performance are
recognized in a meaningful way. (Q.24)


52.0%
60.1%


-8.1


Policies and programs promote diversity in the
workplace. (Q.34)


68.3%
76.2%


-7.9


Pay raises depend on how well employees
perform their jobs. (Q.33)


50.6%
58.3%


-7.7


My talents are used well in the workplace. (Q.11) 68.9%
75.7%


-6.8


Senior leaders demonstrate support for
Work/Life programs. (Q.62)


82.3%
89.1%


-6.8


Creativity and innovation are rewarded. (Q.32) 53.4%
59.9%


-6.5


My training needs are assessed. (Q.18) 61.9%
68.0%


-6.1


In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a
poor performer who cannot or will not improve.
(Q.23)


56.4%
62.3%


-5.9
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


My Work Experience


1. I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 406,992 62.6% 16.3% 21.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 83.8% 4.1% 12.1%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 80.4% 3.5% 16.1%


2. I have enough information to do my job well.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 404,152 70.2% 14.7% 15.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 88.4% 6.3% 5.3%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 88.7% 5.6% 5.6%


3. I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 401,408 57.7% 18.0% 24.3%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 71.5% 12.1% 16.4%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 60.7% 17.9% 21.4%


4. My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 404,402 71.6% 14.3% 14.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 79.7% 10.1% 10.2%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 78.3% 9.3% 12.4%


5. I like the kind of work I do.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 401,675 83.2% 10.8% 6.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 84.6% 7.1% 8.3%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 82.4% 10.7% 6.9%


6. I know what is expected of me on the job.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 402,718 79.4% 11.0% 9.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 93.8% 1.9% 4.3%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 96.5% 1.7% 1.8%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


My Work Experience (continued)


7. When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 404,739 95.7% 2.7% 1.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 95.8% 3.1% 1.2%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 96.3% 3.7% 0.0%


8. I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 405,416 90.9% 7.2% 1.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 88.7% 8.4% 3.0%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 83.5% 11.2% 5.3%


9. I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job done.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 405,568 46.6% 16.0% 37.5% 922


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 78.5% 9.2% 12.3% 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 76.7% 7.2% 16.0% 0


10. My workload is reasonable.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 403,398 57.5% 16.2% 26.3% 693


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 79.4% 7.4% 13.2% 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 74.7% 5.4% 19.9% 0


11. My talents are used well in the workplace.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 394,751 58.4% 16.5% 25.1% 1,759


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 75.7% 13.4% 10.9% 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 68.9% 18.9% 12.2% 0


12. I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 402,835 83.1% 9.9% 7.0% 1,337


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 93.9% 2.0% 4.1% 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 94.7% 1.7% 3.6% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


My Work Experience (continued)


13. The work I do is important.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 399,340 90.3% 6.6% 3.2% 1,152


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 87.6% 8.3% 4.1% 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 85.4% 7.4% 7.2% 0


14. Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the workplace) allow employees to perform their
jobs well.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 403,735 65.7% 14.0% 20.3% 1,775


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 94.1% 1.9% 3.9% 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 91.3% 1.7% 7.0% 0


15. My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 399,544 69.6% 14.3% 16.2% 6,003


Federal Labor Relations Authority 91 83.4% 7.9% 8.7% 5


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 84.2% 4.3% 11.5% 2


16. I am held accountable for achieving results.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 402,229 81.6% 12.1% 6.3% 1,953


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 97.0% 2.0% 1.0% 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 98.2% 1.8% 0.0% 0


17. I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of reprisal.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 386,924 62.1% 18.1% 19.8% 17,784


Federal Labor Relations Authority 92 75.8% 16.7% 7.5% 6


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 50 73.7% 16.2% 10.0% 5


18. My training needs are assessed.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 401,073 52.9% 22.9% 24.2% 4,002


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 68.0% 18.8% 13.2% 1


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 61.9% 20.3% 17.8% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
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1st Level Subagency Report


My Work Experience (continued)


19. In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be rated at different performance levels (for example,
Fully Successful, Outstanding).


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 396,712 69.0% 13.6% 17.3% 10,380


Federal Labor Relations Authority 91 83.6% 6.7% 9.8% 7


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 53 86.6% 2.1% 11.3% 2


My Work Unit


20. The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 406,886 73.3% 13.5% 13.2%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 93.8% 5.2% 1.0%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 92.7% 5.5% 1.8%


21. My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 392,412 42.6% 25.2% 32.2% 14,370


Federal Labor Relations Authority 91 84.2% 14.5% 1.2% 6


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 86.1% 13.9% 0.0% 3


22. Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 376,444 34.5% 27.6% 38.0% 27,943


Federal Labor Relations Authority 89 69.4% 21.6% 9.0% 9


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 51 64.1% 22.0% 13.9% 4


23. In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not improve.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 363,758 29.3% 27.1% 43.6% 41,216


Federal Labor Relations Authority 82 62.3% 30.5% 7.2% 16


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 46 56.4% 34.9% 8.7% 9


24. In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 380,352 34.0% 27.9% 38.1% 25,041


Federal Labor Relations Authority 87 60.1% 20.5% 19.4% 11


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 52.0% 23.1% 24.9% 3
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


My Work Unit (continued)


25. Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 376,070 41.4% 24.9% 33.8% 28,546


Federal Labor Relations Authority 91 72.0% 11.9% 16.1% 7


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 68.8% 10.9% 20.3% 1


26. Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 403,664 73.3% 13.8% 12.9% 1,739


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 90.5% 6.4% 3.1% 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 92.1% 4.1% 3.8% 0


27. The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 389,303 54.2% 28.2% 17.6% 16,713


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 81.7% 14.1% 4.2% 3


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 51 78.2% 16.1% 5.7% 2


28. How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 406,077 82.3% 14.1% 3.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 95.8% 2.2% 2.0%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 55 96.4% 1.8% 1.8%


My Agency


29. The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish organizational goals.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 393,750 69.4% 17.3% 13.3% 6,753


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 92.6% 4.4% 3.0% 2


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 88.5% 6.1% 5.4% 1


30. Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work processes.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 390,805 44.8% 24.6% 30.6% 9,449


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 70.8% 8.3% 20.9% 1


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 53 68.1% 5.7% 26.1% 1
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


My Agency (continued)


31. Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 390,973 48.0% 23.1% 28.9% 8,551


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 80.5% 11.1% 8.4% 1


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 80.1% 10.6% 9.3% 0


32. Creativity and innovation are rewarded.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 385,387 38.4% 28.3% 33.3% 13,365


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 59.9% 18.4% 21.7% 1


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 53.4% 19.3% 27.4% 0


33. Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 368,966 22.3% 26.9% 50.7% 29,028


Federal Labor Relations Authority 86 58.3% 26.8% 14.9% 10


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 49 50.6% 26.8% 22.6% 5


34. Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example, recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness
of diversity issues, mentoring).


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 370,140 57.8% 27.4% 14.8% 29,591


Federal Labor Relations Authority 89 76.2% 13.7% 10.2% 7


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 48 68.3% 17.0% 14.7% 5


35. Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 393,340 76.0% 13.3% 10.7% 6,278


Federal Labor Relations Authority 90 93.6% 5.3% 1.1% 6


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 48 96.0% 2.0% 2.1% 5


36. My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 393,948 77.2% 13.3% 9.5% 4,677


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 80.9% 13.9% 5.2% 3


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 51 84.4% 9.8% 5.8% 3
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My Agency (continued)


37. Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes are not tolerated.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 375,254 53.1% 21.8% 25.1% 23,720


Federal Labor Relations Authority 88 76.6% 14.2% 9.3% 8


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 47 74.1% 10.8% 15.1% 6


38. Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or against any employee/applicant, obstructing a person's
right to compete for employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not tolerated.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 361,746 66.7% 18.9% 14.4% 35,073


Federal Labor Relations Authority 88 89.1% 9.8% 1.1% 8


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 46 86.4% 11.5% 2.2% 7


39. My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 392,488 74.0% 17.2% 8.8% 7,188


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 93.8% 3.1% 3.1% 3


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 92.5% 1.8% 5.7% 2


40. I recommend my organization as a good place to work.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 400,013 64.0% 20.1% 15.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 83.4% 7.4% 9.2%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 53 83.5% 5.5% 11.0%


41. I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place to work.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 370,195 40.9% 26.8% 32.3% 30,395


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 81.8% 9.8% 8.5% 4


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 50 76.3% 14.0% 9.7% 4


My Supervisor


42. My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 397,533 78.3% 10.8% 10.9% 2,147


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 88.5% 4.1% 7.4% 1


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 85.1% 3.8% 11.1% 0
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My Supervisor (continued)


43. My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership skills.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 396,644 66.2% 16.9% 17.0% 2,033


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 79.4% 7.6% 13.0% 1


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 70.9% 9.4% 19.6% 0


44. Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 391,835 63.4% 18.2% 18.4% 4,496


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 77.0% 12.4% 10.6% 1


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 53 74.1% 12.8% 13.1% 0


45. My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of society.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 365,376 67.8% 21.7% 10.5% 32,531


Federal Labor Relations Authority 88 75.8% 16.3% 8.0% 9


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 46 73.8% 17.6% 8.6% 8


46. My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job performance.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 395,581 62.5% 19.1% 18.5% 2,285


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 79.2% 11.8% 9.0% 1


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 78.2% 9.4% 12.4% 0


47. Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 392,465 65.6% 17.8% 16.6% 6,120


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 84.4% 10.5% 5.1% 1


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 81.8% 11.0% 7.2% 0


48. My supervisor listens to what I have to say.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 398,731 76.1% 12.1% 11.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 87.8% 4.1% 8.1%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 83.4% 3.8% 12.9%
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My Supervisor (continued)


49. My supervisor treats me with respect.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 397,483 81.3% 10.0% 8.7%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 86.7% 6.4% 6.9%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 81.6% 9.4% 9.0%


50. In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 397,581 77.6% 10.0% 12.4%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 91.6% 3.4% 5.0%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 96.6% 0.0% 3.4%


51. I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 398,003 67.4% 16.0% 16.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 79.1% 9.6% 11.3%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 79.4% 9.6% 11.0%


52. Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 398,213 70.5% 17.4% 12.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 84.1% 8.9% 7.0%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 81.2% 9.9% 9.0%


Leadership


53. In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment in the workforce.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 388,819 40.9% 24.1% 35.0% 7,594


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 79.3% 14.6% 6.1% 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 53 77.8% 11.1% 11.1% 0


54. My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 372,029 51.8% 24.0% 24.3% 23,730


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 83.3% 14.6% 2.1% 4


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 51 85.9% 10.4% 3.8% 3
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Leadership (continued)


55. Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 368,225 64.0% 22.0% 13.9% 25,081


Federal Labor Relations Authority 92 86.8% 6.9% 6.3% 4


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 82.7% 8.0% 9.3% 2


56. Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 389,027 60.3% 20.1% 19.6% 5,145


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 88.3% 8.7% 3.1% 1


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 88.9% 5.6% 5.5% 0


57. Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its goals and objectives.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 367,493 60.1% 23.5% 16.4% 26,319


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 90.0% 7.9% 2.1% 3


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 51 89.9% 8.1% 1.9% 2


58. Managers promote communication among different work units (for example, about projects, goals, needed resources).


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 381,145 52.0% 22.5% 25.5% 13,697


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 76.2% 13.1% 10.6% 2


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 70.8% 15.8% 13.5% 1


59. Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 380,902 55.7% 22.4% 21.8% 14,062


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 77.2% 12.3% 10.5% 3


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 76.5% 14.0% 9.5% 2


60. Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above your immediate supervisor?


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 373,425 57.9% 23.3% 18.9% 21,965


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 85.1% 9.6% 5.3% 1


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 84.7% 11.6% 3.7% 1
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Leadership (continued)


61. I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 390,254 53.1% 23.5% 23.4% 5,078


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 87.8% 10.0% 2.2% 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 87.5% 8.6% 3.9% 0


62. Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 363,124 55.1% 25.8% 19.1% 32,433


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 89.1% 5.3% 5.6% 4


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 51 82.3% 9.7% 8.0% 3


My Satisfaction


63. How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 394,068 50.7% 22.7% 26.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 72.8% 9.2% 18.0%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 71.5% 7.5% 21.0%


64. How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on what's going on in your organization?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 393,156 48.0% 23.5% 28.5%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 77.6% 12.4% 10.0%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 72.4% 15.0% 12.7%


65. How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,389 47.5% 23.8% 28.7%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 77.4% 12.3% 10.2%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 54 76.1% 10.8% 13.1%


66. How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,440 42.5% 29.3% 28.3%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 71.4% 19.9% 8.7%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 73.5% 15.0% 11.5%
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My Satisfaction (continued)


67. How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your organization?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,739 35.9% 27.3% 36.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 55.1% 26.0% 18.9%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 53 60.8% 22.3% 16.9%


68. How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,659 52.5% 23.5% 23.9%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 68.6% 20.2% 11.2%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 67.7% 17.1% 15.3%


69. Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,826 66.2% 17.4% 16.4%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 83.6% 6.0% 10.4%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 53 79.9% 6.9% 13.1%


70. Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 393,242 58.2% 16.9% 24.9%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 76.9% 15.5% 7.7%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 53 79.7% 10.6% 9.7%


71. Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 393,451 56.9% 21.4% 21.7%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 81.2% 9.3% 9.5%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 81.4% 5.3% 13.4%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


Work/Life


72. Have you been notified whether or not you are eligible to telework?


N
Notified
eligible


Notified
not


eligible
Not


notified
Not sure
notified


Governmentwide 392,364 40.3% 21.6% 29.1% 9.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 87.2% 6.5% 1.0% 5.2%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 53 88.9% 4.0% 1.9% 5.3%


73. Please select the response below that BEST describes your current teleworking situation.


Telework


N
3+ Days


Per Week
1-2 Days


Per Week


No More
Than 1-2
Days Per


Month Infrequently


Governmentwide 389,999 5.7% 11.8% 4.7% 11.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 4.2% 33.8% 12.8% 24.6%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 51 4.0% 25.6% 15.7% 29.8%


(continued)


73. Please select the response below that BEST describes your current teleworking situation. (continued)


Do Not Telework


N


Must Be
Physically


Present
Technical


Issues


Not
Allowed


To
Telework


Choose
Not To


Telework


Governmentwide 389,999 30.4% 4.2% 19.2% 12.2%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 3.6% 1.0% 6.4% 13.6%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 51 2.2% 0.0% 5.6% 17.1%


74. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 391,178 33.4% 45.8% 20.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 60.2% 33.5% 6.3%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 61.8% 34.5% 3.7%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


Work/Life (continued)


75. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical
screening, quit smoking programs)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 390,233 26.8% 61.0% 12.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 36.7% 50.8% 12.4%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 53 16.7% 62.5% 20.8%


76. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Employee Assistance Program (EAP)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 387,376 13.6% 81.0% 5.3%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 8.3% 90.5% 1.2%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 52 13.1% 86.9% 0.0%


77. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes,
parenting support groups)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 390,848 3.7% 79.1% 17.2%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 0.0% 71.9% 28.1%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 53 0.0% 71.7% 28.3%


78. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 391,248 2.3% 80.4% 17.2%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 1.0% 74.2% 24.8%


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 53 0.0% 75.5% 24.5%


79. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Telework


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 204,775 78.9% 12.0% 9.1% 6,007


Federal Labor Relations Authority 73 95.9% 2.8% 1.3% 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 40 95.3% 2.3% 2.3% 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


Work/Life (continued)


80. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 148,859 89.7% 7.0% 3.3% 3,222


Federal Labor Relations Authority 57 94.9% 5.1% 0.0% 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 33 94.2% 5.8% 0.0% 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.


81. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Health and Wellness Programs (for example,
exercise, medical screening, quit smoking programs)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 102,282 80.5% 15.7% 3.8% 7,335


Federal Labor Relations Authority 34 94.4% 2.9% 2.7% 1


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 8 75.5% 12.6% 11.9% 1


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.


82. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Employee Assistance Program (EAP)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 51,991 75.5% 20.1% 4.4% 8,067


Federal Labor Relations Authority 6 83.7% 16.3% 0.0% 3


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 5 79.9% 20.1% 0.0% 3


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.


83. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Child Care Programs (for example, daycare,
parenting classes, parenting support groups)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 10,701 72.2% 23.5% 4.3% 4,380


Federal Labor Relations Authority 0 -- -- -- 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 0 -- -- -- 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.


84. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups,
speakers)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 7,399 67.6% 30.2% 2.2% 3,730


Federal Labor Relations Authority 1 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0


OGC HQ & Regional Offices 0 -- -- -- 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


Demographic Questions


Where do you work?


N %


Headquarters 8 15.1%


Field 45 84.9%


What is your supervisory status?


N %


Non-Supervisor 40 76.9%


Team Leader 1 1.9%


Supervisor 4 7.7%


Manager 5 9.6%


Senior Leader 2 3.8%


Are you:


N %


Male 20 38.5%


Female 32 61.5%


Are you Hispanic or Latino?


N %


Yes 3 5.9%


No 48 94.1%


Race


N %


American Indian or Alaska Native 0 0.0%


Asian 0 0.0%


Black or African American 9 18.8%


Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 1 2.1%


White 37 77.1%


Two or more races 1 2.1%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


Demographic Questions (continued)


What is the highest degree or level of education you have completed?


N %


Less than High School 0 0.0%


High School Diploma/GED or equivalent 0 0.0%


Trade or Technical Certificate 1 2.0%


Some College (no degree) 4 7.8%


Associate's Degree (e.g., AA, AS) 1 2.0%


Bachelor's Degree (e.g., BA, BS) 3 5.9%


Master's Degree (e.g., MA, MS, MBA) 3 5.9%


Doctoral/Professional Degree (e.g., Ph.D., MD, JD) 39 76.5%


What is your pay category/grade?


N %


Federal Wage System 0 0.0%


GS 1-6 0 0.0%


GS 7-12 17 33.3%


GS 13-15 29 56.9%


Senior Executive Service 5 9.8%


Senior Level (SL) or Scientific or Professional (ST) 0 0.0%


Other 0 0.0%


How long have you been with the Federal Government (excluding military service)?


N %


Less than 1 year 2 3.9%


1 to 3 years 9 17.6%


4 to 5 years 2 3.9%


6 to 10 years 7 13.7%


11 to 14 years 4 7.8%


15 to 20 years 4 7.8%


More than 20 years 23 45.1%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


Demographic Questions (continued)


How long have you been with your current agency (for example, Department of Justice,
Environmental Protection Agency)?


N %


Less than 1 year 2 3.9%


1 to 3 years 11 21.6%


4 to 5 years 1 2.0%


6 to 10 years 7 13.7%


11 to 20 years 12 23.5%


More than 20 years 18 35.3%


Are you considering leaving your organization within the next year, and if so, why?


N %


No 40 76.9%


Yes, to retire 5 9.6%


Yes, to take another job within the Federal Government 2 3.8%


Yes, to take another job outside the Federal Government 1 1.9%


Yes, other 4 7.7%


I am planning to retire:


N %


Within one year 3 5.9%


Between one and three years 5 9.8%


Between three and five years 1 2.0%


Five or more years 42 82.4%


Self-Identify as:


N %


Heterosexual or Straight 41 89.1%


Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, or Transgender 2 4.3%


I prefer not to say 3 6.5%


What is your US military service status?


N %


No Prior Military Service 48 94.1%


Currently in National Guard or Reserves 2 3.9%


Retired 1 2.0%


Separated or Discharged 0 0.0%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
OGC HQ & Regional Offices
1st Level Subagency Report


Demographic Questions (continued)


Are you an individual with a disability?


N %


Yes 4 7.8%


No 47 92.2%


What is your age group?


N %


25 and under 0 0.0%


26-29 3 5.5%


30-39 17 30.9%


40-49 10 18.2%


50-59 15 27.3%


60 or older 10 18.2%







2nd Level
Subagency
Report


Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


This 2016 Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey Report provides summary results for your subagency, including
comparisons to your department or agency.


Response Summary
Surveys


Completed
Response


Rate


Governmentwide 407,789 45.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 83.1%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 83.0%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 90.9%


New for 2016


An embedded Microsoft® Excel® file containing your results. To access the workbook from Adobe® Reader®, double
click on the 'pin' in the upper left corner of this page. Alternatively, you may access the workbook through the vertical
navigation pane on the left side of the Adobe® Reader® window by clicking on the image of the paper clip.


Two new sections –Top 10 Positive & Negative Items  and Leading & Trailing Your Comparison Group. These
sections provide high level information on how your subagency is doing.


Main Report Results


The results include response percentages for each survey item. The definitions for the Positive, Neutral, and Negative
response percentages vary in the following ways across the three primary response scales used in the survey:


Positive:    "Strongly Agree and Agree" or "Very Satisfied and Satisfied" or "Very Good  and Good"


Neutral:     "Neither Agree nor Disagree" or "Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied" or "Fair"


Negative: "Disagree  and Strongly Disagree" or "Dissatisfied and Very Dissatisfied" or "Poor  and Very Poor"


Positive, Neutral, and Negative percentages are based on the total number of responses (N) that are in these three
categories. The number of Do Not Know (DNK)  or No Basis to Judge (NBJ)  responses, where applicable, is listed
separately.





Core Survey


			Sorting
Level			Organization			Item			Item Text			Item
Respondents
N			Positive
%			Neutral
%			Negative
%			Do Not
Know/ No
Basis to
Judge
N


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q1			I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.			406,992			62.6%			16.3%			21.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q1			I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.			98			83.8%			4.1%			12.1%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q1			I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.			39			89.4%			5.3%			5.4%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q1			I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.			10			79.2%			0.0%			20.8%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q2			I have enough information to do my job well.			404,152			70.2%			14.7%			15.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q2			I have enough information to do my job well.			96			88.4%			6.3%			5.3%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q2			I have enough information to do my job well.			38			89.1%			5.4%			5.5%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q2			I have enough information to do my job well.			9			77.0%			0.0%			23.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q3			I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.			401,408			57.7%			18.0%			24.3%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q3			I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.			97			71.5%			12.1%			16.4%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q3			I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.			38			86.5%			5.1%			8.4%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q3			I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.			9			76.9%			0.0%			23.1%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q4			My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.			404,402			71.6%			14.3%			14.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q4			My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.			98			79.7%			10.1%			10.2%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q4			My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.			39			79.6%			12.2%			8.2%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q4			My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.			10			69.7%			9.5%			20.8%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q5			I like the kind of work I do.			401,675			83.2%			10.8%			6.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q5			I like the kind of work I do.			96			84.6%			7.1%			8.3%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q5			I like the kind of work I do.			38			86.6%			2.5%			10.9%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q5			I like the kind of work I do.			10			79.2%			0.0%			20.8%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q6			I know what is expected of me on the job.			402,718			79.4%			11.0%			9.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q6			I know what is expected of me on the job.			98			93.8%			1.9%			4.3%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q6			I know what is expected of me on the job.			39			89.4%			2.4%			8.2%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q6			I know what is expected of me on the job.			10			79.2%			0.0%			20.8%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q7			When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.			404,739			95.7%			2.7%			1.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q7			When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.			98			95.8%			3.1%			1.2%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q7			When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.			39			94.7%			2.5%			2.9%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q7			When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.			10			90.5%			9.5%			0.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q8			I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.			405,416			90.9%			7.2%			1.8%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q8			I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.			98			88.7%			8.4%			3.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q8			I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.			39			94.7%			5.3%			0.0%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q8			I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.			10			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q9			I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job
done.			405,568			46.6%			16.0%			37.5%			922


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q9			I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job
done.			98			78.5%			9.2%			12.3%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q9			I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job
done.			39			78.9%			12.8%			8.2%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q9			I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job
done.			10			69.3%			9.9%			20.8%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q10			My workload is reasonable.			403,398			57.5%			16.2%			26.3%			693


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q10			My workload is reasonable.			98			79.4%			7.4%			13.2%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q10			My workload is reasonable.			39			83.9%			10.7%			5.4%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q10			My workload is reasonable.			10			69.7%			20.7%			9.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q11			My talents are used well in the workplace.			394,751			58.4%			16.5%			25.1%			1,759


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q11			My talents are used well in the workplace.			97			75.7%			13.4%			10.9%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q11			My talents are used well in the workplace.			39			84.9%			7.3%			7.8%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q11			My talents are used well in the workplace.			10			79.2%			0.0%			20.8%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q12			I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.			402,835			83.1%			9.9%			7.0%			1,337


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q12			I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.			97			93.9%			2.0%			4.1%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q12			I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.			39			94.6%			2.5%			2.9%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q12			I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.			10			79.2%			9.6%			11.1%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q13			The work I do is important.			399,340			90.3%			6.6%			3.2%			1,152


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q13			The work I do is important.			96			87.6%			8.3%			4.1%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q13			The work I do is important.			38			89.5%			10.5%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q13			The work I do is important.			10			80.8%			19.2%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q14			Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness
in the workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs well.			403,735			65.7%			14.0%			20.3%			1,775


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q14			Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness
in the workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs well.			98			94.1%			1.9%			3.9%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q14			Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness
in the workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs well.			39			97.5%			2.5%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q14			Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness
in the workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs well.			10			90.5%			9.5%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q15			My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.			399,544			69.6%			14.3%			16.2%			6,003


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q15			My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.			91			83.4%			7.9%			8.7%			5


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q15			My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.			35			83.1%			14.1%			2.7%			3


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q15			My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.			9			87.7%			12.3%			0.0%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q16			I am held accountable for achieving results.			402,229			81.6%			12.1%			6.3%			1,953


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q16			I am held accountable for achieving results.			98			97.0%			2.0%			1.0%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q16			I am held accountable for achieving results.			39			95.0%			2.4%			2.5%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q16			I am held accountable for achieving results.			10			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q17			I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of
reprisal.			386,924			62.1%			18.1%			19.8%			17,784


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q17			I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of
reprisal.			92			75.8%			16.7%			7.5%			6


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q17			I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of
reprisal.			38			78.4%			19.0%			2.6%			1


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q17			I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of
reprisal.			10			58.5%			31.8%			9.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q18			My training needs are assessed.			401,073			52.9%			22.9%			24.2%			4,002


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q18			My training needs are assessed.			97			68.0%			18.8%			13.2%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q18			My training needs are assessed.			39			74.1%			18.1%			7.8%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q18			My training needs are assessed.			10			68.2%			11.1%			20.7%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q19			In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be
rated at different performance levels (for example, Fully Successful,
Outstanding).			396,712			69.0%			13.6%			17.3%			10,380


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q19			In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be
rated at different performance levels (for example, Fully Successful,
Outstanding).			91			83.6%			6.7%			9.8%			7


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q19			In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be
rated at different performance levels (for example, Fully Successful,
Outstanding).			34			82.8%			11.6%			5.6%			5


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q19			In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be
rated at different performance levels (for example, Fully Successful,
Outstanding).			9			87.7%			12.3%			0.0%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q20			The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.			406,886			73.3%			13.5%			13.2%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q20			The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.			98			93.8%			5.2%			1.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q20			The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.			39			94.7%			5.3%			0.0%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q20			The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.			10			90.5%			9.5%			0.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q21			My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.			392,412			42.6%			25.2%			32.2%			14,370


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q21			My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.			91			84.2%			14.5%			1.2%			6


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q21			My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.			35			85.1%			11.7%			3.2%			3


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q21			My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.			8			86.2%			13.8%			0.0%			1


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q22			Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.			376,444			34.5%			27.6%			38.0%			27,943


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q22			Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.			89			69.4%			21.6%			9.0%			9


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q22			Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.			34			79.2%			20.8%			0.0%			5


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q22			Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.			10			69.7%			30.3%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q23			In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will
not improve.			363,758			29.3%			27.1%			43.6%			41,216


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q23			In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will
not improve.			82			62.3%			30.5%			7.2%			16


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q23			In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will
not improve.			33			70.1%			24.1%			5.8%			6


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q23			In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will
not improve.			10			79.2%			11.1%			9.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q24			In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.			380,352			34.0%			27.9%			38.1%			25,041


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q24			In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.			87			60.1%			20.5%			19.4%			11


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q24			In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.			31			71.4%			18.8%			9.8%			8


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q24			In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.			10			69.7%			20.7%			9.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q25			Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			376,070			41.4%			24.9%			33.8%			28,546


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q25			Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			91			72.0%			11.9%			16.1%			7


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q25			Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			33			76.7%			14.9%			8.4%			6


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q25			Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			10			61.2%			20.7%			18.1%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q26			Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.			403,664			73.3%			13.8%			12.9%			1,739


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q26			Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.			98			90.5%			6.4%			3.1%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q26			Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.			39			87.3%			10.2%			2.5%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q26			Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.			10			69.7%			20.7%			9.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q27			The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.			389,303			54.2%			28.2%			17.6%			16,713


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q27			The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.			93			81.7%			14.1%			4.2%			3


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q27			The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.			38			87.0%			10.4%			2.5%			1


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q27			The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.			10			79.2%			11.1%			9.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q28			How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?			406,077			82.3%			14.1%			3.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q28			How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?			98			95.8%			2.2%			2.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q28			How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?			39			94.6%			2.9%			2.5%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q28			How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?			10			79.2%			11.1%			9.6%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q29			The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals.			393,750			69.4%			17.3%			13.3%			6,753


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q29			The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals.			94			92.6%			4.4%			3.0%			2


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q29			The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals.			39			97.5%			2.5%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q29			The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals.			10			90.5%			9.5%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q30			Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work
processes.			390,805			44.8%			24.6%			30.6%			9,449


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q30			Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work
processes.			96			70.8%			8.3%			20.9%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q30			Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work
processes.			39			76.4%			10.2%			13.5%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q30			Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work
processes.			10			68.2%			0.0%			31.8%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q31			Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.			390,973			48.0%			23.1%			28.9%			8,551


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q31			Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.			96			80.5%			11.1%			8.4%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q31			Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.			38			81.6%			12.9%			5.5%			1


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q31			Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.			10			58.6%			30.2%			11.1%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q32			Creativity and innovation are rewarded.			385,387			38.4%			28.3%			33.3%			13,365


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q32			Creativity and innovation are rewarded.			95			59.9%			18.4%			21.7%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q32			Creativity and innovation are rewarded.			37			70.2%			19.1%			10.7%			1


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q32			Creativity and innovation are rewarded.			10			80.8%			19.2%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q33			Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			368,966			22.3%			26.9%			50.7%			29,028


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q33			Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			86			58.3%			26.8%			14.9%			10


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q33			Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			33			67.5%			29.9%			2.6%			5


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q33			Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.			9			68.9%			21.6%			9.5%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q34			Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example,
recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness of diversity issues,
mentoring).			370,140			57.8%			27.4%			14.8%			29,591


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q34			Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example,
recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness of diversity issues,
mentoring).			89			76.2%			13.7%			10.2%			7


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q34			Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example,
recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness of diversity issues,
mentoring).			37			86.2%			10.7%			3.0%			2


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q34			Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example,
recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness of diversity issues,
mentoring).			10			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q35			Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.			393,340			76.0%			13.3%			10.7%			6,278


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q35			Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.			90			93.6%			5.3%			1.1%			6


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q35			Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.			38			95.0%			5.0%			0.0%			1


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q35			Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.			10			90.5%			9.5%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q36			My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.			393,948			77.2%			13.3%			9.5%			4,677


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q36			My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.			94			80.9%			13.9%			5.2%			3


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q36			My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.			39			77.1%			18.0%			4.9%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q36			My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.			10			48.8%			41.6%			9.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q37			Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes
are not tolerated.			375,254			53.1%			21.8%			25.1%			23,720


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q37			Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes
are not tolerated.			88			76.6%			14.2%			9.3%			8


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q37			Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes
are not tolerated.			38			77.8%			19.2%			2.9%			1


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q37			Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes
are not tolerated.			10			68.3%			31.7%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q38			Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or
against any employee/applicant, obstructing a person's right to compete for
employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not
tolerated.			361,746			66.7%			18.9%			14.4%			35,073


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q38			Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or
against any employee/applicant, obstructing a person's right to compete for
employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not
tolerated.			88			89.1%			9.8%			1.1%			8


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q38			Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or
against any employee/applicant, obstructing a person's right to compete for
employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not
tolerated.			39			91.4%			8.6%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q38			Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or
against any employee/applicant, obstructing a person's right to compete for
employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not
tolerated.			10			77.8%			22.2%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q39			My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.			392,488			74.0%			17.2%			8.8%			7,188


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q39			My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.			94			93.8%			3.1%			3.1%			3


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q39			My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.			39			95.1%			4.9%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q39			My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.			10			80.8%			19.2%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q40			I recommend my organization as a good place to work.			400,013			64.0%			20.1%			15.8%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q40			I recommend my organization as a good place to work.			96			83.4%			7.4%			9.2%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q40			I recommend my organization as a good place to work.			39			84.0%			10.6%			5.4%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q40			I recommend my organization as a good place to work.			10			58.6%			31.7%			9.6%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q41			I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place
to work.			370,195			40.9%			26.8%			32.3%			30,395


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q41			I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place
to work.			93			81.8%			9.8%			8.5%			4


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q41			I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place
to work.			39			89.3%			5.3%			5.3%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q41			I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place
to work.			10			69.8%			9.5%			20.7%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q42			My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.			397,533			78.3%			10.8%			10.9%			2,147


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q42			My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.			96			88.5%			4.1%			7.4%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q42			My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.			38			94.5%			2.5%			2.9%			1


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q42			My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.			10			90.5%			9.5%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q43			My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership
skills.			396,644			66.2%			16.9%			17.0%			2,033


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q43			My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership
skills.			96			79.4%			7.6%			13.0%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q43			My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership
skills.			38			91.6%			5.9%			2.5%			1


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q43			My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership
skills.			10			79.2%			11.1%			9.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q44			Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.			391,835			63.4%			18.2%			18.4%			4,496


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q44			Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.			94			77.0%			12.4%			10.6%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q44			Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.			37			81.1%			13.3%			5.6%			1


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q44			Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.			10			69.7%			9.5%			20.8%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q45			My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of
society.			365,376			67.8%			21.7%			10.5%			32,531


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q45			My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of
society.			88			75.8%			16.3%			8.0%			9


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q45			My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of
society.			38			80.7%			13.8%			5.5%			1


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q45			My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of
society.			10			58.6%			20.6%			20.8%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q46			My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job
performance.			395,581			62.5%			19.1%			18.5%			2,285


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q46			My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job
performance.			95			79.2%			11.8%			9.0%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q46			My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job
performance.			37			81.1%			16.3%			2.6%			1


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q46			My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job
performance.			10			69.7%			20.7%			9.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q47			Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.			392,465			65.6%			17.8%			16.6%			6,120


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q47			Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.			96			84.4%			10.5%			5.1%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q47			Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.			38			89.0%			8.5%			2.5%			1


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q47			Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.			10			79.2%			11.1%			9.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q48			My supervisor listens to what I have to say.			398,731			76.1%			12.1%			11.8%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q48			My supervisor listens to what I have to say.			97			87.8%			4.1%			8.1%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q48			My supervisor listens to what I have to say.			39			95.1%			4.9%			0.0%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q48			My supervisor listens to what I have to say.			10			80.8%			19.2%			0.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q49			My supervisor treats me with respect.			397,483			81.3%			10.0%			8.7%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q49			My supervisor treats me with respect.			97			86.7%			6.4%			6.9%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q49			My supervisor treats me with respect.			39			94.6%			2.9%			2.5%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q49			My supervisor treats me with respect.			10			79.2%			11.1%			9.6%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q50			In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.			397,581			77.6%			10.0%			12.4%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q50			In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.			95			91.6%			3.4%			5.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q50			In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.			37			86.2%			8.7%			5.2%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q50			In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.			10			69.7%			20.7%			9.6%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q51			I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.			398,003			67.4%			16.0%			16.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q51			I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.			97			79.1%			9.6%			11.3%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q51			I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.			39			79.1%			10.6%			10.3%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q51			I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.			10			58.6%			20.7%			20.7%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q52			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?			398,213			70.5%			17.4%			12.1%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q52			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?			96			84.1%			8.9%			7.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q52			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?			38			89.0%			8.5%			2.5%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q52			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?			10			79.3%			11.0%			9.6%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q53			In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and
commitment in the workforce.			388,819			40.9%			24.1%			35.0%			7,594


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q53			In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and
commitment in the workforce.			96			79.3%			14.6%			6.1%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q53			In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and
commitment in the workforce.			39			81.6%			18.4%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q53			In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and
commitment in the workforce.			10			80.8%			19.2%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q54			My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and
integrity.			372,029			51.8%			24.0%			24.3%			23,730


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q54			My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and
integrity.			93			83.3%			14.6%			2.1%			4


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q54			My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and
integrity.			39			78.8%			21.2%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q54			My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and
integrity.			10			58.6%			41.4%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q55			Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.			368,225			64.0%			22.0%			13.9%			25,081


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q55			Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.			92			86.8%			6.9%			6.3%			4


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q55			Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.			37			91.4%			6.0%			2.6%			1


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q55			Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.			10			90.4%			0.0%			9.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q56			Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.			389,027			60.3%			20.1%			19.6%			5,145


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q56			Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.			93			88.3%			8.7%			3.1%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q56			Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.			38			86.6%			13.4%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q56			Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.			10			69.7%			30.3%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q57			Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its
goals and objectives.			367,493			60.1%			23.5%			16.4%			26,319


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q57			Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its
goals and objectives.			93			90.0%			7.9%			2.1%			3


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q57			Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its
goals and objectives.			39			89.3%			8.2%			2.5%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q57			Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its
goals and objectives.			10			69.7%			20.7%			9.6%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q58			Managers promote communication among different work units (for example,
about projects, goals, needed resources).			381,145			52.0%			22.5%			25.5%			13,697


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q58			Managers promote communication among different work units (for example,
about projects, goals, needed resources).			94			76.2%			13.1%			10.6%			2


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q58			Managers promote communication among different work units (for example,
about projects, goals, needed resources).			39			81.7%			10.6%			7.7%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q58			Managers promote communication among different work units (for example,
about projects, goals, needed resources).			10			68.2%			11.1%			20.7%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q59			Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.			380,902			55.7%			22.4%			21.8%			14,062


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q59			Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.			94			77.2%			12.3%			10.5%			3


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q59			Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.			39			76.4%			11.1%			12.6%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q59			Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.			10			58.6%			20.7%			20.7%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q60			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above
your immediate supervisor?			373,425			57.9%			23.3%			18.9%			21,965


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q60			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above
your immediate supervisor?			95			85.1%			9.6%			5.3%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q60			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above
your immediate supervisor?			39			84.3%			7.8%			7.9%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q60			Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above
your immediate supervisor?			10			68.2%			11.1%			20.7%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q61			I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.			390,254			53.1%			23.5%			23.4%			5,078


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q61			I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.			96			87.8%			10.0%			2.2%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q61			I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.			38			89.6%			10.4%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q61			I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.			9			89.4%			10.6%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q62			Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.			363,124			55.1%			25.8%			19.1%			32,433


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q62			Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.			93			89.1%			5.3%			5.6%			4


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q62			Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.			39			97.1%			0.0%			2.9%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q62			Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.			10			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q63			How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?			394,068			50.7%			22.7%			26.6%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q63			How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?			95			72.8%			9.2%			18.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q63			How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?			39			74.3%			12.3%			13.5%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q63			How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?			10			68.2%			0.0%			31.8%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q64			How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on
what's going on in your organization?			393,156			48.0%			23.5%			28.5%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q64			How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on
what's going on in your organization?			97			77.6%			12.4%			10.0%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q64			How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on
what's going on in your organization?			39			85.0%			10.1%			4.9%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q64			How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on
what's going on in your organization?			10			79.2%			11.1%			9.6%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q65			How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?			392,389			47.5%			23.8%			28.7%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q65			How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?			97			77.4%			12.3%			10.2%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q65			How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?			39			79.5%			15.6%			4.9%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q65			How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?			10			69.7%			20.7%			9.6%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q66			How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?			392,440			42.5%			29.3%			28.3%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q66			How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?			94			71.4%			19.9%			8.7%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q66			How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?			38			70.7%			23.5%			5.9%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q66			How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?			10			68.2%			20.8%			11.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q67			How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your
organization?			392,739			35.9%			27.3%			36.8%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q67			How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your
organization?			96			55.1%			26.0%			18.9%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q67			How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your
organization?			39			45.4%			31.2%			23.4%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q67			How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your
organization?			10			37.6%			41.7%			20.7%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q68			How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?			392,659			52.5%			23.5%			23.9%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q68			How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?			95			68.6%			20.2%			11.2%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q68			How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?			39			69.1%			23.8%			7.1%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q68			How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?			10			70.8%			11.1%			18.1%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q69			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?			392,826			66.2%			17.4%			16.4%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q69			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?			96			83.6%			6.0%			10.4%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q69			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?			39			89.3%			5.3%			5.4%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q69			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?			10			69.7%			20.7%			9.6%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q70			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?			393,242			58.2%			16.9%			24.9%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q70			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?			96			76.9%			15.5%			7.7%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q70			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?			39			73.2%			21.1%			5.7%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q70			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?			10			57.0%			20.8%			22.2%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q71			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?			393,451			56.9%			21.4%			21.7%			N/A


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q71			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?			95			81.2%			9.3%			9.5%			N/A


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q71			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?			39			81.6%			15.6%			2.9%			N/A


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q71			Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?			10			69.7%			30.3%			0.0%			N/A


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q79			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Telework*			204,775			78.9%			12.0%			9.1%			6,007


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q79			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Telework*			73			95.9%			2.8%			1.3%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q79			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Telework*			30			96.2%			3.8%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q79			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Telework*			8			86.0%			14.0%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q80			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)*			148,859			89.7%			7.0%			3.3%			3,222


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q80			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)*			57			94.9%			5.1%			0.0%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q80			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)*			21			95.4%			4.6%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q80			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)*			3			68.5%			31.5%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q81			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical screening, quit
smoking programs)*			102,282			80.5%			15.7%			3.8%			7,335


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q81			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical screening, quit
smoking programs)*			34			94.4%			2.9%			2.7%			1


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q81			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical screening, quit
smoking programs)*			24			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q81			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical screening, quit
smoking programs)*			8			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q82			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)*			51,991			75.5%			20.1%			4.4%			8,067


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q82			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)*			6			83.7%			16.3%			0.0%			3


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q82			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)*			1			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q82			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)*			0			.			.			.			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q83			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes, parenting support
groups)*			10,701			72.2%			23.5%			4.3%			4,380


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q83			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes, parenting support
groups)*			0			.			.			.			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q83			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes, parenting support
groups)*			0			.			.			.			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q83			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes, parenting support
groups)*			0			.			.			.			0


			Gwide			Governmentwide			Q84			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)*			7,399			67.6%			30.2%			2.2%			3,730


			Agency			Federal Labor Relations Authority			Q84			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)*			1			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0


			Level 1			Authority & Administrative HQ			Q84			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)*			1			100.0%			0.0%			0.0%			0


			Level 2			Authority - Offices of the Executive Director			Q84			How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)*			0			.			.			.			0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


Top 10 Positive & Negative Items


The figures below highlight the top 10 positive  and negative results from the survey to help you quickly identify the most positive
and most negative aspects of the organizational environment (only items 1 to 71 are included). Use this snapshot as a quick
reference or overview of your FEVS  results.


Highest Percent Positive


100.0% I am constantly looking for ways to do my
job better. (Q.8)


100.0% I am held accountable for achieving results.
(Q.16)


100.0% Policies and programs promote diversity in
the workplace. (Q.34)


100.0% Senior leaders demonstrate support for
Work/Life programs. (Q.62)


90.5% When needed I am willing to put in the extra
effort to get a job done. (Q.7)


90.5% Physical conditions allow employees to
perform their jobs well. (Q.14)


90.5% The people I work with cooperate to get the
job done. (Q.20)


90.5%
The workforce has the job-relevant
knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals. (Q.29)


90.5% Employees are protected from health and
safety hazards on the job. (Q.35)


90.5% My supervisor supports my need to balance
work and other life issues. (Q.42)


Highest Percent Negative


31.8%
Employees have a feeling of personal
empowerment with respect to work
processes. (Q.30)


31.8%
How satisfied are you with your
involvement in decisions that affect your
work? (Q.63)


23.1% I feel encouraged to come up with new and
better ways of doing things. (Q.3)


23.0% I have enough information to do my job
well. (Q.2)


22.2% Considering everything, how satisfied are
you with your pay? (Q.70)


20.8% I am given a real opportunity to improve my
skills in my organization. (Q.1)


20.8% My work gives me a feeling of personal
accomplishment. (Q.4)


20.8% I like the kind of work I do. (Q.5)


20.8% I know what is expected of me on the job.
(Q.6)


20.8%
I have sufficient resources (for example,
people, materials, budget) to get my job
done. (Q.9)
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


Leading Your Comparison Group


The figure below allows you to see where your subagency results are higher than your comparison group
(Authority & Administrative HQ) average (only items 1 to 71 are included). Only survey items with differences of 3 percentage
points or more from your comparison group average are displayed. If your subagency has more than 10 items that are higher than
the average, only the 10 items with the greatest differences are shown.


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director
Authority & Administrative HQ


Survey Item % Positive Response Difference


Policies and programs promote diversity in the
workplace. (Q.34)


100.0%
86.2%


+13.8


Creativity and innovation are rewarded. (Q.32) 80.8%
70.2%


+10.6


In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a
poor performer who cannot or will not improve.
(Q.23)


79.2%
70.1%


+9.1


I am constantly looking for ways to do my job
better. (Q.8)


100.0%
94.7%


+5.3


I am held accountable for achieving results.
(Q.16)


100.0%
95.0%


+5.0


In my most recent performance appraisal, I
understood what I had to do to be rated at
different performance levels. (Q.19)


87.7%
82.8%


+4.9


My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of
my performance. (Q.15)


87.7%
83.1%


+4.6
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


Trailing Your Comparison Group


The figure below allows you to see where your subagency results are lower than your comparison group
(Authority & Administrative HQ) average (only items 1 to 71 are included). Only survey items with differences of 3 percentage
points or more from your comparison group average are displayed. If your subagency has more than 10 items that are lower than
the average, only the 10 items with the greatest differences are shown.


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director
Authority & Administrative HQ


Survey Item % Positive Response Difference


My organization has prepared employees for
potential security threats. (Q.36)


48.8%
77.1%


-28.3


I recommend my organization as a good place to
work. (Q.40)


58.6%
84.0%


-25.4


Employees are recognized for providing high
quality products and services. (Q.31)


58.6%
81.6%


-23.0


My supervisor is committed to a workforce
representative of all segments of society. (Q.45)


58.6%
80.7%


-22.1


I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.
(Q.51)


58.6%
79.1%


-20.5


My organization's senior leaders maintain high
standards of honesty and integrity. (Q.54)


58.6%
78.8%


-20.2


I can disclose a suspected violation of any law,
rule or regulation without fear of reprisal. (Q.17)


58.5%
78.4%


-19.9


Managers review and evaluate the organization's
progress toward meeting its goals and objectives.
(Q.57)


69.7%
89.3%


-19.6


Considering everything, how satisfied are you
with your job? (Q.69)


69.7%
89.3%


-19.6


I believe the results of this survey will be used to
make my agency a better place to work. (Q.41)


69.8%
89.3%


-19.5
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


My Work Experience


1. I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 406,992 62.6% 16.3% 21.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 83.8% 4.1% 12.1%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 89.4% 5.3% 5.4%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 79.2% 0.0% 20.8%


2. I have enough information to do my job well.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 404,152 70.2% 14.7% 15.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 88.4% 6.3% 5.3%


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 89.1% 5.4% 5.5%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 9 77.0% 0.0% 23.0%


3. I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 401,408 57.7% 18.0% 24.3%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 71.5% 12.1% 16.4%


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 86.5% 5.1% 8.4%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 9 76.9% 0.0% 23.1%


4. My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 404,402 71.6% 14.3% 14.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 79.7% 10.1% 10.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 79.6% 12.2% 8.2%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.7% 9.5% 20.8%


5. I like the kind of work I do.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 401,675 83.2% 10.8% 6.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 84.6% 7.1% 8.3%


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 86.6% 2.5% 10.9%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 79.2% 0.0% 20.8%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


My Work Experience (continued)


6. I know what is expected of me on the job.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 402,718 79.4% 11.0% 9.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 93.8% 1.9% 4.3%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 89.4% 2.4% 8.2%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 79.2% 0.0% 20.8%


7. When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 404,739 95.7% 2.7% 1.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 95.8% 3.1% 1.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 94.7% 2.5% 2.9%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 90.5% 9.5% 0.0%


8. I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 405,416 90.9% 7.2% 1.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 88.7% 8.4% 3.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 94.7% 5.3% 0.0%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%


9. I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job done.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 405,568 46.6% 16.0% 37.5% 922


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 78.5% 9.2% 12.3% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 78.9% 12.8% 8.2% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.3% 9.9% 20.8% 0


10. My workload is reasonable.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 403,398 57.5% 16.2% 26.3% 693


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 79.4% 7.4% 13.2% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 83.9% 10.7% 5.4% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.7% 20.7% 9.6% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


My Work Experience (continued)


11. My talents are used well in the workplace.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 394,751 58.4% 16.5% 25.1% 1,759


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 75.7% 13.4% 10.9% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 84.9% 7.3% 7.8% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 79.2% 0.0% 20.8% 0


12. I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 402,835 83.1% 9.9% 7.0% 1,337


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 93.9% 2.0% 4.1% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 94.6% 2.5% 2.9% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 79.2% 9.6% 11.1% 0


13. The work I do is important.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 399,340 90.3% 6.6% 3.2% 1,152


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 87.6% 8.3% 4.1% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 89.5% 10.5% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 80.8% 19.2% 0.0% 0


14. Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the workplace) allow employees to perform their
jobs well.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 403,735 65.7% 14.0% 20.3% 1,775


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 94.1% 1.9% 3.9% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 97.5% 2.5% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 90.5% 9.5% 0.0% 0


15. My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 399,544 69.6% 14.3% 16.2% 6,003


Federal Labor Relations Authority 91 83.4% 7.9% 8.7% 5


Authority & Administrative HQ 35 83.1% 14.1% 2.7% 3


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 9 87.7% 12.3% 0.0% 1
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


My Work Experience (continued)


16. I am held accountable for achieving results.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 402,229 81.6% 12.1% 6.3% 1,953


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 97.0% 2.0% 1.0% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 95.0% 2.4% 2.5% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0


17. I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of reprisal.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 386,924 62.1% 18.1% 19.8% 17,784


Federal Labor Relations Authority 92 75.8% 16.7% 7.5% 6


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 78.4% 19.0% 2.6% 1


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 58.5% 31.8% 9.6% 0


18. My training needs are assessed.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 401,073 52.9% 22.9% 24.2% 4,002


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 68.0% 18.8% 13.2% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 74.1% 18.1% 7.8% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 68.2% 11.1% 20.7% 0


19. In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be rated at different performance levels (for example,
Fully Successful, Outstanding).


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 396,712 69.0% 13.6% 17.3% 10,380


Federal Labor Relations Authority 91 83.6% 6.7% 9.8% 7


Authority & Administrative HQ 34 82.8% 11.6% 5.6% 5


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 9 87.7% 12.3% 0.0% 1


My Work Unit


20. The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 406,886 73.3% 13.5% 13.2%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 93.8% 5.2% 1.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 94.7% 5.3% 0.0%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 90.5% 9.5% 0.0%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


My Work Unit (continued)


21. My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 392,412 42.6% 25.2% 32.2% 14,370


Federal Labor Relations Authority 91 84.2% 14.5% 1.2% 6


Authority & Administrative HQ 35 85.1% 11.7% 3.2% 3


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 8 86.2% 13.8% 0.0% 1


22. Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 376,444 34.5% 27.6% 38.0% 27,943


Federal Labor Relations Authority 89 69.4% 21.6% 9.0% 9


Authority & Administrative HQ 34 79.2% 20.8% 0.0% 5


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.7% 30.3% 0.0% 0


23. In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not improve.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 363,758 29.3% 27.1% 43.6% 41,216


Federal Labor Relations Authority 82 62.3% 30.5% 7.2% 16


Authority & Administrative HQ 33 70.1% 24.1% 5.8% 6


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 79.2% 11.1% 9.6% 0


24. In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 380,352 34.0% 27.9% 38.1% 25,041


Federal Labor Relations Authority 87 60.1% 20.5% 19.4% 11


Authority & Administrative HQ 31 71.4% 18.8% 9.8% 8


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.7% 20.7% 9.6% 0


25. Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 376,070 41.4% 24.9% 33.8% 28,546


Federal Labor Relations Authority 91 72.0% 11.9% 16.1% 7


Authority & Administrative HQ 33 76.7% 14.9% 8.4% 6


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 61.2% 20.7% 18.1% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


My Work Unit (continued)


26. Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 403,664 73.3% 13.8% 12.9% 1,739


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 90.5% 6.4% 3.1% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 87.3% 10.2% 2.5% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.7% 20.7% 9.6% 0


27. The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 389,303 54.2% 28.2% 17.6% 16,713


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 81.7% 14.1% 4.2% 3


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 87.0% 10.4% 2.5% 1


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 79.2% 11.1% 9.6% 0


28. How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 406,077 82.3% 14.1% 3.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 98 95.8% 2.2% 2.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 94.6% 2.9% 2.5%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 79.2% 11.1% 9.6%


My Agency


29. The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish organizational goals.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 393,750 69.4% 17.3% 13.3% 6,753


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 92.6% 4.4% 3.0% 2


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 97.5% 2.5% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 90.5% 9.5% 0.0% 0


30. Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work processes.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 390,805 44.8% 24.6% 30.6% 9,449


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 70.8% 8.3% 20.9% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 76.4% 10.2% 13.5% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 68.2% 0.0% 31.8% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


My Agency (continued)


31. Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 390,973 48.0% 23.1% 28.9% 8,551


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 80.5% 11.1% 8.4% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 81.6% 12.9% 5.5% 1


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 58.6% 30.2% 11.1% 0


32. Creativity and innovation are rewarded.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 385,387 38.4% 28.3% 33.3% 13,365


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 59.9% 18.4% 21.7% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 37 70.2% 19.1% 10.7% 1


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 80.8% 19.2% 0.0% 0


33. Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 368,966 22.3% 26.9% 50.7% 29,028


Federal Labor Relations Authority 86 58.3% 26.8% 14.9% 10


Authority & Administrative HQ 33 67.5% 29.9% 2.6% 5


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 9 68.9% 21.6% 9.5% 0


34. Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example, recruiting minorities and women, training in awareness
of diversity issues, mentoring).


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 370,140 57.8% 27.4% 14.8% 29,591


Federal Labor Relations Authority 89 76.2% 13.7% 10.2% 7


Authority & Administrative HQ 37 86.2% 10.7% 3.0% 2


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0


35. Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 393,340 76.0% 13.3% 10.7% 6,278


Federal Labor Relations Authority 90 93.6% 5.3% 1.1% 6


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 95.0% 5.0% 0.0% 1


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 90.5% 9.5% 0.0% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


My Agency (continued)


36. My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 393,948 77.2% 13.3% 9.5% 4,677


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 80.9% 13.9% 5.2% 3


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 77.1% 18.0% 4.9% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 48.8% 41.6% 9.6% 0


37. Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes are not tolerated.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 375,254 53.1% 21.8% 25.1% 23,720


Federal Labor Relations Authority 88 76.6% 14.2% 9.3% 8


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 77.8% 19.2% 2.9% 1


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 68.3% 31.7% 0.0% 0


38. Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or against any employee/applicant, obstructing a person's
right to compete for employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not tolerated.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 361,746 66.7% 18.9% 14.4% 35,073


Federal Labor Relations Authority 88 89.1% 9.8% 1.1% 8


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 91.4% 8.6% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 77.8% 22.2% 0.0% 0


39. My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 392,488 74.0% 17.2% 8.8% 7,188


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 93.8% 3.1% 3.1% 3


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 95.1% 4.9% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 80.8% 19.2% 0.0% 0


40. I recommend my organization as a good place to work.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 400,013 64.0% 20.1% 15.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 83.4% 7.4% 9.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 84.0% 10.6% 5.4%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 58.6% 31.7% 9.6%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


My Agency (continued)


41. I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place to work.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 370,195 40.9% 26.8% 32.3% 30,395


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 81.8% 9.8% 8.5% 4


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 89.3% 5.3% 5.3% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.8% 9.5% 20.7% 0


My Supervisor


42. My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 397,533 78.3% 10.8% 10.9% 2,147


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 88.5% 4.1% 7.4% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 94.5% 2.5% 2.9% 1


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 90.5% 9.5% 0.0% 0


43. My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership skills.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 396,644 66.2% 16.9% 17.0% 2,033


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 79.4% 7.6% 13.0% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 91.6% 5.9% 2.5% 1


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 79.2% 11.1% 9.6% 0


44. Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 391,835 63.4% 18.2% 18.4% 4,496


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 77.0% 12.4% 10.6% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 37 81.1% 13.3% 5.6% 1


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.7% 9.5% 20.8% 0


45. My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of society.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 365,376 67.8% 21.7% 10.5% 32,531


Federal Labor Relations Authority 88 75.8% 16.3% 8.0% 9


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 80.7% 13.8% 5.5% 1


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 58.6% 20.6% 20.8% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


My Supervisor (continued)


46. My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job performance.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 395,581 62.5% 19.1% 18.5% 2,285


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 79.2% 11.8% 9.0% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 37 81.1% 16.3% 2.6% 1


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.7% 20.7% 9.6% 0


47. Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 392,465 65.6% 17.8% 16.6% 6,120


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 84.4% 10.5% 5.1% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 89.0% 8.5% 2.5% 1


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 79.2% 11.1% 9.6% 0


48. My supervisor listens to what I have to say.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 398,731 76.1% 12.1% 11.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 87.8% 4.1% 8.1%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 95.1% 4.9% 0.0%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 80.8% 19.2% 0.0%


49. My supervisor treats me with respect.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 397,483 81.3% 10.0% 8.7%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 86.7% 6.4% 6.9%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 94.6% 2.9% 2.5%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 79.2% 11.1% 9.6%


50. In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 397,581 77.6% 10.0% 12.4%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 91.6% 3.4% 5.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 37 86.2% 8.7% 5.2%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.7% 20.7% 9.6%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


My Supervisor (continued)


51. I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 398,003 67.4% 16.0% 16.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 79.1% 9.6% 11.3%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 79.1% 10.6% 10.3%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 58.6% 20.7% 20.7%


52. Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 398,213 70.5% 17.4% 12.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 84.1% 8.9% 7.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 89.0% 8.5% 2.5%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 79.3% 11.0% 9.6%


Leadership


53. In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment in the workforce.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 388,819 40.9% 24.1% 35.0% 7,594


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 79.3% 14.6% 6.1% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 81.6% 18.4% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 80.8% 19.2% 0.0% 0


54. My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 372,029 51.8% 24.0% 24.3% 23,730


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 83.3% 14.6% 2.1% 4


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 78.8% 21.2% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 58.6% 41.4% 0.0% 0


55. Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 368,225 64.0% 22.0% 13.9% 25,081


Federal Labor Relations Authority 92 86.8% 6.9% 6.3% 4


Authority & Administrative HQ 37 91.4% 6.0% 2.6% 1


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 90.4% 0.0% 9.6% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


Leadership (continued)


56. Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 389,027 60.3% 20.1% 19.6% 5,145


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 88.3% 8.7% 3.1% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 86.6% 13.4% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.7% 30.3% 0.0% 0


57. Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its goals and objectives.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 367,493 60.1% 23.5% 16.4% 26,319


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 90.0% 7.9% 2.1% 3


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 89.3% 8.2% 2.5% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.7% 20.7% 9.6% 0


58. Managers promote communication among different work units (for example, about projects, goals, needed resources).


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 381,145 52.0% 22.5% 25.5% 13,697


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 76.2% 13.1% 10.6% 2


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 81.7% 10.6% 7.7% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 68.2% 11.1% 20.7% 0


59. Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 380,902 55.7% 22.4% 21.8% 14,062


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 77.2% 12.3% 10.5% 3


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 76.4% 11.1% 12.6% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 58.6% 20.7% 20.7% 0


60. Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above your immediate supervisor?


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 373,425 57.9% 23.3% 18.9% 21,965


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 85.1% 9.6% 5.3% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 84.3% 7.8% 7.9% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 68.2% 11.1% 20.7% 0
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


Leadership (continued)


61. I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 390,254 53.1% 23.5% 23.4% 5,078


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 87.8% 10.0% 2.2% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 89.6% 10.4% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 9 89.4% 10.6% 0.0% 0


62. Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work/Life programs.


N Positive Neutral Negative DNK


Governmentwide 363,124 55.1% 25.8% 19.1% 32,433


Federal Labor Relations Authority 93 89.1% 5.3% 5.6% 4


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 97.1% 0.0% 2.9% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0


My Satisfaction


63. How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 394,068 50.7% 22.7% 26.6%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 72.8% 9.2% 18.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 74.3% 12.3% 13.5%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 68.2% 0.0% 31.8%


64. How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on what's going on in your organization?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 393,156 48.0% 23.5% 28.5%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 77.6% 12.4% 10.0%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 85.0% 10.1% 4.9%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 79.2% 11.1% 9.6%


65. How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,389 47.5% 23.8% 28.7%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 97 77.4% 12.3% 10.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 79.5% 15.6% 4.9%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.7% 20.7% 9.6%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


My Satisfaction (continued)


66. How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,440 42.5% 29.3% 28.3%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 71.4% 19.9% 8.7%


Authority & Administrative HQ 38 70.7% 23.5% 5.9%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 68.2% 20.8% 11.0%


67. How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your organization?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,739 35.9% 27.3% 36.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 55.1% 26.0% 18.9%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 45.4% 31.2% 23.4%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 37.6% 41.7% 20.7%


68. How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,659 52.5% 23.5% 23.9%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 68.6% 20.2% 11.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 69.1% 23.8% 7.1%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 70.8% 11.1% 18.1%


69. Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 392,826 66.2% 17.4% 16.4%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 83.6% 6.0% 10.4%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 89.3% 5.3% 5.4%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.7% 20.7% 9.6%


70. Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 393,242 58.2% 16.9% 24.9%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 76.9% 15.5% 7.7%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 73.2% 21.1% 5.7%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 57.0% 20.8% 22.2%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


My Satisfaction (continued)


71. Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?


N Positive Neutral Negative


Governmentwide 393,451 56.9% 21.4% 21.7%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 81.2% 9.3% 9.5%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 81.6% 15.6% 2.9%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 69.7% 30.3% 0.0%


Work/Life


72. Have you been notified whether or not you are eligible to telework?


N
Notified
eligible


Notified
not


eligible
Not


notified
Not sure
notified


Governmentwide 392,364 40.3% 21.6% 29.1% 9.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 87.2% 6.5% 1.0% 5.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 86.1% 8.2% 0.0% 5.7%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 89.0% 0.0% 0.0% 11.0%


73. Please select the response below that BEST describes your current teleworking situation.


Telework


N
3+ Days


Per Week
1-2 Days


Per Week


No More
Than 1-2
Days Per


Month Infrequently


Governmentwide 389,999 5.7% 11.8% 4.7% 11.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 4.2% 33.8% 12.8% 24.6%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 2.4% 42.7% 10.4% 20.2%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 0.0% 49.0% 11.1% 19.3%


(continued)
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


Work/Life (continued)


73. Please select the response below that BEST describes your current teleworking situation. (continued)


Do Not Telework


N


Must Be
Physically


Present
Technical


Issues


Not
Allowed


To
Telework


Choose
Not To


Telework


Governmentwide 389,999 30.4% 4.2% 19.2% 12.2%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 94 3.6% 1.0% 6.4% 13.6%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 5.7% 0.0% 8.2% 10.4%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 20.6%


74. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 391,178 33.4% 45.8% 20.8%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 60.2% 33.5% 6.3%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 56.7% 33.0% 10.3%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 41.4% 49.3% 9.4%


75. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Health and Wellness Programs (for example, exercise, medical
screening, quit smoking programs)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 390,233 26.8% 61.0% 12.1%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 36.7% 50.8% 12.4%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 62.2% 35.2% 2.5%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 80.4% 19.6% 0.0%


76. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Employee Assistance Program (EAP)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 387,376 13.6% 81.0% 5.3%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 95 8.3% 90.5% 1.2%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 2.9% 94.3% 2.8%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 0.0% 89.0% 11.0%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


Work/Life (continued)


77. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Child Care Programs (for example, daycare, parenting classes,
parenting support groups)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 390,848 3.7% 79.1% 17.2%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 0.0% 71.9% 28.1%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 0.0% 69.5% 30.5%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 0.0% 90.4% 9.6%


78. Do you participate in the following Work/Life programs? Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups, speakers)


N Yes No


Not
Available


To Me


Governmentwide 391,248 2.3% 80.4% 17.2%


Federal Labor Relations Authority 96 1.0% 74.2% 24.8%


Authority & Administrative HQ 39 2.5% 69.9% 27.5%


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 10 0.0% 90.4% 9.6%


79. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Telework


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 204,775 78.9% 12.0% 9.1% 6,007


Federal Labor Relations Authority 73 95.9% 2.8% 1.3% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 30 96.2% 3.8% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 8 86.0% 14.0% 0.0% 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.


80. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Alternative Work Schedules (AWS)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 148,859 89.7% 7.0% 3.3% 3,222


Federal Labor Relations Authority 57 94.9% 5.1% 0.0% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 21 95.4% 4.6% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 3 68.5% 31.5% 0.0% 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


Work/Life (continued)


81. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Health and Wellness Programs (for example,
exercise, medical screening, quit smoking programs)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 102,282 80.5% 15.7% 3.8% 7,335


Federal Labor Relations Authority 34 94.4% 2.9% 2.7% 1


Authority & Administrative HQ 24 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 8 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.


82. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Employee Assistance Program (EAP)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 51,991 75.5% 20.1% 4.4% 8,067


Federal Labor Relations Authority 6 83.7% 16.3% 0.0% 3


Authority & Administrative HQ 1 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 0 -- -- -- 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.


83. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Child Care Programs (for example, daycare,
parenting classes, parenting support groups)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 10,701 72.2% 23.5% 4.3% 4,380


Federal Labor Relations Authority 0 -- -- -- 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 0 -- -- -- 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 0 -- -- -- 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.


84. How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Elder Care Programs (for example, support groups,
speakers)


N Positive Neutral Negative NBJ


Governmentwide 7,399 67.6% 30.2% 2.2% 3,730


Federal Labor Relations Authority 1 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0


Authority & Administrative HQ 1 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0


Authority - Offices of the Executive Director 0 -- -- -- 0


*The results for this item only include employees who indicated that they participated in this program.
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


Demographic Questions


Where do you work?


N %


Headquarters 10 100.0%


Field 0 0.0%


What is your supervisory status?


N %


Non-Supervisor 5 50.0%


Team Leader 2 20.0%


Supervisor 1 10.0%


Manager 1 10.0%


Senior Leader 1 10.0%


Are you:


N %


Male 7 77.8%


Female 2 22.2%


Are you Hispanic or Latino?


N %


Yes 0 0.0%


No 9 100.0%


Race


N %


American Indian or Alaska Native 0 0.0%


Asian 0 0.0%


Black or African American 3 33.3%


Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 0 0.0%


White 5 55.6%


Two or more races 1 11.1%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


Demographic Questions (continued)


What is the highest degree or level of education you have completed?


N %


Less than High School 0 0.0%


High School Diploma/GED or equivalent 1 10.0%


Trade or Technical Certificate 0 0.0%


Some College (no degree) 1 10.0%


Associate's Degree (e.g., AA, AS) 0 0.0%


Bachelor's Degree (e.g., BA, BS) 4 40.0%


Master's Degree (e.g., MA, MS, MBA) 3 30.0%


Doctoral/Professional Degree (e.g., Ph.D., MD, JD) 1 10.0%


What is your pay category/grade?


N %


Federal Wage System 0 0.0%


GS 1-6 0 0.0%


GS 7-12 3 33.3%


GS 13-15 5 55.6%


Senior Executive Service 1 11.1%


Senior Level (SL) or Scientific or Professional (ST) 0 0.0%


Other 0 0.0%


How long have you been with the Federal Government (excluding military service)?


N %


Less than 1 year 0 0.0%


1 to 3 years 3 30.0%


4 to 5 years 3 30.0%


6 to 10 years 1 10.0%


11 to 14 years 0 0.0%


15 to 20 years 2 20.0%


More than 20 years 1 10.0%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


Demographic Questions (continued)


How long have you been with your current agency (for example, Department of Justice,
Environmental Protection Agency)?


N %


Less than 1 year 0 0.0%


1 to 3 years 6 60.0%


4 to 5 years 2 20.0%


6 to 10 years 0 0.0%


11 to 20 years 1 10.0%


More than 20 years 1 10.0%


Are you considering leaving your organization within the next year, and if so, why?


N %


No 7 77.8%


Yes, to retire 0 0.0%


Yes, to take another job within the Federal Government 1 11.1%


Yes, to take another job outside the Federal Government 0 0.0%


Yes, other 1 11.1%


I am planning to retire:


N %


Within one year 0 0.0%


Between one and three years 0 0.0%


Between three and five years 1 10.0%


Five or more years 9 90.0%


What is your US military service status?


N %


No Prior Military Service 8 80.0%


Currently in National Guard or Reserves 0 0.0%


Retired 1 10.0%


Separated or Discharged 1 10.0%
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
Authority - Offices of the Executive Director


2nd Level Subagency Report


Demographic Questions (continued)


Are you an individual with a disability?


N %


Yes 0 0.0%


No 10 100.0%


What is your age group?


N %


25 and under 0 0.0%


26-29 0 0.0%


30-39 4 40.0%


40-49 5 50.0%


50-59 1 10.0%


60 or older 0 0.0%
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1 
 


MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN 
 


I am pleased to submit the FY 2015 Performance and Accountability Report 
for the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA).  Overall, FY 2015 was an 
extremely productive and successful year for the FLRA.  The agency faced 
head-on the challenges that FY 2015 brought, and it identified and pursued 
opportunities to achieve the goal of improved and sustainable performance 
excellence throughout the FLRA.   
 
The FLRA encompasses, in one small agency, the investigator, prosecutor, 


adjudicator, and interest arbitrator for labor-management disputes involving 1.2 million federal 
employees.  And we are committed to fostering a productive and effective federal government, 
providing leadership in establishing policies and guidance related to federal-sector labor-
management relations, and ensuring compliance with the Federal Service Labor-Management 
Relations Statute (the Statute).   
 
With respect to mission performance, FY 2015 was a strong year for the FLRA.  I am proud to 
report that the Authority completely eliminated its backlog of overage cases in FY 2015.  It also 
issued 24 percent more merits decisions than it did in FY 2014, and it experienced a 22 percent 
increase in case filings.  The Office of the General Counsel again exceeded all of its strategic and 
performance goals for the timely resolution of both unfair-labor-practice (ULP) charges and 
representation cases, and it continued to close more cases than it has in previous years.  The 
Federal Service Impasses Panel also exceeded all of its strategic and performance goals.  And the 
FLRA delivered over 300 training, outreach, and facilitation sessions to over 8,000 customers, 
continuing not only its commitment to the success of President Obama’s Executive Order 
13,522, Creating Labor-Management Forums to Improve Delivery of Government Services, but 
also to more training regarding rights and responsibilities under the Statute.   
 
Alternative-dispute resolution (ADR) activities throughout the agency also continued to be 
extremely successful.  ADR is deeply embedded in the way that all cases are processed 
throughout the agency.  Indeed, in the OGC, the sheer volume of ULP charges filed 
(approximately 4,600 in FY 2015) would overwhelm that component without the voluntary 
settlement of so many by the highly regarded employees in the Regional Offices where they are 
processed.  In the Authority component, additional ADR is available in every ULP complaint 
filed with the Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ), as well as in every negotiability case 
and every arbitration case before the Authority.  Of course, making ADR available and making it 
work are two different things.  And I am pleased to report that throughout the FLRA, we do both.  
In the OGC, for example, approximately 96 percent of the ULP cases and 95 percent of the 
representation cases in which the parties agree to use ADR settled as a result.  And, in the OALJ, 
over 89 percent of the cases in which the parties agree to use ADR provided through the 
Settlement Judge Program settle.  As another example, 100 percent of the negotiability cases in 
which the parties mutually agreed to use ADR services provided by the Authority’s 
Collaboration and Alternative Dispute Resolution Office (CADRO) resulted in full resolution of 
the underlying dispute and closure of the pending case.  And 100 percent of the CADRO 
arbitration cases resulted in at least partial resolution of the underlying dispute.   
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I also proudly note – on behalf of us all – that in FY 2015 the FLRA captured the rank of #2 on 
three important indexes in the Office of Personnel Management’s Federal Employee Viewpoint 
Survey (FEVS) – Employee Engagement, Global Satisfaction, and New IQ.  We also 
experienced impressive positive-ratings increases from 2014 in 66 items, and OPM identified all 
68 items on the survey as strengths for the FLRA.  We also achieved an all-time high employee-
response rate of 84 percent, demonstrating that employees value the survey process and use the 
FEVS as a tool to communicate their interests and concerns to agency leadership and managers.   
Further, the FLRA’s Human Capital Assessment and Accountability Framework index scores 
again increased in every category – by as much as 8 percent over 2014.  Moreover, the FLRA 
captured the rank of #5 in the Partnership for Public Service’s 2014 Best Places to Work in the 
Federal Government rankings, reflecting an impressive and unprecedented improvement of over 
300 percent in the FLRA’s overall engagement score since 2009.  This sustained progress over 
the six and a half years reflects the commitment of agency leadership at all levels to manage the 
agency with transparency and accountability, and to truly and meaningfully engage our 
employees.  And, consistent with the President’s Management Agenda (PMA) Cross Agency 
Priority (CAP) Goal on People and Culture, the FLRA continues to be a leader in creating a 
culture of excellence and engagement that fosters higher mission performance.   
 
Finally, in FY 2015, with the agency’s existing 2010-2015 Strategic Plan nearing its expiration, 
the FLRA engaged in a comprehensive strategic-planning initiative to develop and implement a 
2015-2018 Strategic Plan.  Through a collaborative review by agency leadership and employees 
– at all levels and throughout the agency – of its operations, staffing, work processes, resource 
allocations, and performance, the FLRA established strategies and goals that are designed to 
maximize the delivery of agency services throughout the federal government.   
 
These accomplishments, which were achieved through the dedication, collaboration, and 
engagement of employees at all levels, enabled the FLRA to fulfill its statutory mission to 
promote stable, constructive labor-management relations for an effective and efficient 
government.    
 
As Chairman of the FLRA, I certify that no material weaknesses were found in the design or 
operation of our internal controls and financial systems, as discussed in more detail beginning on 
page 31 of this report.  I have also made every effort to verify the accuracy and completeness of 
the performance data presented in this report.   
 


 
 
Carol Waller Pope 
Chairman 
Federal Labor Relations Authority 
November 16, 2015
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
 
BACKGROUND AND MISSION 
 
The U.S. Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) is responsible for establishing policies and 
guidance regarding the labor-management-relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal, federal 
employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining 
units.  The FLRA was created by Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, also known 
as the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (the Statute).  The agency’s genesis 
dates from the issuance of Executive Order 10,988 by President Kennedy in 1962.  In 2012, the 
FLRA celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Order, which established the first government-wide, 
labor-management-relations program within the federal government.  In 1970, President Nixon 
established the Federal Labor Relations Council, by Executive Order 11,491, to administer the 
federal labor-management-relations program and to make final decisions on policy questions and 
major disputes arising under Executive Order 10,988.  Executive Order 11,491, as amended, was 
the basis for President Carter’s proposal to Congress to create the FLRA as an independent 
agency. 
 
The Statute protects the rights of federal employees to form, join, or assist a labor organization, 
or to refrain from such activity, freely and without fear of penalty or reprisal.  These rights 
include acting for a labor organization as a representative and, in that capacity, presenting the 
views of the organization.  Employees also have the right to engage in collective bargaining with 
respect to conditions of employment through representatives chosen by the employees. 
 
The mission of the FLRA is to promote stable, constructive labor-management relations through 
the resolution and prevention of labor disputes in a manner that gives full effect to the collective-
bargaining rights of employees, unions, and agencies.  Although the FLRA is a small agency, 
accomplishing its mission – including timely, quality, and impartial resolution of labor-
management disputes – is essential for program performance government-wide.  If a labor-
management dispute remains unresolved for too long, then mission accomplishment at the 
affected agencies likely will suffer. 
 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
 
The FLRA is organized into three statutory components – the Authority, the Office of the 
General Counsel (OGC), and the Federal Service Impasses Panel (FSIP) – each with unique 
adjudicative or prosecutorial roles.  The agency also provides full program and staff support to 
two other organizations – the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel and the Foreign Service 
Labor Relations Board. 
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U.S. FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY


 
 
The Authority 
 
The Authority comprises three full-time, presidentially nominated and Senate-confirmed 
Members who are appointed for fixed, five-year, staggered terms.  The President designates one 
Member to serve as Chairman.  The Chairman acts as the agency’s chief executive and 
administrative officer.   
 
The Authority is responsible for adjudicating unfair-labor-practice (ULP) complaints, 
determining whether to grant exceptions to arbitrators’ awards, resolving disputes over the 
negotiability of proposals and provisions made during collective bargaining, and reviewing 
representation decisions of Regional Directors in representation disputes over union elections 
and unit determinations. 
 
Other program offices under the jurisdiction of the Authority include the Office of the Solicitor, 
the Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ), the Office of Case Intake and Publication, and 
the Collaboration and Alternative Dispute Resolution Office (CADRO).   
 
The Office of the Solicitor represents the FLRA in court proceedings before all U.S. courts, 
including the U.S. Supreme Court, the U.S. Courts of Appeals, and the Federal District Courts.  
In this connection, parties aggrieved by certain Authority orders may institute an action for 
judicial review within 60 days after the order issues.  The Authority may also seek enforcement 
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of its orders, temporary relief, or restraining orders in the appropriate U.S. Courts of Appeals or 
Federal District Courts.  The Office of the Solicitor also serves as the agency’s in-house counsel, 
providing legal advice to all FLRA components, and performs various functions under the 
Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act.  The Solicitor also serves as the Designated 
Agency Ethics Official. 
 
The Authority Members appoint Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) to hear and prepare 
recommended decisions in cases involving ULP complaints, as well as decisions involving 
applications for attorney fees filed pursuant to the Back Pay Act or the Equal Access to Justice 
Act.  The OALJ – through its Settlement Judge Program administered by the CADRO – also 
provides alternative-dispute resolution (ADR) services in all ULP cases.  Decisions of the ALJs 
may be appealed to the Authority. 
 
The Office of the General Counsel 
 
The General Counsel, who is appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the 
Senate, has separate and independent responsibilities from the Authority.  Under the Statute, the 
General Counsel has sole responsibility – independent of the Authority – over the investigation 
and prosecution of ULP cases.  The General Counsel’s determinations in these matters are final 
and unreviewable.  The General Counsel has direct authority over, and responsibility for, all 
employees in the OGC, including those in the FLRA’s Regional Offices.  Approximately 
50 percent of the FLRA’s staff is employed in the regions, where all ULP charges and 
representation petitions are filed.  The Regional Offices, on behalf of the General Counsel, 
investigate and resolve alleged ULPs, file and prosecute ULP complaints, effectuate compliance 
with settlement agreements and Authority Orders, and provide training and ADR services.  In 
addition, through delegation by the Authority, the Regional Offices investigate and resolve 
representation cases and conduct secret-ballot elections. 
 
The General Counsel has a small staff at FLRA Headquarters, located in Washington, D.C.  
Headquarters management provides administrative oversight; develops policies, guidance, 
procedures, and manuals that provide programmatic direction for the Regional Offices and 
training and education for the parties; and processes appeals from the Regional Offices’ 
dismissals of ULP charges.  Each Regional Office is headed by a Regional Director who 
provides leadership and management expertise for the respective region. 
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The Federal Service Impasses Panel 
 
The FSIP resolves impasses between federal agencies and unions representing federal employees 
arising from negotiations over conditions of employment under the Statute and the Federal 
Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act.  The FSIP normally comprises seven 
part-time Presidential appointees – a Chairman and six other Members – who are appointed for 
five-year terms.   
 
If bargaining between the parties, followed by mediation assistance, does not result in a 
voluntary agreement, then either party or the parties, jointly, may request the FSIP’s assistance.  
Following a preliminary investigation by its staff, the FSIP may determine to assert jurisdiction 
over the request.  If the FSIP asserts jurisdiction, then it has the authority to recommend or direct 
the use of various ADR procedures, including informal conferences, additional mediation, fact-
finding, written submissions, and mediation-arbitration by FSIP Members, the FSIP’s staff, or 
private arbitrators.  If the parties are still unable to reach a voluntary settlement, then the FSIP 
may take whatever action it deems necessary to resolve the dispute, including imposition of 
contract terms through a final action.  Parties may not appeal the merits of the FSIP’s decision to 
any court. 
 
STRATEGIC AND PERFORMANCE-PLANNING FRAMEWORK 
 
The FLRA has established strategies and goals that are designed to maximize the delivery of 
agency services throughout the federal government through a comprehensive review – by 
leadership at all levels throughout the agency – of its operations, staffing, work processes, 
resource allocations, and performance.  Throughout FY 2015, the FLRA has engaged in a 
continuous assessment of performance and other data to ensure that it is accomplishing its 
mission, effectively and efficiently, and that it is promoting innovation throughout the agency.   


Atlanta Regional 
Office 
 
Boston Regional 
Office 
 
Chicago Regional 
Office 
 
Dallas Regional 
Office 
 
Denver Regional  
Office 
 
San Francisco  
Regional Office 
 
Washington  DC 
Regional  Office 
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The FLRA’s FY 2015 performance-planning framework is based on the agency’s FY 2010 - 
2015 Strategic Plan, and it is supported by the agency’s Annual Performance Plan, which 
establishes the agency’s annual performance goals.  The Annual Performance Plan reflects the 
agency’s commitment to establishing meaningful measures that will assist in assessing 
performance outcomes, aligning resources, and effectively identifying staffing and training 
needs.  The Annual Performance Plan also demonstrates the FLRA’s ongoing commitment to 
organizational excellence.  
 
Consistent with the government-wide initiative to leverage existing data to facilitate agencies’ 
programmatic work and enhance the value of data set forth in Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) Memorandum No. 14-06, Guidance for Providing and Using Administrative Data for 
Statistical Purposes, the FLRA continually and strategically monitors its progress in 
accomplishing the goals and measures set forth in the Annual Performance Plan.  This ongoing, 
agency-wide review is conducted on a monthly basis with distribution of the Monthly Analysis 
of Performance and Status (MAPS) Report, which contains statistical case and performance data 
derived from the FLRA’s Case Management System (CMS) and agency management.  The 
agency examines the data contained in the MAPS Report in a variety of forums, and it shares the 
agency’s status toward meeting its case-processing performance goals with all employees 
through the weekly, agency-wide newsletter.  At the component and office levels, there are also 
daily performance assessments using a variety of reports, including:  case-filing reports, which 
track the number and age of cases; case-status reports, which track the status of all assigned 
pending cases within the Authority, the OGC, and the FSIP; and monthly disposition reports, 
which track the number, age, and resolution type of every closed case within the Authority and 
the OGC.   
 
The analysis and assessment of these reports drive, among other things:  decisions to target 
services (including training, facilitations, and on-site investigations) to certain parties or 
geographical locations; adjustments in workload through case transfers at the national, regional, 
and office levels; and reallocation of resources, including use of details, contract support, and 
temporary hires.  As to the latter point, in FY 2015, after identifying a backlog of cases awaiting 
decision in the OALJ, the FLRA utilized internal details; created and filled an additional, 
temporary not-to-exceed, six-month attorney appointment; contracted for time-specific paralegal 
support; established detail opportunities; and sought assistance from re-employed annuitants on a 
temporary, part-time basis to increase mission performance and eliminate the backlog of cases in 
that office. 
 


FLRA Strategic Goals 
1. Achieve superior customer service. 
2. Develop leaders at every level to meet goals and position the agency for the future. 
3. Advance performance through organizational and management excellence. 
4. Develop, empower, and engage FLRA employees to meet program needs and improve job 


satisfaction. 
 
The FLRA seeks to achieve its strategic goals primarily through the timely review and 
disposition of cases.  The agency supplements these efforts with a focus on reducing litigation 
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and its attendant costs by helping parties to resolve their own disputes through collaboration, 
ADR, and labor-management-cooperation activities.  These efforts are further supported by the 
FLRA’s focus on internal improvements in information technology (IT) and more effective and 
efficient use of human capital.   
 


FY 2015 Performance Goals 
1. Provide timely review and disposition of unfair-labor-practice cases. 
2. Provide timely review and disposition of representation cases. 
3. Provide timely review and disposition of arbitration cases. 
4. Provide timely review and disposition of negotiability cases. 
5. Provide timely review and disposition of bargaining-impasse cases. 
6. Use collaboration techniques and alternative-dispute-resolution services to minimize 


and/or resolve labor-management disputes. 
7. Modernize agency information-technology business systems to support and enhance 


program achievement. 
8. Develop, manage, and utilize the FLRA’s human capital to meet program needs. 


 
2015-2018 Strategic Plan 
 
With the agency’s existing 2010-2015 Strategic Plan nearing its expiration, in FY 2015, the 
FLRA engaged in a comprehensive strategic-planning initiative to develop and implement a 
2015-2018 Strategic Plan.  Through a collaborative review by agency leadership and employees 
– at all levels and throughout the agency – of its operations, staffing, work processes, resource 
allocations, and performance, the FLRA established strategies and goals that are designed to 
maximize the delivery of agency services throughout the federal government.   
 
The FLRA focused a great deal of dedicated effort into the entire strategic-planning endeavor.  It 
was an important opportunity for everyone – senior leaders, the employees’ representative 
organization, and staff throughout the agency – to shape a shared vision for the future of the 
FLRA.  The draft plan was developed through one-on-one interviews and focus groups with 
FLRA leadership, staff, and external stakeholders.  Agency employees worked collectively to 
establish shared goals, objectives, and strategies, as well as the supporting performance goals 
that will help the agency to accomplish its mission and drive improvements in daily operations.  
The process was highly participatory, and it served as an opportunity for leadership, staff, and 
external stakeholders to share ideas about the FLRA’s strategy.  Everyone was asked for their 
best thinking and creativity – no ideas were off the table.  This was a transparent effort, and there 
was continuous communication with agency employees – at all levels throughout the agency – 
for the duration of the project.   
 
In addition, the FLRA identified performance goals that will allow the agency to both monitor 
progress towards achieving its strategic goals and to recalibrate strategies, as necessary, for 
maximum mission performance.  This continues the FLRA’s increasing focus on targeted data 
collection and data-driven leadership and decision-making.  In developing this strategic plan, the 
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FLRA referenced evidence-based performance and resource trends, and it intends to use data 
collected to measure progress against this strategic plan and overall mission performance and 
effectiveness.   
 
Timeliness 
 
Continued improvements in the timeliness of case disposition further the FLRA’s critical role in 
facilitating orderly, effective, and efficient change within the federal government.  In large part, 
the FLRA exists to promote effective labor-management relations that, in turn, permit improved 
employee performance and government operations.  Timely resolution – or avoidance – of FLRA 
cases is critical to this endeavor.  And effective case resolution includes not only timeliness, but 
also:  effective process execution; clear communication with the parties around case processes; and 
the issuance of well-written and understandable decisions that provide deliberate, impartial, and 
legally sound analyses and consideration of the issues in dispute. 
 
The agency facilitates improvements in performance, government-wide, that have inevitable 
effects on employee working conditions and that implicate the bargaining rights of the more than 
1.2 million employees represented by labor organizations.  Unless management and labor can 
collaboratively resolve their disputes and avoid litigation or – failing that – have their 
disagreements adjudicated expeditiously by the FLRA, mission performance will suffer.  This is 
particularly relevant now as federal agencies are making significant adjustments and changes in 
how they perform their missions in response to the budgetary and policy challenges that they are 
facing. 
 
Alternative Dispute Resolution and Education 
 
Throughout the years, the Authority, the OGC, and the FSIP have not only recognized the many 
benefits associated with using ADR to resolve workplace disputes, but they have also integrated 
ADR techniques into all aspects of case processing.  Put simply, offering ADR services in every 
case, at every step, results in faster, more effective outcomes for the parties and the FLRA.  For 
this reason, the agency continues to leverage existing staff and resources to increase its ADR 
reach.  This includes partnering with other agencies – such as the Federal Mediation and 
Conciliation Service (FMCS), the Department of Veterans Affairs, and the General Services 
Administration (GSA) – to train large numbers of practitioners, and supporting labor-management 
forums, pursuant to Executive Order 13,522, Creating Labor-Management Forums to Improve 
Delivery of Government Services. 
 
In addition, the FLRA’s training initiatives are intended to make case processing more effective 
and efficient, and to better serve the FLRA’s customers by providing meaningful and clear 
guidance on statutory rights and responsibilities.  Timely and efficient case processing is furthered 
by FLRA customers being knowledgeable about their rights and obligations under the Statute, as 
well as FLRA case law, regulations, and case-processing procedures.  The FLRA delivers its 
educational materials through a variety of means, such as:  in-person training sessions; 
comprehensive, web-based training modules; and case outlines, manuals, and subject-matter 
guides that are easily accessible on www.FLRA.gov.  All of these materials have been developed 
to assist members of the federal labor-management-relations community with issues and cases 
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arising under the Statute.  Using collaboration and ADR techniques – alone or in conjunction with 
other training, outreach, and facilitation services – to assist parties in minimizing or resolving 
labor-management disputes significantly reduces the need for litigation and its attendant costs, and 
it gets the parties back to work accomplishing their missions and delivering effective and efficient 
government services. 
 
Information Technology 
 
Throughout FY 2015, IT and automation of agency processes continued to be key areas of focus 
for the agency.  Both are fundamental for ensuring the effectiveness and efficiency of the FLRA, 
as measured by the agency’s ability to meet its annual performance goals.  The agency continues 
to improve its overall effectiveness and efficiency, as well as the customer-service experience, 
by engaging in new and innovative ways to conduct business, such as through electronic case 
filing (eFiling).  In addition, the agency has placed significant emphasis on IT modernization to 
ensure that its IT equipment and infrastructure enable it to maximize gains in efficiency that can 
be achieved through use of technology. 
 
The FLRA continued to work in FY 2015 towards implementing the agency’s long-term goal of 
sharing end-to-end electronic case files throughout the FLRA, as well as the OMB-mandated 
target of having fully electronic files by 2019.  Increasing eFiling is critical to achieving this 
goal.  In this regard, the more case-related information that the FLRA receives electronically – 
rather than in hard copy – from the outset, the easier it is to convert that information into an 
electronic case file, without the need for FLRA staff to manually scan documents.  In recognition 
of this, in FY 2015, the agency developed and began implementing a plan to accomplish the 
transition to fully electronic case files in 4 agile phases over the next 4 years.   
 
Phase 1 is completion of the implementation of an eFiling System – eFiling 1.0 – for all FLRA 
offices that accept case filings, and the refinement and improvement of that system – based on 
user experience and feedback – through implementation of eFiling 2.0.  The FLRA’s eFiling 
System is an important E-Government initiative that was developed to provide easier and more 
user-friendly access to the FLRA and its services.  Heading into FY 2015, the agency had 
already developed and implemented eFiling 1.0 for all but one of the four FLRA offices that 
accepts case filings.  In early FY 2015, the agency completed development and implementation 
of eFiling 1.0 for the remaining office, thus every FLRA office that receives case filings – the 
FSIP, the Authority, the OGC, and the OALJ – is now capable of receiving those filings 
electronically.   
 
During Phase 1, the agency recognized that users were slow to adopt the new eFiling system, and 
the agency began actively seeking feedback regarding the eFiling interface and its usability.  
Based on that user feedback, the agency spent much of FY 2015 focusing on developing, testing, 
and implementing eFiling 2.0 with a new interface that was more intuitive, user-friendly, and 
visually appealing.  FLRA eFiling 2.0 is now available in beta for parties to file cases with 
certain FLRA offices, and is scheduled to be completed for all FLRA offices during the first 
quarter of FY 2016.   
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The new and improved eFiling 2.0 interface also serves as the catalyst for Phase 2, which – using 
the same eFiling 2.0 technology – will provide a similar user-friendly and simpler interface for 
the agency’s electronic Case-Management System.  Phase 2 also includes the implementation of 
an agency Document Management System, which provides the storage capacity and platform for 
the eventual integration of all electronic case-processing systems.  Phase 2 is expected to be 
completed by the end of FY 2017.  Phase 3, which is targeted for completion in FY 2018, is the 
integration of the automated connection between the Case Management System, the eFiling 
System, and the Document Management System.  And Phase 4 is the complete transition to 
100 percent electronic case files throughout the agency, with a goal of FY 2019 for completion.  
 
In addition, in FY 2015, the FLRA implemented a new Video Teleconferencing (VTC) System 
and transitioned to business cable, gaining efficiencies and cost savings in network and travel 
costs.  The VTC System has already begun to return value, saving agency travel funds and 
offering alternative methods for achieving agency-wide training, outreach, and intervention 
goals.  And with the transition to business cable, the agency is estimated to achieve 5 to 10 
percent savings annually for network services.  It has also yielded faster connections for the 
FLRA’s Regional Offices, increasing network speeds by 50 to 80 percent.  Both initiatives are 
key components in the agency’s effort to achieve efficiencies through use of innovations in 
technology. 
 
Finally, in FY 2015, the FLRA began the process of redesigning the FLRA’s website – 
www.FLRA.gov.  This effort, which includes input from key internal and external stakeholders, 
is highly collaborative, engaging employees across the agency to develop improvements in the 
FLRA’s website and promote innovative change in how the FLRA delivers its online 
information and services to customers.  The new site will be more user friendly, allowing visitors 
to find the information that they need more quickly – with fewer mouse clicks.  And it will be 
more intuitive through improved organization of content.  By refocusing the website’s 
organization on case types – rather than on office functions – it will provide users with more 
comprehensive, integrated information regarding the FLRA’s mission-related, case-processing 
work.  The new site will also provide users with integrated access to all FLRA training 
information and other educational materials in one, centralized location.  As part of this 
initiative, the agency is also seizing the opportunity to comprehensively review and update all of 
its website content agency-wide.  The new website should be available by the second quarter of 
FY 2016.     
 
Human Capital 
 
In FY 2015, the FLRA continued its overall success and improvement as measured by the 
Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS), leaving no doubt that the FLRA continues to have 
a highly engaged workforce that is dedicated to the accomplishment of its mission.  It not only 
captured the rank of #2 on three important indexes – Employee Engagement, Global Satisfaction, 
and New IQ (which relates to the inclusivity of the work environment) – but it also achieved an 
all-time high employee response rate of 84 percent (which is significantly higher than the 
government-wide average of 50 percent).  The latter demonstrates that employees value the 
survey process and use the FEVS as a tool to communicate their interests and concerns to agency 
leadership and managers.  In addition, the FLRA’s Human Capital Assessment and 
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Accountability Framework index scores again increased in every category for the third straight 
year – by as much as 8 percent over 2014.  Specifically, the agency scored 86 percent in 
“Leadership and Knowledge Management,” 78 percent in “Results-Oriented Performance 
Culture,” 85 percent in “Talent Management,” and 82 percent in “Job Satisfaction” – exceeding 
the government-wide average in each.  And the FLRA realized positive-ratings increases from 
2014 in 66 items, and it has 68 identified strengths and no identified challenges.  Moreover, the 
agency’s scores are above the government-wide average in 82 out of 84 questions, with:  99% of 
FLRA respondents reporting that they are willing to put in extra effort to get a job done; 98% 
indicating that they are being held accountable for achieving results; 98% positively rating the 
overall quality of the work done by their work unit; 96% indicating that employees in their work 
unit share job knowledge with each other; 95% believing that the workforce has the job-relevant 
knowledge and skills to accomplish organization goals; 94% believing that the agency is 
successful at accomplishing its mission; 94% knowing how their work relates to the agency’s 
goals and priorities; 94% finding that supervisors in their unit support employee development; 
94% believing that managers review and evaluate the organization’s progress toward meeting its 
goals and objectives; and 94% saying that senior leaders support work/life programs.   
 
These results show that employees at all levels understand the mission of the FLRA, understand 
their role in achieving the mission, and see themselves as an integral part of achieving agency-
wide success.  The agency continues to credit its mission performance successes to its high level 
of employee engagement.  Moreover, the agency’s values of transparency, open dialogue, and 
pre-decisional involvement allow for effective collaboration,  communication, and continuous 
feedback around mission performance and agency operations.     
 
Consistent with OPM’s Recruitment, Engagement, Diversity, and Inclusion (REDI) Roadmap, in 
FY 2015, the FLRA used the FEVS to develop and implement a data driven, forward-looking 
human capital management strategy that reflects a commitment to the People and Culture pillar 
of the President’s Management Agenda (PMA).  Focusing on key drivers of employee 
engagement, the FLRA has developed strategies for employees to build and cultivate key skills 
that lead to greater individual and organizational performance and job satisfaction.  In this 
connection, in FY 2015, the FLRA continued to invest in its employees through classroom 
training, rotational details, cross-component learning, challenging assignments, and 
leadership-development trainings and opportunities to enhance and broaden employees’ skills.  
Employees at all levels – both professional and administrative-support staff – delivered positive 
agency outcomes and led numerous mission-related initiatives, including:  the development and 
implementation of the FLRA’s eFiling System; the FLRA website refresh; the streamlining of 
internal case processing procedures; and the development and regular updating of Authority and 
OGC training materials, guides, and manuals – many of which are web-based – to educate the 
FLRA’s customers about the Statute, applicable legal standards and FLRA precedent, and the 
agency’s case-processing procedures. 
 
Again in FY 2015, internal developmental details have accomplished two strategic objectives:  
(1) development of future leaders to facilitate succession planning; and (2) cross-training to 
allow for the reassignment of employees to positions that are more closely matched to their 
career interests – and to the agency’s needs.  Position descriptions have continued to be updated 
and now allow for greater growth and advancement opportunities within the agency, and 
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employees readily volunteered for collateral-duty assignments, new initiatives, and projects.  In 
FY 2015, The agency also renewed its agreement with a local university to offer discounted 
tuition to FLRA employees for self-directed study. 
 
In order to further fulfill the FLRA’s mission, the agency focuses on succession planning by 
identifying its future human-resources needs, potential organizational and skills gaps, and 
vulnerabilities, and then setting goals to address them.  With respect to succession planning, in 
FY 2015, the FLRA continued a training initiative designed to assist senior, high-potential 
employees identify and strengthen critical leadership skills in preparation for eventually 
transitioning to formal leadership positions.  To strengthen and support the FLRA’s new cadre of 
first-time managers and supervisors, the agency identified a series of trainings geared towards 
developing strategic thinking and other critical skills in preparation for effective leadership at the 
FLRA.  And the FLRA continued to develop and provide high-level, mission-based training for 
its attorneys – nearly 20 percent of whom are new to the FLRA in FY 2014 and FY 2015 – that 
built upon their existing legal, technical, and ADR skills to improve and maximize performance.  
These training initiatives crossed components, bringing together future agency leaders from all 
offices to enhance their skills and encourage ongoing collaboration among peers.   
 
In FY 2015, the FLRA has continued to engage its workforce around improving its work 
processes, resulting in the FLRA continuing to climb nearly 5 percent in its “Innovation” 
rankings.  The innovation category measures employee perceptions of efforts to improve the way 
work is done, including their own personal motivation to promote change, and the support and 
rewards that they receive for promoting new ideas.  The FLRA’s commitment to rewarding 
creativity and provision of forums for employees to share and promote learning and coordination 
between components and offices have clearly demonstrated that learning more about the work 
going on across the agency, sparks creativity and collaboration.  These efforts have produced real 
results.   
 
The FLRA is committed to fostering a workplace where employees from all backgrounds are 
recruited, retained, and developed for successful performance and career progression.  The 
agency achieved greater diversity in its workforce in both FY 2014 and FY 2015 by increasing 
strategic and targeted recruitment and posting job opportunities with career-planning and 
placement services, local colleges and universities, and professional affinity-group organizations.  
Consistent with the REDI Roadmap, the FLRA is using data to help identify and eliminate 
barriers to recruiting and hiring the diverse talent that it needs.  The FLRA also continued to 
utilize both Student Pathways and summer-externship programs to accomplish mission-related 
initiatives throughout the agency.  Serving as one of three Small-Agency Representatives on the 
Diversity and Inclusion in Government Council, the FLRA is participating in government-wide 
discussions concerning the implementation of President Obama’s Executive Order 13,583, 
Establishing a Coordinated Government-Wide Initiative to Promote Diversity and Inclusion in 
the Federal Workforce, to develop a path forward for federal agencies to create and foster a 
workforce that includes and engages federal employees and reflects all segments of society.   
 
Further, as noted above, based on employee feedback provided through the 2015 FEVS, the 
FLRA again received a top ranking in terms of “New IQ Performance,” which measures the 
results of 20 separate survey questions related to inclusive environments.  The FLRA showed 
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increases in 17 of those 20 questions.  In particular, 83 percent of FLRA respondents – up from 
81 percent in 2014 – reported that supervisors work well with employees of different 
backgrounds.  And 81 percent of respondents – an 8 percent increase from 2014 – stated that the 
FLRA’s policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (e.g., recruiting minorities 
and women, training in awareness of diversity issues, mentoring).  Both of these statistics show 
that the FLRA is well above the government-wide average with respect to both questions – 20 
percent higher for each. 
 
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
 
The FLRA’s mission is to promote stable, constructive labor-management relations through the 
resolution and prevention of labor disputes in a manner that gives full effect to the 
collective-bargaining rights of employees, unions, and agencies.  Accomplishing its mission in 
an effective and efficient manner is key to enabling the federal government, as a whole, to adapt 
to changing circumstances, as necessary, to continue delivering the highest quality services to the 
American public, consistent with President Obama’s Management Agenda to deliver a more 
nimble, more innovative, and more accountable federal government. 
 
Mission – Case Processing & ADR 
 
With respect to its mission accomplishments, the FLRA as a whole has continued its significant 
improvement over the last six and a half years in providing customers with timely and quality 
adjudication and dispute-resolution services.  But the FLRA has had to overcome significant 
obstacles in meeting its mission requirements.  In addition to increased case filings in certain 
components of the agency, the agency experienced a wave of key employee retirements and 
departures starting in FY 2013 and continuing into FY 2015.  This left well over 10 percent of 
the FLRA’s already small workforce vacant to start FY 2014, and the agency has devoted 
significant effort to rebuilding its workforce throughout FY 2014 and FY 2015.    
 
Authority (including OALJ, CADRO) 
 
In FY 2014, the Authority faced a backlog of cases that accrued when the Authority lacked a 
quorum of Members necessary to issue decisions for more than a 10-month period.  And while 
the Authority devoted much of FY 2014 to issuing its oldest cases and eliminating that backlog, 
some of those overage cases remained, and a large number of newer cases went overage in the 
process – resulting in the Authority beginning FY 2015 with 63 percent of its cases already being 
overage.  In addition, during FY 2015, the Authority experienced a 22 percent increase in case 
filings over FY 2014.  There were also several key retirements and departures, and a budget 
lapse that precluded backfilling those vacancies for 90 days or more.  All together, these factors 
have posed a challenge for the Authority in terms of meeting its performance goals in FY 2015.   
 
Despite these challenges, the Authority is poised to begin FY 2016 in a significantly better 
position than when it began FY 2015.  As the result of a case-issuance strategy (an action plan) 
that the Authority adopted in early FY 2015, as well as the use of temporary assistance from 
other offices, the Authority eliminated all of its remaining overage-case backlog in FY 2015.  
And, compared with the 133 cases that the Authority closed on the merits in FY 2014, the 
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Authority closed 165 cases on the merits in FY 2015 – a nearly 25 percent increase.  As a result 
of these efforts, the Authority began FY 2016 well-positioned to meet its performance goals for 
timely, quality case adjudication.      
 
Moreover, the Authority continued in FY 2015 to yield performance dividends from ongoing 
arbitration and negotiability case-processing initiatives.  As a result of a comprehensive review 
of arbitration case processing and implementation of associated regulatory changes several years 
ago – along with the development and periodic updating of a Guide to Arbitration under the 
Statute – the Authority continues to experience reduced numbers of procedural deficiencies in 
the parties’ filings, which leads to reduced overall case-processing times.  Additionally, the 
Authority continued to review and make regular updates to its Comprehensive Arbitration 
Training program, which it presented to its parties several times throughout the year.  Further, as 
a result of its review of negotiability law and practice in recent years ago, the Authority 
developed a Guide to Negotiability under the Statute, and the accompanying Comprehensive 
Negotiability Training program, which it continued to review, revise, and deliver to its customers 
on an ongoing, consistent basis.  The currency of these materials and the provision of up-to-date, 
relevant training have yielded real performance-improvement outcomes.  The parties are better 
educated about the Authority’s law and case-processing requirements, which has resulted in 
fewer procedural deficiency orders and procedural dismissals.  For example, there has been an 
over 37 percent reduction in procedural dismissals in arbitration cases from FY 2012 to FY 2015.   
In addition, the Authority is receiving higher-quality, better-drafted briefs.  That, in turn, enables 
the Authority to more efficiently and expeditiously process those cases.   
 
The OALJ resolved cases in FY 2015 at a dramatic pace, issuing nearly 80 decisions and more 
than doubling the substantial improvement in case processing delivered in FY 2014 – a 160% 
productivity increase.  In response to a backlog of cases awaiting decision, the agency 
reallocated resources to the OALJ – through use of details, a temporary-attorney hire, contract 
paralegal support, and two re-employed-annuitant ALJs – to assist in resolving cases more 
expeditiously.  With nearly 1,000 new cases on the docket in the last four years, the OALJ has 
successfully resolved cases without the need for costly litigation involving a hearing or written 
decision through use of the OALJ Settlement Judge Program – with ADR services administered 
by the CADRO.  In FY 2015, in over 87 percent of cases in which the parties participated in the 
Settlement Judge Program, they reached agreement and fully resolved their dispute.  This is real 
evidence that the delivery of ADR services at all stages of case processing results in more 
effective and cost-efficient program performance for the FLRA, as well as the timely resolution 
of disputes for its customers.  As a result, the OALJ has seen a decrease in demand for hearings 
even though the number of complaints issued by the OGC alleging ULPs remains high, 
exceeding 200 in FY 2015.  For those cases that cannot be settled without a hearing, the ALJs 
continue to encourage the parties to request a bench decision, where appropriate under the facts 
of the case, to reduce the need for final written decisions.   
 
In addition to its highly successful work with the OALJ Settlement Judge Program, the CADRO 
continues to have great success in helping parties before the Authority to resolve significant 
disputes in pending cases, most significantly in negotiability cases, but also increasingly 
expanding to include arbitration cases.  In fact, in FY 2015, 100 percent of CADRO negotiability 
cases resulted in full resolution of the underlying dispute and closure of the pending case.  And 
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100 percent of CADRO arbitration cases resulted in at least partial resolution of the underlying 
dispute.    
 
Noteworthy CADRO cases in FY 2015 include a case in which, following more than two years 
of bargaining over subjects that included wages, the parties obtained an interest-arbitration award 
intended to resolve all remaining disputes in their national term contract.  Both parties filed 
arbitration exceptions with the Authority to more than a dozen contract articles ruled on by the 
arbitrator.  This would most likely have resulted in additional years of resource-intensive 
litigation and a less-than-satisfying result.  Instead, the parties engaged in several days of 
CADRO mediation that resolved all of the exceptions in the case pending before the Authority, 
and that even assisted the parties in reaching voluntary agreement on contract articles that the 
arbitrator had failed to resolve.  In another case involving a term contract, an agency and a union 
bargained for years, followed by agency-head disapproval of the resulting contract.  The parties 
returned to the bargaining table, again reached agreement, and again submitted the agreement for 
agency-head review.  This time, the agency head disapproved 44 contract provisions, after which 
the union filed a negotiability petition with the Authority.  The parties agreed to use CADRO’s 
mediation services, through which they were able to completely resolve all 44 provisions in only 
two days of mediation, resulting in withdrawal of the case before the Authority.  Given the large 
volume of issues in dispute, formal adjudication by the Authority would have consumed an 
enormous amount of staff resources, and final resolution of the dispute would have taken far 
longer to achieve. 
 
CADRO was also successful in resolving a dispute in which $80M of an agency’s FY 2015 
budget was tied to implementing a single career track (SCT) for a nationwide group of 
employees.  Due to implementation delays, the agency risked losing the implementation 
funds.  The parties jointly requested CADRO assistance to engage in pre-decisional involvement 
(PDI) pursuant to Executive Order 13,522, Creating Labor-Management Forums to Improve 
Delivery of Government Services.  CADRO facilitated two very long days of outreach with 
15 party representatives from around the nation.  The parties met their implementation deadline 
and thereby achieved critical mission-related results that also improved the quality of employee 
work life and fostered a better labor-management relationship between the parties. 
 
The parties universally reported that these ADR services improve their ability to resolve 
important problems, make critical decisions, and develop more successful problem-solving 
relationships.  And CADRO’s efforts serve the dual purpose of preventing unnecessary and 
costly litigation before the FLRA and making case processing more effective and efficient.  
Moreover, the CADRO also delivers “prevention” services, teaching parties techniques for 
effectively resolving labor-management issues on their own, without the need for third-party 
involvement.  These types of services have helped the parties develop constructive workplace 
relationships that promote better mission performance, as well as quality of work life – real 
evidence that the program works.   
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OGC 
 
The OGC continued delivering strong results in FY 2015.  The OGC exceeded its strategic 
performance goals for the timely resolution of both ULP and representation cases, and it 
continued closing cases at increased rates.  The OGC closed over 4,600 ULP cases and 220 
representation cases.  In addition, the OGC conducted over 70 secret-ballot representation 
elections.   
 
In conjunction with the OGC’s emphasis on resolving cases in a timely and high-quality manner, 
the OGC has expanded its use of voluntary ADR services to resolve cases.  This is particularly 
important as the OGC has the largest case intake and inventory among all of the FLRA 
components (handling over three quarters of the FLRA’s total case intake), and it is the FLRA 
component with which the parties have the most direct contact.  The beneficial effects of 
voluntary ULP settlements and representation agreements are obvious, and the OGC pursues 
both aggressively. 
 
In FY 2015, the OGC resolved over 1,000 ULP cases by voluntary adjustment during the 
investigative process.  In addition, the OGC resolved over 96 percent of the ULP cases in which 
merit was found and 95 percent of the representation cases in which the parties agreed to use the 
OGC’s ADR services.  These successful, voluntary ADR efforts resulted in significant savings of 
governmental staff and budgetary resources.   
 
For example, in early 2015 an agency and a union requested that the OGC assist them in 
clarifying their existing bargaining-unit certification in light of significant organizational and 
personnel changes.  The scope of the project was nationwide and involved large numbers of 
employees.  Realizing that resolving these issues in the traditional formal investigation and 
hearing manner would be time consuming and expensive, the parties asked that the OGC to 
provide ADR services.  After working closely with the OGC over several days, the parties 
reached voluntary stipulations clarifying the scope of the unit and the status of many categories 
of employees.  In another example, an agency and an exclusive representative had several ULP 
cases involving disputes over information that the union had requested.  This was a recurring 
issue for the parties, and it was having a negative effect on their relationship.  At the OGC’s 
suggestion, the parties agreed to use the OGC’s ADR services and jointly develop a new strategy 
for handling information requests.  After working closely with the OGC and jointly attending an 
educational workshop presented by the OGC on the Statute, the parties developed a new protocol 
that provides a streamlined process for requesting and providing necessary information.  This 
new approach has resolved an issue that was causing friction between the parties, and it has 
prevented them from filing additional ULP cases.  By using the OGC’s ADR services, the parties 
avoided the time-consuming and expensive formal-hearing process and gained valuable 
experience and expertise to resolve future issues in an effective and efficient manner. 
 
FSIP 
 
With respect to the FSIP, a significant number of requests for assistance in FY 2015 involved 
impasses over successor collective-bargaining agreements.  Such impasses typically are complex 
in nature, involving many contract articles and issues over which the parties have been 
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negotiating for considerable lengths of time.  Among others, the FSIP resolved voluntarily – 
during mediation-arbitration proceedings or informal conferences conducted by FSIP Members – 
successor-agreement impasses between the Internal Revenue Service and the National Treasury 
Employees Union, the Department of Veterans Affairs and the National Association of 
Government Employees, and the General Services Administration and the National Federation of 
Federal Employees (NFFE).  This is consistent with the FSIP’s guiding philosophy that the 
voluntary settlement of bargaining impasses using mediation-arbitration techniques is the most 
effective and efficient form of dispute resolution.  In fact, in cases where the FSIP used 
mediation-arbitration or informal conferences to resolve federal-sector impasses, it obtained 
complete, voluntary settlements over 78 percent of the time, surpassing the 60-percent settlement 
rate that it achieved in FY 2014.  As a result of this high percentage of voluntary settlements, in 
FY 2015, FSIP Members issued only 6 Arbitration Opinions and Decisions imposing contract 
terms on the parties.    
 
In FY 2015, the FSIP also continued to prioritize case processing to minimize disruption to 
government operations and costs to taxpayers.  One example of this prioritization was an 
impasse that arose as a result of Administration initiatives requiring agencies to ensure that their 
total physical space (i.e., square footage) remains at their FY 2012 baseline levels and to dispose 
of excess real properties.  In this regard, the National Science Foundation decided to relocate its 
headquarters from Arlington, Virginia to Alexandria, Virginia, affecting approximately 935 
bargaining-unit employees represented by the American Federation of Government Employees 
(AFGE).  When the parties could not reach a voluntary settlement of their impasse, the FSIP 
Member designated to resolve the dispute through mediation-arbitration issued a timely 
Arbitrator Opinion and Decision permitting the relocation to proceed in accordance with the 
agency’s timetable.  Another example of prioritization of case processing involves disputes over 
the termination of compressed work schedules (CWS) under the Federal Employees Flexible and 
Compressed Work Schedules Act.  In such cases, the FSIP has 60 days to determine whether an 
agency has met its burden of proof by demonstrating through the totality of the evidence that the 
CWS is causing an adverse agency impact.  In one such impasse involving the Federal Bureau of 
Prisons and AFGE, the FSIP scheduled the parties to appear before the FSIP’s Chairman for a 
mediation-arbitration proceeding on a timetable allowing for timely issuance of a decision in the 
event that the parties cannot reach a voluntary settlement.   
 
Mission Accomplishment – Providing Training across the Federal Government 
 
Further, in FY 2015, the FLRA continued to provide web-based and in-person training 
nationwide to members of the federal-sector labor-management community – union 
representatives, agency representatives, and neutrals – in all aspects of its case law and 
processes.  In FY 2015, the FLRA, as a whole, provided over 300 training, outreach, and 
facilitation sessions to over 8,000 participants.  Over the last 5 years, the FLRA has provided 
nearly 1,400 such sessions to over 40,000 participants worldwide.     
 
The Authority, the OGC, and the FSIP provided training at several nationwide, annual 
conferences, including the Society of Federal Labor and Employee Relations Professionals 
symposium and the Federal Dispute Resolution conference.  These sessions included 
presentations of newly prepared materials of current relevance, as well as updated materials for 
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more standard sessions.  In addition, the Authority sponsored its own training programs, 
including several, full-day sessions of Comprehensive Arbitration Training and Comprehensive 
Negotiability Training.  In particular, because negotiability cases have the highest rate of 
procedural dismissals of any type of case filed with the Authority, the negotiability training is 
intended to meet the goals of helping the parties to:  comply with the Authority’s regulatory 
procedural requirements (thus reducing case-processing time); file their cases in a different, 
appropriate forum when necessary; and use ADR to avoid costly litigation.  The overwhelmingly 
positive feedback received from participants in these sessions indicates that these trainings 
produced the desired results and will further the above goals in future cases. 
 
The OGC continued to focus its training efforts on where labor-relations issues arise.  By 
bringing its training services directly to the parties, the OGC educated management and labor 
representatives on their rights and responsibilities under the Statute, thereby empowering them to 
more effectively and efficiently avoid – and, if necessary, resolve – workplace disputes at the 
lowest level.   
 
Additionally in FY 2015, the OGC, in support of OMB’s ongoing “Reduce the Footprint” 
initiative, led cross-component (OGC, Authority, FSIP) and inter-agency (FMCS and GSA) 
development of a specialized, two-day workshop on office moves, space allocations, and the 
labor-relations and collective-bargaining implications.  The registrations for the workshop 
quickly reached capacity, and there was a large waiting list.  The workshop focused on resolving 
labor-relations issues associated with the “Reduce the Footprint” policy in a cooperative and 
collaborative manner and featured cross-component and inter-agency presentations by the 
FMCS, the FSIP, the Authority, the GSA, and the OGC.  Because the program was so successful 
and demand is so great, the OGC plans to expand the program in FY 2016.  Moreover, this 
training program supports Executive Order 13,522, Creating Labor-Management Forums to 
Improve Delivery of Government Services, and the work of the National Council on Federal 
Labor-Management Relations.   
  
The OGC’s training initiatives are intended to make case processing more effective and efficient 
and to better serve the parties by providing meaningful and clear guidance on statutory rights and 
responsibilities.  Ensuring that OGC customers are knowledgeable about their rights and 
obligations under the Statute, as well as FLRA case law, regulations, and case-processing 
procedures furthers timely and efficient case processing.  In FY 2015, the OGC issued a 
comprehensive Guidance on Meetings, providing the parties with clear explanations of their 
rights and responsibilities in this important area so that they can operate in a manner that 
promotes cooperative labor-management relations and prevent disputes. 
 
Employee Engagement 
 
Consistent with the PMA Cross-Agency Priority (CAP) Goal on People and Culture, the FLRA 
is a leader in creating a culture of excellence and engagement to enable higher performance.      
 
As noted above, in FY 2015, the FLRA continued its overall success and improvement as 
measured by the FEVS, capturing the rank of #2 on three important indexes – Employee 
Engagement, Global Satisfaction, and New IQ (which relates to the inclusivity of the work 
environment).  It also achieved an all-time high employee response rate of 84 percent – 
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significantly higher than the government-wide average of 50 percent.  The FLRA’s 2015 positive 
ratings increased from 2014 in 64 items, and it had 68 identified strengths and no identified 
challenges.  In addition, the FLRA’s Human Capital Assessment and Accountability Framework 
index scores again increased in every category for the third consecutive year – by as much as 8 
percent over 2014.  Specifically, the agency scored 86 percent in “Leadership and Knowledge 
Management,” 78 percent in “Results-Oriented Performance Culture,” 85 percent in “Talent 
Management,” and 82 percent in “Job Satisfaction” – exceeding the government-wide average in 
by 20 percent on average.  These responses reflect the FLRA’s progress toward meeting 
government-wide human-capital objectives and demonstrating the relationship to improved 
organizational performance.  And, consistent with an agency-wide focus on targeting areas of 
weakness identified in the survey, the FLRA addresses areas of weakness or concern in full 
collaboration with employees at all levels through its own Labor-Management Forum.  As an 
example, the FLRA placed special emphasis in FY 2015 on strengthening supervisory skills and 
improving the supervisor-employee relationship, especially as it relates to giving and receiving 
feedback on performance.  The agency also sought to improve scores relating to the 
reasonableness of workloads.  In this connection, the agency gathered information to identify the 
source of the issue – through use of pulse surveys, analysis of caseload data, and constant 
communication.  And then it used that information to make data-driven decisions about where to 
allocate additional, permanent, temporary, or detail staffing.  As a result of these efforts, in FY 
2015, the agency increased its positive responses to that question by over 23% increase from FY 
2014 
 
In addition, in 2014, the FLRA captured the rank of #5 in the Partnership for Public Service’s 
2014 Best Places to Work in the Federal Government rankings – up from #8 in 2013 with a 
remarkable 10-point increase in its index score.  With an overall employee-satisfaction score of 
79.2 percent, the FLRA exceeded a key objective of the People and Culture CAP Goal of the 
PMA to improve employee engagement government-wide to 67 percent by 2016.  This 
extraordinary accomplishment reflects a dramatic and unprecedented improvement of over 300 
percent since 2009 – the year in which the FLRA placed last in the survey.  And it reflects the 
ongoing and sustained commitment of agency leadership at all levels to improving employee 
satisfaction and morale – as measured by OPM’s FEVS – on an ongoing basis by 
comprehensively analyzing FEVS data and using additional internal surveys to target selected 
areas for improvement, develop and implement solutions, and review progress.  This 
commitment, which began in 2009, resulted first in the FLRA being named the 2010 Most 
Improved Small Agency.  Building on that success in 2011, the agency once again placed among 
the top of the most improved small agencies, and in 2012 and 2013, it captured the #7 and #8 
small-agency rankings, respectively, before being named #5 in 2014.  Most notable for 2014 
were the FLRA’s rankings for certain Best in Class categories:  #1 in “Effective Leadership - 
Leaders, Pay,” and “Strategic Management”; #2 in “Overall Effective Leadership and Training & 
Development”; and #3 in “Effective Leadership – Supervisors”; “Teamwork”; and 
“Performance-Based Rewards & Advancement.” 
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The FLRA’s dramatic and sustained improvement with respect to employee engagement and 
satisfaction over the last six and a half years reflects the commitment of leadership – at all levels 
and throughout the agency – to manage the agency with transparency and accountability and to 
engage employees.  It also demonstrates the commitment and dedication of FLRA employees.  
Concurrent with the agency’s significant increase in employee morale and satisfaction since 
2009, there has been a marked improvement in the FLRA’s mission performance and the 
delivery of services to its customers.   
   
And although the FLRA already has a highly engaged workforce, the agency continued to look 
for ways to improve upon its successes in this area in FY 2015.  In this connection, a small, 
diverse, cross-component group of managers participated in an Employee Engagement Sprint 
Initiative.  The team is in the process of developing an agency-wide action plan – in conjunction 
with the 2015-2018 Strategic Plan – that will serve as the framework for sustaining, embedding, 
and continuing to improve upon the FLRA’s impressive employee-engagement scores and the 
associated mission results.      
 


Performance Outcome 
Measures 


FY 2015 
Target 


FY 2015 
Actual Result 


Strategic Goal 1:  Achieve superior customer service. 
Performance Goal 1:  Provide timely review and disposition of unfair-labor-practice (ULP) 
cases. 
Measure 1.1:  The 
percentage of ULP charges 
resolved by the OGC by 
complaint, withdrawal, 
dismissal, or settlement 
within 120 days of filing of 
the charge. 


68% 72% Exceeded 
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Performance Outcome 
Measures 


FY 2015 
Target 


FY 2015 
Actual Result 


Measure 1.2:  The 
percentage of decisions on 
an appeal of a Regional 
Director’s dismissal of a 
ULP charge issued within 
60 days of the date filed, 
and in no case more than 
120 days. 


95%/100% 98%/100% Exceeded/ 
Met 


Measure 1.3:  The 
percentage of ULP 
complaints issued by the 
General Counsel resolved 
or decided in the OALJ 
within 180 days of the 
complaint being issued. 


90% 77% Not Met 


Measure 1.4:  The 
percentage of ULP cases 
decided within 180 days of 
assignment to an Authority 
Member. 


65% 57% Not Met 


Performance Goal 2:  Provide timely review and disposition of representation cases. 
Measure 2.1:  The 
percentage of 
representation cases 
resolved by the OGC 
through withdrawal, 
election, or issuance of a 
Decision and Order within 
120 days of the filing of a 
petition. 


60% 72% Exceeded 


Measure 2.2:  The 
percentage of 
representation cases in 
which the Authority issued 
a decision whether to grant 
review within 60 days of 
the filing of an application 
for review. 


100% 100% Met 
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Performance Outcome 
Measures 


FY 2015 
Target 


FY 2015 
Actual Result 


Performance Goal 3:  Provide timely review and disposition of arbitration cases. 
Measure 3.1: The 
percentage of arbitration 
cases decided within 180 
days of assignment to an 
Authority Member. 


65% 40% Not Met 


Performance Goal 4:  Provide timely review and disposition of negotiability cases. 
Measure 4.1:  The 
percentage of negotiability 
cases decided within 180 
days of assignment to an 
Authority Member. 


65% 50% Not Met 


Performance Goal 5:  Provide timely review and disposition of bargaining-impasse cases. 
Measure 5.1:  The 
percentage of 
bargaining-impasse cases 
in which jurisdiction is 
declined closed within 140 
days of the date filed. 


80% 100% Exceeded 


Measure 5.2:  The 
percentage of 
bargaining-impasse cases 
voluntarily settled after 
jurisdiction has been 
asserted within 160 days of 
the date filed. 


70% 100% Exceeded 


Measure 5.3:  The 
percentage of 
bargaining-impasse cases 
resolved through a final 
action closed within 200 
days of the date filed. 


70% 100% Exceeded 


Performance Goal 6:  Use collaboration techniques and alternative-dispute-resolution 
services to minimize and/or resolve labor-management disputes. 
Measure 6.1:  The 
percentage of ULP cases in 
the OGC in which an offer 
of ADR services is 
accepted by the parties that 
are partially or totally 
resolved. 


95% 96% Exceeded 
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Performance Outcome 
Measures 


FY 2015 
Target 


FY 2015 
Actual Result 


Measure 6.2:  The 
percentage of ULP cases in 
the OALJ in which an offer 
of Settlement Judge 
services is accepted by the 
parties that are partially or 
totally resolved. 


80% 87% Exceeded 


Measure 6.3:  The 
percentage of 
representation cases in the 
OGC in which an offer of 
ADR services is accepted 
by the parties that are 
partially or totally resolved. 


95% 96% Exceeded 


Measure 6.4:  The 
percentage of arbitration 
cases in which an offer of 
ADR services is accepted 
by the parties that are 
partially or totally resolved. 


80% 43% Not Met 


Measure 6.5:  The 
percentage of negotiability 
cases in which an offer of 
ADR services is accepted 
by the parties that are 
partially or totally resolved. 


90% 100% Exceeded 


Measure 6.6:  The 
percentage of 
bargaining-impasse cases 
in which an offer of ADR 
services is accepted by the 
parties that are partially or 
totally resolved. 


30% 39% Exceeded 


Measure 6.7:  The number 
of training, outreach, and 
facilitation activities 
conducted. 


200 306 Exceeded 


Measure 6.8:  The number 
of participants involved in 
training, outreach, and 
facilitation activities. 


5,000 8,294 Exceeded 


Strategic Goal 3:  Advance performance through organizational and management excellence. 
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Performance Outcome 
Measures 


FY 2015 
Target 


FY 2015 
Actual Result 


Performance Goal 7:  Modernize agency IT business systems to support and enhance 
program achievement. 
Measure 7.1:  The 
percentage of cases filed 
electronically with the 
FLRA. 


35% 17% Not Met 


Strategic Goal 4:  Develop, empower, and engage FLRA employees to meet program needs 
and improve job satisfaction. 
Performance Goal 8:  Develop, manage, and utilize FLRA’s human resources to meet 
program needs. 
Measure 8.1:  Program 
managers ensure that the 
right employees are in the 
right place to achieve 
results. 


Implement a fully 
automated and 
integrated electronic 
system for personnel 
actions, as well as a 
learning-management 
system.  Develop a 
more robust 
onboarding process 
through increased use 
of technology and 
implementation of an 
Employee Onboarding 
Handbook.  Update 
significant human-
resources policies and 
procedures.  Build 
internal capacity for 
handling the major 
human-resources 
functional areas.  
Improve office 
customer service by 
improving the quality 
of advice provided to 
managers and 
employees.  Work 
with managers to 
educate them about 
and increase diversity 
and inclusion when 
seeking new agency 


Implemented a fully 
automated and 
integrated electronic 
system for personnel 
actions.  Developed a 
more robust 
onboarding process 
through increased use 
of technology and 
piloted 
implementation of an 
Employee Onboarding 
Handbook.  Updated 
certain human-
resources policies and 
procedures.  
Continued to build 
internal capacity for 
handling the major 
human-resources 
functional areas.  
Position descriptions 
continued to be 
updated and now 
allow for greater 
growth and 
advancement 
opportunities within 
the agency, and 
employees readily 
volunteered for 
collateral-duty 


Met 
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Performance Outcome 
Measures 


FY 2015 
Target 


FY 2015 
Actual Result 


talent. 
 


assignments, new 
initiatives, and 
projects.  The agency 
also renewed its 
agreement with a local 
university to offer 
discounted tuition to 
FLRA employees for 
self-directed study.  
Improved office 
customer service by 
improving the quality 
of advice provided to 
managers and 
employees.  Worked 
with managers to 
educate them about 
and increase diversity 
and inclusion when 
seeking new agency 
talent.  The agency 
achieved greater 
diversity in its 
workforce in FY 2015 
by increasing strategic 
and targeted 
recruitment and 
posting job 
opportunities with 
career-planning and 
placement services, 
local colleges and 
universities, and 
professional affinity-
group organizations.  
With respect to 
succession planning, 
the FLRA continued 
to offer cross-
component 
developmental details 
and its training 
initiative designed to 
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Performance Outcome 
Measures 


FY 2015 
Target 


FY 2015 
Actual Result 


assist higher-graded 
employees identify 
and strengthen critical 
leadership skills in 
preparation for 
eventually 
transitioning to formal 
leadership positions.  
To strengthen and 
support the FLRA’s 
new cadre of first-time 
managers and 
supervisors, the 
agency identified a 
series of trainings 
geared towards 
developing strategic 
thinking and other 
critical skills in 
preparation for 
executive leadership 
at the FLRA. These 
training initiatives 
crossed components, 
bringing together 
future agency leaders 
from all offices to 
enhance their skills 
and encourage 
collaboration among 
peers.   
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
 
The FLRA’s principal financial statements have been prepared to report the financial position 
and results of operations of the agency, pursuant to the requirements of 31 U.S.C. § 3515(b).  
While the statements have been prepared from the books and records of the FLRA in accordance 
with U.S. Generally-Accepted Accounting Principles for federal entities and the formats 
prescribed by the OMB, the statements are in addition to the financial reports used to monitor 
and control budgetary resources, which are prepared from the same books and records.  The 
statements should be read with the realization that they are for a component of the U.S. 
government, a sovereign entity. 
 
Balance Sheet 
 
The Balance Sheet presents the FLRA’s financial position through the identification of agency 
assets, liabilities, and net position.  The FLRA’s fund balance with the Department of the 
Treasury (the Treasury) is its largest asset, accounting for nearly 90 percent of total assets in both 
FY 2014 and FY 2015.  The FLRA does not maintain any cash in commercial bank accounts or 
foreign currency balances, nor does it have any revolving or trust funds.  The agency’s second 
largest asset is its furniture, equipment, and IT hardware and software, which is recorded at 
original acquisition cost, and then depreciated using the straight-line method over the estimated 
useful life of the asset.   
 
Total assets decreased from $4.3 million at the end of FY 2014 to $3.9 million at the end of 
FY 2015.  The agency did not make any new fixed asset purchases in FY 2015, while the net 
book value of property and equipment already owned experienced further depreciation. 
 


Assets as of September 30, 2015 2014 
Fund balance with the Treasury $3,479,882 $3,626,652 
General property and equipment 448,644 588,076 
Prepaid expenses 0 46,494 
Accounts receivable 18,964 3,634 
Total $3,947,490 $4,264,856 


 
  Totals may not add due to rounding. 
 
Funds held with the Treasury are available to pay agency liabilities, which represent the amount 
of monies or other resources likely to be paid by the FLRA as a result of transactions or events 
that have already occurred.  Accrued employee leave, payroll, and benefits costs, along with 
accrued workers’ compensation under the Federal Employees Compensation Act (FECA), 
accounted for 85 percent of total liabilities at the end of FY 2015.  The remaining 15 percent 
reflects the amount owed by the FLRA to vendors and other federal agencies for purchased 
goods and services.  Agency liabilities totaled $3.5 million in FY 2014, and $3.8 million in       
FY 2015. 
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Liabilities as of September 30, 2015 2014 
Unfunded leave $1,374,235 $1,511,241 
FECA liability 1,288,603 1,342,635 
Accrued payroll and benefits 588,753 510,906 
Accounts payable 572,313 171,800 
Total $3,823,904 $3,536,582 


 
  Totals may not add due to rounding. 
 
The FLRA’s total net position at the end of FY 2015 was $124 thousand, a $605 thousand 
decrease from the previous year. 
 
Statement of Net Cost 
 
The Statement of Net Cost presents the gross cost of operating the FLRA’s three major 
programs, less any reimbursable revenue earned from those activities.  The net cost of operations 
in FY 2015 was $27.1 million, a $1.6 million increase over the agency’s FY 2014 cost of 
operations.  In FY 2015, 52 percent of the agency’s direct resources were dedicated to the 
Authority, which includes central administrative services provided to the entire agency; 
44 percent were dedicated to the OGC; and the remaining 4 percent were devoted to the FSIP. 
 


 
 
 


FY 2015 Financial Obligations by Budget Object Class 


Compensation & benefits (78%)


Rent & utilities (10%)


Other contractual services (9%)


Communications (1%)


Supplies & equipment (1%)


Travel & transportation (1%)
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Statement of Changes in Net Position 
 
The Statement of Changes in Net Position reflects the changes that occurred within the 
cumulative results of operations and any unexpended appropriations.  The cumulative results of 
operations represent the net results of operations since inception, the cumulative amount of prior-
period adjustments, the remaining book value of capitalized assets, and future funding 
requirements.  Cumulative results remained relatively constant from FY 2014 to FY 2015, 
totaling $2.2 million. 
 
Unexpended appropriations include undelivered orders and unobligated balances.  Undelivered 
orders reflect the amount of goods and services ordered that have yet to be received.  
Unobligated balances are the amount of appropriations or other authority remaining after 
deducting the cumulative obligations from the amount available for obligation.  The FLRA had a 
decrease of $670 thousand in total, unexpended agency appropriations in FY 2015. 
 
Statement on Budgetary Resources 
 
The Statement on Budgetary Resources reports the budgetary resources available to the FLRA 
during FY 2014 and FY 2015 to carry out the activities of the agency, as well as the status of 
those resources at the end of each year.  The primary source of FLRA funding is its annual 
Salaries and Expenses appropriation from the Congress.  The agency also receives 
reimbursements, pursuant to the Economy Act, for travel expenses associated with training 
provided by agency employees on the Statute, the FLRA mission, Executive Order 13,522, etc. 
 
The FLRA had $27.3 million in total budgetary resources available to it in FY 2015.  The agency 
incurred obligations of $25.6 million in FY 2015, while recording outlays of $25.4 million.  
Total budgetary resources increased by $1 million in FY 2015, due primarily from recovery of 
unpaid, prior-year obligations.   
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MANAGEMENT ASSURANCES 
 
The Federal Managers Financial Improvement Act (FMFIA) of 1982 requires agencies to 
establish internal-control and financial systems that provide reasonable assurance that the 
integrity of federal programs and operations are protected.  The FMFIA also requires the 
Chairman to annually assess and report on the effectiveness of internal controls and to provide an 
annual Statement of Assurance on whether the agency has met this requirement. 
 
Annual FMFIA Statement of Assurance 
 
In accordance with the requirements of OMB Circular A-123, Management’s Responsibility for 
Internal Control, the FLRA conducted an assessment of the effectiveness of the organization’s 
internal controls to support effective and efficient operations, reliable financial reporting, and 
compliance with applicable laws and regulations, and to determine whether the financial 
management system conforms to applicable financial requirements. 
 
Based on the results of this assessment, the FLRA provides reasonable assurance that its internal 
controls over the effectiveness and efficiency of operations, reliable financial reporting, and 
compliance with applicable laws and regulations as of September 30, 2015, were operating 
effectively and that no material weaknesses were found in the design or operation of our internal 
controls. 
 
Further, based on our assessment, we determined that the FLRA financial-management system 
conforms to applicable financial-systems requirements. 
 


 
 
Carol Waller Pope 
Chairman 
November 16, 2015 
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PERFORMANCE GOALS AND RESULTS 
 
GOAL 1:  PROVIDE TIMELY REVIEW AND DISPOSITION OF 
UNFAIR-LABOR-PRACTICE CASES. 
 
The General Counsel has independent responsibility for the investigation, settlement, and 
prosecution of all ULP charges.  ULP cases originate with the filing of a charge in a Regional 
Office by an employee, labor organization, or agency.  Once a charge has been filed, the 
Regional Office will investigate the charge to determine whether it has merit.  If the Regional 
Director determines that the charge has merit, then he or she will, absent settlement, issue and 
prosecute a complaint before an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ).  If the Regional Director 
determines that the charge lacks merit, then the charging party is entitled to a written 
explanation, and, if not satisfied, may appeal the decision to the General Counsel in Washington, 
D.C.  If the dismissal is upheld, then the case is closed.  The Authority has appointed ALJs to 
hear ULP cases prosecuted by the General Counsel.  Decisions of the ALJs are transmitted to the 
Authority and may be affirmed, modified, or reversed in whole or in part.  If no exceptions are 
filed to an ALJ’s decision, then the Authority adopts that decision without precedential 
significance.   
 


OGC FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 


Cases pending, start of year 1,811 1,453 1,488 1,570 1,415 
Charges filed 4,094 4,375 4,659 4,696 4,418 
Total caseload 5,905 5,828 6,147 6,266 5,833 


Charges withdrawn/settled 3,425 3,377 3646 3789 3,662 
Charges dismissed 812 732 673 809 800 
Complaints issued     215 231     258     253    203  
Total cases closed 4,452 4,340 4,577 4,851 4,665 


Cases pending, end of year 1,453 1,488 1,570 1,415 1,168 


OALJ FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 


Cases pending, start of year 54 72 115 120 105 
Cases received from the OGC     234     240     271     260     222 
Total caseload 288 312 386 380 327 


Settlements before decision 191 177 223 245 187 
Cases closed by decision       25       20      43       30       78 
Total cases closed 216 197 266 275 265 


Cases pending, end of year 72 115 120 105 62 
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Authority FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 


Cases pending, start of year 14 6 2 12 13 
Exceptions filed       17       20       27       27       62 
Total caseload 31 26 29 39 75 


Cases closed procedurally 13 16 16 18 37 
Cases closed based on merits      12         8        1        8        14 
Total cases closed 25 24 17 26 51 


Cases pending, end of year 6 2 12 13 24 
 
Measure1.1:  The percentage of ULP charges resolved by the Office of the General Counsel 
(OGC) by complaint, withdrawal, dismissal, or settlement within 120 days of filing of the 
charge. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
54% 61% 68% 67% 68% 72% 


Data Source:  Case Management System (CMS) 


Target:  Exceeded. 
 
Measure 1.2:  The percentage of decisions on an appeal of a Regional Director’s dismissal of 
a ULP charge issued within 60 days of the date filed, and in no case more than 120 days. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 


97%/100% 99%/100% 100/100% 98%/100% 95%/100% 98%/100% 
Data Source:  CMS 


Target:  Exceeded/Met.   
 
Measure 1.3:  The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel resolved or 
decided in the Office of the Administrative Law Judges (OALJ) within 180 days of the 
complaint being issued. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
95% 90% 86% 91% 90% 77% 


Data Source:  CMS 
Target:  Not Met.  In FY 2015, the OALJ developed an increased backlog of “overage” cases 
– defined by the OALJ as cases in its inventory that had already exceeded the 180-day 
performance goal.  The OALJ successfully focused its efforts in FY 2015 on eliminating that 
backlog, becoming nearly current by the end of FY 2015.  Necessarily, the OALJ issued a 
greater percentage of decisions in FY 2015 that exceeded the 180-day performance goal.      
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Measure 1.4:  The percentage of ULP cases decided within 180 days of assignment to an 
Authority Member. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
31% 75% 100% 50% 65% 57% 


Data Source:  CMS 
Target:  Not Met.  For more than 10 months of FY 2014, the Authority lacked a quorum of 
Members necessary to issue decisions.  When the Authority regained its quorum, it 
immediately focused its efforts on addressing and issuing decisions in its backlog of “overage” 
cases – defined by the Authority as those cases in its inventory that had already exceeded the 
180-day performance goal.  This backlog continued into FY 2015 and led to the development 
of a case-issuance strategy – which the Authority successfully completed – to eliminate the 
backlog by the end of FY 2015.  Necessarily, the Authority issued a greater percentage of 
decisions in FY 2015 that exceeded the 180-day performance goal.      


 
GOAL 2:  PROVIDE TIMELY REVIEW AND DISPOSITION OF 
REPRESENTATION CASES. 
 
The Statute sets out a specific procedure for employees to petition to be represented by a labor 
union and to determine which employees will be included in a “bargaining unit” that a union 
represents.  Implementing this procedure, the FLRA conducts secret-ballot elections for union 
representation and resolves a variety of issues related to questions of union representation of 
employees.  These issues include, for example, whether particular employees are managers or 
“confidential” employees excluded from union representation, whether there has been election 
misconduct on the part of agencies or unions, and whether changes in union and agency 
organizations affect existing bargaining units.  Representation cases are initiated when an 
individual, a labor organization, or an agency files a petition with a Regional Office.  After a 
petition is filed, the Regional Director conducts an investigation to determine the appropriateness 
of a unit or other matter related to the petition.  After concluding such investigation, the Regional 
Director may conduct a secret-ballot election or hold a hearing to resolve disputed factual 
matters.  After a hearing, the Regional Director issues a Decision and Order, which is final 
unless an application for review is filed with the Authority. 
 


OGC FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 


Cases pending, start of year 102 82 89 89 65 
Petitions filed     267     290     253     235     225 
Total caseload 369 372 342 324 290 


Petitions withdrawn 126 115 106 118 95 
Cases closed based on merits     161     168     147     141    125  
Total cases closed 287 283 253 259 220 


Cases pending, end of year 82 89 89 65 70 
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Authority FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 


Cases pending, start of year 6 6 0 9 7 
Applications for review       12        6       11       13       16 
Total caseload 18 12 11 22 23 


Cases closed procedurally 0 0 1 2 2 
Cases closed based on merits       12      12        1       13       19 
Total cases closed 12 12 2 15 21 


Cases pending, end of year 6 0 9 7 2 
 
Measure 2.1:  The percentage of representation cases resolved by the OGC through 
withdrawal, election, or issuance of a Decision and Order within 120 days of the filing of a 
petition. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
60% 62% 60% 66% 60% 72% 


Data Source:  CMS 


Target:  Exceeded. 
 
Measure 2.2:  The percentage of representation cases in which the Authority issued a decision 
whether to grant review within 60 days of the filing of an application for review.  


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Data Source:  CMS 
Target:  Met. 


 
GOAL 3:  PROVIDE TIMELY REVIEW AND DISPOSITION OF 
ARBITRATION CASES. 
 
Either party to grievance arbitration may file with the Authority an exception to (or an appeal of) 
an arbitrator’s award.  The Authority will review an arbitrator’s award to which an exception has 
been filed to determine whether the award is deficient because it is contrary to any law, rule, or 
regulation, or on grounds similar to those applied by federal courts in private-sector, labor-
management relations. 
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Authority FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 


Cases pending, start of year 173 66 40 123 90 
Exceptions filed     110     107     124       89       99 
Total caseload 283 173 164 212 189 


Cases closed procedurally 22 24 19 16 15 
Cases closed based on merits     195     109      22     106     124 
Total cases closed 217 133 41 122 139 


Cases pending, end of year 66 40 123 90 50 
 
Measure 3.1:  The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 180 days of assignment to 
an Authority Member. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
33% 58% 91% 34% 65% 40% 


Data Source:  CMS 
Target:  Not Met.  For more than 10 months of FY 2014, the Authority lacked a quorum of 
Members necessary to issue decisions.  When the Authority regained its quorum, it 
immediately focused its efforts on addressing and issuing decisions in its backlog of “overage” 
cases – defined by the Authority as those cases in its inventory that had already exceeded the 
180-day performance goal.  This backlog continued into FY 2015 and led to the development 
of a case-issuance strategy – which the Authority successfully completed – to eliminate the 
backlog by the end of FY 2015.  Necessarily, the Authority issued a greater percentage of 
decisions in FY 2015 that exceeded the 180-day performance goal.      


 
GOAL 4:  PROVIDE TIMELY REVIEW AND DISPOSITION OF 
NEGOTIABILITY CASES. 
 
A federal agency bargaining with a union may claim that a particular union proposal cannot be 
bargained because it conflicts with federal law, a government-wide rule or regulation, or an 
agency regulation for which there is a compelling need.  In both of these situations, a union may 
petition the Authority to resolve the negotiability dispute.  Additionally, agency heads may 
disapprove collective-bargaining agreements if those agreements are contrary to law, and a union 
may petition the Authority to resolve the negotiability dispute.   
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Authority FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 


Cases pending, start of year 22 15 8 9 17 
Petitions filed       39       45       30       43       54 
Total caseload 61 60 38 52 71 


Cases closed procedurally 33 38 27 29 40 
Cases closed based on merits       13       14         2         6         8 
Total cases closed 46 52 29 35 48 


Cases pending, end of year 15 8 9 17 23 
 
Measure 4.1:  The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 180 days of assignment to 
an Authority Member. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
29% 50% 100% 17% 65% 50% 


Data Source:  CMS 
Target:  Not Met.  For more than 10 months of FY 2014, the Authority lacked a quorum of 
Members necessary to issue decisions.  When the Authority regained its quorum, it 
immediately focused its efforts on addressing and issuing decisions in its backlog of “overage” 
cases – defined by the Authority as those cases in its inventory that had already exceeded the 
180-day performance goal.  This backlog continued into FY 2015 and led to the development 
of a case-issuance strategy – which the Authority successfully completed – to eliminate the 
backlog by the end of FY 2015.  Necessarily, the Authority issued a greater percentage of 
decisions in FY 2015 that exceeded the 180-day performance goal.      


 
GOAL 5:  PROVIDE TIMELY REVIEW AND DISPOSITION OF 
BARGAINING-IMPASSE CASES. 
 
In carrying out the right to bargain collectively, it is not uncommon for a union representative 
and a federal agency to simply not agree on certain issues, and for the bargaining to reach an 
impasse.  Several options are available by which the parties may attempt to resolve the impasse.  
The parties may:  decide, on their own, to use certain techniques to resolve the impasse, but may 
proceed to private, binding arbitration only after the FSIP approves the procedure; seek the 
services and assistance of the FMCS; or seek the assistance of the FSIP in resolving the 
negotiation impasse, but only after the previous options have failed. 
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FSIP FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 


Cases pending, start of year 36 53 38 40 28 
Impasses filed     152     176     194     134     139 
Total caseload 188 229 232 174 167 


Cases closed     135     191     192     146     134 


Cases pending, end of year 53 38 40 28 33 
 
Measure 5.1:  The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases in which jurisdiction is declined 
closed within 140 days of the date filed. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
64% 92% 95% 89% 80% 100% 


Data Source:  CMS 


Target:  Exceeded.   
 
Measure 5.2:  The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases voluntarily settled after 
jurisdiction has been asserted within 160 days of the date filed. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
79% 86% 97% 68% 70% 100% 


Data Source:  CMS 


Target:  Exceeded. 
 
Measure 5.3:  The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases resolved through a final action 
closed within 200 days of the date filed. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
65% 77% 87% 61% 70% 100% 


Data Source:  CMS 


Target:  Exceeded.   
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GOAL 6:  USE COLLABORATION TECHNIQUES AND 
ALTERNATIVE-DISPUTE-RESOLUTION SERVICES TO MINIMIZE 
AND/OR RESOLVE LABOR-MANAGEMENT DISPUTES. 
 
The FLRA has integrated ADR and consensus decision-making into virtually all of its case 
processes, and it has significantly expanded its training, outreach, and facilitation activities since 
FY 2011.  ADR is an informal process that allows parties to discuss and develop their interests in 
order to resolve the underlying issues and problems in their relationships.  This includes interest-
based conflict resolution and intervention services in pending ULP cases, representation cases, 
arbitration cases, negotiability appeals, and bargaining-impasse disputes.  The agency also 
provides facilitation and training to help labor and management develop collaborative 
relationships.  Many of the FLRA’s training programs are now available as web-based training 
modules, bringing educational tools and resources directly to agency customers at their desks to 
further assist them in resolving labor-management disputes. 
 
Measure 6.1:  The percentage of ULP cases in the OGC in which an offer of ADR services is 
accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
87% 97% 98% 98% 95% 96% 


Data Source:  CMS 


Target:  Exceeded.   
 
Measure 6.2:  The percentage of ULP cases in the OALJ in which an offer of 
Settlement-Judge services is accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
88% 80% 78% 96% 80% 87% 


Data Source:  CMS 


Target:  Exceeded. 
 
Measure 6.3:  The percentage of representation cases in the OGC in which an offer of ADR 
services is accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
93% 91% 100% 100% 95% 96% 


Data Source:  CMS 


Target:  Exceeded. 
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Measure 6.4:  The percentage of arbitration cases in which an offer of ADR services is 
accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
100% N/A 100% 80% 80% 43% 


Data Source:  CMS 
Target:  Not Met.  In FY 2012, there was only one arbitration case in which an offer of ADR 
services was accepted by the parties, and ADR in that case was still ongoing at the end of the 
fiscal year.  As a result, this performance measure did not apply in FY 2012.  For FY 2015, the 
80% target assumed a universe of cases in which at least one party requested ADR.  In FY 
2015, the Authority more aggressively targeted arbitration cases in which no party had 
requested ADR – cases in which it is generally much harder to achieve a voluntary resolution 
– and, in another case, a party that initially accepted ADR withdrew before ADR efforts even 
began.  These factors negatively affected the ability to reach this goal.  While in some cases 
the parties did not “resolve” issues pending before the Authority, in nearly all cases, ADR 
resulted in parties moving closer together on issues and improving their relationships.   


 
Measure 6.5:  The percentage of negotiability cases in which an offer of ADR services is 
accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
87% 100% 100% 100% 90% 100% 


Data Source:  CMS 
Target:  Exceeded.   


 
Measure 6.6:  The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases in which an offer of ADR services 
is accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
29% 32% 28% 27% 30% 39% 


Data Source:  CMS 


Target:  Exceeded. 
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Measure 6.7:  The number of training, outreach, and facilitation activities conducted. 
FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 


332 221 302 225 200 306 
Data Source:  CMS 
Target:  Exceeded. 


 
Measure 6.8:  The number of participants involved in training, outreach, and facilitation 
activities. 


FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 
Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual 
11,975 8,933 5,976 5,114 5,000 8,294 


Data Source:  CMS 
Target:  Exceeded.   


 
GOAL 7:  MODERNIZE AGENCY INFORMATION-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS SYSTEMS TO SUPPORT AND ENHANCE PROGRAM 
ACHIEVEMENT. 
 
The FLRA began accepting eFilings in FY 2013, and, as of FY 2015, eFiling is available for all 
FLRA offices that receive case filings.  The FLRA is continuing to work towards implementing 
the agency’s long-term goal of sharing end-to-end electronic case files throughout the FLRA, as 
well as the OMB-mandated target of having fully electronic files by 2019.  Increasing eFiling is 
critical to achieving this goal.  In this regard, the more case-related information that the FLRA 
receives electronically – rather than in hard copy – from the outset, the easier it is to convert that 
information into an electronic case file, without the need for FLRA staff to manually scan 
documents.  In recognition of this, in FY 2015, the agency developed and began implementing a 
plan to accomplish the transition to fully electronic case files in 4 agile phases over the next 4 
years.   
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Measure 7.1:  The percentage of cases filed electronically with the FLRA. 


FY 2011 Actual Began developing an eFiling solution.  Completed development of 
customer registration and FSIP eFiling capability. 


FY 2012 Actual Completed development of Authority and OGC eFiling capability.  
Began testing eFiling capability with customers. 


FY 2013 Actual 10% 
FY 2014 Actual 12% 


FY 2015 
Target 35% 
Actual 17% 


Data Source:  CMS 
Target:  Not Met.  Although the FLRA did not meet its FY 2015 performance target as an 
agency, with the rollout of eFiling for the OALJ in early FY 2015, 100 percent of the cases 
filed with the OALJ were filed electronically. 


 
Measure 7.2:  The percentage of cases processed electronically end-to-end. 
FY 2011 Actual N/A 


FY 2012 Actual Enhanced the CMS to provide the structure that supports end-to-end 
electronic case processing. 


FY 2013 Actual Conducted a pilot program on end-to-end case processing. 
FY 2014 Actual Migrated the CADRO to an end-to-end electronic case file. 


FY 2015 


Target Complete full integration of the CMS and eFiling systems, enabling 
end-to-end electronic case processing throughout the agency.   


Actual 


Made eFiling available for OALJ cases, resulting in eFiling being 
available for all offices that accept case filings.  As a result, 
completed full integration of the CMS and eFiling systems, enabling 
end-to-end electronic case processing throughout the agency.   


Data Source:  FLRA Information Resources Management Division 
Target:  Met.  This measure was established in FY 2012 to serve as an indicator of success in 
developing and implementing an end-to-end electronic case file. 


 
GOAL 8:  DEVELOP, MANAGE, AND UTILIZE THE FLRA’S HUMAN 
CAPITAL TO MEET PROGRAM NEEDS. 
 
Over the last six-and-a-half years, the FLRA has demonstrated significant and marked 
improvement in its performance and service delivery, and it has consistently ranked among the 
top small agencies in both OPM’s FEVS and the Best Places to Work in the Federal Government 
rankings.  These results demonstrate the agency’s commitment to empowering and developing a 
highly engaged and effective workforce.  The success of FLRA employees is instrumental to its 
success as an agency.  It is within this spirit that the FLRA actively manages its human-capital 
programs. 
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Measure 8.1:  Program managers ensure that the right employees are in the right place to 
achieve results. 


FY 2011 Actual 


Continued to focus on employee engagement.  Through its Labor-
Management Forum (LMF), updated the agency’s Alternative Work 
Schedule policy, which increased flexibility within the program; 
began work on recognizing diversity through special-emphasis 
programs; and initiated efforts to update employee-awards programs.  
Formed a joint labor-management workgroup to design a new 
Performance-Management System for General Schedule employees 
for OPM approval and agency implementation.  Through an employee 
workgroup, designed and submitted to OPM for approval a revised 
Senior Executive Service (SES) appraisal system.  Consistent with the 
agency’s Human Capital Strategic Plan, developed a training-needs 
assessment, which will be used to create individual-development 
plans to address areas needing skills improvement and to further 
increase mission-critical competencies.  Supported employee ideas, 
initiatives, and employee-focused programs, such as “Bring Your 
Child to Work” day, Public-Service Recognition Week, a 
health-benefits fair, and a blood drive.  Initiated brown-bag programs 
and an educational series to inform and develop employees in a casual 
setting.  Continued human capital e-initiatives with the successful 
implementation of USAStaffing, NBC’s DataMart reporting tool, and 
employee eOPFs. 


FY 2012 Actual 


Enhanced development offerings, to include competency-based 
training, career-ladder developmental programs, and continuation of 
HR workshops and educational brown-bags.  Drafted and 
implemented a five-year Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan to 
make the agency a more inclusive and inviting workplace for all of its 
employees.  Increased diversity by hiring summer student interns, in 
some cases using targeted minority-hiring strategies.  Expanded 
developmental offerings, to include attorney details. 


FY 2013 Actual 


Implemented a web-based T&A system to increase efficiency and 
accuracy of reporting.  Obtained provisional certification of the 
FLRA’s SES Performance-Management System from OPM.  
Established an ADR process for resolving performance-management 
issues.  As part of its strategic workforce planning efforts, continued 
employee development, including attorney details to other offices;  
ADR-facilitator training; and leadership-development and other 
workforce training.  Established a Student Pathways Policy for 
student internships and partnered with the University of Maryland’s 
Federal Semester Program to offer unpaid internships to students. 


FY 2014 Actual 


Focused on succession planning by increasing targeted attorney 
recruitment.  Renewed agreement with the University of Maryland for 
discounted tuition for agency employees.  Increased agency resources 
through recruitment, staffing, and placement.  Utilized the Student 
Pathways and Summer Externship programs to increase resources for 
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casework and administrative initiatives throughout the agency.  
Realigned functions within the agency’s Office of the Executive 
Director to allow for improved efficiencies and customer service to 
agency employees.  Worked extensively with managers to hold 
employees accountable for performance and development.  Updated 
Attorney Recruitment Policy in order to allow managers greater hiring 
flexibility of the agency’s mission-critical occupation and to 
streamline the recruitment process.  In collaboration with the 
Partnership for Public Service’s Excellence in Government Fellows 
program, developed and piloted an Employee Onboarding Handbook 
to improve the onboarding process and increase employee 
engagement. 


FY 2015 


Target 


Implement a fully automated and integrated electronic system for 
personnel actions, as well as a learning-management system.  Develop 
a more robust onboarding process through increased use of 
technology and implementation of an Employee Onboarding 
Handbook.  Update significant human-resources policies and 
procedures.  Build internal capacity for handling the major human-
resources functional areas.  Improve office customer service by 
improving the quality of advice provided to managers and employees.  
Work with managers to educate them about and increase diversity and 
inclusion when seeking new agency talent. 


Actual 


Implemented a fully automated and integrated electronic system for 
personnel actions.  Developed a more robust onboarding process 
through increased use of technology and piloted implementation of an 
Employee Onboarding Handbook.  Updated certain human-resources 
policies and procedures.  Continued to build internal capacity for 
handling the major human-resources functional areas.  Position 
descriptions continued to be updated and now allow for greater 
growth and advancement opportunities within the agency, and 
employees readily volunteered for collateral-duty assignments, new 
initiatives, and projects.  The agency also renewed its agreement with 
a local university to offer discounted tuition to FLRA employees for 
self-directed study.  Improved office customer service by improving 
the quality of advice provided to managers and employees.  Worked 
with managers to educate them about and increase diversity and 
inclusion when seeking new agency talent.  The agency achieved 
greater diversity in its workforce in FY 2015 by increasing strategic 
and targeted recruitment and posting job opportunities with career-
planning and placement services, local colleges and universities, and 
professional affinity-group organizations.  With respect to succession 
planning, the FLRA continued to offer cross-component 
developmental details and its training initiative designed to assist 
higher-graded employees identify and strengthen critical leadership 
skills in preparation for eventually transitioning to formal leadership 
positions.  To strengthen and support the FLRA’s new cadre of first-
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time managers and supervisors, the agency identified a series of 
trainings geared towards developing strategic thinking and other 
critical skills in preparation for executive leadership at the FLRA. 
These training initiatives crossed components, bringing together 
future agency leaders from all offices to enhance their skills and 
encourage collaboration among peers.   


Data Source:  FLRA Human Resources Division 
Target:  Met 


 
VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF PERFORMANCE DATA 
 
The CMS is used by FLRA offices to track and manage caseload.  Each office enters information 
on case filings into the CMS, and is accountable for quality control of the data entered into the 
system.  Case-performance data verification and validation was performed using information 
from the CMS. 
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PRINCIPAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER 
 
The FLRA’s FY 2015 Performance and Accountability Report reflects the correlation between 
the financial and programmatic aspects of the agency’s work.  The report bridges these two areas 
by presenting FLRA performance with the financial results of agency operations.  The principal 
financial statements and notes that follow explain the FLRA’s financial position as of September 
30, 2015, and how the agency’s financial resources were expended to achieve performance 
results.  For the eleventh consecutive year, the FLRA has received an unqualified audit opinion 
on its financial statements.  Along with the unqualified opinion, the report of independent 
auditors found no material weaknesses in the design and operation of the agency system of 
internal controls over financial reporting. 
 
With FY 2016 expected to be another challenging year, we will continue to focus on identifying 
solutions to maintain our financial stability, ensure transparency and accountability, and maintain 
our high levels of mission performance and employee satisfaction and morale.  We will also 
continue to work with the Administration and the Congress in seeking ways to strengthen and 
improve the agency’s system for the administrative control of funds.  We are confident that the 
FLRA’s financial and performance data are complete, accurate, and reliable. 
 


 
 
Carol Waller Pope 
Chairman and Chief Financial Officer 
November 16, 2015 
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Federal Labor Relations Authority 
BALANCE SHEET 


(in dollars) 


As of September 30, 2015 and 2014 
   
 2015 2014 
Assets:   


Intragovernmental:   
Fund balance with the Treasury (Note 2) $3,479,882 $3,626,652 
Accounts receivable (Note 3) 16,903 0 
Prepaid expenses             0        46,494 


Total intragovernmental 3,496,785 3,673,146 
Accounts receivable, net (Note 3) 2,061 3,634 
Property, equipment and software, net (Note 4)      448,644       588,076 
   


Total Assets $3,947,490 $4,264,856 
   
Liabilities:   


Intragovernmental:   
Accounts payable $267,290 $18,265 
Accrued payroll and benefits 118,387 0 
FECA unfunded (Note 5)      219,897      216,609 


Total intragovernmental 605,574 234,874 
Accounts payable 305,023 153,535 
Unfunded leave (Note 5) 1,374,235 1,511,241 
FECA actuarial liability (Note 5) 1,068,706 1,126,026 
Accrued payroll and benefits      470,366      510,906 
   


Total Liabilities $3,823,904 $3,536,582 
   


Net Position:   
Unexpended appropriations – other funds $2,321,812 $2,991,329 
Cumulative results of operations – other funds  (2,198,226)  (2,263,055) 
 


Total Net Position     $123,586 $728,274 
   


Total Liabilities and Net Position $3,947,490 $4,264,856 


 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements. 
Totals may not add due to rounding. 
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Federal Labor Relations Authority 
STATEMENT OF NET COST 


(in dollars) 


For the Years Ended September 30, 2015 and 2014 
   
 2015 2014 
Gross Program Costs:   


Authority:   
Intragovernmental costs $6,104,434 $4,346,447 
Public costs     7,952,340   10,412,911  


Total program costs 14,056,774 14,759,358 
Less:  Earned revenue        (10,537)          (2,851) 


 
Net Program Costs $14,046,237 $14,756,507 
   


Office of the General Counsel: 
Intragovernmental costs $2,451,572 $0 
Public costs     9,536,749    9,942,518 


Total program costs 11,988,321 9,942,518 
Less:  Total earned revenue        (16,477)        (20,039) 


 
Net Program Costs $11,971,844 $9,922,479 
   


Federal Service Impasses Panel: 
Intragovernmental costs $181,752 $0 
Public costs        868,353      763,268 


Total program costs 1,050,105 763,268 
Less:  Total earned revenue             (756)                 0 


 
Net Program Costs $1,049,349 $763,268 
   


Total gross program costs $27,095,200 $25,465,144 
Less:  Total earned revenue        (27,770)        (22,890) 


 
Net Cost of Operations $27,067,430 $25,442,254 


 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements. 
Totals may not add due to rounding. 
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Federal Labor Relations Authority 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET POSITION 


(in dollars) 


For the Years Ended September 30, 2015 and 2014 
   
 2015 2014 
Cumulative Results of Operations:   


Beginning balance $(2,263,055) $(2,587,087) 
   


Budgetary financing sources:   
Appropriations used 25,917,906 24,365,987 


Other financing sources (non-exchange):   
Imputed financing 1,215,100    1,400,299 
FOIA collections             (747)                   0 


Total financing sources 27,132,259 25,766,286 
Net cost of operations (27,067,430) (25,442,254) 
Net change          64,829        324,032 


   
Cumulative Results of Operations $(2,198,226) $(2,263,055) 
   
Unexpended Appropriations:   


Beginning balance $2,991,329 $2,071,393 
   
Budgetary financing sources:   


Appropriations received 25,548,000 25,500,000 
Other adjustments (299,611) (214,077) 
Appropriations used (25,917,906) (24,365,987) 


Total budgetary financing sources     (669,517)      919,936 
 


Total Unexpended Appropriations $2,321,812 $2,991,329 
   


Net Position $123,586 $728,274 
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements. 
Totals may not add due to rounding. 
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Federal Labor Relations Authority 
STATEMENT OF BUDGETARY RESOURCES 


(in dollars) 


For the Years Ended September 30, 2015 and 2014 
   
 2015 2014 
Budgetary Resources:   


Unobligated balance, brought forward, October 1 $778,379 $903,324 
Recoveries of prior year unpaid obligations 1,213,338 33,362 
Other changes in unobligated balance      (299,611)     (214,077) 
Unobligated balance from prior year budget authority, net 1,692,106 722,609 
Appropriation 25,548,000 25,500,000 
Spending authority from offsetting collections          31,199          43,086 
Total budgetary resources $27,271,305 $26,265,695 


   
Status of Budgetary Resources:   


Obligations incurred (Note 9) $25,627,780 $25,487,316 
Unobligated balance, end of year:   


Apportioned 45,212 107,618 
Unapportioned     1,598,313        670,761 


Total obligated balance, end of year     1,643,525        778,379 
Total budgetary resources $27,271,305 $26,265,695 


   
Change in Obligated Balance:   


Unpaid obligations:   
Unpaid obligations, brought forward, October 1 $2,850,934 $2,587,584 
Obligations incurred 25,627,780 25,487,316 
Outlays (gross)  (25,425,919)  (25,190,604) 
Recoveries of prior year unpaid obligations   (1,213,338)        (33,362) 
Unpaid obligations, end of year 1,839,457 2,850,934 


Uncollected payments:   
Uncollected payments, federal sources, brought forward, October 1              (2,661) (3,085) 
Change in uncollected payments, federal sources             (439)               424 
Uncollected payments, federal sources, end of year  (3,100)              (2,661) 


Memorandum (non-add) entries: 
Obligated balance, start of year $2,848,273 $2,584,500 
Obligated balance, end of year $1,836,357 $2,848,273 


   
Budget Authority and Outlays, Net:   


Budget authority, gross $25,579,199 $25,543,086 
Actual offsetting collections  (30,760)  (43,510) 
Change in uncollected payments, federal sources             (439)               424 
Budget authority, net (total) $25,548,000 $25,500,000 


   
Outlays, gross $25,425,919 $25,190,604 
Actual offsetting collections        (30,760)        (43,510) 
Outlays, net (total)   25,395,159   25,147,094 
Agency Outlays, Net $25,395,159 $25,147,094 


 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements. 
Totals may not add due to rounding. 
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
NOTE 1:  Significant Accounting Policies 
 
(a) Reporting Entity – The FLRA is an independent administrative Federal agency created by 


Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, with a mission to carry out five statutory 
responsibilities:  (1) determining the appropriateness of units for labor organization 
representation; (2) resolving complaints of unfair labor practices; (3) adjudicating exceptions 
to arbitrators’ awards; (4) adjudicating legal issues relating to duty to bargain; and 
(5) resolving impasses during negotiations.  The agency consists of three components:  the 
Authority, the Office of the General Counsel, and the Federal Service Impasses Panel. 


 
(b) Basis of Accounting and Presentation – The financial statements have been prepared to 


report the financial position, net cost of operations, changes in net position, and budgetary 
resources of the FLRA in accordance with the Chief Financial Officers Act of 1990, the 
Government Management Reform Act of 1994, and the Accountability of Tax Dollars Act of 
2002.  The statements have been prepared from agency financial records in accordance with 
U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), in accordance with guidance issued 
by the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB) and the OMB, as prescribed 
in OMB Circular A-136, Financial Reporting Requirements, and pursuant to the 
requirements of 31 U.S.C. § 3515(b).  These financial statements include all funds and 
accounts under the control of the FLRA. 


 
The accounting structure of federal agencies is designed to reflect both accrual and budgetary 
accounting transactions.  Under the accrual method of accounting, revenues are recognized 
when earned, and expenses are recognized when incurred, without regard to the receipt or 
payment of cash.  The budgetary accounting principles, on the other hand, are designed to 
recognize the obligation of funds according to legal requirements, which in many cases 
occurs before an accrual-based transaction takes place.  The recognition of budgetary 
accounting transactions is essential for compliance with legal constraints and controls over 
the use of federal funds.  The accompanying financial statements are prepared on the accrual 
basis of accounting. 


 
(c) Budget Authority – The Congress passes appropriations annually that provide the FLRA 


with authority to obligate funds for necessary salaries and expenses to carry out mandated 
program activities.  These funds are available until expended, subject to OMB apportionment 
and to Congressional restrictions on the expenditure of funds.  Also, the FLRA places 
internal restrictions on fund expenditures to ensure the efficient and proper use of all funds. 


 
(d) Fund Balance with the Treasury – FLRA receipts and disbursements are processed by the 


Department of the Treasury.  Fund balances with the Treasury consist of appropriated funds 
that are available to pay current liabilities and to finance authorized purchase commitments. 
No cash is held in commercial bank accounts. 


 
(e) Accounts Receivable – Accounts receivable consists of amounts owed to the FLRA by other 


federal agencies and the public.  Amounts due from federal agencies are considered fully 
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collectible and consist of interagency agreements.  An allowance for uncollectible accounts 
receivable from the public is established when either:  (1) management determines that 
collection is unlikely to occur after a review of outstanding accounts and the failure of all 
collection efforts; or (2) an account for which no allowance has been established is submitted 
to the Treasury for collection, which occurs when it becomes 120 days delinquent.  Based on 
historical experience, all receivables are considered collectible and no allowance is provided. 


 
(f) General Property and Equipment (P&E) – This category consists of equipment and internal 


use software.  The basis for recording purchased P&E is full cost, including all costs incurred 
to bring FLRA P&E to and from a location suitable for its intended use.  P&E is depreciated 
using the straight-line method over the estimated useful life of the asset.  Statement of 
Federal Financial Accounting Standards (SFFAS) No. 10, Accounting for Internal Use 
Software, provides accounting standards for internal use software used by each agency.  The 
standards provide for capitalized property to continue to be reported on the Balance Sheet. 
P&E that are not capitalized because they are under the capitalization threshold are expensed 
in the year of acquisition. 


 
The FLRA’s capitalization threshold for individual purchases is $25,000.  Bulk purchases of 
similar items that individually are worth less than $25,000, but collectively are worth more 
than $100,000, are also capitalized using the same general P&E categories and useful lives as 
capital acquisitions.  Major building alterations and renovations are capitalized, while 
maintenance and repair costs are charged to expense as incurred. 
 


General P&E Category Service Life 
Software 3 years 
Computer equipment 5 years 
Office equipment 7 years 
Office furniture 15 years 
Leasehold improvements Life of lease 


 
(g) Liabilities – Liabilities represent the amount of monies or other resources likely to be paid by 


the FLRA as a result of transactions or events that have already occurred.  Liabilities are 
recognized when they are incurred, regardless of whether they are covered by available 
budgetary resources.  The FLRA reports its liabilities under two categories – 
“Intragovernmental” and “With the Public.”  Intragovernmental liabilities represent funds 
owed to another government agency.  Liabilities with the public represent funds owed to any 
entity or person that is not a federal agency, including private sector firms and federal 
employees.  Each of these categories may include liabilities that are covered by budgetary 
resources and liabilities not covered by budgetary resources.  No liability can be paid, 
however, absent an appropriation.  Liabilities for which an appropriation has not been 
enacted are, therefore, classified as not covered by budgetary resources, since there is no 
certainty that the appropriation will be enacted.  Liabilities that are covered by budgetary 
resources consist of intragovernmental and public accounts payable and accrued funded 
payroll.  Liabilities not covered by budgetary resources in FY 2014 and FY 2015 consist of 
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accrued and actuarial Federal Employees Compensation Act (FECA) compensation and 
unfunded employee leave.  The federal government, acting in its sovereign capacity, can 
abrogate liabilities other than contracts. 


 
(h) FECA Liabilities – An accrued FECA liability is recorded for actual and estimated future 


payments to be made for workers’ compensation pursuant to the FECA.  The actual costs 
incurred are reflected as a liability because agencies reimburse the Department of Labor 
(DoL) two years after the actual payment of expenses.  Future revenues are used for 
reimbursement to the DoL.  The liability consists of:  (1) the unreimbursed cost paid by the 
DoL for compensation to recipients under the FECA; and (2) the net present value of 
estimated future payments calculated by the DoL. 


 
An estimated actuarial liability for future workers’ compensation benefits is included.  The 
liability estimate is based on the DoL’s FECA actuarial model that takes the amount of 
benefit payments over the last twelve quarters and calculates the annual average of payments 
for medical expenses and compensation.  This average is then multiplied by the liabilities-to-
benefits paid ratios for the whole FECA program.  The ratios may vary from year to year as a 
result of economic assumptions and other factors, but the model calculates a liability 
approximately twelve times the annual payments. 
 


(i) Annual, Sick, and Other Leave – Amounts associated with the payment of annual leave are 
accrued while leave is being earned by employees, and this accrual is reduced as leave is 
taken.  Each year, the balance in the accrued annual leave account is adjusted to reflect 
current pay rates.  To the extent that current- or prior-year appropriations are not available to 
finance annual leave, future financing sources will be used.  Sick leave and other types of 
non-vested leave are expensed as taken. 
 
Any liability for sick leave that is accrued, but not taken, by a Civil Service Retirement 
System (CSRS)-covered employee is transferred to the OPM upon the retirement of that 
individual.  Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS)-covered employees were not 
entitled to use unused sick leave for additional service credit until October 28, 2009.  For 
retirements effective between October 28, 2009, and December 31, 2013, 50 percent of 
unused sick leave can be used for additional service credit.  For retirements effective after 
December 31, 2013, 100 percent of unused sick leave can be credited. 


 
(j) Net Position – The components of net position are unexpended appropriations and 


cumulative results of operations.  Unexpended appropriations include undelivered orders and 
unobligated balances.  Undelivered orders reflect the amount of goods and services ordered 
that have yet to be actively or constructively received.  Unobligated balances are the amount 
of appropriations or other authority remaining after deducting the cumulative obligations 
from the amount available for obligation.  The cumulative results of operations represent the 
net results of operations since inception, the cumulative amount of prior-period adjustments, 
the remaining book value of capitalized assets, and future funding requirements. 


 
(k) Retirement Plans – The FLRA’s employees participate in the CSRS or the FERS.  For CSRS 


employees hired prior to January 1, 1984, the FLRA withholds 7 percent of each employee’s 
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salary and contributes 7 percent of the employee’s basic salary to the CSRS Retirement and 
Disability Fund.  These employees may also contribute, on a tax-deferred basis, to a defined 
contribution plan – the Thrift Savings Plan (TSP).  The regular Internal Revenue Service 
limit in FY 2014 was $17,500 and FY 2015 was $18,000.  The FLRA is not required to and 
does not contribute any matching amounts for CSRS employees.  


 
The FERS was established by enactment of Public Law 99-335.  Pursuant to this law, the 
FERS and Social Security automatically cover most employees hired after December 31, 
1983.  Employees hired before January 1, 1984 elected either to join the FERS and Social 
Security or to remain in the CSRS.  For FERS employees, the FLRA withholds 6.2 percent in 
old age survivors and disability insurance (OASDI) up to a specified wage ceiling and 0.8 
percent of an employee’s gross earnings for retirement.  In FY 2015, the FLRA matched the 
retirement withholdings with a contribution equal to 13.2 percent of the employee’s taxable 
salary.  Due to enactment of the FERS Revised Annuity Employee and Further Revised 
Annuity Employee programs, the agency matched with a contribution equal to 11.1 percent 
for employees hired during and after calendar year 2013.  


 
All employees are eligible to contribute to the TSP.  For employees under the FERS, a TSP 
account is automatically established.  The FLRA is required to make a mandatory 
contribution of 1 percent of the base salary for each employee under the FERS.  The agency 
is required to match the employee’s contribution up to a maximum of 5 percent of his or her 
salary.  Matching contributions are not made to the TSP accounts established by CSRS 
employees.  The FLRA does not report on its financial statements information pertaining to 
the retirement plans covering its employees.  Reporting amounts such as plan assets, 
accumulated plan benefits, and related unfunded liabilities, if any, are the responsibility of 
the OPM. 
 
FERS employees and certain CSRS reinstatement employees are eligible to participate in the 
Social Security program after retirement.  CSRS employees who are 65 or older are eligible 
for Social Security payments (even if they have not retired).  In these instances, the FLRA 
remits the employer’s share of the required contribution. 
 


(l) Imputed Financing from Costs Absorbed by Others – The FASAB’s SFFAS No. 5, 
Accounting for Liabilities of the Federal Government, requires that employer agencies 
recognize the full cost of pension, health, and life insurance benefits during their employees’ 
active years of service.  The OPM, as administrator of the CSRS and FERS plans, the Federal 
Employees Health Benefits Program, and the Federal Employees Group Life Insurance 
Program, must provide the “cost factors” that adjust the agency contribution rate to the full 
cost for the applicable benefit programs.  An imputed financing source and corresponding 
imputed personnel cost is reflected in the Statement of Changes in Net Position and the 
Statement of Net Cost. 


 
(m) Revenue and Other Financing Sources – The FLRA’s revenues are derived from 


reimbursable work agreements, Freedom of Information Act collections, and a direct annual 
appropriation.  The FLRA recognizes reimbursable work when earned, i.e., services have 
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been provided.  Each reimbursable work agreement specifies the dollar value of the 
agreement and is based on estimated resources needed to perform the specified services. 


 
The agency receives an annual Salaries and Expenses appropriation from the Congress. 
Annual appropriations are used, within statutory limits, for salaries and administrative 
expenses and for operating and capital expenditures for essential P&E.  Appropriations are 
recognized as non-exchange revenues at the time the related program expenses are incurred. 
Appropriations expended for capitalized P&E are recognized as expenses when an asset is 
consumed in operations.  The FLRA’s annual appropriation for FY 2014 was $25,500,000; 
the agency’s annual appropriation for FY 2015 was $25,548,000. 
 


(n) Expired Accounts and Cancelled Authority – Unless otherwise specified by law, annual 
budget authority expires for incurring new obligations at the beginning of the subsequent 
fiscal year.  The account into which the annual authority is placed is called an expired 
account.  For five fiscal years, the expired account is available for expenditure to liquidate 
valid obligations incurred during the unexpired period.  Adjustments are allowed to increase 
or decrease valid obligations incurred during the unexpired period that were not previously 
reported.  At the end of the fifth expired year, the account is cancelled and any remaining 
money is returned to the Treasury. 


 
(o) Transactions with Related Parties – In the course of its operations, the FLRA has 


relationships and conducts financial transactions with numerous Federal agencies.  The most 
prominent of these relationships are with the Treasury, the DoL, the Department of the 
Interior, the Department of Transportation, the Department of Homeland Security, and the 
General Services Administration (GSA). 


 
(p) Contingencies – A contingency is an existing condition, situation, or set of circumstances 


involving uncertainty as to possible gain or loss to the agency.  The uncertainty will 
ultimately be resolved when one or more future events occur or fail to occur.  With the 
exception of pending, threatened, or potential litigation, a contingent liability is recognized 
when a past transaction or event has occurred, a future outflow or other sacrifice of resources 
is more likely than not, and the related future outflow or sacrifice of resources is measurable. 
For pending, threatened, or potential litigation, a liability is recognized when a past 
transaction or event has occurred, a future outflow or other sacrifice of resources is likely, 
and the related future outflow or sacrifice of resources is measurable. 


 
(q) Use of Estimates – The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP 


requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of 
assets, liabilities, revenues, and expenses.  Actual results could differ from those estimates. 


 
(r) Advances and Prepayments – Advance payments are generally prohibited by law.  There are 


some exceptions, such as reimbursable work agreements, subscriptions, and payments to 
contractors and employees.  Payments made in advance of the receipt of goods and services 
are recorded as advance payments and recognized as expenses when the related goods and 
services are received. 
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NOTE 2:  Fund Balance with the Treasury 
 
U.S. government cash is accounted for on an overall consolidated basis by the Treasury.  The 
amounts shown on the Balance Sheet represent the FLRA’s right to draw on the Treasury for 
valid expenditures.  The fund balance as shown on the FLRA records is reconciled monthly with 
records from the Treasury.  No discrepancies exist between the Fund Balance reflected on the 
Balance Sheet and the balances in the Treasury accounts. 
 


Fund Balance with the Treasury 
As of September 30, 2015 2014 
General funds   $3,482,175 $3,625,753 
Other fund types (2,293) 899 
Total $3,479,882 $3,626,652 


 


Status of Fund Balance with the Treasury 
As of September 30, 2015 2014 
Unobligated balance available $45,212 $107,618 
Unobligated balance unavailable 1,598,313 670,761 
Obligated balance not yet distributed 1,836,357 2,848,273 
Total $3,479,882 $3,626,652 


 
The available unobligated fund balances represent the current-period amount available for 
obligation or commitment.  At the start of the next fiscal year, this amount will become part of 
the unavailable balance.  The unavailable unobligated fund balances represent the amount of 
appropriations for which the period of availability for obligation has expired.  These balances are 
available for upward adjustments of obligations incurred only during the period for which the 
appropriation was available for obligation or for paying claims attributable to the appropriations.  
The obligated balance not yet disbursed includes accounts payable, accrued expenses, and 
undelivered orders that have reduced unexpended appropriations but have not yet decreased the 
fund balance on hand. 
 
NOTE 3:  Accounts Receivable 
 
The reported amount for accounts receivable consists of amounts owed to the FLRA by other 
Federal agencies (intragovernmental) and the public.  There are no amounts that are deemed 
uncollectible as of September 30, 2015 and 2014. 
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Accounts Receivable 
As of September 30, 2015 2014 
Intragovernmental $16,903 $0 
With the public 2,061 3,634 
Total $18,964 $3,634 


 
NOTE 4:  Property, Equipment and Software, Net 
 
All assets in the software and leasehold improvement major classes were retired in FY 2015. 
 


Category 
Service 


Life 
Acquisition 


Value 
Accumulated 
Depreciation 


2015 Net 
Book 
Value 


2014 Net 
Book 
Value 


Software 3 years $0 $0 $0 $0 
Computer equipment 5 years 455,885 (374,689) 81,196 485,966 
Office equipment 7 years 202,231 (184,252) 17,979 36,491 
Office furniture 15 years 453,695 (104,226) 349,469 65,619 
Leasehold improvements Life of lease 0 0 0 0 
Total  $1,111,811 $(663,167) $448,644 $588,076 
 
NOTE 5:  Liabilities Covered and Not Covered by Budgetary Resources  
 
Unfunded FECA liabilities consist of workers’ compensation claims payable to the DoL, which 
will be funded in a future year, and an unfunded estimated liability for future workers’ 
compensation claims based on data provided from the DoL.  The actuarial calculation is based on 
benefit payments made over 12 quarters, and calculates the annual average of payments.  For 
medical expenses and compensation, this average is then multiplied by the liability-to-benefit 
paid ratio for the whole FECA program.  
 
Unfunded leave represents a liability for earned leave and is reduced when leave is taken.  At the 
end of each month, the balance in the unfunded leave account is adjusted to reflect the liability at 
current pay rates and leave balances.  Unfunded leave is paid from future funding sources and, 
accordingly, is reflected as a liability not covered by budgetary resources.  Sick and other leave 
is expensed as taken.  All other liabilities are considered to be covered by budgetary resources.  
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Liabilities Not Covered By Budgetary Resources 
For the Years ended September 30, 2015 2014 
Intragovernmental – Unfunded FECA liabilities $219,897 $216,609 
Federal employee benefits – FECA actuarial liability 1,068,706 1,126,026 
Unfunded leave 1,374,235 1,511,241 
Total $2,662,838 $2,853,876 


 
NOTE 6:  Leases 
 


The FLRA has operating leases for rental of office space and equipment.  As a Federal agency, 
the FLRA is not liable for any lease terms beyond one year.  The agency has an occupancy 
agreement with the GSA for office space at the following locations. 
 
(a) 1400 K Street NW, Washington, DC – The term is for 87 months beginning on June 1, 2014.  


The FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds, or with a 
4-month notice at any point after the first 12 months of occupancy. 


 
(b) 223 Peachtree Street NE, Atlanta, GA – The term is for 120 months beginning on          


January 18, 2012.  The FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of 
funds, or with a 4-month notice at any point after the first 12 months of occupancy. 
  


(c) 10 Causeway Street, Boston, MA – The term is for 55 months beginning on October 1, 
2015.  The FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds, or 
with a 4-month notice at any point after the first 12 months of occupancy. 


 
(d) 224 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL – The term is for 120 months beginning on or June 


16, 2012.  The FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds, 
or with a 4-month notice at any point after the first 12 months of occupancy. 


 
(e) 525 Griffin Street, Dallas, TX – The term is for 120 months beginning on October 1, 2007.  


The FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds, or with a 
4-month notice at any point after the first 12 months of occupancy.   


 
(f) 1244 Speer Boulevard, Denver, CO – The term is for 57 months beginning on July 1, 2013.  


The FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds, or with a 
4-month notice at any point after the first 12 months of occupancy.   


 
(g) 901 Market Street, San Francisco, CA – The term is for 112 months beginning on           


April 1, 2012.  The FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of 
funds, or with a 4-month notice at any point after the first 12 months of occupancy.   
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NOTE 7:  Commitments and Contingencies 
 
The FLRA is, at times, a party in various administrative proceedings, legal actions, and claims 
brought by or against the agency.  In the opinion of FLRA management, the ultimate resolution 
of any proceedings, actions, and claims will not materially affect financial position or results of 
operations of the FLRA.  The agency examined its FY 2010 obligations prior to cancellation, and 
believes that it does not have any outstanding that will require future resources to liquidate. 
 
NOTE 8:  Intragovernmental Costs and Exchange Revenue 
 
The classification of revenue or costs as “intragovernmental” or “with the public” is determined 
on a transaction-by-transaction basis.  Preceding transactions in the lifecycle of a product will 
not have an impact on subsequent transactions.  If the FLRA purchases goods or services from 
another federal entity, capitalizes them into inventory, and later resells them to the public, the 
cost of the original purchase of resale assets from the other federal entity will be classified as 
“intragovernmental” at the time of the purchase.  At ultimate sale to the end user, the resulting 
cost of goods will be classified as “with the public.”  The purpose of this classification is to 
enable the federal government to provide consolidated financial statements, and not to match 
public and intragovernmental revenue with costs that are incurred to produce public and 
intragovernmental revenue. 
  
NOTE 9:  Apportionment Categories of Obligations Incurred 
 
All obligations incurred are characterized as Category A, quarterly apportioned, on the Statement 
of Budgetary Resources. 
 


Obligations Incurred 
For the Years Ended September 30, 2015 2014 
Direct obligations – Category A $25,602,425 $25,463,310 
Reimbursable obligations – Category A 25,355 24,006 
Total $25,627,780 $25,487,316 


 


NOTE 10:  Undelivered Orders at the End of the Period 
 
The amount of budgetary resources obligated for undelivered orders at the end of September 30, 
2015 and 2014 was $678,391 and $2,168,227 respectively. 
 
NOTE 11:  Explanation of Differences between the Statement of Budgetary 
Resources and the Budget of the U.S. Government 
 
SFFAS No. 7, Accounting for Revenue and Other Financing Sources and Concepts for 
Reconciling Budgetary and Financial Accounting, calls for explanation of material differences 
between amounts reported in the Statement of Budgetary Resources and the actual balances 
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published in the Budget of the U.S. Government (the President’s Budget).  The FY 2016 
President’s Budget, with actual amounts for FY 2014, has been reconciled to the Statement of 
Budgetary Resources.  The FY 2017 President’s Budget, with actual amounts for FY 2015, will 
not be published until February 2016. 
 
NOTE 12:  Incidental Custodial Collections 
 
Custodial collections are reflected in the Fund Balance with the Treasury during the year.  While 
these collections are considered custodial, they are neither primary to the mission of the agency 
nor material to the overall financial statements.  There were no custodial collections for the years 
ended September 30, 2015 and 2014.  Custodial collections are transferred to the Treasury 
General Fund on September 30, and are not reflected in the financial statements of the agency.  
 
NOTE 13:  Reconciliation of Net Cost of Operations to Budget 
 
Details of the relationship between budgetary resources obligated and the net costs of operations 
for the fiscal years ended September 30, 2015 and 2014 are shown in the following table. 
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2015 2014
Resources Used to Finance Activities:
Budgetary Resources Obligated


Obligations Incurred 25,627,780$ 25,487,316$ 
Spending Authority From Offsetting Collections and Recoveries (1,244,537)$  (76,095)$       
Obligations Net of Offsetting Collections and Recoveries 24,383,243$ 25,411,221$ 
Net Obligations 24,383,243$ 25,411,221$ 


Other Resources
Imputed Financing From Costs Absorbed By Others 1,215,100$   1,400,299$   
Other Resources (747)$            -$              
Net Other Resources Used to Finance Activities 1,214,353$   1,400,299$   


Total Resources Used to Finance Activities 25,597,596$ 26,811,520$ 


Resources Used to Finance Items Not Part of the Net Cost of Operations:
Change In Budgetary Resources Obligated For Goods,


Services and Benefits Ordered But Not Yet Provided 1,534,663$   (998,644)$     
Resources That Fund Expenses Recognized In Prior Periods (196,786)$     (42,488)$       
Resources That Finance the Acquisition of Assets -$              (455,885)$     
Total Resources Used to Finance Items Not Part of Net Cost of Operations 1,337,877$   (1,497,017)$  


Total Resources Used to Finance the Net Cost of Operations 26,935,473$ 25,314,503$ 


Components of the Net Cost of Operations That Will Not Require or
Generate Resources in the Current Period:
Components Requiring or Generating Resources in Future Periods


Increase In Annual Leave Liability -$              99,150$        
Other 5,749$          (59,745)$       
Total Components of Net Cost of Operations That Will Require or


Generate Resources In Future Periods 5,749$          39,405$        
Components Not Requiring or Generating Resources


Depreciation and Amortization 139,432$      80,442$        
Other (13,224)$       7,904$          
Total Components of Net Cost of Operations That Will Not Require or


Generate Resources 126,208$      88,346$        
Total Components of Net Cost of Operations That Will Not Require or


Generate Resources In The Current Period 131,957$      127,751$      
Net Cost of Operations 27,067,430$ 25,442,254$ 


FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
RECONCILIATION OF NET COST OF OPERATIONS TO BUDGET


AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 2015 AND 2014
(In Dollars)
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OTHER ACCOMPANYING INFORMATION 
 
SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT 
 


Audit Opinion: Unqualified 
Restatement: No 
  


 
Beginning 
Balance New Resolved Consolidated 


Ending 
Balance 


Material weaknesses 0 0 0 0 0 
 
SUMMARY OF MANAGEMENT ASSURANCES 
 
 Effectiveness of Internal Control over Financial Reporting (FMFIA § 2) 
Statement of Assurance: Unqualified 
   


 
Beginning 
Balance New Resolved Consolidated Reassessed 


Ending 
Balance 


Material weaknesses 0 0 0 0 0 0 
  
 Effectiveness of Internal Control over Operations (FMFIA § 2) 
Statement of Assurance: Unqualified 
   


 
Beginning 
Balance New Resolved Consolidated Reassessed 


Ending 
Balance 


Material weaknesses 0 0 0 0 0 0 
  
 Conformance with Financial Management System Requirements (FMFIA § 4) 
Statement of Assurance: Systems conform 
   


 
Beginning 
Balance New Resolved Consolidated Reassessed 


Ending 
Balance 


Non-conformances 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY 


WASHINGTON, D.C. 20424-0001 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
DATE: October 22, 2015 
 
TO: Carol Waller Pope  
 Chairman 
 


Ernest DuBester 
Member 
 
Patrick Pizzella 
Member 
 


FROM: Dana Rooney 
 Inspector General 
 
SUBJECT: Inspector General Identified Management Challenges 
 
 
The Reports Consolidation Act of 2000, Public Law 106-531, requires the Federal Labor 
Relations Authority (FLRA) Office of Inspector General (OIG) to provide the agency head with 
a statement that summarizes the most serious management and performance challenges facing 
the agency and briefly assess the agency’s progress in addressing those challenges. The FLRA is 
required to prepare an annual “Performance and Accountability Report” (PAR) which must be 
submitted to the President, the Office of Management and Budget, and to appropriate committees 
and subcommittees of Congress.  This OIG statement should be included in the PAR. 
 
To identify the challenges, we examine issued reports with recommendations where corrective 
actions have yet to be taken and analyze new activities that could pose significant challenges. 
We discussed our concerns with FLRA management and considered all comments received. 
This year, we broadened Information Technology Security to include new concerns associated 
with privacy. We have also added a new challenge for FLRA concerning building and sustaining 
a high-performing workforce. 
 
Accordingly, the attached document describes the most serious management and performance 
challenges facing the FLRA along with a brief assessment of management’s progress in 
addressing them. The challenges include: (1) information technology security needs continuing 
improvement, (2) proper handling of records; and (3) building and sustaining a high-performing 
workforce. 
 
I appreciate management’s strong commitment in tackling these challenges and look forward to 
working collaboratively in addressing them. 
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Attachment 
 
cc: Sarah Whittle Spooner, Executive Director 
Kevin Smith, Director, Budget and Finance Division 
 


Attachment  


CHALLENGE 1: Information Technology Security Needs Continuing Improvement 


Safeguarding data and information systems is a continuing challenge for all Federal agencies, 
including the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). The agency must remain vigilant in 
establishing a control environment that incorporates monitoring potential Information 
Technology (IT) risks, threats and vulnerabilities and in mitigating them.  We broadened the 
information technology security challenge to include additional concerns associated with a recent 
Office of Inspector General (OIG) review of FLRA’s privacy and data security policies, 
procedures and practices. 
 
Information Security 
Since the passage of the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA), the 
OIG has annually reviewed the FLRA’s information security program. The FISMA requires the 
FLRA OIG prepare a report which summarizes the findings of such reviews and submit it to the 
Office of Management and Budget. The report is considered non-public. The November 2014 
FISMA report identified two new vulnerabilities and three prior year vulnerabilities which 
present risks and challenges that confront management and require additional action to be fully 
resolved. One of the challenges we identified in the Fiscal Year (FY) 2009 FISMA Report and 
the remaining two were identified in the FY 2012 FISMA Report. 
 
Progress made: 
 
During the FY 2014 FISMA evaluation, we noted that management has taken great steps to 
improve the information security program by remediating two of the five vulnerabilities 
identified in prior years. We also noted FLRA does take information security weaknesses 
seriously.  In response to the FY 2014 FISMA evaluation report, management plans to complete 
all actions needed to resolve the outstanding FISMA findings and recommendations in 2015. 
We anticipate completing the FY 2015 FISMA Report in November 2015.  This audit will assess 
the status of open recommendations. 
 
Privacy Program 
The Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2005 requires agencies to assign a Chief Privacy Officer 
who is responsible for identifying and safeguarding personally identifiable information (PII) and 
requires an independent third-party review of agency use of PII and of its privacy and data 
protection policies and procedures.  In June 2015, the OIG performed a Privacy and Data 
Protection review and tested 27 different areas. The audit resulted in four findings in the 
following areas: (1) IT and Privacy Coordination; (2) System of Records Notices and Routine 
Use Review; (3) Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA); and (4) Website Updates.  The Chief 
Information Security Officer and the Privacy Officer should work to analyze the IT systems that 
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do not currently have PIAs to determine whether PIAs are required, and, if they are, to post those 
PIAs on the FLRA website.  In response to the FY 2015 Review of the FLRA’s Privacy Program 
report, management has a plan to mitigate the weaknesses in 2016. 
 
CHALLENGE 2: Proper handling of records (hard copy and electronic) 
 
Management has made progress in addressing this challenge which was mentioned in my report 
dated October 23, 2014. Throughout 2015, the FLRA has continued its efforts to use technology 
to enhance operational efficiencies by implementing systems to automate paper-based manually 
intensive processes.  This includes the development of a case management system infrastructure 
that supports electronic files and that will further agency efforts to properly handle agency case 
files and records. This is an excellent step forward in using technology to enhance operational 
efficiencies. However, system automation is one part of a comprehensive approach to address 
the challenge of records management.  Industry practices dictate that along with implementing 
new technology, it is imperative that a complete oversight or governance process be established 
which includes documenting agency policies, procedures and processes that address the proper 
handling of all hard copy and electronic records.  Although new automated systems offer 
increased capabilities, they also present new internal (management) control challenges. The 
FLRA needs to ensure various roles (e.g., system administrator) and related authorities and 
capabilities are properly assigned, documented, managed and monitored.  Such written 
documentation should be maintained, and this need becomes increasingly critical as additional 
functionality and enhancements are added to the system.  Further, although, certain types of 
records do not have legal retention requirements, the policies, processes and procedures should 
clearly and specifically instruct staff on the proper handling and management should periodically 
verify that such policies are being followed. 
 
Progress made: 
 
The FLRA has made steady progress in accomplishing its multi-year plan, with a goal of 
implementing a full electronic file – consistent OMB requirements – in 2019. A very noteworthy 
accomplishment, in 2015, FLRA began reviewing its record management policy and disposition 
authorities to ensure that the appropriate oversight and governance processes are established, 
including agency policies, procedures and processes that address the proper handling of all hard 
copy and electronic records.  FLRA recognizes the need to develop policies, processes and 
procedures to provide staff with clear guidance for handling records and ensuring compliance 
with agency policies.  Management should continue working its multi-year agenda to integrate 
its E-filing and other automated systems. 
 
CHALLENGE 3: Building and Sustaining a High Performing Workforce 
 
To effectively carry out its responsibilities to provide reliable and timely financial data, the 
FLRA strives to hire and retain the best and most capable staff.  During the past year, FLRA has 
had two Directors in the Budget and Finance Division (BFD).  In December 2014, the OIG 
issued a management letter and suggested the FLRA recruit qualified individuals to join the BFD 
to help the FLRA maintain a strong accounting function. The Director of BFD plans to leave the 
FLRA and leaving a critical vacant position.  As the FLRA recruits to build and sustain a high- 
performing workforce, these challenges should continue to be areas of focus.  
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MANAGEMENT’S RESPONSE 
 
Since FY 2009, the FLRA has engaged in a thorough review of agency programs and 
performance.  Efforts have been focused on budget-related matters and the development of 
management initiatives to improve the FLRA’s performance of its statutory mission.  In 
addition to program performance, the review has included information technology (IT) 
investments, human resources (HR), case processing, and financial management.  As a result, in 
recent years, the FLRA has made substantial progress in addressing and resolving deficiencies 
and challenges identified by the Inspector General.  The remaining challenges identified by the 
Inspector General include IT security, proper handling of records, and building and sustaining a 
high-performing workforce. 
 
With respect to these ongoing challenges, management has made, and continues to make, 
progress towards their resolution with the input of agency leadership, management, and 
employees and their representative union.  As for IT security, the agency remains vigilant in 
maintaining a control environment that monitors and mitigates risks, threats, and vulnerabilities, 
and is committed to establishing and maintaining a program that is fully Federal Information 
Security Management Act compliant.  There are specific agency plans of action in place to 
ensure such compliance.  And, to date, the FLRA was successful in correcting one of the five 
identified vulnerabilities by adhering to those plans.  Also in FY 2015, the FLRA executed its 
plan that is expected to close three of the outstanding IT security findings, and partially address 
the remaining finding.  In addition, in FY 2015, the agency resolved one of the four findings 
identified in the Privacy and Data Protection review, and implemented a corrective plan 
expected to resolve the remaining three findings in early 2016.  We are pleased that the planning 
efforts and actions taken over the last year have made a significant impact on the progress 
towards successfully accomplishing our goals.  The agency remains vigilant in maintaining a 
control environment that monitors and mitigates risks, threats, and vulnerabilities. 
 
As for records management, the FLRA has continued its efforts to use technology to enhance 
operational efficiencies by implementing systems to automate paper-based manually intensive 
processes.  This includes the development of a case management system (CMS) infrastructure 
that supports electronic files and that will further agency efforts to properly handle agency case 
files and records.  The FLRA has made steady progress in accomplishing its multi-year plan, 
with a goal of implementing a full electronic file – consistent OMB requirements – in 2019.   
The FLRA recognizes that a necessary component of the implementation of electronic case files 
is the development of policies, processes, and procedures that provide staff with clear guidance 
for handling records, and that ensure compliance with agency requirements.   


 
Also during this year, in furtherance of its effort to take a more comprehensive approach to 
records management, the FLRA began reviewing its record management policy and disposition 
authorities.  This is to ensure that the appropriate oversight and governance processes are 
established, including agency policies, procedures, and processes that address the proper 
handling of all hard-copy and electronic records.  As an example, this year, the FLRA 
developed and provided guidance to certain agency personnel concerning managing federal 
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records in government and personal email accounts to ensure that email is captured in an agency 
recordkeeping system.   


 
This will be an ongoing initiative moving forward to ensure various roles and related authorities 
and capabilities are properly assigned, documented, managed, and monitored, and that written 
documentation is kept up-to-date.  In FY 2016, we also plan to ensure that even where certain 
types of records do not have legal retention requirements, the policies, processes, and 
procedures clearly and specifically instruct staff on proper handling, and that we are 
periodically verifying that such policies are being followed. 
 
And, finally, with respect to hiring and retaining the best and most capable staff within the 
FLRA’s Budget and Finance Division, we recently recruited and selected a permanent Budget 
and Finance Director.  We look forward to the new Director, along with the existing staff 
member – who has been with the FLRA for over a year now – building and sustaining a high-
performing office that is fully capable of maintaining a strong accounting and budgeting 
function.  
 
IMPROPER PAYMENTS ELIMINATION AND RECOVERY 
 
The Improper Payments Information Act of 2002, as amended by the Improper Payments 
Elimination and Recovery Act of 2010 (IPERA), requires agencies to annually report 
information on improper payments.  The FLRA has reviewed all of its programs and determined 
that none are susceptible to significant improper payment.  The IPERA also requires agencies to 
conduct payment recapture audits for each program that expends $1 million or more annually, if 
conducting such audits would be cost-effective.  Based on the criteria set forth in Appendix C of 
OMB Circular A-123, the agency has also determined that it would not be cost-effective to 
establish a recovery audit program for its programs that expend more than $1 million.  
Recoveries are not expected to be greater than the costs incurred to identify any overpayments. 
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Political Appointees Terms 
 
Authority-Member Terms and Holdover Periods  
 
Terms to which Current Members are Confirmed 
 
July 1, 2009 – July 1, 2014   Chairman Carol Waller Pope (expired term) 
 
July 1, 2010 – July 1, 2015   Member Patrick Pizzella (expired term) 
 
July 29, 2012 – July 29, 2017   Member Ernest W. DuBester 
 
Current Fixed Terms 
 
July 29, 2012 – July 29, 2017  Member Ernest W. DuBester (confirmed 10/16/13)  
 
July 1, 2014 – July 1, 2019  Chairman Carol Waller Pope nominated; awaiting Senate 


confirmation (hearing held, 12/3/15; HSGAC approved 
4/25/16)  


 
July 1, 2015 – July 1, 2020   Member Pizzella nominated, awaiting Senate confirmation  
   (hearing held, 3/2/16; HSGAC approved 4/25/16)  
 
Note:  Chairman Pope and Member Pizzella are serving in expired terms.  The FLRA Statute 
permits Members of the Authority to serve in a holdover period.  The statutory language 
concerning the holdover period is highlighted below. 
  
§ 7104. Federal Labor Relations Authority 
 


      (a)     The Federal Labor Relations Authority is composed of three members, not more 
than 2 of whom may be adherents of the same political party.  No member shall engage in 
any other business or employment or hold another office or position in the Government of 
the United States except as otherwise provided by law. 
 
      (b)     Members of the Authority shall be appointed by the President by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate, and may be removed by the President only upon notice and 
hearing and only for inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in office.  The President 
shall designate one member to serve as Chairman of the Authority.  The Chairman is the 
chief executive and administrative officer of the Authority. 
 
      (c)     A member of the Authority shall be appointed for a term of 5 years.  An 
individual chosen to fill a vacancy shall be appointed for the unexpired term of the 
member replaced.  The term of any member shall not expire before the earlier of-- 
 


      (1)     the date on which the member’s successor takes office, or 
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      (2)     the last day of the Congress beginning after the date on which the 
member’s term of office would (but for this paragraph) expire. 


 
      (d)     A vacancy in the Authority shall not impair the right of the remaining members to 
exercise all of the powers of the Authority. 


 
General Counsel Term 
 
Term to which Current General Counsel is Confirmed 
 
August 8, 2014 – August 8, 2019   Julia Akins Clark (serving second term –  


first term August 10, 2009 – August 8, 
2014) 
 


§ 7104. Federal Labor Relations Authority 
 
      (f)(1)     The General Counsel of the Authority shall be appointed by the President, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate, for a term of 5 years. The General Counsel may be 
removed at any time by the President. The General Counsel shall hold no other office or position 
in the Government of the United States except as provided by law. 
 
Federal Service Impasses Panel Chair and Member Terms 
 
Terms to which Current Members are Confirmed 
 
January 11, 2015 – January 10, 2019   Mary E. Jacksteit (2nd term) 
 
January 11, 2015 – January 10, 2019   Martin H. Marlin (2nd term) 
 
January 11, 2015 – January 10, 2019   Donald S. Wasserman (2nd term) 
 
January 11, 2016 – January 10, 2020   Barbara B. Franklin (2nd term) 
 
January 11, 2016 – January 10, 2020   Edward F. Hartfield (2nd term) 
 
January 11, 2015 – January 10, 2017   Marvin E. Johnson (2nd term) 
 
January 11, 2015 – January 10, 2017   David E. Walker (1st term)  
 
§ 7119. Federal Labor Relations Authority 
 
   (c)(2)    The Panel shall be composed of a Chairman and at least six other members, who shall 
be appointed by the President, solely on the basis of fitness to perform duties and functions 
involved, from among individuals who are familiar with Government operations and 
knowledgeable in labor-management relations. 
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   (c)(3)   Of the original members of the Panel, 2 members shall be appointed for a term of 1 
year, 2 members shall be appointed for a term of 3 years, and the Chairman and the remaining 
members shall be appointed for a term of 5 years. Thereafter each member shall be appointed for 
a term of 5 years, except that an individual chosen to fill a vacancy shall be appointed for the 
unexpired term of the member replaced. Any member of the Panel may be removed by the 
President. 
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Message from the Chairman 
 


Over 50 years ago, President Kennedy issued Executive Order 
10,988, Employee-Management Cooperation in the Federal Sector, 
granting federal employees the right to engage in collective 
bargaining through labor organizations.  In his memorandum to 
agencies, President Kennedy noted:  “The participation of 
employees in the formulation and implementation of employee 
policy and procedures affecting them contributes to the effective 
conduct of public business.”  For over 35 years, the Federal Labor 
Relations Authority (FLRA) has pursued President Kennedy’s vision 


by promoting stable, constructive labor-management relations, resolving disputes in a 
manner that contributes to an effective and efficient government, and providing 
leadership in establishing policies and guidance related to federal sector labor-
management relations.  
 
Our collective dedication to our mission is extremely powerful.  It has helped us to 
manage changes in leadership, challenging political and economic climates, and 
evolving customer needs.  It has also enabled us to become one of the “Best Places to 
Work in the Federal Government.”  While I am proud of all that we have achieved 
already, I look forward to becoming even more effective at accomplishing our 
important mission, serving our customers, and meeting the needs of our employees.  It 
is in this spirit that the FLRA has prepared this strategic plan.  
 
The FLRA dedicated a great deal of effort into this entire strategic-planning endeavor.  
It was an important opportunity for all of us – senior leaders, the employees’ 
representative organization (the Union of Authority Employees (UAE)), and staff 
throughout the agency – to shape our shared vision for the future of the FLRA.  This 
plan was developed through one-on-one interviews and focus groups with leadership, 
staff, and external stakeholders.  We worked collectively to establish our shared goals, 
objectives, and strategies, as well as the supporting performance goals that will help us 
to accomplish our mission and drive improvements in our daily operations.  I would 
like to emphasize several aspects of this effort: 
 


 This was a highly participatory process, and served as an opportunity for 
leadership, staff, and external stakeholders to share ideas about our strategy.  


 We asked for everyone’s best thinking and creativity – no ideas were off the 
table. 


 This was a transparent effort, and we continuously communicated with agency 
employees – at all levels throughout the agency – for the duration of the project.   


 
I am proud to present the FLRA’s Strategic Plan for 2015-2018, with full confidence that 
it will guide us as we seek to be even more effective at accomplishing our crucial 
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mission and supporting our top-caliber workforce.  I want to thank everyone who 
contributed to the plan’s development, and who took the time to provide valuable input 
that will help shape the future of the agency.  I look forward to working together with 
you in achieving our goals and promoting positive labor-management relations across 
the federal government. 
 


 
 
Carol Waller Pope 
Chairman 
Federal Labor Relations Authority  
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Executive Summary 
 
The Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) is an independent administrative 
agency, created by Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978.  The FLRA’s 
mission is to promote stable, constructive labor-management relations through the resolution 
and prevention of labor disputes in a manner that gives full effect to the collective-bargaining 
rights of employees, unions, and agencies.  Three strategic goals, each of which is supported 
by a number of strategic objectives, promote the FLRA’s ability to accomplish this 
mission. 


 
 
The FLRA developed this strategic plan against the backdrop of external trends and 
challenges that affect overall mission delivery.  These trends include budget 
uncertainty, an increasing caseload, and internal and external workforce challenges.  
The goals and objectives in this plan support the FLRA’s mission in light of these trends 
and challenges.  
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The FLRA has identified performance goals that will allow the agency to both monitor 
progress towards achieving its strategic goals and to recalibrate strategies, as necessary.  
These goals incorporate the FLRA’s increasing focus on data analytics.  In developing 
this strategic plan, the FLRA referenced evidence-based performance and resource 
trends, and it intends to use data collected to measure mission and organizational 
progress against this strategic plan, in conjunction with future evaluations, to support 
data-driven agency decision making.  
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Introduction 
Background 
 
The Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) is an independent administrative agency 
that was created to promote productive labor relations within the federal government 
by Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, also known as the Federal Service 
Labor-Management Relations Statute (the Statute), 5 U.S.C. §§ 7101-7135.  The Statute 
formally codified the legal rights of federal employees, labor organizations, and 
agencies after President John F. Kennedy issued his milestone Executive Order 10,988 in 
1962, which authorized federal employees to bargain collectively for the first time.  To 
protect these rights, the FLRA was charged with responsibility for establishing policies 
and guidance for the administration of the federal government’s labor-management-
relations program, which today covers approximately 2.1 million non-Postal federal 
employees.   
  
Mission and Responsibilities  
 
 
 
 
 
 
In striving to fulfill its mission, the FLRA executes the following five primary 
responsibilities, as set forth in the Statute:  
 


1. Resolving complaints of unfair labor practices (ULP).  The FLRA is responsible for 
investigating, prosecuting, and adjudicating claims that agencies or labor 
organizations have failed to uphold their legal obligations to other parties or 
individual employees under the Statute. 
  


2. Determining the appropriateness of bargaining units, and supervising or conducting 
elections, for labor-organization representation 
(REP).  The FLRA conducts secret-ballot 
elections for union representation, resolves 
objections regarding the conduct of such 
elections, and determines which employees 
may be included in bargaining units – as 
well as the appropriate composition of such 
units – under the Statute.   
  


3. Adjudicating exceptions to arbitrators’ awards (ARB).  Under the Statute, parties’ 
collective-bargaining agreements must include negotiated procedures for the 
filing of grievances by employees, unions, or agencies, and those negotiated 


Mission:  The FLRA promotes stable, constructive labor-management relations 
through the resolution and prevention of labor disputes in a manner that gives full 
effect to the collective-bargaining rights of employees, unions, and agencies. 
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grievance procedures must provide for binding arbitration of unresolved 
grievances.  The FLRA adjudicates appeals – known as exceptions – to the 
resulting arbitration awards, and reviews those awards to assess whether they 
are contrary to any law, rule, or regulation, or are deficient on other grounds 
similar to those applied by federal courts in private-sector labor-management 
relations.  The FLRA may take such action as it considers necessary, including 
setting aside or modifying the awards.   
  


4. Adjudicating legal issues relating to the duty to bargain (NEG).  The FLRA resolves 
negotiability disputes that can arise either when an agency claims that a contract 
proposal made during bargaining is outside the duty to bargain under all 
circumstances, or when an agency head disapproves negotiated agreements on 
the ground that they contain provisions that are contrary to law.  In cases 
regarding bargaining proposals, the FLRA may order the parties to bargain over 
negotiable proposals, and in cases involving agency-head disapprovals of 
negotiated agreements, the FLRA may order the agency to rescind its 
disapproval of lawful provisions.   
  


5. Resolving impasses during negotiations (Impasse).  If the parties cannot reach 
agreement after negotiations and third-party assistance, either of the parties can 
request assistance from the FLRA through the Federal Service Impasses Panel. 


  
The Statute also directs the FLRA to “provide leadership in establishing policies and 
guidance” related to labor-management issues under its jurisdiction.  Through its 
casework, the FLRA has developed 
extensive expertise in the Statute and the 
processes for optimal resolution of 
labor-management disputes.  The 
guidance that it develops to share this 
expertise comes in the form of its web-
based and in-person trainings, 
Alternative-Dispute-Resolution (ADR) 
services, and other outreach activities.  
These trainings, services, and activities – 
when executed alongside the agency’s 
primary case-adjudication responsibilities – are an essential part of how the FLRA aims 
to achieve its mission of promoting stable, constructive labor-management relations 
across the federal government.  
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Organizational Structure 
 
Headquartered in Washington, D.C., the FLRA is organized into three statutory 
components – the Authority, the Office of the General Counsel (OGC), and the Federal 
Service Impasses Panel (FSIP) – each with unique adjudicative or prosecutorial roles.   
 


 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


FLRA Organizational Chart 
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The Authority comprises three 
presidentially nominated and Senate-
confirmed Members responsible for 
adjudicating ULP complaints, 
determining whether to grant exceptions 
to arbitrators’ grievance-arbitration 
awards, resolving disputes over the 
negotiability of proposals and provisions 
made during collective bargaining, and 
reviewing representation decisions of 
Regional Directors in representation 
disputes over union elections and unit determinations.   
 
Other program offices under the jurisdiction of the Authority include the Office of the 
Solicitor, the Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ), the Office of Case Intake and 
Publication, and the Collaboration and Alternative Dispute Resolution Office (CADRO). 
 
The OGC investigates alleged ULP charges, 
files and prosecutes ULP complaints, 
determines representation matters, and 
provides training and ADR services.  The 
General Counsel is appointed by the 
President, subject to Senate confirmation, 
and is independent of the Authority.  The 
General Counsel has direct authority over, 
and responsibility for, all employees in the 
OGC, including the FLRA’s seven Regional 
Offices—in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, 
Denver, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C.    
 
 
The FSIP resolves impasses between federal 
agencies and federal unions arising from 
negotiations over conditions of employment 
under the Statute and the Federal 
Employees Flexible and Compressed Work 
Schedules Act.  The FSIP normally 
comprises seven part-time Presidential 
appointees.  
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The FLRA also provides full program and staff support to two additional bodies.  The 
Foreign Service Labor Relations Board oversees the labor-management relations program 
for Foreign Service employees of the Agency for International Development, the U.S. 
Information Agency, and the Departments of State, Agriculture, and Commerce.  The 
Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel is responsible for assisting in the resolution of 
negotiation impasses that arise between those Foreign Service employees and federal 
agencies during the collective-bargaining process.  
 
Stakeholder Engagement 
 
In developing this strategic plan, FLRA leadership undertook a structured process that 
solicited the perspectives of the agency’s diverse employee, customer, and stakeholder 
base.  The strategic-planning team comprised representatives from each FLRA 
component and the employees’ representative organization – the UAE.  Internally, the 
team conducted one-on-one interviews with the FLRA’s entire leadership team, held 
targeted focus-group meetings with managers and employees, and solicited employee 
feedback through online message boards and e-mails.  
 
To gather feedback from external stakeholders, 
the agency held a series of focus groups, in 
which representatives from seven federal-
employee unions and twelve federal agencies 
provided input on FLRA services and 
performance.  In addition to soliciting feedback 
from agencies that use FLRA resources or who 
are parties to FLRA cases, the FLRA also 
sought input from the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) in the early stages of the 
strategic-planning process.  Equipped with 
these perspectives – and guided by the FLRA’s core values of transparency, 
accountability, open dialogue, and pre-decisional involvement – the strategic-planning 
team held working sessions to develop and memorialize the goals, objectives, and 
performance measures of this strategic plan.  
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FLRA Strategic Goals 
 
The FLRA has a distinct role and mission to fulfill in the federal government. The 
agency has three strategic goals, which support the agency’s ability to fulfill its mission. 
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Goal 1:  We will resolve disputes under the Federal Service Labor-
Management Relations Statute in a timely, high-quality, and impartial manner   
 
Goal Overview  
 
The FLRA’s five primary responsibilities, 
as described in the introduction, relate 
directly to the five different types of cases 
that the agency receives from parties:  
Unfair Labor Practice (ULP), 
Representation (REP), Arbitration (ARB), 
Negotiability (NEG), and Bargaining 
Impasse (Impasse).  The first strategic 
goal reflects that the agency’s key 
statutory activities involve the review 
and adjudication of these cases. 
 
When resolving cases, the FLRA applies standards of timeliness, quality, and 
impartiality.  Labor-management disputes that remain unresolved for a significant 
period of time or that are resolved in an ineffective manner can negatively affect the 
ability of other federal agencies to accomplish their own missions.  By evaluating 
progress against these standards, the FLRA will be able to continually improve and 
innovate its case-related processes and contribute to a more effective and efficient 
government. 
  
Strategic Objectives 
 
Objective 1.1:  Achieve or exceed case-resolution timeliness measures, as established by each 
component 
 
It is difficult for parties to gain maximum benefit from the FLRA’s adjudication of their 
cases if case resolution is not swift, or if decisions are issued too late to be relevant to 
the original dispute.  Consequently, timeliness measures are essential for accountability 
in the agency’s case-resolution processes.  
 
The process for each case type is unique, and a majority of the agency’s case types can 
be processed, at various stages, by different combinations of the agency’s independent 
components and offices.  For this reason, the FLRA historically has and will continue to 
set separate timeliness measures for each case type.  Goals around these measures are 
developed and provided annually in the FLRA’s Performance and Accountability 
Report (PAR).  The agency will use the strategies described below to continually 
evaluate progress towards achieving its timeliness measures, and it will streamline and 
innovate processes or revise measures, as necessary, based on assessment of past 
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performance, resources, parties’ needs, and impacts on quality.  Employing these 
strategies to facilitate the timely resolution of its cases will allow the FLRA to best serve 
the needs of its parties, and make progress towards its mission of promoting 
constructive, stable labor-management relations.   
 
Strategies: 
 
The following strategies describe a data-driven process 
that the FLRA will use to achieve its timeliness goals:   
 


 Establish goals for timeliness measures, and 
discuss lessons learned and best practices, both 
within and among the three components, at 
least annually 


 Incorporate timeliness progress reviews into 
existing monthly meeting structure and/or 
other venues in order to share updates and best 
practices, promote accountability, and discuss 
steps for future performance improvement 


 Continuously develop and implement process 
and material improvements discussed during 
the monthly progress reviews or at any other 
appropriate time 
 


Contributing Components: 
 


 FLRA Authority  
o OALJ 


 FLRA OGC 
 FLRA FSIP 


 
Performance Goals:  
 
Performance goals for Objective 1.1 include: 
 


 Produce timely review and disposition of each case type (ULP, REP, ARB, NEG, 
Impasse) 


 Resolve overage cases in a timely fashion 
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Objective 1.2:  Set a high standard of quality for the case-resolution process 
 
While timeliness is an important measure of the FLRA’s effectiveness in handling its 
cases, it is universally understood within the agency that parties do not receive 
maximum benefit from timely case decisions without commensurate attention to 
quality.  The FLRA judges quality in terms of effective process execution, clear 
communication with parties around case processes, and the issuance of well-written 
and understandable decisions that provide deliberate, impartial, and legally sound 
analyses and consideration of the issues in dispute.  As reflected in the strategies for this 
objective, the FLRA is committed to re-evaluating its concept of quality over time to 
increase the value that the agency’s case-resolution processes bring to the federal-sector 
labor-management community.   
 
Unlike timeliness and quality, impartiality 
is not targeted in a separate strategic 
objective for Goal 1 because it is 
inextricably linked to the agency’s 
definition of quality: faithful execution 
and clear communication of case 
processes, and production of clear, 
well-reasoned decisions, tie directly into 
parties’ confidence in the impartiality of 
the FLRA’s processes.  Despite this close 
overlap, impartiality is mentioned explicitly in the language of Goal 1 in order to 
emphasize it as a particularly important aspect of the FLRA’s case-review and 
disposition responsibilities. 
 
Strategies: 
 
The following strategies describe the processes and resources that the FLRA will use to 
make progress towards achieving its quality standards: 
 


 Establish goals for quality and discuss lessons learned and best practices, both 
within and among the three components, at least annually 


 Incorporate discussions of quality-standard adoption, both in terms of successes 
and needs for improvement, into existing monthly meeting structure and other 
venues  


 Continuously develop and implement process and material improvements 
discussed during monthly progress reviews and at any other appropriate time  


 Use the FLRA’s online resources to keep parties informed of what they can 
generally expect with respect to FLRA case processes in terms of timing, steps, 
etc. 
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Contributing Components: 
  


 FLRA Authority 
o OALJ 


 FLRA OGC  
 FLRA FSIP 


 
Performance Goals:  
 
Performance goals for Objective 1.2 include: 
 


 Develop a mechanism for soliciting external feedback on the FLRA case-
resolution process 


 Score highly on internal quality reviews regarding the case-resolution process   
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Goal 2:  We will promote stability in the federal labor-management 
community by providing leadership and guidance through Alternative 
Dispute Resolution and education 
 
Goal Overview  
 
FLRA leadership and employees 
possess considerable knowledge of 
the Statute and, through their 
casework, also have a unique view 
into critical labor-management issues 
and the best practices for handling 
disputes that may arise as a result of 
those issues.  The FLRA has extensive 
experience applying these areas of 
expertise towards the facilitation of positive and effective labor-management 
relationships, and it has consequently developed a strong understanding of the 
compelling, mutual benefits of positive labor-management relations.  Given its unique 
perspective and role, the FLRA is determined to continue serving as a leader in 
facilitating effective and collaborative labor-management relationships, and in actively 
promoting stability in the federal labor-management community, as captured in this 
second strategic goal.   
 
The two key ways in which the FLRA provides leadership and guidance are through its 
ADR services and its education and outreach activities.  ADR is a service that has been 
incorporated into all of the FLRA’s case 
processes – in every component and at 
every stage of case processing.  The FLRA 
will continue to maximize its use of ADR, 
where appropriate, and it will explore 
ways to measure and communicate 
ADR’s positive impact and benefits.  The 
agency’s education and outreach 
activities include the trainings that it 
provides to the labor-management 
community, as well as its participation in 
leadership forums, such as the National Council on Federal Labor-Management 
Relations (National Council), the American Bar Association, and other professional 
labor and employment law organizations and associations.  
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Strategic Objectives 
 
Objective 2.1:  Offer high-quality outreach and prevention services, as well as reference 
resources, to promote more effective labor-management relations across the federal 
government 
 
The FLRA currently offers training to the federal-sector labor-management community 
and provides self-service resources on its website that relate to the Statute and the 
handling of different types of labor-
management disputes.  These and other 
forms of outreach, such as participation 
on the National Council, not only 
empower and educate the members of 
the labor-management community, but 
also spread awareness about the shared 
benefits of positive labor-management 
relations in government, and contribute 
to prevention of disputes.  Additionally, 
they allow the FLRA to contribute to the 
implementation and ongoing success of Executive Order 13,522: Creating Labor-
Management Forums to Improve Delivery of Government Services.  
 
Based on feedback obtained from parties during the strategic-planning process, the 
FLRA heard first-hand the value that its trainings and resources provide to the labor-
management community.  Feedback 
providers also made recommendations for 
improvement, which the FLRA has 
incorporated into the actionable strategies 
that support this objective.  By targeting its 
outreach to areas of highest need, tailoring 
content to specific audiences, and ensuring 
that its website is an easily navigable and 
content rich case-processing and case-law 
reference for all users, the FLRA can build 
on its reputation as a leader in facilitating 
effective and collaborative labor-management relations.  This increases its overall ability 
to promote an effective and efficient government.   
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Strategies: 
 
The following strategies describe a complementary set of approaches that the FLRA will 
use to continually improve the value of its outreach and prevention activities, trainings, 
and resources: 
 


 Encourage positive, open communication between labor and management 
representatives by supporting labor-management forums and other collaborative 
labor-management relationships 


 Conduct independent, objective, and timely analyses of labor-management 
issues and trends to inform case and outreach activities 


 Deploy cross-component teams to deliver external trainings, when appropriate 
 Provide tailored outreach and training, targeting audiences with the greatest 


need 
 Improve the FLRA website to make it a truly user-friendly, empowering resource 


for parties and the federal-sector labor-management community 
 
Contributing Components and External Partners:  
 


 FLRA Authority 
o OALJ 
o CADRO 
o Office of the Executive Director 


 FLRA OGC 
 FLRA FSIP 
 National Council on Federal Labor-Management Relations 
 Office of Personnel Management (OPM) 
 Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 


 
Performance Goals:  
 
Performance goals for Objective 2.1 include: 
 


 Provide targeted training, outreach and prevention, and facilitation activities 
within the labor-management community 


 Provide up-to-date case-processing and case-law resources and trainings for the 
labor-management community that are effective and useful 
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Objective 2.2: Maximize the use of Alternative Dispute Resolution practices in case 
resolution 
 
The FLRA currently offers ADR services to parties across all of its five case types.  
When administered appropriately, ADR has the potential to help parties reach mutual 
understanding on contentious issues and strengthen their underlying relationships.  
Congress and other government stakeholders have recognized ADR as an effective way 
to promote stability in the federal workforce.  Consequently, by maximizing its use of 
ADR and building up evidence around the benefits of ADR, the FLRA will be able to 
solidify its reputation as a leader in the labor-management community and across the 
federal government. 
 
The natural differences between the structure and work of each FLRA component 
necessitate that the conversations around maximizing and measuring the benefits of 
ADR account for each component’s unique role and capabilities.  These differences 
require that ADR standards and performance measures be tailored to each component’s 
– and each office’s – unique situation.  
 
Strategies: 
 
The following strategies describe the methods that the FLRA will use to maximize its 
use of ADR: 
 


 Set standards for how and when ADR should be offered in each component in 
order to maximize parties’ access to ADR 


 Evaluate the estimated benefits achieved through implementation of ADR 
practices 


 
Contributing Components: 
 


 FLRA Authority 
o OALJ 
o CADRO 


 FLRA OGC 
 FLRA FSIP  


 
Performance Goals:  
 
Performance goals for Objective 2.2 include: 
 


 Successful resolution of a significant portion of FLRA cases through ADR 
 Expanded use of ADR in ARB cases  
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Goal 3:  We will manage our resources effectively and efficiently in order to 
achieve organizational excellence. 
 
Goal Overview 
 
The FLRA’s ability to fulfill its core 
mission under the Statute depends 
on effective management of the 
organization and its resources.  The 
organizational-excellence goal 
emphasizes how the agency’s 
employees, information-technology 
(IT) infrastructure, and allocation of 
resources are central to achieving all 
of the strategic goals and objectives 
outlined in the strategic plan.  FLRA leadership is committed to continuously 
strengthening FLRA operations in targeted areas and identifying improvements that 
will maximize delivery of services while maintaining a highly engaging and 
empowering work environment.  
 
The landscape of the federal workplace and workforce continues to evolve, as do the 
needs of the parties that the FLRA serves.  Approximately 60% of the FLRA’s workforce 
has been with the agency for five years or less, and many of the agency’s most 
experienced employees are currently eligible to retire.  In light of these facts, it is crucial 
for the FLRA to simultaneously focus on developing the workplace and the workforce 
of the future, while retaining valuable institutional knowledge.  Over the past few 
years, the FLRA has consistently ranked among the top small agencies on the Federal 
Employee Viewpoint Survey and the Partnership for Public Service’s “Best Places to 
Work in the Federal Government” rankings, and it has been recognized as a top small 
agency for innovation.  The agency’s leadership will continue to build on this success to 
develop and retain an engaged, highly skilled, and productive workforce.   
 
Finally, the agency must be prepared to meet ever-changing business demands through 
the increased use of IT to best manage the workload and interact with parties.  The 
FLRA will continue to be an effective steward of taxpayer dollars, with a renewed focus 
on maximizing the use of technology for more efficient case processing and data 
analytics to inform operational decision making.  The agency’s future operational 
approaches are designed to foster nimble and seamless deployment of resources to 
support productive labor-management relations across the federal government.   
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Strategic Objectives 
 
Objective 3.1:  Recruit, retain, and develop a highly talented, motivated, and diverse 
workforce to accomplish the FLRA’s mission 
 
The FLRA’s success is largely dependent on employee-driven mission performance, 
because its products and services—whether case decisions, ADR, or training—are labor-
intensive.  Consistent with government-wide trends, the FLRA is faced with increasing 
retirement projections that, if not carefully managed, could lead to a significant loss of 
institutional knowledge.  In the 2015 Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, 15% of the 
FLRA’s respondents reported that they intend to retire within the next 5 years, and, in 
fact, 35% will be eligible.  The FLRA has recently been faced with a fairly stagnant level 
of staffing and an increasing case load.  These factors combine to create the imperative 
for this objective.   
 
In order to attract and engage a highly 
skilled workforce to support the FLRA’s 
mission, the agency must invest in its most 
valuable resource—its employees.  The 
FLRA will prepare for retirements by 
maximizing and institutionalizing 
knowledge transfer, engaging in 
succession planning to ensure that the next 
generation of leaders is well prepared, and 
developing new employees with the 
technical and leadership skills necessary to 
accomplish the agency’s mission.  It has become increasingly important that the FLRA 
promote work-life balance strategies that will allow for efficient processing of a growing 
caseload, while retaining an engaged workforce that is well-equipped to achieve the 
mission.  This increased focus on human-capital management and leadership 
development will strengthen the FLRA’s ability to sustain – and improve – its high level 
of mission performance and promote effective and efficient labor-management 
relations.   
 
Strategies: 
 
The following strategies describe the initiatives that the FLRA will undertake to 
cultivate a top-caliber workforce capable of effectively fulfilling the agency’s mission: 
 


 Employ a targeted recruitment strategy to hire a diverse, highly skilled 
workforce 


 Work across components to more effectively build capacity and share knowledge 
for leadership development and skills-based redundancies 
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 Cultivate a working environment that develops, empowers, and fairly rewards 
employees 


 Engage in succession planning, and develop strategies to maximize the transfer 
of institutional knowledge 


 Promote innovation 
 Promote a healthy work-life balance to retain a productive workforce 


 
Contributing Components and External Partners:  
 


 FLRA Authority 
o Office of the Executive Director 


 FLRA OGC  
 FLRA FSIP  
 Office of Personnel Management (OPM) 


 
Performance Goals:  
 
Performance goals for Objective 3.1 include: 
 


 Demonstrate strong recruitment and retention practices 
 Maintain and grow agency expertise through employee development 
 Develop internal tools and benchmarks for skills assessment, training-needs 


assessment, and effective succession planning 
 
Objective 3.2:  Improve usage of existing technology and deploy new IT systems to 
streamline and enhance organizational operations 
 
The rapid evolution of the technological landscape is having a significant impact on 
how government employees expect to communicate and accomplish their work.  To 
meet the modernizing expectations of its 
internal and external stakeholders, the 
FLRA must maximize use of its existing 
technology, and consider possible future 
investments in new technology.  
Enhancing the use of data and electronic 
capabilities will allow for more efficient 
interaction with parties, better 
management of the FLRA’s caseload, and 
a more flexible work environment.  As the 
FLRA explores the use of new, innovative 
technologies, decision makers must remain cognizant of the limited resources available 
to invest in new technology.  FLRA leadership will ensure that any new, potential IT 
investments are strategic and sound.   
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The FLRA will work to identify IT solutions that drive new levels of performance and 
close gaps between current and desired capabilities, while promoting full use of 
existing technology.  A major initiative is the 
electronic-case-filing (eFiling) system that 
was initially implemented in FY 2012.  The 
agency began accepting eFilings in FY 2013, 
and it intends to fully implement an “end-
to-end” electronic case file that will 
significantly streamline the processing and 
handling of cases, while reducing 
procedural deficiencies, by FY 2019.  
Additional gains can be made through 
internal activities that promote skills development.  One example is reverse-mentoring, 
where employees with a strong understanding of IT capabilities infuse their knowledge 
throughout the agency.  
 
Strategies: 
 
The following strategies outline activities that the FLRA will pursue to fully maximize 
the use of IT to gain efficiency: 
 


 Improve eFiling capability and maximize its use in receiving case filings 
 Enhance employee technology usage and skills at every level 
 Assess and develop in-house IT capabilities on an ongoing basis 
 Develop and implement data-analytics tools to improve case processing, 


outreach, and internal operations 
 
Contributing Components and External Partners:  
 


 FLRA Authority 
o Office of the Executive Director 


 FLRA OGC  
 FLRA FSIP  
 Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 


 
Performance Goals:   
 
Performance goals for Objective 3.2 include: 
 


 Expand the use of eFiling 
 Utilize data-analytics tools that permit data-driven analysis of agency-wide 


performance and effectiveness 
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Objective 3.3:  Act as an effective steward of agency resources 
 
The FLRA’s key resources are its employees and its financial appropriations.  Both of 
these resources need to be carefully assessed, effectively managed, and prudently 
deployed.  The strategies supporting this objective will provide leadership with the 
information necessary to make complex organizational decisions, while maximizing 
limited resources.  This objective differs from the previous two, because it focuses on 
the allocation of resources and the supporting management practices.   
 
The FLRA’s leadership is committed to strategically and transparently managing the 
agency, while maintaining an environment that engages employees at all levels.  The 
agency’s leadership will continue to build on the 
success seen in recent years’ Federal Employee 
Viewpoint Survey and the Partnership for Public 
Service’s “Best Places to Work in the Federal 
Government” rankings through initiatives like 
updating the employee performance-
management process to better reflect desired organizational outcomes, enhancing 
effective employee development, and promoting fair employee recognition.   
  
The FLRA will also focus on creating greater alignment between administrative offices 
and program offices to strengthen performance and cohesion throughout the 
organization.  Finally, it will monitor and modify these and other efforts to improve 
performance by renewing its focus on collecting and analyzing data to make effective 
decisions. 
 
Strategies: 
 
The following strategies will help improve the FLRA’s operations and drive increased 
mission performance: 
 


 Conduct an internal assessment of the “supply and demand” for ADR services
 Develop a workforce-planning system that will allow for better deployment of 


administrative and professional staff when resource needs increase in specific 
offices or regions 


 Implement a performance-management process that encourages all FLRA 
employees to achieve objectives that lead to successful organizational outcomes 


 Conduct a survey for program-office staff to provide feedback on administrative 
services, at least annually 


 Build a strategic-resource-planning process to inform the budget-planning cycle 
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Contributing Components and External Partners:  
 


 FLRA Authority 
o Office of the Executive Director 


 FLRA OGC 
 FLRA FSIP  
 Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 
 Performance Improvement Council (PIC) 
 Office of Personnel Management (OPM) 


 
Performance Goals:  
 
Performance goals for Objective 3.3 include: 
 


 Achieve high internal customer-service scores on delivery of administrative 
services 


 Meet or exceed established operational measures 
 Maintain standing as a leader in the Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey an in 


the “Best Places to Work in the Federal Government” rankings  
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Major Management Priorities, Challenges, and Risks 
 
While the FLRA is committed to increasing government-wide effectiveness and 
efficiency, and improving service to its parties, there are external trends and challenges 
that pose a clear risk to overall mission delivery.  These trends primarily include budget 
uncertainty, an increasing caseload, workforce challenges, and potential changes in 
legislation or regulation.  Over the past few years, there has been an environment of 
great budget uncertainty throughout the federal government.  This uncertain fiscal 
environment reduces the FLRA’s flexibility in making resource decisions, such as hiring 
additional staff to address the increasing caseload, dedicating additional resources to 
ADR and training, or investing in IT capabilities that will allow for more efficient case 
processing.  To help mitigate budget risks, the FLRA must remain vigilant in focusing 
on effectively managing limited financial resources to better position the agency to meet 
strategic priorities, a strategy that is addressed in Strategic Objective 3.3.   
 
The FLRA has experienced an increasing workload due to cases filed in response to 
sequestration, furloughs, and agency budget cuts.  It is likely that these trends will 
continue over the next few years, thereby placing 
the FLRA in the continued position of needing to 
achieve more without a commensurate increase in 
resources.  Ongoing attrition, coupled with future 
budget uncertainty and an increasing caseload, 
could potentially cause a loss of institutional 
knowledge and expertise.  While the FLRA is 
known for its highly engaged workforce, future 
employees will likely have different expectations 
around technology and workplace flexibilities; left 
unaddressed, this could lead to recruitment and 
retention issues.  Because the FLRA provides its services to over 2.1 million non-Postal 
federal employees worldwide, changes in legislation or regulations that could lead to 
increases in case filings greatly impact it.  Together, these trends could affect the 
agency’s ability to meet the goals outlined in this plan, and fulfill its mission under the 
Statute.  With potentially challenging times ahead, the FLRA will continue to focus on 
its core values of transparency, accountability, open dialogue, and pre-decisional 
involvement, along with its increasing focus on the innovative use of resources and 
data-driven analysis, to maintain high levels of mission performance and employee 
engagement that contribute to an effective and efficient federal government. 
 
In recent years, the FLRA has made substantial progress in addressing and resolving 
three challenges identified by its Office of the Inspector General (OIG).  Because of the 
FLRA’s careful and creative management of resources, the OIG no longer considers a 
human-resources shortage to be a critical challenge facing the agency.  The remaining 
challenges identified by the Inspector General include IT security and proper handling 
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of records.  With respect to these ongoing challenges, the Office of the Executive 
Director, on behalf of the agency, has made and continues to make progress towards 
their resolution with the input of agency leadership, management, and employees and 
their representative union.  Detailed information about the agency’s progress towards 
the OIG’s findings is reported annually in the PAR. 
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Evidence Building 
 
Since 2009, the FLRA has routinely assessed program performance, with an emphasis 
on building evidence to support decision making and to drive innovative approaches 
throughout the agency.  The FLRA remains 
committed to continuously building its 
research and evaluation base to help 
develop strategies for effectively achieving 
its mission and to inform budgetary 
allocations across the agency.  As part of 
the FLRA’s focus on evidence, agency 
leadership holds monthly, data-driven 
management meetings where meaningful 
discussions occur around program 
performance, areas for improvement, and 
sharing of best practices across components.  In addition to program performance, the 
FLRA frequently reviews its administrative services (IT, human resources, and financial 
management), including through use of internal-survey tools,  and it seeks continuous 
improvement in internal-service delivery.  
 
The FLRA referenced evidence-based performance and resource trends in developing 
this strategic plan.  Many of the agency’s future strategies focus on increasing the use of 
targeted data to maximize mission outcomes.  A number of ongoing and planned 
evaluations, which are particularly informative in achieving the FLRA’s strategic goals 
and objectives, are summarized below.  In conducting future studies and evaluations, 
the FLRA may choose to deploy an internal task force to assess an organizational issue, 
conduct internal process reviews that will lead to efficiency gains, and/or conduct 
research on a topic of organizational importance for inclusion in outreach materials.  
The initiation and scope of these evaluations will be assessed throughout the strategic-
plan period based on the availability of resources and the expected organizational 
impact. 
 
Future Evaluations 
 
Possible studies and/or evaluations that the FLRA will undertake in support of its 
strategic goals include: 
 


 Study the deployment of a case-issuance strategy to identify possible efficiency 
gains 


 Assess the current employee performance standards and implement 
recommendations that will lead to a more meaningful employee performance-
review process 
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 Analyze current timeliness and quality standards to identify areas for innovation 
and improvement in processes and in updating standards 


 Identify the most effective mechanisms for obtaining party feedback on the 
quality of the FLRA case-resolution process 


 Analyze case-filing data to identify top targets for training initiatives 
 Analyze case-filing data to identify the organizations that are designated as 


being “frequent filers” or having chronically contentious relationships 
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Appendix:  Abbreviations 
 
ADR   Alternative Dispute Resolution 
ARB   Arbitration* 
CADRO  Collaboration and Alternative Dispute Resolution Office 
eFiling  Electronic-case-filing system 
FLRA   Federal Labor Relations Authority 
FSIP   Federal Service Impasses Panel, a body comprising seven part-time,  
                                    presidentially appointed Members 
Impasse  Bargaining Impasse* 
IT   Information Technology 
National Council National Council on Federal Labor-Management Relations 
NEG   Negotiability* 
OALJ   Office of Administrative Law Judges 
OGC   Office of the General Counsel 
OIG   Office of the Inspector General 
OMB   White House Office of Management and Budget 
OPM   Office of Personnel Management 
PAR   Performance and Accountability Report 
PIC   Performance Improvement Council 
REP   Representation* 
The agency  Federal Labor Relations Authority 
The Authority Body comprising three presidentially appointed, Senate-confirmed 


Members 
The Statute  Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statue 
UAE   Union of Authority Employees 
ULP   Unfair Labor Practice* 
 
 
*denotes a specific type of case filed with the FLRA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




















FLRA NEWS 


FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY - WASHINGTON, DC 20424 
 


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


Contact:  Gina K. Grippando  www.flra.gov     FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 


202-218-7776           January 28, 2016 
 


FLRA ANNOUNCES REGIONAL LABOR-RELATIONS WORKSHOPS 


ENGAGING FEDERAL WORKERS TO DESIGN THE FUTURE WORKPLACE   


 


Julia Akins Clark, General Counsel of the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA), announced 


today a series of specialized two-day workshops on space management and labor relations to be 


held in Boston, Chicago, Denver, and Los Angeles.  The FLRA, the Federal Mediation and 


Conciliation Service (FMCS), and the General Services Administration (GSA) collaborated to 


develop the workshops.   


 


The workshops will include: 


 


 A tour of a redesigned federal space developed in partnership with agencies to create an 


effective and efficient 21st century work space.  


 


 An overview by GSA of its owned and leased space project lifecycle and key opportunities 


for employee engagement and labor-management collaboration. 


 


 A review by the FLRA of the statutory duty and scope of bargaining and impasse resolution, 


as well as opportunities for pre-decisional involvement during office moves. 


 


 Collaborative problem-solving skills training and resources by FMCS to support effective 


pre-decisional involvement and collective bargaining. 


 


 A discussion with agencies and labor organizations that recently went through office moves 


about their experiences and lessons learned.  


 


 Resource materials for future reference and to share with colleagues.   


There is NO COST to attend these trainings.  Registration is expected to exceed capacity.  


Preference will be given to registrants who indicate that their management or union counterpart will 


also attend.  To register, click the link for the session that you wish to attend.  


March 9-10, 2016  Chicago, IL   REGISTER HERE 


March 22-23, 2016  Boston, MA   REGISTER HERE 


April 19-20, 2016  Denver, CO   REGISTER HERE 


May 11-12, 2016  Los Angeles, CA  REGISTER HERE 


 


 


 







The FLRA Office of the General Counsel (OGC) is the independent investigative and prosecutorial 


component of the FLRA.  Through its seven regional offices, the OGC investigates, settles, and 


prosecutes unfair-labor-practice charges, resolves representation disputes, including the conduct of 


secret-ballot elections, and provides training to union and management representatives.  The FLRA 


administers the labor-management relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal employees 


worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining units.  It is 


charged with providing leadership in establishing policies and guidance related to federal sector 


labor-management relations and with resolving disputes under, and ensuring compliance with, the 


Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute.   


      ###  
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U.S. FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY 
 
BACKGROUND AND MISSION 
 
The U.S. Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) is responsible for establishing policies and 
guidance regarding the labor-management-relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal, federal 
employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining 
units.  The FLRA was created by Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, also known 
as the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (the Statute).  The agency’s genesis 
dates from the issuance of Executive Order 10,988 by President Kennedy in 1962.  In 2012, the 
FLRA celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Order, which established the first government-wide, 
labor-management-relations program within the federal government.  In 1970, President Nixon 
established the Federal Labor Relations Council, by Executive Order 11,491, to administer the 
federal labor-management-relations program and to make final decisions on policy questions and 
major disputes arising under Executive Order 10,988.  Executive Order 11,491, as amended, was 
the basis for President Carter’s proposal to Congress to create the FLRA as an independent 
agency. 
 
The Statute protects the rights of federal employees to form, join, or assist a labor organization, 
or to refrain from such activity, freely and without fear of penalty or reprisal.  These rights 
include acting for a labor organization as a representative and, in that capacity, presenting the 
views of the organization.  Employees also have the right to engage in collective bargaining with 
respect to conditions of employment through representatives chosen by the employees. 
 
The mission of the FLRA is to promote stable, constructive labor-management relations through 
the resolution and prevention of labor disputes in a manner that gives full effect to the collective-
bargaining rights of employees, unions, and agencies.  Although the FLRA is a small agency, 
accomplishing its mission – including timely, quality, and impartial resolution of labor-
management disputes – is essential for program performance government-wide.  If a labor-
management dispute remains unresolved for too long, then mission accomplishment at the 
affected agencies likely will suffer. 
 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
 
The FLRA is organized into three statutory components – the Authority, the Office of the 
General Counsel (OGC), and the Federal Service Impasses Panel (FSIP) – each with unique 
adjudicative or prosecutorial roles.  The agency also provides full program and staff support to 
two other organizations – the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel and the Foreign Service 
Labor Relations Board. 
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U.S. FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY


 
 
The Authority 
 
The Authority comprises three full-time, presidentially nominated and Senate-confirmed 
Members who are appointed for fixed, five-year, staggered terms.  The President designates one 
Member to serve as Chairman.  The Chairman acts as the agency’s chief executive and 
administrative officer.   
 
The Authority is responsible for adjudicating unfair-labor-practice (ULP) complaints, 
determining whether to grant exceptions to arbitrators’ awards, resolving disputes over the 
negotiability of proposals and provisions made during collective bargaining, and reviewing 
representation decisions of Regional Directors in representation disputes over union elections 
and unit determinations. 
 
Other program offices under the jurisdiction of the Authority include the Office of the Solicitor, 
the Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ), the Office of Case Intake and Publication, and 
the Collaboration and Alternative Dispute Resolution Office (CADRO).   
 
The Office of the Solicitor represents the FLRA in court proceedings before all U.S. courts, 
including the U.S. Supreme Court, the U.S. Courts of Appeals, and the Federal District Courts.  
In this connection, parties aggrieved by certain Authority orders may institute an action for 
judicial review within 60 days after the order issues.  The Authority may also seek enforcement 
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of its orders, temporary relief, or restraining orders in the appropriate U.S. Courts of Appeals or 
Federal District Courts.  The Office of the Solicitor also serves as the agency’s in-house counsel, 
providing legal advice to all FLRA components, and performs various functions under the 
Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act.  The Solicitor also serves as the Designated 
Agency Ethics Official. 
 
The Authority Members appoint Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) to hear and prepare 
recommended decisions in cases involving ULP complaints, as well as decisions involving 
applications for attorney fees filed pursuant to the Back Pay Act or the Equal Access to Justice 
Act.  The OALJ – through its Settlement Judge Program administered by the CADRO – also 
provides alternative-dispute resolution (ADR) services in all ULP cases.  Decisions of the ALJs 
may be appealed to the Authority. 
 
The Office of the General Counsel 
 
The General Counsel, who is appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the 
Senate, has separate and independent responsibilities from the Authority.  Under the Statute, the 
General Counsel has sole responsibility – independent of the Authority – over the investigation 
and prosecution of ULP cases.  The General Counsel’s determinations in these matters are final 
and unreviewable.  The General Counsel has direct authority over, and responsibility for, all 
employees in the OGC, including those in the FLRA’s Regional Offices.  Approximately 
50 percent of the FLRA’s staff is employed in the regions, where all ULP charges and 
representation petitions are filed.  The Regional Offices, on behalf of the General Counsel, 
investigate and resolve alleged ULPs, file and prosecute ULP complaints, effectuate compliance 
with settlement agreements and Authority Orders, and provide training and ADR services.  In 
addition, through delegation by the Authority, the Regional Offices investigate and resolve 
representation cases and conduct secret-ballot elections. 
 
The General Counsel has a small staff at FLRA Headquarters, located in Washington, D.C.  
Headquarters management provides administrative oversight; develops policies, guidance, 
procedures, and manuals that provide programmatic direction for the Regional Offices and 
training and education for the parties; and processes appeals from the Regional Offices’ 
dismissals of ULP charges.  Each Regional Office is headed by a Regional Director who 
provides leadership and management expertise for the respective region. 
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The Federal Service Impasses Panel 
 
The FSIP resolves impasses between federal agencies and unions representing federal employees 
arising from negotiations over conditions of employment under the Statute and the Federal 
Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act.  The FSIP normally comprises seven 
part-time Presidential appointees – a Chairman and six other Members – who are appointed for 
five-year terms.   
 
If bargaining between the parties, followed by mediation assistance, does not result in a 
voluntary agreement, then either party or the parties, jointly, may request the FSIP’s assistance.  
Following a preliminary investigation by its staff, the FSIP may determine to assert jurisdiction 
over the request.  If the FSIP asserts jurisdiction, then it has the authority to recommend or direct 
the use of various ADR procedures, including informal conferences, additional mediation, fact-
finding, written submissions, and mediation-arbitration by FSIP Members, the FSIP’s staff, or 
private arbitrators.  If the parties are still unable to reach a voluntary settlement, then the FSIP 
may take whatever action it deems necessary to resolve the dispute, including imposition of 
contract terms through a final action.  Parties may not appeal the merits of the FSIP’s decision to 
any court. 
 
AGENCY TRENDS AND CHALLENGES 
 
The FLRA’s mission is to promote stable, constructive labor-management relations through the 
resolution and prevention of labor disputes in a manner that gives full effect to the 
collective-bargaining rights of employees, unions, and agencies.  Accomplishing its mission in 
an effective and efficient manner is key to enabling the federal government, as a whole, to adapt 
to changing circumstances, as necessary, to continue delivering the highest quality services to the 
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Boston Regional 
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Chicago Regional 
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Dallas Regional 
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Denver Regional  
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San Francisco  
Regional Office 
 
Washington  DC 
Regional  Office 
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American public, consistent with President Obama’s Management Agenda to deliver a more 
nimble, more innovative, and more accountable federal government. 
 
2015-2018 Strategic Plan 
 
With the agency’s existing 2010-2015 Strategic Plan nearing its expiration, in FY 2015, the 
FLRA engaged in a comprehensive strategic-planning initiative to develop and implement a 
2015-2018 Strategic Plan.   


The FLRA focused a great deal of dedicated effort into the entire strategic-planning endeavor.  It 
was an important opportunity for everyone – senior leaders, the employees’ representative 
organization, and staff throughout the agency – to shape a shared vision for the future of the 
FLRA.  The draft plan was developed through one-on-one interviews and focus groups with 
FLRA leadership, staff, and external stakeholders.  Agency employees worked collectively to 
establish shared goals, objectives, and strategies, as well as the supporting performance goals 
that will help the agency to accomplish its mission and drive improvements in daily operations.  
The process was highly participatory, and it served as an opportunity for leadership, staff, and 
external stakeholders to share ideas about the FLRA’s strategy.  Everyone was asked for their 
best thinking and creativity – no ideas were off the table.  This was a transparent effort, and there 
was continuous communication with agency employees – at all levels throughout the agency – 
for the duration of the project.   


The FLRA developed this strategic plan against the backdrop of external trends and challenges 
that pose a risk to overall mission delivery.  These trends include budget uncertainty, an 
increasing caseload, and workforce challenges.  The goals and objectives in this plan support the 
FLRA’s mission in light of these trends and challenges.    
 
In addition, the FLRA identified performance goals that will allow the agency to both monitor 
progress towards achieving its strategic goals and to recalibrate strategies, as necessary.  This 
continues the FLRA’s increasing focus on data and data-driven leadership and decision-making.  
In developing this strategic plan, the FLRA referenced evidence-based performance and resource 
trends, and it intends to use data collected to measure progress against this strategic plan, in 
conjunction with future evaluations, to support agency decision making.     
 
Mission – Case Processing & ADR 
 
With respect to its mission accomplishments, the FLRA as a whole has continued its significant 
improvement over the last six and a half years in providing customers with timely and quality 
adjudication and dispute-resolution services.  But the FLRA has had to overcome significant 
obstacles in meeting its mission requirements.  In addition to increased case filings in certain 
components of the agency, the agency experienced a wave of key employee retirements and 
departures starting in FY 2013 and continuing into FY 2015.  This left well over 10 percent of 
the FLRA’s already small workforce vacant to start FY 2014, and the agency has devoted 
significant effort to rebuilding its workforce throughout FY 2014 and FY 2015.    
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Authority (including OALJ, CADRO) 
 
In FY 2014, the Authority faced a backlog of cases that accrued when the Authority lacked a 
quorum of Members necessary to issue decisions for a 10-month period.  And while the 
Authority devoted much of FY 2014 to issuing its oldest cases and eliminating that backlog, 
some of those overage cases remained, and a large number of newer cases went overage in the 
process – resulting in the Authority beginning FY 2015 with 63 percent of its cases already being 
overage.  In addition, during FY 2015, the Authority experienced a 22 percent increase in case 
filings over FY 2014.  There were also several key retirements and departures, and a budget 
lapse that precluded backfilling those vacancies for 90 days or more.  All together, these factors 
have posed a challenge for the Authority in terms of meeting its performance goals in FY 2015.   
 
Despite these challenges, the Authority is began FY 2016 in a significantly better position than 
when it began FY 2015.  As the result of a case-issuance strategy (an action plan) that the 
Authority adopted in early FY 2015, as well as the use of temporary assistance from other 
offices, the Authority eliminated all of its remaining overage-case backlog in FY 2015.  And, 
compared with the 133 cases that the Authority closed on the merits in FY 2014, the Authority 
closed approximately 165 cases on the merits in FY 2015 – a nearly 25 percent increase.  As a 
result of these efforts, the Authority began FY 2016 well-positioned to meet its performance 
goals.      
 
Moreover, the Authority continued in FY 2015 to yield performance dividends from ongoing 
arbitration and negotiability case-processing initiatives.  As a result of a comprehensive review 
of arbitration case processing and implementation of associated regulatory changes several years 
ago – along with the development and periodic updating of a Guide to Arbitration under the 
Statute – the Authority continues to experience reduced numbers of procedural deficiencies in 
the parties’ filings, which leads to reduced overall case-processing times.  Additionally, the 
Authority continued to review and make regular updates to its Comprehensive Arbitration 
Training program, which it presented to its parties several times throughout the year.  Further, as 
a result of its review of negotiability law and practice in recent years, the Authority developed a 
Guide to Negotiability under the Statute, and the accompanying Comprehensive Negotiability 
Training program, which it continued to review, revise, and deliver to its customers on an 
ongoing, consistent basis.  The currency of these materials and the provision of up-to-date, 
relevant training have yielded real performance-improvement outcomes.  The parties are better 
educated about the Authority’s law and case-processing requirements, which has resulted in 
fewer procedural deficiency orders and procedural dismissals.  For example, there has been an 
over 37 percent reduction in procedural dismissals in arbitration cases from FY 2012 to FY 2015.   
In addition, the Authority is receiving higher-quality, better-drafted briefs.  That, in turn, enables 
the Authority to more efficiently and expeditiously process those cases.   
 
The OALJ resolved cases in FY 2015 at a dramatic pace, issuing nearly 80 decisions and more 
than doubling the substantial improvement in case processing delivered in FY 2014.  In response 
to a backlog of cases awaiting decision, the agency reallocated resources to the OALJ – through 
use of details, a temporary-attorney hire, contract paralegal support, and two re-employed-
annuitant ALJs – to assist in resolving cases more expeditiously.  With nearly 1,000 new cases 
on the docket in the last four years, the OALJ has successfully resolved cases without the need 
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for costly litigation involving a hearing or written decision through use of the OALJ Settlement 
Judge Program – with ADR services administered by the CADRO.  In FY 2015, in over 87 
percent of cases in which the parties participated in the Settlement Judge Program, they reached 
agreement and fully resolved their dispute.  This is real evidence that the delivery of ADR 
services at all stages of case processing results in more effective and cost-efficient program 
performance for the FLRA, as well as the timely resolution of disputes for its customers.  As a 
result, the OALJ has seen a decrease in demand for hearings even though the number of 
complaints issued by the OGC alleging ULPs exceeded 200 in FY 2015.  For those cases that 
cannot be settled without a hearing, the ALJs continue to encourage the parties to request a 
bench decision, where appropriate under the facts of the case, to reduce the need for written 
decisions.   
 
In addition to its highly successful work with the OALJ Settlement Judge Program, the CADRO 
continues to have great success in helping parties before the Authority to resolve significant 
disputes in pending cases, most significantly in negotiability cases, but also increasingly 
expanding to include arbitration cases.  In fact, in FY 2015, 100 percent of CADRO negotiability 
cases resulted in full resolution of the underlying dispute and closure of the pending case.  And 
100 percent of CADRO arbitration cases resulted in at least partial resolution of the underlying 
dispute.    
 
Noteworthy CADRO cases in FY 2015 include a case in which, following more than two years 
of bargaining over subjects that included wages (at an agency where negotiating over wages 
takes place), the parties obtained an interest-arbitration award intended to resolve all remaining 
disputes in their national term contract.  Both parties filed arbitration exceptions with the 
Authority to more than a dozen contract articles ruled on by the arbitrator.  This would most 
likely have resulted in additional years of resource-intensive litigation and a less-than-satisfying 
result.  Instead, the parties engaged in several days of CADRO mediation that resolved all of the 
exceptions in the case pending before the Authority, and that even assisted the parties in reaching 
voluntary agreement on contract articles that the arbitrator had failed to resolve.  In another case 
involving a term contract, an agency and a union bargained for years, followed by agency-head 
disapproval of the resulting contract.  The parties returned to the bargaining table, again reached 
agreement, and again submitted the agreement for agency-head review.  This time, the agency 
head disapproved 44 contract provisions, after which the union filed a negotiability petition with 
the Authority.  The parties agreed to use CADRO’s mediation services, through which they were 
able to completely resolve all 44 provisions in only two days of mediation, resulting in 
withdrawal of the case before the Authority.  Given the large volume of issues in dispute, formal 
adjudication by the Authority would have consumed an enormous amount of staff resources, and 
final resolution of the dispute would have taken far longer to achieve. 
 
CADRO was also successful in resolving a dispute in which $80M of an agency’s FY 2015 
budget was tied to implementing a single career track (SCT) for a nationwide group of 
employees.  Due to implementation delays, the agency risked losing the implementation 
funds.  The parties jointly requested CADRO assistance to engage in pre-decisional involvement 
(PDI) pursuant to Executive Order 13,522, Creating Labor-Management Forums to Improve 
Delivery of Government Services.  CADRO facilitated two very long days of outreach with 
15 party representatives from around the nation.  The parties met their implementation deadline 
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and thereby achieved critical mission-related results that also improved the quality of employee 
work life and fostered a better labor-management relationship between the parties. 
 
The parties universally reported that these ADR services improve their ability to resolve 
important problems, make critical decisions, and develop more successful problem-solving 
relationships.  And CADRO’s efforts serve the dual purpose of preventing unnecessary and 
costly litigation before the FLRA and making case processing more effective and efficient.  
Moreover, CADRO also delivers “prevention” services, teaching parties techniques for 
effectively resolving labor-management issues on their own, without the need for third-party 
involvement.  These types of services have helped the parties develop constructive workplace 
relationships that promote better mission performance, as well as quality of work life – real 
evidence that the program works.   
 
OGC 
 
The OGC continued delivering strong results in FY 2015.  The OGC exceeded its strategic 
performance goals for the timely resolution of both ULP and representation cases, and it 
continued closing cases at increased rates.  The OGC closed over 4,600 ULP cases and 220 
representation cases.  In addition, the OGC conducted over 70 secret-ballot representation 
elections.   
 
In conjunction with the OGC’s emphasis on resolving cases in a timely and high-quality manner, 
the OGC has expanded its use of voluntary ADR services to resolve cases.  This is particularly 
important as the OGC has the largest case intake and inventory among all of the FLRA 
components (handling over three quarters of the FLRA’s total case intake), and it is the FLRA 
component with which the parties have the most direct contact.  The beneficial effects of 
voluntary ULP settlements and representation agreements are obvious, and the OGC pursues 
both aggressively. 
 
In FY 2015, the OGC resolved over 1,000 ULP cases by voluntary adjustment during the 
investigative process.  In addition, the OGC resolved over 96 percent of the ULP cases in which 
merit was found and 95 percent of the representation cases in which the parties agreed to use the 
OGC’s ADR services.  These successful, voluntary ADR efforts resulted in significant savings of 
governmental staff and budgetary resources.   
 
For example, in early 2015 an agency and a union requested that the OGC assist them in 
clarifying their existing bargaining-unit certification in light of significant organizational and 
personnel changes.  The scope of the project was nationwide and involved large numbers of 
employees.  Realizing that resolving these issues in the traditional formal investigation and 
hearing manner would be time consuming and expensive, the parties asked the OGC to provide 
ADR services.  After working closely with the OGC over several days, the parties reached 
voluntary stipulations clarifying the scope of the unit and the status of many categories of 
employees.  In another example, an agency and an exclusive representative had several ULP 
cases involving disputes over information that the union had requested.  This was a recurring 
issue for the parties, and it was having a negative effect on their relationship.  At the OGC’s 
suggestion, the parties agreed to use the OGC’s ADR services and jointly develop a new strategy 
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for handling information requests.  After working closely with the OGC and jointly attending an 
educational workshop presented by the OGC on the Statute, the parties developed a new protocol 
that provides a streamlined process for requesting and providing necessary information.  This 
new approach has resolved an issue that was causing friction between the parties, and it has 
prevented them from filing additional ULP cases.  By using the OGC’s ADR services, the parties 
avoided the time-consuming and expensive formal-hearing process and gained valuable 
experience and expertise to resolve future issues in an effective and efficient manner. 
 
The OGC has continued to provide the parties with training on rights and responsibilities under 
the Statute, delivering over 95 sessions and reaching over 3,600 participants in FY 2015.  This is 
a key ADR activity as it reduces and prevents disputes through active education.  The OGC also 
continued providing the parties with up-to-date and topical web-based resources, including a 
comprehensive Guidance on Meetings.  The OGC’s web-based resources are go-to site for the 
parties, and they have drawn much favorable feedback. 
 
FSIP 
 
With respect to the FSIP, a significant number of requests for assistance in FY 2015 involved 
impasses over successor collective-bargaining agreements.  Such impasses typically are complex 
in nature, involving many contract articles and issues over which the parties have been 
negotiating for considerable lengths of time.  Among others, the FSIP resolved voluntarily – 
during mediation-arbitration proceedings or informal conferences conducted by FSIP Members – 
successor-agreement impasses between the Internal Revenue Service and the National Treasury 
Employees Union, the Department of Veterans Affairs and the National Association of 
Government Employees, and the General Services Administration and the National Federation of 
Federal Employees (NFFE).  This is consistent with the FSIP’s guiding philosophy that the 
voluntary settlement of bargaining impasses using mediation-arbitration techniques is the most 
effective and efficient form of dispute resolution.  In fact, in cases where the FSIP used 
mediation-arbitration or informal conferences to resolve federal-sector impasses, it obtained 
complete, voluntary settlements over 78 percent of the time, surpassing the 60-percent settlement 
rate that it achieved in FY 2014.  As a result of this high percentage of voluntary settlements, in 
FY 2015, FSIP Members issued only 6 Arbitration Opinions and Decisions imposing contract 
terms on the parties.    
 
In FY 2015, the FSIP also continued to prioritize case processing to minimize disruption to 
government operations and costs to taxpayers.  One example of this prioritization was an 
impasse that arose as a result of Administration initiatives requiring agencies to ensure that their 
total physical space (i.e., square footage) remains at their FY 2012 baseline levels and to dispose 
of excess real properties.  In this regard, the National Science Foundation decided to relocate its 
headquarters from Arlington, Virginia to Alexandria, Virginia, affecting approximately 935 
bargaining-unit employees represented by the American Federation of Government Employees 
(AFGE).  When the parties could not reach a voluntary settlement of their impasse, the FSIP 
Member designated to resolve the dispute through mediation-arbitration issued a timely 
Arbitrator Opinion and Decision permitting the relocation to proceed in accordance with the 
agency’s timetable.  Another example of prioritization of case processing involves disputes over 
the termination of compressed work schedules (CWS) under the Federal Employees Flexible and 
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Compressed Work Schedules Act.  In such cases, the FSIP has 60 days to determine whether an 
agency has met its burden of proof by demonstrating through the totality of the evidence that the 
CWS is causing an adverse agency impact.  In one such impasse involving the Federal Bureau of 
Prisons and AFGE, the FSIP scheduled the parties to appear before the FSIP’s Chairman for a 
mediation-arbitration proceeding on a timetable allowing for timely issuance of a decision in the 
event that the parties cannot reach a voluntary settlement.   
 
Mission Accomplishment – Providing Training across the Federal Government 
 
Further, in FY 2015, the FLRA continued to provide web-based and in-person training 
nationwide to members of the federal-sector labor-management community – union 
representatives, agency representatives, and neutrals – in all aspects of the FLRA’s case law and 
processes.  In FY 2015, the FLRA, as a whole, provided over 300 training, outreach, and 
facilitation sessions to over 8,000 participants.  Over the last 5 years, the FLRA has provided 
nearly 1,400 such sessions to over 40,000 participants worldwide.     
 
The Authority, the OGC, and the FSIP provided training at several nationwide, annual 
conferences, including the Society of Federal Labor and Employee Relations Professionals 
symposium and the Federal Dispute Resolution conference.  These sessions included 
presentations of newly prepared materials of current relevance, as well as updated materials for 
more standard sessions.  In addition, the Authority sponsored its own training programs, 
including several, full-day sessions of Comprehensive Arbitration Training and Comprehensive 
Negotiability Training.  In particular, because negotiability cases have the highest rate of 
procedural dismissals of any type of case filed with the Authority, the negotiability training is 
intended to meet the goals of helping the parties to:  comply with the Authority’s regulatory 
procedural requirements (thus reducing case-processing time); file their cases in a different, 
appropriate forum when necessary; and use ADR to avoid costly litigation.  The overwhelmingly 
positive feedback received from participants in these sessions indicates that these trainings 
produced the desired results and will further the above goals in future cases. 
 
The OGC continued to focus its training efforts on where labor-relations issues arise.  By 
bringing its training services directly to the parties, the OGC educated management and labor 
representatives on their rights and responsibilities under the Statute, thereby empowering them to 
more effectively and efficiently avoid – and, if necessary, resolve – workplace disputes at the 
lowest level.   
 
Additionally in FY 2015, the OGC, in support of the ongoing OMB and GSA “Reduce the 
Footprint” initiative, led cross-component (OGC, Authority, FSIP) and inter-agency (FMCS and 
GSA) development of a specialized, two-day workshop on office moves, space allocations, and 
the labor-relations and collective-bargaining implications.  The registrations for the workshop 
quickly reached capacity, and there was a large waiting list.  The workshop focused on resolving 
labor-relations issues associated with the “Reduce the Footprint” policy in a cooperative and 
collaborative manner and featured cross-component and inter-agency presentations by the 
FMCS, the FSIP, the Authority, the GSA, and the OGC.  Because the program was so successful 
and demand is so great, the OGC plans to expand the program in FY 2016.  Moreover, this 
training program supports Executive Order 13,522, Creating Labor-Management Forums to 
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Improve Delivery of Government Services, and the work of the National Council on Federal 
Labor-Management Relations.   
  
The OGC’s training initiatives are intended to make case processing more effective and efficient 
and to better serve the parties by providing meaningful and clear guidance on statutory rights and 
responsibilities.  Ensuring that OGC customers are knowledgeable about their rights and 
obligations under the Statute, as well as FLRA case law, regulations, and case-processing 
procedures furthers timely and efficient case processing.  In FY 2015, the OGC issued a 
comprehensive Guidance on Meetings, providing the parties with clear explanations of their 
rights and responsibilities in this important area so that they can operate in a manner that 
promotes cooperative labor-management relations and prevent disputes. 
 
Employee Engagement 
 
Consistent with the PMA Cross-Agency Priority (CAP) Goal on People and Culture, the FLRA 
is a leader in creating a culture of excellence and engagement to enable higher performance.      
 
In FY 2015, the FLRA continued its overall success and improvement as measured by the Office 
of Personnel Management’s (OPM’s) Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS), with an 
all-time-high employee-response rate of 84 percent – significantly higher than the government-
wide average of 50 percent.  The FLRA’s 2015 positive ratings increased from 2014 in 64 items.  
And the FLRA’s Human Capital Assessment and Accountability Framework index scores again 
increased in every category – by as much as 8 percent over 2014.  Specifically, the agency scored 
86 percent in “Leadership and Knowledge Management,” 78 percent in “Results-Oriented 
Performance Culture,” 85 percent in “Talent Management,” and 82 percent in “Job Satisfaction” 
– exceeding the government-wide average in each.  These responses reflect the FLRA’s progress 
toward meeting government-wide human-capital objectives and demonstrating the relationship to 
improved organizational performance.  And, consistent with an agency-wide focus on targeting 
challenges identified in the survey, the FLRA addresses areas of weakness or concern in full 
collaboration with employees at all levels through its own Labor-Management Forum.  As an 
example, the FLRA placed special emphasis in FY 2015 on strengthening supervisory skills and 
improving the supervisor-employee relationship, especially as it relates to giving and receiving 
feedback on performance.  The agency also sought to improve scores relating to the 
reasonableness of workloads.  In this connection, the agency gathered information to identify the 
source of the issue – through use of pulse surveys, analysis of caseload data, and constant 
communication.  And then it used that information to make data-driven decisions about where to 
allocate additional, permanent, temporary, or detail staffing.  As a result of these efforts, in FY 
2015, the agency increased its positive responses to that question by over 23% from FY 2014.   
 
In addition, in 2015, the FLRA captured the rank of #3 among small agencies in the Partnership 
for Public Service’s 2015 Best Places to Work in the Federal Government rankings – up from #5 
in 2014 with an impressive 6-point increase in its index score.  With an overall employee-
satisfaction score of 85.2 percent, the FLRA exceeded a key objective of the People and Culture 
CAP Goal of the PMA to improve employee engagement government-wide to 67 percent by 
2016.  This extraordinary accomplishment reflects a dramatic and unprecedented improvement 
of over 300 percent since 2009 – the year in which the FLRA placed last in the survey.  And it 
reflects the ongoing and sustained commitment of agency leadership at all levels to improving 
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employee satisfaction and morale – as measured by OPM’s FEVS – on an ongoing basis by 
comprehensively analyzing FEVS data and using additional internal surveys to target selected 
challenges, develop and implement solutions, and review progress.  This commitment, which 
began in 2009, resulted first in the FLRA being named the 2010 Most Improved Small Agency.  
Building on that success in 2011, the agency once again placed among the top of the most 
improved small agencies, and in 2012 and 2013, it captured the #7 and #8 small-agency 
rankings, respectively, before being named #5 in 2014.   
 
In 2015, for the second consecutive year, the FLRA’s scores again increased in every category 
and sub-category of the Best Places rankings.  Of note, employees indicated large increases in 
satisfaction ratings for such workplace issues as work-life balance (+10.3), empowerment 
(+ 9.8), fairness (+ 9.1), supervisors (+ 8.6), and effective leadership (+7.5).  And the FLRA 
impressively ranked #1 in 6 of 10 categories:  effective leadership (including the sub-categories 
of fairness, leaders, and supervisors); pay; strategic management; teamwork; training and 
development; and performance-based rewards and advancement.  In addition, the FLRA ranked 
#2 in 3 other categories:  employee skills-mission match; work-life balance; and support for 
diversity.  As to the remaining category – innovation – the FLRA made significant improvement 
there, rising to #6 from #8 in 2014.   
       


 
 
The FLRA’s dramatic and sustained improvement with respect to employee engagement and 
satisfaction over the last seven and a half years reflects the commitment of leadership – at all 
levels and throughout the agency – to manage the agency with transparency and accountability 
and to engage employees.  It also demonstrates the commitment and dedication of FLRA 
employees.  Concurrent with the agency’s significant increase in employee morale and 
satisfaction since 2009, there has been a marked improvement in the FLRA’s mission 
performance and the delivery of services to its customers.   
   
And although the FLRA already has a highly engaged workforce, the agency continued to look 
for ways to improve upon its successes in this area in FY 2015.  In this connection, a small, 
diverse, cross-component group of managers participated in an Employee Engagement Sprint 
Initiative.  The team is in the process of developing an agency-wide action plan – in conjunction 
with the 2015-2018 Strategic Plan – that will serve as the framework for sustaining, embedding, 
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and continuing to improve upon the FLRA’s impressive employee-engagement scores and the 
associated mission results.      
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BUDGET JUSTIFICATION 
 
APPROPRIATION LANGUAGE 


 
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY 


SALARIES AND EXPENSES 
 
For necessary expenses to carry out functions of the Federal Labor Relations Authority, pursuant 
to Reorganization Plan Numbered 2 of 1978, and the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, 
including services authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109, and including hire of experts and consultants, 
hire of passenger motor vehicles, and including official reception and representation expenses 
(not to exceed $1,500) and rental of conference rooms in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, 
[$26,200,000] $27,062,000:  Provided, That public members of the Federal Service Impasses 
Panel may be paid travel expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence as authorized by law (5 
U.S.C. 5703) for persons employed intermittently in the Government service, and compensation 
as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109:  Provided further, That, notwithstanding 31 U.S.C. 3302, funds 
received from fees charged to non-Federal participants at labor-management relations 
conferences shall be credited to and merged with this account, to be available without further 
appropriation for the costs of carrying out these conferences.  (Financial Services and General 
Government Appropriations Act, 2016.) 
 
FY 2017 FUNDING REQUEST 
 
The FLRA requests $27,062,000 in FY 2017 to fund employee salaries and related operating 
expenses necessary to meet its annual performance targets.  The agency’s FY 2017 request 
would fund 138 full-time equivalents (FTEs). 
 


(In thousands of dollars) 
 


Program Activity 
FY 2015 
Actual 


FY 2016 
Estimate 


FY 2017 
Request 


Change    
from        


FY 2016 
Authority $13,940 $14,377 $14,730 $353 
Office of the General Counsel 10,669 10,749 11,320 571 
Federal Service Impasses Panel 892 1,074 1,012 (62) 
Direct Obligations $25,501 $26,200 $27,062 $862 
FTEs 131 138 138 0 


 
The requested FY 2017 funding level incorporates cost-savings measures initiated over the past 
few years to increase program effectiveness and to reduce fragmentation, overlap, and 
duplication.  The previous FLRA Headquarters lease in Washington, D.C., for example, expired 
in FY 2013, and in response to growing participation in the agency telework program, the FLRA 
reduced the size of its Headquarters location by approximately 12,000 square feet, commencing 
with the new lease term. 
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In addition, the initial launch of the FLRA’s modernized website in 2009, and continual 
enhancements to the site, including a refresh that will be unveiled by the second quarter of FY16, 
have allowed the agency to provide timely and accurate information to its customers – other 
federal agencies, federal unions, federal employees, and neutrals – including FLRA decisions, 
legal guidance and memorandums, policy documents, and legal training and resources.   
 
The requested level also reflects an approximate 20 percent decrease in IT spending since FY 
2014.  The FLRA has achieved this savings by strengthening its in-house capacity to develop and 
manage large-scale, agency-wide projects, such as development and implementation of 
electronic case-management and case-filing systems.  It also highlights the agency’s successful 
efforts in long-term strategic IT planning. 
 
CHANGE FROM FY 2016 
 
The requested funding level for FY 2017 includes an increase of $862,000 over FY 2016 to 
cover rising employee-compensation-and-benefits costs and office rent.  Of note, based on 
improvements in productivity from streamlining processes, creative use of technology, and 
elimination of low-priority tasks and programs, the FLRA intends to absorb all inflationary 
increases for FY 2017 contractual goods and services within its baseline resource level. 
 
Personnel Compensation and Benefits 
 
The FY 2017 request includes an additional $656,000 to cover statutory pay raises of 1.3 and 1.6 
percent in January 2016 and January 2017, respectively.  Further, FLRA benefits costs, as a 
percentage of compensation, continue to rise as the percentage of the agency’s workforce under 
the Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS) increases.  As those in the Civil Service 
Retirement System (CSRS) retire or transfer to other agencies, they are generally replaced by 
those under the FERS.  FERS benefits cost the FLRA, on average, twice as much as CSRS 
benefits, per employee.  The agency’s personnel-benefits estimate, therefore, assumes that the 
ongoing, government-wide transition to the FERS will cost the FLRA an additional $150,000 in 
FY 2017. 
 
Rent 
 
The FLRA makes rental payments to the GSA for office space in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, 
Dallas, Denver, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C.  An additional $56,000 will be necessary 
in FY 2017 to cover the agency’s annual, inflationary rent increase over FY 2016. 
 
Since 2009, the agency has placed an emphasis on telework, and it seeks to consolidate space 
wherever possible in an effort to reduce operating costs.  Since implementation of the telework 
program in January 2010, approximately 80 percent of the FLRA’s workforce has engaged in 
some form of telework, with roughly half of teleworkers engaged “regularly” and the other half 
engaged “periodically.”  Telework has also contributed to increased employee morale, as 
measured in the OPM’s FEVS.  The opportunity to telework has proven useful as a recruitment 
and retention tool, as it has been the deciding factor in job acceptance and has encouraged 
several employees to stay with the agency.  In response to growing participation in the FLRA 
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telework program, and consistent with government-wide direction and guidelines, the agency is 
systematically “reducing its footprint” – most recently reducing the size of its Headquarters 
location by approximately 12,000 square feet in early FY 2014, as well its Boston, Chicago, San 
Francisco, and Denver Regional Offices over the last three years.  These reductions in space 
have, in some instances, reduced annual costs, and, in others, allowed the FLRA to avoid the 
costs of what would have otherwise been significant rent increases.  The FLRA’s Dallas 
Regional Office lease expires in September 2017, and, at that time, the FLRA will again seek to 
reduce its space.  
  


PROGRAM AND FINANCING SCHEDULE 
 


(In thousands of dollars) 
 


 
FY 2015 
Actual 


FY 2016 
Estimate 


FY 2017 
Request 


   
Budgetary resources:    


Unobligated balance (total) 1,692 1,692 1,692 
Appropriation, discretionary (total) 25,548 26,200 27,062 
Spending authority from offsetting collections, 


discretionary (total) 31 100 0 
Total budgetary resources 27,271 27,992 28,754 


    
Status of budgetary resources:    


Direct obligations (total) 25,602 26,200 27,062 
Reimbursable obligations (total) 25 100 0 
Obligations incurred 25,627 26,300 27,062 
Unobligated balance, end of year 1,644 1,692 1,692 


Total budgetary resources 27,271 27,992 28,754 
    


Change in obligated balance:    
Obligated balance, start of year 2,848 1,836 1,836 
Obligated balance, end of year 1,836 1,836 1,836 
    


Budget authority and outlays, net:    
Budget authority, gross 25,579 26,200 27,062 
Outlays, gross (total) 25,426 26,043 26,900 
Offsets against gross budget authority and outlays 
(total) (31) (35) 0 


Additional offsets against budget authority only 
(total) 


0 (65)                  0 


Budget authority, net (discretionary) 25,548 26,200 27,062 
Outlays, net (discretionary) 23,395        23,973 24,761 
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OBJECT CLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE 
 


(In thousands of dollars) 
 


 
FY 2015 
Actuals 


FY 2016 
Estimate 


FY 2017 
Request 


    
Direct obligations:    


Personnel compensation:    
Full-time permanent $14,372 $14,878 $15,384 
Other than full-time permanent 453 848 856 
Other personnel compensation        372        240        240 


Total personnel compensation 15,197 15,966 16,480 
Civilian personnel benefits 4,411 4,710 5002 
Travel and transportation of persons 206 220 220 
Transportation of things 12 12 12 
Rental payments to GSA 2,554 2,615 2,671 
Communications, utilities, and misc. charges 358 358 358 
Printing and reproduction 41 11 11 
Other services from non-federal sources 1,260 1,034 1,034 
Other goods and services from federal sources 947 783 783 
Operation and maintenance of facilities 6 6 6 
Operation and maintenance of equipment 291 289 289 
Supplies and materials 130 126 126 
Equipment           90           70           70 


Direct obligations $25,503 $26,200 $27,062 
Reimbursable obligations:       


Travel and transportation of persons           25    100                  
Reimbursable obligations           25    100                   
Total new obligations $25,528 $26,300 $27,062 


 
 


EMPLOYMENT SUMMARY SCHEDULE 
 


 
FY 2015 
Actual 


FY 2016 
Estimate 


FY 2017 
Request 


    
Direct civilian full-time equivalent employment 131 138 138 
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INSPECTOR GENERAL RESOURCES 
 
The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) provides independent and objective assessments of 
the FLRA’s efficiency, effectiveness, and compliance with laws and regulations.  This is 
accomplished through proactive evaluations of agency operational processes.  In addition to 
striving to prevent and detect fraud, waste, and abuse of the FLRA’s resources and operations, a 
key goal of the Inspector General (IG) is to serve as a catalyst for improving operations and 
maximizing the efficiency and integrity of agency programs. 
 
In fulfilling these responsibilities and objectives, the IG conducts and supervises investigations, 
internal reviews, audits, and evaluations of the programs and operations of the agency.  The IG 
communicates the results of investigations and assessments to FLRA management, the Congress, 
other oversight entities, and the public, as appropriate.  Generally, the IG communicates results 
in formal reports that contain findings and recommendations aimed at correcting any deficiencies 
identified and promoting efficiency and effectiveness in agency programs and operations.  The 
IG also manages a hotline to provide employees and the public with a direct means for 
confidentially communicating information on potential fraud, waste, or abuse. 
 
The FLRA’s FY 2017 funding request includes $523,000 for the OIG.  The funding level 
requested by the IG, including $5,000 for training and $1,600 to support the Council of the 
Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency has been funded in total.  The IG has certified that 
the FLRA’s funding request for the OIG satisfies all training requirements for FY 2017. 
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January 21, 2016 
 


 
 
The Inspector General Reform Act (Pub. L. 110-149) was signed by the President on October 14, 
2008. Section 6(f) (1) of the Inspector General Act of 1978, 5 U.S.C. app. 3, was amended to 
require certain specifications concerning Office of Inspector General (OIG) budget submissions 
each fiscal year (FY).  
 
Each inspector general (IG) is required to transmit a budget request to the head of the 
establishment or designated Federal entity to which the IG reports specifying: 
 


 The aggregate amount of funds requested for the operations of the OIG,  
 The portion of this amount requested for OIG training, including a certification from the 


IG that the amount requested satisfies all OIG training requirements for the fiscal year, 
and  


 The portion of this amount necessary to support the Council of the Inspectors General on 
Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE). 


 
The head of each establishment or designated Federal entity, in transmitting a proposed budget to 
the President for approval, shall include: 
 


 An aggregate request for the OIG,  
 The portion of this aggregate request for OIG training, 
 The portion of this aggregate request for support of the CIGIE, and 
 Any comments of the affected IG with respect to the proposal. 


 
The President shall include in each budget of the U.S. Government submitted to Congress.  
 


 A separate statement of the budget estimate submitted by each IG, 
 The amount requested by the President for each OIG, 
 The amount requested by the President for training of OIGs , 
 The amount requested by the President for support of the CIGIE, and  
 Any comments of the affected IG with respect to the proposal if the IG concludes that the 


budget submitted by the President would substantially inhibit the IG from performing 
duties of the OIG. 


 
Following the requirements as specified above, the Federal Labor Relations Authority inspector 
general submits the following information relating to the OIG’s requested budget for FY 2017: 
 


INSPECTOR GENERAL  


 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 


FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20424-0001 
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 The aggregate budget request for the operations of the OIG is $522,764. 
 The portion of this amount needed for OIG training  is $5,000, and 
 The portion of this amount needed to support the CIGIE is $ 1,564.  


 
I certify as the IG of the Federal Labor Relations Authority that the amount I have requested for 
training satisfies all OIG training needs for FY 2017. 
 


 
Inspector General 
Federal Labor Relations Authority 
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ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN 
 
STRATEGIC AND PERFORMANCE-PLANNING FRAMEWORK 
 
With the agency’s existing 2010-2015 Strategic Plan nearing its expiration, in FY 2015, the 
FLRA engaged in a comprehensive strategic-planning initiative to develop and implement a 
2015-2018 Strategic Plan.  Through a comprehensive, collaborative review by agency leadership 
and employees – at all levels and throughout the agency – of its operations, staffing, work 
processes, resource allocations, and performance, the FLRA established strategies and goals that 
are designed to maximize the delivery of agency services throughout the federal government.  
The FLRA has engaged in a continuous assessment of performance, FEVS results, and other 
mission-related data to ensure that it is accomplishing its mission effectively and efficiently, and 
that it is promoting innovation throughout the agency.   
 
Under the FLRA’s 2015-2018 Strategic Plan, 3 strategic goals – each of which is supported by a 
number of strategic objectives – promote the FLRA’s ability to fulfill its mission.  In addition, 
the FLRA has identified performance goals that will allow the agency to both monitor progress 
towards achieving its strategic goals and to recalibrate strategies, as necessary.  This continues 
the FLRA’s increasing focus on data analytics.  In developing this strategic plan, the FLRA 
referenced evidence-based performance and resource trends, and it intends to use data collected 
to measure progress against this strategic plan, in conjunction with future evaluations, to support 
agency decision making.     
 
In FY 2017, the FLRA’s strategic- and performance-planning framework will be based on the 
agency’s FY 2015-2018 Strategic Plan and supported by the Annual Performance Plan, which 
establishes the agency’s annual performance goals.  The Annual Performance Plan reflects the 
FLRA’s commitment to establishing meaningful measures that will assist in assessing 
performance outcomes, aligning resources, and effectively identifying staffing and training 
needs.  The Annual Performance Plan also demonstrates the FLRA’s ongoing commitment to 
organizational excellence.   
 
Consistent with the government-wide initiative to leverage existing data to facilitate agencies’ 
programmatic work and enhance the value of data, the FLRA strategically monitors its progress 
in accomplishing the goals and measures set forth in the Annual Performance Plan.  This 
ongoing, agency-wide review is conducted on a monthly basis with distribution of the Monthly 
Analysis of Performance and Status (MAPS) Report, which contains statistical case and 
performance data derived from the FLRA’s Case Management System (CMS) and agency 
management.  The agency examines the data contained in the MAPS Report in a variety of 
forums, and it shares the agency’s status toward meeting its case-processing performance goals 
with all employees through the weekly, agency-wide newsletter.  At the component and office 
levels, there are also daily performance assessments using a variety of reports, including:  case-
filing reports, which track the number and age of cases; case-status reports, which track the 
status of all assigned pending cases within the Authority, the OGC, and the FSIP; and monthly 
disposition reports, which track the number, age, and resolution type of every closed case within 
the OGC.   
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The analysis and assessment of these reports drive, among other things:  decisions to target 
services (including training, facilitations, and on-site investigations) to certain parties or 
geographical locations; adjustments in workload through case transfers at the national, regional, 
and office levels; and reallocation of resources, including use of details, contract support, and 
temporary hires.  As to the latter point, after identifying a backlog of cases awaiting decision in 
the OALJ, the FLRA reallocated an attorney position to the office; utilized internal details; 
created and filled an additional, temporary not-to-exceed, six-month attorney appointment; 
contracted for time-specific paralegal support; and sought assistance from re-employed 
annuitants to increase mission performance and eliminate the backlog of cases in that office. 
 


 
 
The FLRA seeks to achieve its strategic goals primarily through the timely, high-quality, and 
impartial review and disposition of cases.  The agency supplements these efforts with a focus on 
reducing litigation and its attendant costs by helping parties to resolve their own disputes through 
collaboration, ADR, education, and labor-management-cooperation activities.  Further 
supporting these efforts is the FLRA’s focus on internal improvements in IT and more effective 
and efficient use of human capital.   
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FY 2017 Performance Goals  
1.1.1:  Produce timely review and disposition of each case type (ULP, REP, ARB, NEG, 
Impasse). 
1.1.2:  Resolve overage cases in a timely fashion. 
2.1.1:  Provide targeted access to training, outreach, and facilitation activities within the labor-
management community.   
2.2.1:  Successfully resolve a significant portion of FLRA cases through ADR. 
3.1.1:  Recruit, retain, and develop a highly talented, motivated, and diverse workforce to 
accomplish the FLRA’s mission.     
3.1.2:  Improve use of existing technology and deploy new IT systems to streamline and 
enhance organizational operations.       


 
Timeliness and Quality 
 
Continued improvements in the timeliness of case disposition further the FLRA’s critical role in 
facilitating orderly, effective, and efficient change within the federal government.  In large part, 
the FLRA exists to promote effective labor-management relations that, in turn, permit improved 
employee performance and government operations.  Timely resolution – or avoidance – of FLRA 
cases is critical to this endeavor.  And effective case resolution includes not only timeliness, but 
also:  effective process execution; clear communication with the parties around case processes; and 
the issuance of well-written and understandable decisions that provide deliberate, impartial, and 
legally sound analyses and consideration of the issues in dispute. 
 
The agency facilitates improvements in performance, government-wide, that have inevitable 
effects on employee working conditions and that implicate the bargaining rights of the more than 
1.2 million employees represented by labor organizations.  Unless management and labor can 
collaboratively resolve their disputes and avoid litigation or – failing that – have their 
disagreements adjudicated expeditiously by the FLRA, mission performance will suffer.  This is 
particularly relevant now as federal agencies are making significant adjustments and changes in 
how they perform their missions in response to the budgetary and policy challenges that they are 
facing. 
 
Alternative Dispute Resolution and Education 
 
Throughout the years, the Authority, the OGC, and the FSIP have not only recognized the many 
benefits associated with using ADR to resolve workplace disputes, but they have also integrated 
ADR techniques into all aspects of case processing.  Put simply, offering ADR services in every 
case, at every step, results in faster, more effective outcomes for the parties and the FLRA.  For 
this reason, the agency continues to leverage existing staff and resources to increase its ADR 
reach.  This includes partnering with other agencies – such as the Federal Mediation and 
Conciliation Service (FMCS), the Department of Veterans Affairs, and the General Services 
Administration (GSA) – to train large numbers of practitioners, and supporting labor-management 
forums, pursuant to Executive Order 13,522, Creating Labor-Management Forums to Improve 
Delivery of Government Services. 
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In addition, the FLRA’s training initiatives are intended to make case processing more effective 
and efficient, and to better serve the FLRA’s customers by providing meaningful and clear 
guidance on statutory rights and responsibilities.  Timely and efficient case processing is furthered 
by FLRA customers being knowledgeable about their rights and obligations under the Statute, as 
well as FLRA case law, regulations, and case-processing procedures.  The FLRA delivers its 
educational materials through a variety of means, such as:  in-person training sessions; 
comprehensive, web-based training modules; and case outlines, manuals, and subject-matter 
guides that are easily accessible on www.FLRA.gov.  All of these materials have been developed 
to assist members of the federal labor-management-relations community with issues and cases 
arising under the Statute.  Using collaboration and ADR techniques – alone or in conjunction with 
other training, outreach, and facilitation services – to assist parties in minimizing or resolving 
labor-management disputes significantly reduces the need for litigation and its attendant costs, and 
it gets the parties back to work accomplishing their missions and delivering effective and efficient 
government services. 
 
Information Technology 
 
IT and automation of agency processes will continue to be key areas of focus for the agency.  
Both are fundamental for ensuring the effectiveness and efficiency of the FLRA, as measured by 
the agency’s ability to meet its annual performance goals.  The agency continues to improve its 
overall effectiveness and efficiency, as well as the customer-service experience, by engaging in 
new and innovative ways to conduct business, such as through electronic case filing (eFiling).  In 
addition, the agency has placed significant emphasis on IT modernization to ensure that its IT 
equipment and infrastructure enable it to maximize gains in efficiency that can be achieved 
through use of technology. 
 
The FLRA will continue to work towards implementing the agency’s long-term goal of sharing 
end-to-end electronic case files throughout the FLRA, as well as the OMB-mandated target of 
having fully electronic files by 2019.  Increasing eFiling is critical to achieving this goal.  In this 
regard, the more case-related information that the FLRA receives electronically – rather than in 
hard copy – from the outset, the easier it is to convert that information into an electronic case 
file, without the need for FLRA staff to manually scan documents.  The plan is to implement this 
transition in 4 agile phases over 4 years, beginning in FY 2015.   
 
Phase 1 is completion of the implementation of an eFiling System – eFiling 1.0 – for all FLRA 
offices that accept case filings, and the refinement and improvement of that system – based on 
user experience and feedback – through implementation of eFiling 2.0.  The FLRA’s eFiling 
System is an important E-Government initiative that was developed to provide easier and more 
user-friendly access to the FLRA and its services.  In early FY 2015, the agency completed 
development and implementation of eFiling 1.0 so that every FLRA office that receives case 
filings – the FSIP, the Authority, the OGC, and the OALJ – was capable of receiving those 
filings electronically.   
 
During Phase 1, the agency recognized that users were slow to adopt the new eFiling system, and 
the agency began actively seeking feedback regarding the eFiling interface and its usability.  
Based on that user feedback, the agency focused on developing, testing, and implementing 
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eFiling 2.0 with a new interface that is more intuitive, user-friendly, and visually appealing.  
FLRA eFiling 2.0 is scheduled to be completed for all FLRA offices by the second quarter of 
FY 2016.   
 
The new and improved eFiling 2.0 interface also serves as the catalyst for Phase 2, which – using 
the same eFiling 2.0 technology – will provide a similar user-friendly and simpler interface for 
the agency’s electronic Case-Management System.  Phase 2 also includes the implementation of 
an agency Document Management System, which provides the storage capacity and platform for 
the eventual integration of all electronic case-processing systems.  Phase 2 is expected to be 
completed by the end of FY 2017.  Phase 3, which is targeted for completion in FY 2018, is the 
integration of the automated connection between the Case Management System, the eFiling 
System, and the Document Management System.  And Phase 4 is the complete transition to 
100 percent electronic case files throughout the agency, with a goal of FY 2019 for completion.  
 
In addition, the FLRA will continue to gain efficiencies and cost savings in network and travel 
costs by leveraging its Video Teleconferencing (VTC) System and its transition to business 
cable.  The VTC System will continue to return value by saving agency travel funds and offering 
alternative methods for achieving agency-wide training, outreach, and intervention goals.  And 
the transition to business cable will continue to achieve between 5 and 10 percent savings 
annually for network services, as well as faster connections for the FLRA’s Regional Offices, 
increasing network speeds by 50 to 80 percent.  Both initiatives are key components in the 
agency’s effort to achieve efficiencies through use of technology. 
 
Finally, the FLRA will continue to enhance its website – www.FLRA.gov – in order to provide 
timely and accurate information, including FLRA decisions, legal guidance and memoranda, 
policy documents, and legal training and resources, to its customers – other federal agencies, 
federal unions, federal employees, and neutrals.  The FLRA will continue to gather input from 
key internal and external stakeholders, and engage in highly collaborative, cross-component 
efforts to develop improvements in the FLRA’s website and promote innovative change in how 
the FLRA delivers its online information and services to customers.  This focus is consistent with 
efforts in FY 2015 and 2016 to launch a new and improved agency website that allows visitors to 
find the information that they need more quickly – with fewer mouse clicks.  The new site is also 
more intuitive through improved organization of content.  By refocusing the website’s 
organization on case types – rather than on office functions – it provides users with more 
comprehensive, integrated information regarding the FLRA’s mission-related, case processing 
work.  The new site also provides users with integrated access to all FLRA training information 
and other educational materials in one, centralized location.  And it provided a successful model 
for cross-component collaboration on a project of agency-wide significance.   
 
Human Capital 
 
Capturing the rank of #3 in the 2015 Best Places to Work in the Federal Government rankings – 
up from #5 last year – the FLRA continues its overall success and sustained improvement as 
measured by OPM’s Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, leaving no doubt that the FLRA 
continues to have a highly engaged workforce that is dedicated to the accomplishment of its 
mission.  It not only captured the rank of #2 on three important indexes – Employee 
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Engagement, Global Satisfaction, and New IQ (which relates to the inclusivity of the work 
environment) – but it also achieved an all-time-high employee response rate of 84 percent (which 
is significantly higher than the government-wide average of 50 percent).  The latter demonstrates 
that employees value the survey process and use the FEVS as a tool to communicate their 
interests and concerns to agency leadership and managers.  In addition, the FLRA’s Human 
Capital Assessment and Accountability Framework index scores again increased in every 
category for the third straight year – by as much as 8 percent over 2014.  Specifically, the agency 
scored 86 percent in “Leadership and Knowledge Management,” 78 percent in “Results-Oriented 
Performance Culture,” 85 percent in “Talent Management,” and 82 percent in “Job Satisfaction” 
– exceeding the government-wide average in each.  And the FLRA realized positive-ratings 
increases from 2014 in 66 items. Moreover, the agency’s scores are above the government-wide 
average in 82 out of 84 questions, with:  99% of FLRA respondents reporting that they are 
willing to put in extra effort to get a job done; 98% indicating that they are being held 
accountable for achieving results; 98% positively rating the overall quality of the work done by 
their work unit; 96% indicating that employees in their work unit share job knowledge with each 
other; 95% believing that the workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills to accomplish 
organization goals; 94% believing that the agency is successful at accomplishing its mission; 
94% knowing how their work relates to the agency’s goals and priorities; 94% finding that 
supervisors in their unit support employee development; 94% believing that managers review 
and evaluate the organization’s progress toward meeting its goals and objectives; and 94% 
saying that senior leaders support work/life programs.   
 
These results show that employees at all levels understand the mission of the FLRA, understand 
their role in achieving the mission, and see themselves as an integral part of achieving agency-
wide success.  The agency continues to credit its mission-performance successes to its high level 
of employee engagement.  Moreover, the agency’s values of transparency, open dialogue, and 
pre-decisional involvement allow for effective collaboration, communication, and continuous 
feedback around mission performance and agency operations.  The agency will work to sustain – 
and improve upon – this high level of employee engagement in order to increase mission 
performance even more.        
 
Consistent with OPM’s Recruitment, Engagement, Diversity, and Inclusion (REDI) Roadmap, 
the FLRA will continue to use the FEVS to develop and implement a data driven, forward-
looking human-capital-management strategy that reflects a commitment to the People and 
Culture pillar of the President’s Management Agenda (PMA).  Focusing on key drivers of 
employee engagement, the FLRA will continue to develop strategies for employees to build and 
cultivate key skills that lead to greater individual and organizational performance and job 
satisfaction.  In this connection, the FLRA will continue to invest in its employees through 
classroom training, rotational details, cross-component learning, challenging assignments, and 
leadership-development trainings and opportunities to enhance and broaden employees’ skills.  
Employees at all levels – both professional and administrative-support staff – will continue to 
deliver positive agency outcomes and lead numerous mission-related initiatives, including:  
enhancement of the FLRA’s eFiling System and the development and implementation of fully 
electronic case files; the FLRA website refresh; the streamlining of internal case-processing 
procedures; and the development and regular updating of Authority and OGC training materials, 
guides, and manuals – many of which are web-based – to educate the FLRA’s customers about 
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the Statute, applicable legal standards and FLRA precedent, and the agency’s case-processing 
procedures.   
 
Internal developmental details will continue to accomplish two strategic objectives:  
(1) development of future leaders to facilitate succession planning; and (2) cross-training to 
allow for the reassignment of employees to positions that are more closely matched to their 
career interests – and to the agency’s needs.   
 
In order to further fulfill the FLRA’s mission, the agency also focuses on succession planning by 
identifying its future human-resources needs, potential organizational and skills gaps, and 
vulnerabilities, and then setting goals to address them.  With respect to succession planning, the 
FLRA continued a training initiative designed to assist senior, high-potential employees identify 
and strengthen critical leadership skills in preparation for eventually transitioning to formal 
leadership positions.  To strengthen and support the FLRA’s new cadre of first-time managers 
and supervisors, the agency identified a series of trainings geared towards developing strategic 
thinking and other critical skills in preparation for effective leadership at the FLRA.  And the 
FLRA continued to develop and provide high-level, mission-based training for its attorneys – 
nearly 20 percent of whom are new to the FLRA – that built upon their existing legal, technical, 
and ADR skills to improve and maximize performance.  These training initiatives crossed 
components, bringing together future agency leaders from all offices to enhance their skills and 
encourage ongoing collaboration among peers.   
 
The FLRA has engaged its workforce around improving its work processes, resulting in the 
FLRA continuing to climb nearly 5 percent in its “Innovation” rankings.  The innovation 
category measures employee perceptions of efforts to improve the way work is done, including 
their own personal motivation to promote change, and the support and rewards that they receive 
for promoting new ideas.  The FLRA’s commitment to rewarding creativity, and provision of 
forums for employees to share and promote learning and coordination between components and 
offices, have clearly demonstrated that learning more about the work going on across the agency, 
sparks creativity and collaboration.  These efforts have produced real results.   
 
The FLRA is committed to fostering a workplace where employees from all backgrounds are 
recruited, retained, and developed for successful performance and career progression.  The 
agency will continue to achieve greater diversity in its workforce by increasing strategic and 
targeted recruitment and posting job opportunities with career-planning and placement services, 
local colleges and universities, and professional affinity-group organizations.  Consistent with 
the REDI Roadmap, the FLRA is using data to help identify and eliminate barriers to recruiting 
and hiring the diverse talent that it needs.  Serving as one of three Small-Agency Representatives 
on the Diversity and Inclusion in Government Council, the FLRA is participating in government-
wide discussions concerning the implementation of President Obama’s Executive Order 13,583, 
Establishing a Coordinated Government-Wide Initiative to Promote Diversity and Inclusion in 
the Federal Workforce, to develop a path forward for federal agencies to create and foster a 
workforce that includes and engages federal employees and reflects all segments of society.   
 
Further, the FLRA continues to receive top rankings in terms of “New IQ Performance,” which 
measures the results of 20 separate survey questions related to inclusive environments.  The 
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FLRA showed increases in 17 of those 20 questions.  In particular, 83 percent of FLRA 
respondents – up from 81 percent in 2014 – reported that supervisors work well with employees 
of different backgrounds.  And 81 percent of respondents – an 8 percent increase from 2014 – 
stated that the FLRA’s policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (e.g., recruiting 
minorities and women, training in awareness of diversity issues, mentoring).  Both of these 
statistics show that the FLRA is well above the government-wide average with respect to both 
questions – 20 percent higher for each. 
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STRATEGIC GOAL 1:  WE WILL RESOLVE DISPUTES UNDER THE 
STATUTE IN A TIMELY, HIGH-QUALITY, AND IMPARTIAL MANNER 


 
PERFORMANCE GOAL 1:  PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND 
DISPOSITION OF UNFAIR-LABOR-PRACTICE CASES. 
 
The General Counsel has independent responsibility for the investigation, settlement, and 
prosecution of ULP charges.  ULP cases originate with the filing of a charge in a Regional Office 
by an employee, a labor organization, or an agency.  Once a charge has been filed, the Regional 
Office will investigate the charge to determine whether it has merit.  If the Regional Director 
determines that the charge has merit, then he or she will, absent settlement, issue and prosecute a 
complaint before an ALJ.  If the Regional Director determines that the charge lacks merit, then 
the charging party is entitled to a written explanation, and, if not satisfied, may appeal that 
decision to the General Counsel in Washington, D.C.  If the General Counsel upholds the 
dismissal, then the case is closed.  The Authority has appointed ALJs to hear ULP cases 
prosecuted by the General Counsel.  The OALJ transmits recommended decisions of the ALJs to 
the Authority, which may affirm, modify, or reverse them in whole or in part on exceptions.  If 
no exceptions are filed to an ALJ’s decision, then the Authority adopts the decision without 
precedential significance.   
 


OGC 2012 2013 2014 2015  
2016 
Est. 


2017 
Est. 


Cases pending, start of year 1,453 1,488 1,570 1,425 1,178 1,058 
Charges filed  4,375  4,659  4,696  4,418  4,600  4,600 
Total caseload 5,828 6,147 6,266 5,843 5,778 5,658 


Charges withdrawn/settled 3,377 3,646 3,779 3,662 3,670 3,720 
Charges dismissed 732 673 809 800 820 840 
Complaints issued     231     258     253     203     230     240 
Total cases closed 4,340 4,577 4,841 4,665 4,720 4,800 


Cases pending, end of year 1,488 1,570 1,425 1,178 1,058 858 


OALJ 2012 2013 2014 2015  
2016 
Est. 


2017 
Est. 


Cases pending, start of year 72 115 120 105 62 42 
Cases received from the OGC     240     271     260      222     220    220 
Total caseload 312 386 380 327 282 262 


Settlements before hearing 177 223 245 187 200 200 
Cases closed by decision       20       43       30        78     40      40 
Total cases closed 197 266 275 265 240 240 


Cases pending, end of year 115 120 105 62 42 22 
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Authority 2012 2013 2014 2015  
2016 
Est. 


2017 
Est. 


Cases pending, start of year 6 2 12 13 24 23 
Exceptions filed       20       27       27       62       34       34 
Total caseload 26 29 39 75 58 57 


Cases closed procedurally 16 16 18 37 23 23 
Cases closed based on merits         8         1         8       14       12      12 
Total cases closed 24 17 26 51 35 35 


Cases pending, end of year 2 12 13 24 23 22 
 
 
Measure 1.1:  The percentage of ULP charges resolved by the OGC by complaint, withdrawal, 
dismissal, or settlement within 120 days of filing of the charge.               


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 


61% 68% 67% 72% 72% 74% 
 
Measure 1.2:  The percentage of decisions on an appeal of a Regional Director’s dismissal of a 
ULP charge issued within 60 days of the date filed, and in no case more than 120 days. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 


99%/100% 100%/100% 98%/100% 98%/100% 95%/100% 95%/100% 
 
Measure 1.3:  The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel resolved or 
decided in the OALJ within 180 days of the complaint being issued. 


Results 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 


90% 86% 91% 77% 
Measure 1.3:  The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel decided in the 
OALJ within 180 days of the complaint being issued.* 


Targets *Clarified measure beginning in FY 2016 
FY 2016 FY 2017 


50% 90% 
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Measure 1.4:  The percentage of ULP cases decided within 180 days of assignment to an 
Authority Member. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 


75% 100% 50% 57% 75% 
Measure 1.4:  The percentage of ULP cases decided within 150 days of assignment to an 
Authority Member. 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2017 
FY 2017 


75% 
 
 
PERFORMANCE GOAL 2:  RESOLVE OVERAGE 
UNFAIR-LABOR-PRACTICE CASES IN A TIMELY FASHION. 
 
Measure 2.1:  The percentage of ULP charges resolved by the OGC by complaint, withdrawal, 
dismissal, or settlement within 240 days of filing of the charge.* 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2016 
FY 2016 FY 2017 


95% 98% 
 
Measure 2.2:  The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel decided in the 
OALJ within 365 days of the complaint being issued.* 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2016 
FY 2016 FY 2017 


98% 98% 
 
Measure 2.3:  The percentage of ULP cases decided within 365 days of assignment to an 
Authority Member.* 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2017 
FY 2017 


95% 
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PERFORMANCE GOAL 1:  PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND 
DISPOSITION OF REPRESENTATION CASES. 
 
The Statute sets out a specific procedure for employees to petition to be represented by a labor 
union and to determine which employees will be included in a “bargaining unit” that a union 
represents.  Implementing this procedure, the FLRA conducts secret-ballot elections for union 
representation and resolves a variety of issues related to questions of union representation of 
employees.  These issues include, for example, whether particular employees are managers or 
“confidential” employees excluded from union representation, whether there has been election 
misconduct on the part of agencies or unions, and whether changes in union and agency 
organizations affect existing bargaining units.  Representation cases are initiated when an 
individual, a labor organization, or an agency files a petition with a Regional Office.  After a 
petition is filed, the Regional Director conducts an investigation to determine the appropriateness 
of a unit or other matter related to the petition.  After concluding such investigation, the Regional 
Director may conduct a secret-ballot election or hold a hearing to resolve disputed factual 
matters.  After a hearing, the Regional Director issues a Decision and Order, which is final 
unless an application for review is filed with the Authority. 
 


OGC 2012 2013 2014 2015    
2016    
Est. 


2017     
Est. 


Cases pending, start of year 82 89 89 65 70 65 
Petitions filed 290     253     235     225     230      230 
Total caseload 372 342 324 290 300 295 


Petitions withdrawn 115 106 118 95 100 105 
Cases closed based on merits     168     147     141     125     135      140 
Total cases closed 283 253 259 220 235 245 


Cases pending, end of year 89 89 65 70 65 50 


Authority 2012 2013 2014 2015    
2016    
Est. 


2017     
Est. 


Cases pending, start of year 6 0 9 7 2 3 
Applications for review         6       11       13       16      14       14 
Total caseload 12 11 22 23 16 17 


Cases closed procedurally 0 1 2 2 1 1 
Cases closed based on merits      12        1       13       19      12       14 
Total cases closed 12 2 15 21 13 15 


Cases pending, end of year 0 9 7 2 3 2 
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Measure 1.5:  The percentage of representation cases resolved by the OGC through 
withdrawal, election, or issuance of a Decision and Order within 120 days of the filing of a 
petition. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 


62% 60% 66% 72% 70% 70% 
 
Measure 1.6:  The percentage of representation cases in which the Authority issued a decision 
whether to grant review within 60 days of the filing of an application for review. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 


100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
 
PERFORMANCE GOAL 2:  RESOLVE OVERAGE REPRESENTATION 
CASES IN A TIMELY FASHION. 
 
Measure 2.3:  The percentage of cases resolved by the OGC through withdrawal, election, or 
issuance of a Decision and Order within 365 days of the filing of a petition.* 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2016 
FY 2016 FY 2017 


95% 98% 
 
Measure 2.4:  The percentage of representation cases in which the Authority grants review, 
where the Authority will issue a decision on review, or reach other final resolution of the case, 
within 365 days of the filing of the application for review.* 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2017 
FY 2017 


95% 
 
 
PERFORMANCE GOAL 1:  PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND 
DISPOSITION OF ARBITRATION CASES. 
 
Either party to grievance arbitration may file with the Authority an exception to (or appeal of) an 
arbitrator’s award.  The Authority will review an arbitrator’s award to which an exception has 
been filed to determine whether the award is deficient because it is contrary to any law, rule, or 
regulation, or on grounds similar to those applied by federal courts in private-sector labor-
management relations. 
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Authority 2012 2013 2014 2015    
2016    
Est. 


2017    
Est. 


Cases pending, start of year 66 40 123 90 50 43 
Exceptions filed     107     124       89       99     103     103 
Total caseload 173 164 212 189 153 146 


Cases closed procedurally 24 19 16 15 11 11 
Cases closed based on merits     109       22     106     124      99       97 
Total cases closed 133 41 122 139 110 108 


Cases pending, end of year 40 123 90 50 43 38 
 
Measure 1.7:  The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 180 days of assignment to an 
Authority Member. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 


58% 91% 34% 40% 75% 
Measure 1.7:  The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 150 days of assignment to an 
Authority Member. 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2017 
FY 2017 


75% 
 
 
PERFORMANCE GOAL 2:  RESOLVE OVERAGE ARBITRATION CASES 
IN A TIMELY FASHION. 
 


 
Measure 2.5:  The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 365 days of assignment to an 
Authority Member. 


Target *New measure beginning in FY 2017 
FY 2017 


95% 
 
 
PERFORMANCE GOAL 1:  PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND 
DISPOSITION OF NEGOTIABILITY CASES. 
 
A federal agency bargaining with a union may claim that a particular union proposal cannot be 
bargained because it conflicts with federal law, a government-wide rule or regulation, or an 
agency regulation for which there is a compelling need.  In both of these situations, a union may 
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petition the Authority to resolve the negotiability dispute.  In addition, agency heads may 
disapprove collective-bargaining agreements if those agreements are contrary to law, and a union 
may petition the Authority to resolve the negotiability dispute.   
 


Authority 2012 2013 2014 2015    
2016    
Est. 


2017    
Est. 


Cases pending, start of year 15 8 9 17 23 23 
Petitions filed       45       30       43       54      40       40 
Total caseload 60 38 52 71 63 63 


Cases closed procedurally 38 27 29 40 33 33 
Cases closed based on merits       14         2         6         8        7        7 
Total cases closed 52 29 35 48 40 40 


Cases pending, end of year 8 9 17 23 23 23 
 
 
Measure 1.8:  The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 180 days of assignment to 
an Authority Member.  


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 


50% 80% 60% 50% 75% 
Measure 1.8:  The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 150 days of assignment to 
an Authority Member. 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2017 
FY 2017 


75% 
 
 
PERFORMANCE GOAL 2:  RESOLVE OVERAGE NEGOTIABILITY 
CASES IN A TIMELY FASHION. 
 
 
Measure 2.6:  The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 365 days of assignment to 
an Authority Member.* 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2017 
FY 2017 


95% 
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PERFORMANCE GOAL 1:  PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND 
DISPOSITION OF BARGAINING-IMPASSE CASES. 
 
In carrying out the right to bargain collectively, it is not uncommon for a union representative 
and a federal agency to simply not agree on certain issues, and for the bargaining to reach an 
impasse.  Several options are available by which the parties may attempt to resolve the impasse.  
The parties may:  decide, on their own, to use certain techniques to resolve the impasse, but may 
proceed to private, binding arbitration only after the FSIP approves the procedure; seek the 
services and assistance of the FMCS; or seek the assistance of the FSIP in resolving the 
negotiation impasse, but only after the previous options have failed. 
 


FSIP 2012 2013 2014 2015 
2016 
Est. 


2017 
Est. 


Cases pending, start of year 53 38 40 28 33 33 
Impasses filed     176     194     134     139     140     140 
Total caseload 229 232 174 167 173 173 


Cases closed     191     192     146     134    140    140 


Cases pending, end of year 38 40 28 33 33 33 
 
Measure 1.9:  The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases in which jurisdiction is declined 
closed within 140 days of the date filed. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 


92% 95% 89% 100% 80% 80% 
 
Measure 1.10:  The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases voluntarily settled after 
jurisdiction has been asserted within 160 days of the date filed. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 


86% 97% 68% 100% 70% 70% 
 
Measure 1.11:  The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases resolved through a final action 
closed within 200 days of the date filed. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 


77% 87% 61% 100% 70% 70% 
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STRATEGIC GOAL 2:  WE WILL PROMOTE STABILITY IN THE 
FEDERAL LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMUNITY BY PROVIDING 


LEADERSHIP AND GUIDANCE THROUGH ADR AND EDUCATION 
 
Key to the FLRA’s ADR objectives is to offer high-quality outreach and preventive services, as 
well as resources, to promote more effective labor-management relations across the federal 
government.  In furtherance of that objective, the FLRA has integrated ADR and consensus 
decision-making into virtually all of its processes, and it has significantly expanded its training, 
outreach, and facilitation activities.  ADR is an informal process that allows parties to discuss 
and develop their interests in order to resolve the underlying issues and problems in their 
relationships.  This includes interest-based conflict resolution and intervention services in 
pending ULP cases, representation cases, arbitration cases, negotiability appeals, and 
bargaining-impasse disputes.  The agency also provides facilitation and training to help labor and 
management develop collaborative relationships.  Many of the FLRA’s training programs are 
now available as web-based training modules, bringing educational tools and resources directly 
to agency customers at their desks to further assist them in resolving labor-management disputes.  
The FLRA’s goals include delivering outreach, training, and facilitation services that 
significantly contribute to the mission of the FLRA, and ensuring that training participants 
evaluate FLRA training as highly effective.   
 
PERFORMANCE GOAL 1:  PROVIDE TARGETED ACCESS TO 
TRAINING, OUTREACH, AND FACILITATION ACTIVITIES WITHIN 
THE LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMUNITY. 
 
Measure 1.1:  The number of training, outreach, and facilitation activities delivered. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 


221 302 225 306 250 275 
 
Measure 1.2:  The number of participants involved in training, outreach, and facilitation 
activities. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 


8,933 5,976 5,114 8,294 6,000 7,000 
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PERFORMANCE GOAL 2:  SUCCESSFULLY RESOLVE A 
SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF FLRA CASES THROUGH ADR. 
 
 
Measure 1.1:  The percentage of ULP cases in the OGC in which an offer of ADR services is 
accepted that are partially or totally resolved. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 


97% 98% 98% 96% 95% 95% 
 
Measure 1.2:  The percentage of ULP cases in the OALJ in which an offer of Settlement- 
Judge services is accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 


80% 78% 96% 87% 85% 85% 
 
Measure 1.3:  The percentage of representation cases in the OGC in which an offer of ADR 
services is accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 


91% 100% 100% 96% 95% 95% 
 
Measure 1.4:  The percentage of appropriate ULP cases in the Authority in which ADR 
services are offered.* 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2016 
FY 2016 FY 2017 


75% 80% 
 
Measure 1.5:  The percentage of ULP cases in the Authority in which ADR services are 
provided that are partially or totally resolved.* 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2016 
FY 2016 FY 2017 


85% 85% 
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Measure 1.6:  The percentage of appropriate arbitration cases in which ADR services are 
offered.* 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2016 
FY 2016 FY 2017 


50% 55% 
 
Measure 1.7:  The percentage of arbitration cases in which an offer of ADR services is 
accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved. 


Results Targets 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 


N/A 100% 80% 43% 75% 75% 
 
Measure 1.8:  The percentage of appropriate negotiability cases in which ADR services are 
offered.* 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2016 
FY 2016 FY 2017 


100% 100% 
 
Measure 1.9:  The percentage of proposals or provisions – in negotiability cases in which an 
offer of ADR services is accepted by the parties – that are partially or totally resolved. 


Results 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 


100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
Measure 1.10:  The percentage of negotiability cases in which ADR services are provided that 
are partially or totally resolved.* 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2016 
FY 2016 FY 2017 


90% 90% 
 
Measure 1.11:  The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases in which an offer of ADR 
services is accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved. 


Results 
FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 


32% 28% 27% 39% 
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Measure 1.12:  The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases in which parties’ disputes are 
totally resolved voluntarily.* 


Targets *New measure beginning in FY 2016 
FY 2016 FY 2017 


30% 30% 
 
 


STRATEGIC GOAL 3:  WE WILL MANAGE OUR RESOURCES 
EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE 


ORGANIZATIONAL EXCELLENCE 
 
The FLRA’s ability to fulfill its core mission under the Statute depends on excellent management 
of the organization and its resources.  The organizational-excellence goal emphasizes how the 
agency’s employees, IT infrastructure, and allocation of resources are central to achieving all of 
the strategic goals and objectives outlined in the strategic plan.  
 
The landscape of the federal workplace and workforce continues to evolve, as do the needs of the 
parties that the FLRA serves.  Approximately 60 percent of the FLRA’s workforce has been with 
the agency for five years or less, and many of the agency’s most experienced employees are 
currently eligible to retire.  In light of these facts, it is crucial for the FLRA to simultaneously 
focus on developing the workforce of the future, while retaining valuable institutional 
knowledge.  
 
The agency is prepared to meet ever-changing business demands through the innovative use of 
IT to best manage the workload and interact with parties.  The FLRA continues to be an effective 
steward of taxpayer dollars, with a renewed focus on maximizing the use of data to inform 
decision making.  The agency’s future operational approaches are designed to foster nimble and 
seamless deployment of resources coupled with cost-avoidance strategies to support productive 
labor-management relations across the federal government.  And, consistent with the PMA, the 
FLRA has a comprehensive, forward-looking plan to increase quality and value in its 
administrative functions, continue efforts to enhance productivity and achieve cost savings, 
unlock the full potential of its workforce, and build the FLRA’s workplace and workforce for the 
future. 
 
 
PERFORMANCE GOAL 1:  RECRUIT, RETAIN, AND DEVELOP A 
HIGHLY TALENTED, MOTIVATED, AND DIVERSE WORKFORCE TO 
ACCOMPLISH THE FLRA’S MISSION. 
 
Over the last six and a half years, the FLRA has demonstrated significant and marked 
improvement in its performance and service delivery, and it has continued to rank among the top 
ten small agencies in the Best Places to Work in the Federal Government Survey.  These results 
demonstrate the agency’s commitment to empowering and developing a highly engaged and 
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effective workforce.  The success of FLRA employees is instrumental to its success as an 
agency.  It is within this spirit that the FLRA actively manages its human-capital programs. 
 
Measure 1.1:  Program managers ensure that the right employees are in the right place to 
achieve results. 


Results 


FY 2012 


Enhanced development offerings, to include competency-based training, 
career-ladder developmental programs, and continuation of human-resources 
workshops and educational brown bags.  Drafted and implemented a five-year 
Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan to make the agency a more inclusive 
and inviting workplace for all of its employees.  Increased diversity by hiring 
summer student interns, in some cases using targeted minority-hiring 
strategies.  Expanded developmental offerings, to include attorney details. 


FY 2013 


Implemented a web-based time and attendance system to increase efficiency 
and accuracy of reporting.  Obtained provisional certification of the FLRA’s 
SES Performance-Management System from OPM.  Established an ADR 
process for resolving performance-management issues.  As part of its strategic 
workforce planning efforts, continued employee development, including 
attorney details to other offices; ADR-facilitator training; and 
leadership-development and other workforce training.  Established a Student 
Pathways Policy for student internships and partnered with the University of 
Maryland’s Federal Semester Program to offer unpaid internships to students. 


FY 2014 


Focused on succession planning by increasing targeted attorney recruitment.  
Renewed agreement with the University of Maryland for discounted tuition 
for agency employees.  Increased agency resources through recruitment, 
staffing, and placement.  Utilized the Student Pathways and Summer 
Externship programs to increase resources for casework and administrative 
initiatives throughout the agency.  Realigned functions within the agency’s 
Office of the Executive Director to allow for improved efficiencies and 
customer service to agency employees.  Worked extensively with managers to 
hold employees accountable for performance and development.  Updated the 
Attorney Recruitment Policy in order to allow managers greater hiring 
flexibility of the agency’s mission-critical occupation and to streamline the 
recruitment process.  In collaboration with the Partnership for Public 
Service’s Excellence in Government Fellows program, developed and piloted 
an Employee Onboarding Handbook to improve the onboarding process and 
increase employee engagement. 


FY 2015 


Implemented a fully automated and integrated electronic system for personnel 
actions.  Developed a more robust onboarding process through increased use 
of technology and piloted implementation of an Employee Onboarding 
Handbook.  Updated certain human-resources policies and procedures.  
Continued to build internal capacity for handling the major human-resources 
functional areas.  Position descriptions continued to be updated and now 
allow for greater growth and advancement opportunities within the agency, 
and employees readily volunteered for collateral-duty assignments, new 
initiatives, and projects.  The agency also renewed its agreement with a local 
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university to offer discounted tuition to FLRA employees for self-directed 
study.  Improved office customer service by improving the quality of advice 
provided to managers and employees.  Worked with managers to educate 
them about and increase diversity and inclusion when seeking new agency 
talent.  The agency achieved greater diversity in its workforce in FY 2015 by 
increasing strategic and targeted recruitment and posting job opportunities 
with career-planning and placement services, local colleges and universities, 
and professional affinity-group organizations.  With respect to succession 
planning, the FLRA continued to offer cross-component developmental 
details and its training initiative designed to assist higher-graded employees 
identify and strengthen critical leadership skills in preparation for eventually 
transitioning to formal leadership positions.  To strengthen and support the 
FLRA’s new cadre of first-time managers and supervisors, the agency 
identified a series of trainings geared towards developing strategic thinking 
and other critical skills in preparation for executive leadership at the FLRA. 
These training initiatives crossed components, bringing together future 
agency leaders from all offices to enhance their skills and encourage 
collaboration among peers.   


Measure 1.2:  Demonstrate strong recruitment and retention practices. 


Targets  
*New measure in FY 2016 and FY 2017 


FY 2016 


Promote a diverse applicant pool by identifying student and professional 
groups aimed at increasing diversity; delivering targeted information sessions 
semi-annually; and sharing 100 percent of job announcements to affinity 
groups per year. 
 
Deliver a robust onboarding program to 100 percent of new hires that 
strengthens knowledge of the agency’s programmatic and operational offices.   
 
Foster an inclusive environment within the agency by including diversity and 
inclusion metrics in 100 percent of managers’ performance plans. 


FY 2017 


Achieve 90 percent positive scores on internal survey questions that relate to 
work-life balance. 
 
85 percent of employees who joined the FLRA since 2014 remain at the 
FLRA for five years. 
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Measure 2.1:  Maintain and grow agency expertise through employee development. 


Targets  
*New measure in FY 2016 and FY 2017  


FY 2016 


Provide formal opportunities for employees to engage professionally across 
components (e.g., through participation in cross-component task forces, detail 
assignments, training delivery, and rotational opportunities).  


 
100 percent of new managers and supervisors complete leadership training 
within their first year of being promoted. 


 
Maintain sustained growth of positive responses to the OPM EVS question 
“supervisors in my work unit support employee development.” 


FY 2017 


Building on the agency’s evolving succession plan designed to lessen the 
impact of institutional knowledge loss as employees retire or leave and to 
maximize current talent utilization by closing leadership staffing and 
competency gaps/deficiencies, implement a formal agency developmental-
detail program, establishing cross-component detail opportunities to provide 
employees with training and developmental experiences that will enhance 
their skills and increase their understanding of the agency’s mission and 
operation across program lines, as well as the relevance of their work to the 
mission and programs of the FLRA.   


 
Managers will assess annually 100 percent of employees on their 
developmental needs and provide at least one targeted developmental 
opportunity to each of their staff members per year. 


 
Maintain sustained growth of positive responses to the OPM EVS question 
“supervisors in my work unit support employee development.” 


 
 
PERFORMANCE GOAL 2:  IMPROVE USE OF EXISTING 
TECHNOLOGY AND DEPLOY NEW IT SYSTEMS TO STREAMLINE 
AND ENHANCE ORGANIZATIONAL OPERATIONS. 
 
The FLRA began accepting eFilings in FY 2013, and, as of FY 2015, eFiling is available for all 
FLRA offices that receive case filings.  The FLRA is continuing to work towards implementing 
the agency’s long-term goal of sharing end-to-end electronic case files throughout the FLRA, as 
well as the OMB-mandated target of having fully electronic files by 2019.  Increasing eFiling is 
critical to achieving this goal.  In this regard, the more case-related information that the FLRA 
receives electronically – rather than in hard copy – from the outset, the easier it is to convert that 
information into an electronic case file, without the need for FLRA staff to manually scan 
documents.  In recognition of this, in FY 2015, the agency developed and began implementing a 
plan to accomplish the transition to fully electronic case files in 4 agile phases over the next 4 
years.   
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Measure 2.1:  Expand the use of eFiling. 
Results 


FY 2012 Completed development of Authority and OGC eFiling capability.  Began 
testing eFiling capability with customers. 


FY 2013 10% of cases eFiled. 


FY 2014 12% of cases eFiled. 
FY 2015 17% of cases eFiled. 


Targets 
FY 2016 50% of cases eFiled. 
FY 2017 65% of cases eFiled. 


 
Measure 2.2:  Electronic end-to-end case processing. 


Results 


FY 2012 Enhanced the CMS to provide the structure that supports end-to-end 
electronic case processing. 


FY 2013 Conducted a pilot program on end-to-end case processing. 
FY 2014 Migrated the CADRO to an end-to-end electronic case file. 


FY 2015 


Made eFiling available for OALJ cases, resulting in eFiling being available 
for all offices that accept case filings.  As a result, completed full integration 
of the CMS and eFiling systems, enabling end-to-end electronic case 
processing throughout the agency.   


Targets 


FY 2016 Maintain and enhance the CMS and eFiling systems, and implement an 
agency Document Management System. 


FY 2017 
Integrate the CMS and eFiling systems with the agency Document 
Management System, enabling end-to-end electronic case processing 
throughout the agency. 
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 Contact Information for Agency Transition Team 
 


Authority 
 
Sarah Whittle Spooner (Executive Director of the FLRA) 
sspooner@flra.gov 
202-218-7791 
  
David S. Eddy III (Chief Counsel to the Chairman) 
deddy@flra.gov 
202-218-7927 
 
Gina Grippando (Counsel for Regulatory and Public Affairs and EEO Director (Collateral)) 
ggripp@flra.gov 
202-218-7776 
 
Office of the General Counsel 
 
Peter Sutton (Deputy General Counsel) 
psutto@flra.gov 
202-218-7741 
 
Kurt Rumsfeld (Assistant General Counsel for Operations, Legal Policy, and Representation 
Case Handling) 
krumsfeld@flra.gov 
202-218-7789 
 
Federal Service Impasses Panel 
 
Kim Moseley (Executive Director of the FSIP) 
kmoseley@flra.gov 
202-218-7991 
 
Office of the Solicitor 
 
Fred B. Jacob (Solicitor) 
fjacob@flra.gov 
202-218-7906 
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Executive Summary 
This Semiannual Report, submitted pursuant to Section 5 of the Inspector General Act of 1978, 
as amended, summarizes the major activities and accomplishments of the Federal Labor 
Relations Authority (FLRA) Office of Inspector General (OIG) for the period April 1, 2016 to 
September 30, 2016.  The most significant activities of the OIG during the second half of Fiscal 
Year (FY) 2016 are noted below.  Additional details pertaining to each activity can be found in 
subsequent sections of this report. 


Audits and Evaluations Highlights 
During this reporting period, the OIG issued three audits and evaluations including: (1) Review 
of the Federal Labor Relations Authority’s Fiscal Year 2016 Privacy Program Report (AR-16-
04); (2) Quality Assurance Review of the Federal Labor Relations Authority Office of Inspector 
General Operations (ER-16-03); and (3) the Peer Review of the Farm Credit Administration 
Office of Inspector General (ER-16-04). 


The OIG contracted with Dembo, Jones, Healy, Pennington & Marshall, P.C. (DJHPM) to audit 
the FLRA’s Privacy Program for FY 2016.  DJHPM followed up on six open recommendations 
from FY 2015 and closed five.  This year’s audit resulted in no new findings. 


In June 2016, DJHPM completed a Quality Assurance Review of the FLRA OIG Audit 
Operations (ER-16-03).  The primary objective of the review was to ensure that the OIG quality 
control system is suitably designed and consistently complied with to the extent necessary to 
reasonably ensure compliance with professional audit standards and policies.  The review 
resulted in a rating of pass.  


The FLRA OIG completed an external peer review of the Farm Credit Administration (FCA) 
OIG.  In August 2016, the OIG issued a report and the FCA OIG received a rating of pass. 


Ongoing Audits and Evaluations 
The OIG has four ongoing audits and evaluations including: (1) the annual Financial Statement 
Audit of the Federal Labor Relations Authority for Fiscal Year 2016 (AR-17-01); (2) Evaluation 
of the Federal Labor Relations Authority’s Compliance with the Federal Information Security  
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Management Act Fiscal Year 2016 (ER-17-01); (3) Data Act Readiness  (ER-17-03); and (4) 
Management and Performance Challenges. 


Investigations Highlights 
The FLRA OIG received 96 hotline inquiries.  Of the 97 hotline inquiries 90 percent of the 
inquiries were resolved by either the OIG or within the FLRA.    


Other Activities Highlights 
On April 1, 2016, we responded to a Senate request for information on all open 
recommendations and closed investigations, evaluations, and audits conducted by the FLRA 
OIG that were not disclosed to the public. 


On April 12, 2016, we responded to a congressional request for open and unimplemented 
recommendations. 


On August 31, 2016, the FLRA OIG issued a Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years 2017-2021. 


Looking Ahead 
The OIG plans to initiate the following audit and evaluations during the first half of FY 2017: 


1. Audit of the Federal Labor Relations Authority’s Purchase Card Program (AR-17-04); and 
2. The Federal Labor Relations Authority’s Compliance with the Improper Payments 


Elimination and Recovery Act of 2010 in the Fiscal Year 2016 Performance and 
Accountability Report (ER-17-02). 


 


  


Dana A. Rooney 
Inspector General 
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Federal Labor Relations Authority Overview 
Mission 
The mission of the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) is to carry out the five primary 
statutory responsibilities as efficiently as possible and in a manner that gives full effect to the 
rights afforded employees and agencies under the Federal Service Labor-Management 
Relations Statute (the Statute).  Under the Statute, the primary responsibilities (type of cases) 
of the FLRA include: 


1. Determining the appropriateness of units for labor organization representation (REP); 
2. Adjudicating exceptions to arbitrator’s awards (ARB); 
3. Resolving complaints of unfair labor practices (ULP); 
4. Resolving bargaining impasses; and 
5. Resolving issues relating to the duty to bargain (NEG). 


Organization 
The FLRA conducts it case processing activities through: 


• The Office of the General Counsel (OGC) of the Authority – led by the General 
Counsel, who is appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate – which, 
through regional offices, is the entry point for ULP charges filed with the FLRA.  The 
OGC also processes REP petitions filed with the FLRA and decides appeals of Regional 
Directors’ decisions dismissing ULP charges. 


• The Office of Administrative Law Judges is the office in which judges appointed by 
the Authority conduct administrative hearings and issue recommended decisions in 
cases involving alleged ULPs and issue decisions involving applications for attorney 
fees under the Back Pay Act or the Equal Access to Justice Act. 


• The Authority is a quasi-judicial body (with three full-time Members --one of which 
serves as the FLRA Chairman-- appointed by the President and confirmed by the 
Senate), that resolves appeals in ULP and REP cases and adjudicates exceptions to 
ARB awards and NEG appeals. 


• The Federal Service Impasses Panel, which consists of up to seven part-time 
members appointed by the President (without Senate confirmation), resolves impasses 
between Federal agencies and unions representing Federal employees under the 
Statute and the Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act. 


v 
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• The FLRA also provides full staff support to two other entities: the Foreign Service 
Impasse Disputes Panel and the Foreign Service Labor Relations Board.   


The Chairman is the head of the Agency and also serves as FLRA’s Chief Executive and 
Administrative Officer, overseeing all agency-wide administrative functions.   


In carrying out statutory responsibilities, the Chairman oversees the following offices: 


• The Office of the Executive Director, which provides agency-wide operational support 
through the following divisions:  Budget and Finance, Administrative Services, and 
Information Resources Management. 


• The Office of the Solicitor, which represents the agency in court proceedings before all 
United States Courts and provides the Chairman legal advice on various legal issues. 


• The Office of Human Resources, which is responsible for providing agency-wide Human 
Resource services, and leading human capital management efforts pursuant to the 
FLRA Strategic Plan. 


 


 


 


 


 


  


Figure 1. Federal Labor Relations Authority Organization Chart 
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Office of Inspector General 
The Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended (hereafter referred to as the IG Act), requires 
the FLRA and other small agencies to establish an Office of Inspector General (OIG).  FLRA is 
a designated Federal entity under the IG Act of 1978, as amended.  The Dodd-Frank Wall 
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (P.L. 111-203) altered the relationship of the 
designated Federal entity Offices of Inspectors General with the agency head by establishing 
that the term “head of the designated Federal entity” for FLRA “means the members of the 
Authority.”  In accordance with the Dodd-Frank Act, we submit this report to the Chairman and 
Authority Members. 


The FLRA OIG is responsible for: 


1. conducting and supervising audits, evaluations and investigations relating to FLRA 
programs and operations; 


2. reviewing legislation; 
3. recommending policies designed to promote economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of the 


establishment; and 
4. keeping the Chairman, Authority Members, and Congress fully and currently informed 


about problems and deficiencies, as well as the necessity for corrective actions. 


To aid the OIG in accomplishing its mission, the OIG was provided an administrative assistant. 
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Office of Inspector General Activities 
Audits and Evaluations 
In accordance with the IG Act, the FLRA OIG conducts, supervises and coordinates audits and 
evaluations relating to the programs and operations of the FLRA.  


Completed Audits and Evaluations 
1. Review of the Federal Labor Relations Authority’s Fiscal Year 2016 Privacy Program 


Report (AR-16-04) 


 The Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2005 (Public Law 108-447), Section 552, 
requires the Inspector General review the agency compliance with Section 552 for 
privacy and data protection procedures and policies. 


 The FLRA OIG contracted with Dembo, Jones, Healy, Pennington & Marshall, P.C. 
(DJHPM) an independent certified public accounting firm to perform a privacy and data 
protection review for FY 2016. 


 DJHPM tested 27 different areas in FLRA’s privacy program, this year’s Privacy audit 
resulted in no new findings.  The auditor’s assessed FLRA’s implementation of the 6 
open recommendations from FY 2016 resulting in the closure of 5 recommendations, 
leaving one open. 


 On May 26, 2016, the OIG issued a report. 
 Management plans to take corrective action to close the remaining deficiency in 


calendar year 2017. 


2. Quality Assurance Review of the Federal Labor Relations Authority Office of Inspector 
General OIG Audit Operations (ER-16-03) 


Every year, the FLRA OIG is required to undergo a review of its audit function’s system of 
quality control.  The purpose of the review is to assess whether FLRA OIG carries out is 
work in accordance with: 
 
 Established policies and procedures, including Generally Accepted Government 


Auditing Standards; 
 Applicable Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and Government Accountability 


Office guidance; and 
 Statutory provisions applicable to OIG audits. 


 


 


 


 


 


We completed      
3 audits and 
evaluations during 
this reporting 
period.  
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We contracted with the independent accounting firm of DJHPM to conduct a review of 
FLRA OIG’s quality assurance program.  The scope of the review was April 1, 2015 
through March 31, 2016, FLRA OIG can receive a rating of pass; pass with deficiency(ies) 
or fail.  A report was issued on June 22, 2016, and the FLRA OIG received a rating of pass. 


3. External Peer Review Report on the Farm Credit Administration Office of Inspector General 
Audit Organization (ER-16-04). 


 


Ongoing Audits and Evaluations 
 
1. Financial Statement Audit of the Federal Labor Relations Authority for Fiscal Year 2016 


(AR-17-01) 
 
• DJHPM under contract with the OIG is conducting the FLRA’s annual financial statement 


audit and the related statements of net cost and changes in net position, and the 
statements of budgetary resources.  The OIG plans to issue a report in the first half of 
FY 2017. 
 


2. Evaluation of the Federal Labor Relations Authority’s Compliance with the Federal 
Information Security Management Act (FISMA) Fiscal Year 2016 (ER-17-01) 
 
• The E-Government Act of 2002 (P.L. 107-347), commonly referred to as FISMA, requires 


Federal agencies to develop, document, and implement an agency-wide information 
security program that provides security for the information and information systems that 
support the operations and assets of the agency.  FISMA assigns specific responsibilities 
to agency heads and Inspectors General (IG). 


• FISMA requires agencies to have an annual independent evaluation performed on their 
information security programs and practices and to report the evaluation results to OMB.  
FISMA states that the independent evaluation is to be performed by the agency IG or an 
independent external auditor as determined by the IG. 


• DJHPM on behalf of the OIG is conducting an independent evaluation of FLRA’s 
compliance with FISMA for FY 2016 using guidelines established by FISMA, OMB, and 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology.  The OIG plans to issue a report in 
the first half of FY 2017. 


 
3. Data Act Readiness (ER-17-03) 


 
• The Digital Accountability and Transparency Act of 2014 (DATA Act) was enacted May 9, 


2014 and, among other things, requires that Federal agencies report financial and 


 


 


 


 


 
Ongoing... We 
currently have 4 
audits/evaluations. 
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payment data in accordance with data standards established by the Department of 
Treasury and OMB.  The data reported will be displayed on a website available to 
taxpayers and policy makers.  In addition, the DATA Act requires that agency OIG’s 
review statistical samples of the data submitted by the agency under the DATA Act and 
report on the completeness, timeliness, quality and accuracy of the data sampled and 
the use of the data standards by the agency. 


• DJHPM on behalf of the OIG is conducting a DATA Act readiness review of FLRA’s 
processes, systems and controls to comply with the requirements of the DATA Act prior 
to full implementation.  The OIG plans to issue a report in the first half of FY 2017. 
  


4. Management and Performance Challenges 
 
• The Reports Consolidation Act of 2000, Public Law 106-531, requires the IG to provide 


the agency head with a statement that summarizes the most serious management and 
performance challenges facing the agency and briefly assesses the agency’s progress in 
addressing those challenges.  The OIG plans to issue the most serious management 
and performance challenges facing the FLRA during the first half of FY 2017. 


 


Planned Audits and Evaluations 
 
The OIG plans to initiate the following audit and evaluations during the first half of FY 2017: 


1. Audit of the Federal Labor Relations Authority’s Purchase Card Program (AR-17-04)  
 
 On October 5, 2012, the President signed into law the Government Charge Card 


Abuse Prevention Act of 2012 (Charge Card Act), Public Law 112-194, which 
reinforced Administration efforts to  prevent waste, fraud and abuse of Government-
wide charge card programs. 


 The Charge Card Act requires all executive branch agencies to establish and maintain 
safeguards and internal controls for purchase cards, travel cards, integrated cards, and 
centrally billed accounts consistent with existing OMB guidance.  The OIG procured 
contract services with DJHPM to conduct an audit and risk assessment of FLRA’s FY 
2016 Charge Card Program in accordance with the Government Charge Card Act and 
OMB guidance.  The OIG plans to issue the audit report during the second half of FY 
2017. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Planned... The 1st 
half of FY 2017, we 
plan to initiate 2 
audits/evaluations. 
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2. The Federal Labor Relations Authority’s Compliance with the Improper Payments 
Elimination and Recovery Act of 2010 in the Fiscal Year 2016 Performance and 
Accountability Report (ER-17-02) 
  
 The OIG plans to make a determination on whether FLRA is compliant with applicable 


provisions of the Improper Payments Elimination and Recovery Act of 2010, in 
accordance with Sec.3(b) of Public Law 111-204, Improper Payments Elimination and 
Recovery Act of 2010.  The OIG plans to issue a determination during the first half of 
FY 2017.  
 


Investigations 
 
The FLRA OIG receives and investigates allegations of fraud, waste, abuse and misconduct 
within FLRA programs and operations.  The FLRA OIG investigations can give rise to 
administrative, civil and criminal penalties.  Based on investigations conducted, the FLRA IG 
issues a report that sets forth the allegations and an objective description of the facts to FLRA 
management regarding administrative and civil matters.  Investigations which uncover potential 
criminal activity are referred to the Department of Justice.  As of the end of the semiannual 
reporting period, the OIG has no opened investigations. 


OIG Hotline 


In order to facilitate reporting of allegations, FLRA OIG maintains a hotline (see “Contacting the 
Office of Inspector General”).  Callers who have general questions or concerns that do not fall 
within the OIG’s jurisdiction are referred to other entities, such as other FLRA offices, Federal 
agencies and local or state governments.  


During the reporting period, we received 97 hotline inquiries.  These hotline inquiries were 
received via the following methods: 6 telephone calls, 78 OIG Website and 13 letters/emails.  
Additionally, the OIG resolved 68 of the inquiries, referred 10 to other OIGs, and forwarded 19 
to other FLRA offices. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
“During this FY, the 
OIG received 97 
hotline inquiries...” 
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Over 90% of the 


hotline inquiries were 
resolved by either the 
OIG or within the 
FLRA.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Majority of the hotline 
inquiries received 
during this FY were 
via our online site 
FLRA.gov/oig-
hotline 
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Other Activities 


Peer Review 
Offices of Inspectors General performing audits are required to perform (and undergo) reviews 
of other OIG offices on a 3-year cycle.  Peer reviews are conducted of an OIG audit 
organization’s system of quality control in accordance with the Council of Inspectors General 
on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE) Guide for Conducting External Peer Reviews of the Audit 
Organizations of Federal Offices of Inspector General, based on requirements in the 
Government Auditing Standards (Yellow Book).  Federal audit organizations can receive a 
rating of pass, pass with deficiencies, or fail. 


Section 989C of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 contains 
additional semiannual reporting requirements pertaining to peer review reports.  Federal 
Inspectors General are required to engage in peer review processes related to audit 
operations.  In keeping with Section 989C, our office is reporting the following information 
related to its peer review activities.  These activities cover our role as both the reviewed, and 
the reviewing OIG. 


Peer Review Planned on FLRA OIG Audit Operations 
The Capitol Police OIG is scheduled to perform a peer review of FLRA OIG in FY 2017.   


Peer Review to be Conducted by FLRA OIG on Other Audit Operations 
The FLRA OIG conducted an external quality control review of the Farm Credit Administration 
OIG audit organization and issued a final report on August 2, 2016.  The FCA OIG received a 
peer review rating of pass.  A copy of the Peer Review of the Farm Credit Administration Office 
of Inspector General (ER-16-04) can be viewed on the FCA OIG website at: 
http://www.fca.gov/Download/InspectorGeneral/Peer/2016PeerReviewOIG.pdf. 


Memorandum of Understanding 
In accordance with Section 6 of the Inspector General Reform Act of 2008, each Inspector 
General shall have his or her own (not reporting to agency management) legal counsel, or 
obtain the services of a counsel appointed by and directly reporting to another Inspector 
General or CIGIE on a reimbursable basis.  The OIG signed a Memorandum of Understanding 
with the Department of Treasury OIG to provide legal services on a fiscal-year basis.  
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Congressional/Senate Requests 
On April 1, 2016, we responded to a Senate request from the Committee on Homeland 
Security and Governmental Affairs to provide information on all open recommendations and 
closed investigations, evaluations, and audits conducted by the FLRA OIG that were not 
disclosed to the public. 


On April 12, 2016, we responded to a congressional request from the Committee on Oversight 
and Government Reform United States House of Representatives to provide a list of open and 
unimplemented recommendations. 


Regulatory Review 
Section 4(a) (2) of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, requires the OIG to review 
existing and proposed legislation and regulations relating to FLRA programs and operations of 
FLRA.  During this reporting period the OIG did not review any legislation and regulations 
relating to FLRA. 


Liaison Activities 
The IG is a member of the CIGIE, which was established on October 14, 2008, pursuant to the 
Inspector General Reform Act of 2008.  Additionally, the FLRA IG is a member of the 
Inspection and Evaluation Committee and the Professional Development Committee. 


Strategic Plan 
On August 31, 2016, the FLRA OIG issued a Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years 2017-2021.  The 
Strategic Plan outlines the vision and priorities that guide the office as we carry out our mission 
to protect the integrity of the FLRA program and operations. 
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Reporting Requirements of the Inspector 
General Act of 1978, as Amended 
The reporting requirements of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, are listed in the 
following table along with the location of the required information.  The word “None” appears 
where there is no data to report under a particular requirement. 


Reference Reporting Requirements Page 
Section 4(a)(2) Review of legislation and regulations p.13 


Section 5(a)(1) Significant problems, abuses, and deficiencies relating to the 
administration of programs and operations 


None 


Section 5(a)(2) Recommendations with respect to significant problems, abuses 
or deficiencies 


None 


Section 5(a)(3) Recommendations included in previous semiannual reports on 
which corrective action has not been completed (Table 1) 


p.16 


Section 5(a)(4) Matters referred to prosecutive authorities None 


Section 5(a)(5) Summary of reports None 


Section 5(a)(6) Listing by subject of audit reports issued (Table 2) p.17 


Section 5(a)(7) Summary of significant reports None 


Section 5(a)(8) Statistical table – Reports with questioned costs (Table 3) p.18 


Section 5(a)(9) Statistical table – Recommendations that funds be put to better 
use (Table 4) 


p.19 


Section 5(a)(10) Summary of each audit report, inspection report, and 
evaluation report without management decisions 


None 


Section 5(a)(11) Description and explanation of revised management decision None 


Section 5(a)(12) Management decision with which the IG is in disagreement None 


Section 5(a)(13) Information under section 05(b) of the Federal Financial 
Management Improvement Act (FFMIA) of 1996  


None 


Section 5(a)(14) Peer Review Activity p.12 
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Second Half of FY 2016 Freedom of 
Information Act Request 


Activity Total 
Number of  Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Requests Received  0 


Number of  FOIA Requests Processed  


Number Granted  


Number Partially Granted  


Number Not Granted  


Reasons for Denial  


No Records Available  


Referred to Other Agencies  


Requests Denied in Full Exemption 3  


Requests Denied in Full Exemption 5  


Requests Denied in Full Exemption 7(A)  


Requests Denied in Full Exemption 7(C)  


Request  Withdrawn  


Not a Proper FOIA Request  


Not an Agency Record  


Duplicate Request  


Other  


Requests for OIG Reports from Congress and Other Government Agencies  


Received  


Processed  


Number of OIG Reports/Documents Released in Response to Requests  
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Table 1. Summary of Audit Reports with 
Corrective Actions Outstanding for more 
than One (1) Year 


Report Title 
Report 
Number 


Issue 
Date Total Closed Open 


Report on Evaluation of 
FLRA’s FISMA Compliance 


FY09FISMA 7/09 16 15 1 


Evaluation of the FLRA 
Compliance with the FISMA 


ER-12-01 11/11 7 6 1 


Management Letter for Fiscal 
Year 2011 Audit of the FLRA 
Financial Statements 


AR-12-02 12/11 3 2 1 


Evaluation of the Federal 
Labor Relations Authority’s 
Compliance with the Federal 
Information Security 
Management Act FY 2014 


ER-15-01 11/14 3 0 3 


Review of the Federal Labor 
Relations Authority’s Fiscal 
year 2015 Privacy Program 


AR-15-04 7/15 6 5 1 
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Table 2. List of Audit Reports Issued 
 


Report 
Number 


Issue 
Date Report Title 


Questioned 
Cost 


Unsupported 
Cost 


Funds Put 
to Better 


Use 
AR-16-04 05/26/16 Review of the Federal 


Labor Relations 
Authority’s Fiscal Year 
2016 Privacy Program  


$0 $0 $0 


ER-16-03 06/22/16 Quality Assurance 
Review of the Federal 
Labor Relations 
Authority Office of 
Inspector General Audit 
Operations  


$0 $0 $0 


ER-16-04 8/2/2016 External Peer Review 
Report on the Farm 
Credit Administration 
Office of Inspector 
General Audit 
Organization 


$0 $0 $0 
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Table 3. Reports with Questioned Cost 


Description 
Number of 


Reports 
Questioned 


Cost 
Unsupported 


Cost 
A. For which no management 


decision has been made by the 
commencement of the reporting 
period. 


0 $0 $0 


B. Which were issued during the 
reporting period. 


0 $0 $0 


Subtotals (A + B) 0 $0 $0 


C. For which a management 
decision was made during the 
reporting period. 


0 $0 $0 


i. Dollar value of disallowed 
costs; and 


0 $0 $0 


ii. Dollar value of costs not 
disallowed. 


0 $0 $0 


D. For which no management 
decision has been made by the 
end of the reporting period. 


0 $0 $0 


E. Reports for which no 
management decision was 
made within 6 months of 
issuance. 


0 $0 $0 
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Table 4. Recommendations That Funds Be 
Put to Better Use 


Description 
Number of 


Reports 
Unsupported 


Cost 
A. For which no management decision has been 


made by the commencement of the reporting 
period. 


0 $0 


B. Which were issued during the reporting 
period. 


0 $0 


Subtotals (A + B) 0 $0 


C. For which a management decision was made 
during the reporting period. 


0 $0 


i. Dollar value of recommendations that 
were agreed to by management; and 


0 $0 


ii. Dollar value of recommendations that 
were not agreed to by management. 


0 $0 


D. For which no management decision has been 
made by the end of the reporting period. 


0 $0 


E. Reports for which no management decision 
was made within 6 months of issuance. 


0 $0 
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Appendix A. Acronyms and Abbreviations 
Acronym 


Abbreviation Definition 
ARB Arbitration (type of FLRA case) 


CIGIE Council of Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency 


DJHPM Dembo, Jones, Healy, Pennington & Marshall, P.C.  


FFMIA Federal Financial Management Improvement Act  


FISMA Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 


FLRA Federal Labor Relations Authority 


FOIA Freedom of Information Act 


FY Fiscal Year 


IG Inspector General 


NEG Negotiability (Type of FLRA case) 


OGC Office of the General Counsel 


OIG Office of Inspector General 


OMB Office of Management and Budget 


P.L. Public Law 


REP Representation (Type of FLRA Case) 


STATUTE Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute 


ULP Unfair Labor Practice (Type of FLRA case) 
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Appendix B. Definitions of Terms 
Term Definition 


Disallowed Cost A questioned cost that management, in a management decision, 
has sustained or agreed should not be charged to the Government.  


Final Action The completion of all actions that management has concluded, in 
its management decision, are necessary with respect to the 
findings and recommendations.  If management concluded that no 
actions were necessary, final action occurs when management 
decision is issued. 


Management Decision An evaluation by management of the findings and 
recommendations included in an audit report and the issuance of a 
final decision by management concerning its response to such 
findings and recommendations, including actions concluded to be 
necessary. 


Questioned Cost A cost questioned because of: (a) an alleged violation of a law, 
regulation, contract, or other agreement or document governing the 
expenditures of funds; (b) a finding that, at the time of the audit, 
such cost is not supported by adequate documentation; or (c) a 
finding that the expenditure of funds for the intended purpose is 
unnecessary or unreasonable.  


Recommendation That 
Funds Be Put To Better 
Use 


A recommendation that funds could be used more efficiently if 
management took actions to complete the recommendation, 
including: (a) reduction in outlays; (b) deobligation of funds;          
(c) costs not incurred by implementing recommended 
improvements related to the operations of the establishment, a 
contractor; (d) avoidance of unnecessary expenditures noted in 
preaward reviews of contract; or (e) any other savings which are 
specifically identified.  


Unsupported Cost A cost questioned because, at the time of the audit, such cost is not 
supported by adequate documentation. 
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Contacting the Office of Inspector General 
 


 If you believe an activity is wasteful, 
fraudulent, or abusive of Federal funds, 
contact us: 


Online Hotline: FLRA.gov/OIG-HOTLINE 
Email: OIGMAIL@FLRA.gov 


The complainant may remain confidential; allow their name to be used; or anonymous.  If 
the complainant chooses to remain anonymous, FLRA OIG cannot obtain additional 
information on the allegation, and also cannot inform the complainant as to what action 
FLRA OIG has taken on the complaint.  Confidential status allows further communication 
between FLRA OIG and the complainant after the original complaint is received. The 
identity of complainant is protected under the provisions of the Whistleblower Protection 
Act of 1989 and the Inspector General Act of 1978.  To learn more about the FLRA OIG, 
visit our Website at http://flra.gov/oig 
 


OIG Contact Information 
Federal Labor Relations Authority, Office of Inspector General 
 1400 K Street, NW 
 Washington, DC 20424 
 Tel (800)331-3572 
 Fax (202)208-4535 
 Web FLRA.gov/OIG 


 





